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By convention sweet is sweet,
bitter is bitter,
hot is hot,
cold is cold,
colour is colour;
but in truth there are only atoms and the void.

Democritus (460–370 BCE)
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Supervisor’s Foreword

The elements that make us, our planet, and the Universe result from nuclear
reactions in the cosmos. Synthesis of elements occurs through fusion of atomic
nuclei, reactions involving neutron-rich nuclei, and nuclear fission. Atomic nuclei,
made of protons and neutrons, are quantum objects and their interactions are largely
determined by the strong and electromagnetic forces. The outcomes of nuclear
reactions are thus fundamentally determined by many-body quantum dynamics of
strongly interacting systems. This results in striking consequences, as exemplified
by the many-fold increase in fusion at energies below the Coulomb barrier due to
couplings to low-energy quantum states of the two interacting nuclei. Accurate
prediction, particularly at energies near the barrier where quantum structure and
dynamics are clearly intertwined, is a formidable challenge to our understanding of
many-body physics.

We are entering an era that promises a vastly improved understanding through a
happy coincidence of new experimental techniques, new accelerators of intense
beams of both stable and unstable (rare) isotopes, and increased computational
power that allows microscopic many-body calculations. This thesis presents an
incisive new method that demonstrates how the subtleties of quantum structure of
light weakly bound nuclei affect reaction outcomes. This is of immediate interest
due to the worldwide availability of accelerated beams of rare short-lived nuclei.
Currently, there is no theoretical model that describes the (experimentally observed)
routes that cause breakup of weakly bound fragile nuclei. The excited quantum
states of such nuclei are typically particle-unbound resonances and the effect of
couplings to these resonant states on fusion continues to generate controversy. For
these reasons, a realistic understanding of the processes influencing near-barrier
fusion of weakly bound nuclei remains elusive.

This thesis highlights the role of resonance lifetimes in determining reaction
outcomes through selecting experimental observables that are sensitive to the
location of breakup, and combined with stochastic model simulations. Lifetimes as
short as 10−21s must not be assumed to lead to “instantaneous” breakup, but must
be treated explicitly to reproduce experimental results.
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Breakup that occurs as the weakly bound projectile nucleus approaches the
target nucleus could be separated from that occurring when the projectile recedes
from the target. This separation led to another physics insight: breakup prior to
reaching the barrier is insufficient to explain the experimentally observed sup-
pression of complete fusion. This result means that efforts must now be directed
towards finding a different mechanism that can cause the suppression of complete
fusion.

The results described in this thesis make a compelling case for the practitioners
in the field to design new experiments and develop theories to include the latest
findings. The pedagogical treatment of nuclear reactions at energies near the fusion
barrier, and the analysis methods presented for the large-coverage and
high-granularity detector array will be helpful for graduate students entering the
field. The ideas presented in this thesis, I hope, will open up innovations in
experimental and theoretical methods that will ultimately allow prediction of the
products of nuclear collisions, urgently needed for research with next-generation
radioactive beams.

Canberra, Australia
June 2018

Prof. Mahananda Dasgupta
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Abstract

Above-barrier complete fusion cross sections for reactions with light, weakly bound
nuclei such as 6,7Li and 9Be are suppressed relative to expectations from theory and
experiment. This has been interpreted to be a result of the weakly bound nucleus
breaking up into its cluster constituents, reducing the probability of complete charge
capture. However, experiments to probe mechanisms of breakup in below-barrier
reactions of 9Be and 6,7Li with high atomic number targets have shown that breakup
of unbound states formed following nucleon transfer dominates over direct breakup
of the projectile into its cluster constituents. This thesis extends the study of
breakup following transfer in interactions of 9Be and 7Li with light targets of 6 �
Z � 28. Below-barrier coincidence measurements of breakup fragments produced
in these reactions show a vanishing amount of direct breakup, and the dominance of
transfer-triggered breakup.

Since breakup can only suppress complete fusion if it occurs prior to the col-
lision partners reaching the fusion barrier, the location of breakup is crucial. In turn,
the location of breakup is intimately related to the lifetime of the unbound state that
is populated. Nuclei produced in long-lived states cannot suppress complete fusion,
since they will pass the barrier before breakup can occur. Conversely, nuclei pro-
duced in states with lifetimes comparable to the zeptosecond (10−21s) timescale
of the collision may break up before reaching the fusion barrier. Through the use of
experimental observables that are sensitive to the location of breakup, the impor-
tance of a realistic treatment of resonance lifetimes to correctly reproduce experi-
mental results with theoretical modelling will be established.

Below-barrier measurements of transfer-triggered breakup, where capture is
minimised, are used to determine the breakup probability as a function of distance
of closest approach for reactions of 7Li and 9Be with light targets of 13 � Z � 28,
as well for reactions of 9Be with heavy targets of 62 � Z � 83. These probability
functions are used as input into classical dynamical trajectory models to predict
above-barrier complete and incomplete fusion cross sections. These fusion cross
sections are found to be sensitive to the lifetime of the weakly bound nucleus
produced after transfer. When realistically modelled, the inclusion of lifetime leads
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to the conclusion that breakup alone cannot account for the observed suppression of
complete fusion in reactions 9Be with 144Sm to 209Bi.

Experimental groundwork is laid for measurement of the 7Be(d,p)8Be reaction at
the Australian National University, relevant to Big Bang nucleosynthesis. The
efficacy of using a large solid angle array and kinematic reconstruction techniques
for such studies is demonstrated through a measurement of aparticles produced in
the mirror reaction 7Li(d,n)8Be. In this reaction, a high population of the broad
4+resonance in 8Be is observed, totalling 69% of the coincidence yield after effi-
ciency correction. It is therefore crucial to investigate the excitation of 8Be in the
7Be(d,p)8Be reaction. Test measurements of 7Be production via the 10B(6Li,
7Be)9Be reaction are made using the SOLEROO RIB facility. Normalised sec-
ondary beam intensities above 104cts/s/mg/cm−2/leA are achieved with beam
purity of *96%.
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Preface

This thesis is an account of research undertaken between February 2013 and
December 2016 at the Department of Nuclear Physics, Research School of Physics
and Engineering, College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, the Australian
National University, Canberra, Australia. This thesis presents a study of breakup
triggered by transfer in below-barrier reactions of 7Li and 9Be with targets of mass
ranging across the nuclear chart, 6 � Z � 28, in a series of four experimental runs.
In addition, previously measured reactions of 9Be with targets of 62 � Z � 83,
measured by Dr. R. Rafiei and colleagues, are reanalysed.

The project was originally proposed by Prof. M. Dasgupta and Prof. D. J. Hinde.
Beams of accelerated 7Li and 9Be were provided by the 14UD tandem accelerator
of the Heavy Ion Accelerator Facility at the Australian National University in
Canberra, Australia. All measurements were carried out with the assistance of the
nuclear reaction dynamics group and the technical staff of the Department of
Nuclear Physics. Measurements were made with the Breakup Array for Light
Nuclei (BALiN), a large, position sensitive array, originally commissioned by
Dr. D. H. Luong and Dr. R. Rafiei. The array and associated electronics was set up
by the author, with assistance from Dr. D. H. Luong, Prof. M. Dasgupta,
Prof. D. J. Hinde, and Dr. E. Williams.

All data analysis was done by the author. Analysis was performed using
the CERN ROOT analysis framework, using scripts originally written by
Dr. D. H. Luong, extensively modified by the author. The author collaborated with
Dr. D. H. Luong and Dr. Sunil Kalkal closely in the extraction, analysis, and inter-
pretation of breakup events. Two classical dynamical trajectory models of breakup
were utilised to establish the coincidence efficiency of BALiN for each measurement.
The models were also used to predict the effect of breakup on incomplete and com-
plete fusion cross sections at above-barrier energies from experimentally determined
below-breakup probabilities. The first model was M-PLATYPUS, a modified version
of PLATYPUS written by Dr. A. Diaz-Torres, and modified by Dr. E. C. Simpson. The
second was KOOKABURRA, written by Dr. E. C. Simpson. Both models were tested by
the author and Dr. Sunil Kalkal.
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Developmental work was undertaken to measure the astrophysically relevant
7Be(d,p)8Be reaction at the Australian National University. The mirror reaction
7Li(d,n)8Be was measured using the BALiN array to establish the efficacy of the
array and analysis techniques for such reactions. Targets of deuterated polyethylene
were produced by the author with the assistance of Mr. S. McNeil. In addition to
this measurement, this thesis describes the development of a 7Be radioactive ion
beam, using the SOLEROO RIB facility at the Australian National University.
The commissioning of the facility was completed over the course of this thesis
by Mr. I. P. Carter. Measurements were made by the author in collaboration with
Mr. I. P. Carter and Dr. E. C. Simpson and with assistance from the nuclear reaction
dynamics group.

The following publications and conference proceedings, to which the author
contributed to, are directly related to the work in this thesis:

1. K.J. Cook, E.C. Simpson, D.H. Luong, Sunil Kalkal, M. Dasgupta and
D.J. Hinde, “Importance of lifetime effects in breakup and suppression of
complete fusion in reactions of weakly bound nuclei”, Physical Review C 93,
064604 (2016)

2. E.C. Simpson, K.J. Cook, D.H. Luong, Sunil Kalkal, I.P. Carter, M. Dasgupta,
D.J. Hinde, and E. Williams, “Disintegration locations in 7Li!8Be
transfer-triggered breakup at near-barrier energies”, Physical Review C 93,
024605 (2016)

3. Sunil Kalkal, E.C. Simpson, D.H. Luong, K.J. Cook, M. Dasgupta, D.J. Hinde,
I.P. Carter, D.Y. Jeung, G. Mohanto, C.S. Palshetkar, E. Prasad, D.C. Rafferty,
C. Simenel, K. Vo-Phuoc, E. Williams, L.R. Gasques, P.R.S. Gomes and
Linares, R. “Asymptotic and near-target direct breakup of 6Li and 7Li”,
Physical Review C 93, 044605 (2016)

4. M. Dasgupta, E.C. Simpson, D.H. Luong, Sunil Kalkal, K.J. Cook, I.P. Carter,
D.J. Hinde and E. Williams, “Breakup locations: Intertwining effects of nuclear
structure and reaction dynamics”, EPJ Web of Conferences 117, 08005 (2016)

5. K.J. Cook, D.H. Luong, I.P. Carter, M. Dasgupta, D.J. Hinde, S. McNeil,
D. Rafferty, K. Ramachandran, C. Simenel and E. Williams, “Breakup fol-
lowing interactions with light targets: Investigating new methods to probe
nuclear physics input to the cosmological lithium problem”, EPJ Web of
Conferences 91, 00002 (2015)

6. I.P. Carter, M. Dasgupta, D.J. Hinde, D.H. Luong, E. Williams,
K. Ramachandran, K.J. Cook, A.G. Muirhead, S. Marshall and T. Tunningley,
“Recent developments of SOLEROO: Australia’s first high energy radioactive
ion beam capability”, EPJ Web of Conferences 91, 00001 (2015)

7. I.P. Carter, K. Ramachandran, M. Dasgupta, D.J. Hinde, R.Rafiei, D.H. Luong,
E. Williams, K.J. Cook, S. McNeil, D.C. Rafferty, A.B. Harding,
A.G. Muirhead and T. Tunningley, “An ion beam tracking system based on a
parallel plate avalanche counter”, EPJ Web of Conferences 63, 02022 (2013)
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Proceedings of Science (NIC XII), 185 (2012)
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Let’s think the unthinkable, let’s do the undoable. Let us prepare
to grapple with the ineffable itself, and see if we may not eff it
after all

Douglas Adams 1952–2001

Every nucleus heavier than 1H is the product of a nuclear reaction. We are, in a
very real way, the result of billions of years of nuclear physics. Therefore, to study
nuclear reactions is to study our origins. Nuclear reactions involve fleeting collisions
of finite quantum systems which occur on timescales of 10−21 s and on distances
of 10−15 m. These collisions, which are governed by the electromagnetic and strong
interactions, have many possible outcomes, ranging from elastic scattering, where
the colliding remain in their ground states, through to complete fusion, where the two
nuclei combine to produce a single compound nucleus. As a field, nuclear reaction
dynamics is concerned with understanding the physical mechanisms that dictate the
outcomes of nuclear collisions.

Arguably, the modern approach to nuclear physics, where accelerated beams of
nuclei are collided with a stationary target, began with the work of Cockcroft and
Walton in 1932 [1, 2]. Cockcroft andWalton produced an accelerated beamof protons
and used them to bombard a target of lithium. The resulting p + 7Li → α + α
reaction was the first entirely artificial nuclear reaction. More than eighty years later,
the processes through which light weakly-bound nuclides such as 7Li disintegrate
are still not fully understood. This thesis is a continuation of the work towards
understanding the interactions of light weakly-bound nuclei.

The central theme of this thesis is to understand the mechanisms through which
the weakly-bound 7Li and 9Be nuclides break up in reactions with targets of atomic
number Z varying from 1 to 83, and to understand the way in which these processes
affect complete and incomplete fusion. This work lies in the broader context of the
continuing work in nuclear reactions towards forming a consistent framework for
relating the nuclear structure of light weakly-bound nuclei to reaction outcomes.
Understanding the reaction dynamics of these nuclides is a pressing need in light of
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2 1 Introduction

the increasing availability of Radioactive Ion Beams (RIBs) that probe the limits of
nuclear existence. Of key interest is the effect of weak binding on complete fusion.

1.1 Complete Fusion Suppression

Fusion measurements of 9Be + 208Pb, 209Bi [3–6] and 6,7Li + 209Bi [3, 7] were
amongst the first to show that above-barrier complete fusion cross-sections (experi-
mentally defined as capture of the full charge of the projectile) are reduced by∼30%,
both in comparison with those predicted by standard fusion models and with mea-
surements for well-bound nuclei forming the same compound nucleus [3, 8]. An
example of the suppression of complete fusion is shown in Fig. 1.1 for complete
fusion of 7Li + 209Bi compared to 18O + 198Pt, where cross-sections have been nor-
malised to the fusion barrier radius, and energies normalised to the fusion barrier
energy (both of these concepts are defined in the following chapter). It is readily
apparent that the normalised complete fusion cross-sections are suppressed relative
to both 18O + 198Pt and expectations from single barrier penetration model calcu-
lations [3]. This suppression has been observed to varying extents for reactions of
stable light weakly-bound nuclides 6,7Li, 9Be with targets in the range 28 ≤ Z ≤ 83

Fig. 1.1 Complete fusion cross-sections σCF for 7Li + 209Bi and 18O + 198Pt, forming the same
compound nucleus, normalised to the average barrier radius (RB ), as a function of centre-of-mass
energy normalised to the average barrier energy (VB ). Fusion reactions with weakly-bound 7Li are
suppressed relative to the fusion with the well bound 18O nucleus. Single Barrier Penetration (SBP)
model calculations are shown for 7Li + 209Bi and 18O + 198Pt, showing the validity of normalising
cross-sections in this manner. The SBP calculation needs to be scaled by 0.74 to correspond to the
7Li + 209Bi experimental data, demonstrating the suppression of complete fusion relative to model
calculations. Adapted from [3]
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[3–19]. Smaller suppressions have been observed for reactions of the less weakly-
bound 11B and 10B nuclides [20, 21]. Detailed reviews on the fusion of light weakly-
bound nuclei may be found in Refs. [22, 23].

Although complete fusion suppression has been observed in reactions with heavy
targets, the status of complete fusion suppression is not clear in reactions with
light targets, since the separation of complete and incomplete fusion (experimen-
tally defined as partial charge capture) is very difficult. This is due to the significant
charged particle evaporation that will occur for compound nuclei with lower Z .
As a result, the same reaction product can be formed via complete fusion follow-
ing particle evaporation and by incomplete fusion. This has precluded a systematic
understanding of the trends of complete fusion suppression.

While the phenomenon of above-barrier complete fusion suppression for weakly-
bound nuclei is by now well established in reactions with heavy targets, the mech-
anism responsible is not. It was originally suggested that complete fusion sup-
pression should result from direct breakup of the weakly-bound nucleus [e.g.
9Be(→ α + α + n), 7Li(→ α + t), 6Li(→ α + d)] prior to reaching the fusion bar-
rier [4]. It was conjectured that breakup reduces the probability of the full charge of
the projectile-like nucleus being captured, thus suppressing complete fusion (CF),
and increasing the incomplete fusion (ICF) cross-sections, shown schematically in
Fig. 1.2.

Experimentswere undertaken to probe the extent of the role of breakup in complete
fusion suppression. Coincidence measurements of breakup fragments were made
at below-barrier energies with a large position sensitive array, and key kinematic
quantities were reconstructed. These experiments were performed at below-barrier
energies to allow clearer investigation of breakup mechanisms, as there is essentially
no absorption of the charged fragments [24]. These investigations found that transfer
to particle unbound states of neighbouring nuclei followed by breakup contributes
much more than direct breakup to the total breakup probability [25–28]. In the case
of 9Be, breakup in interactions with targets ranging from 144Sm to 209Bi is dominated
by neutron stripping forming 8Be which subsequently breaks up into α + α, rather
than 9Be undergoing direct breakup into α + α + n or 8Be+n [25]. In reactions
of 7Li with 144Sm, 207,208Pb and 209Bi, below-barrier breakup yields are dominated
by proton pickup forming 8Be(→ α + α), neutron stripping forming 6Li(→ α + d)
and two neutron stripping forming 5Li(→ α + p) [26–28]. In reactions of 6Li with
207,208Pb and 209Bi, one neutron stripping forming 5Li and deuteron pickup forming
8Be dominate over direct 6Li→ α + d breakup [26–28]. These results explained ear-
lier work that showed unexpectedly high α singles production cross-sections relative
to t in reactions of 7Li with 208Pb [29] as well as unexpected proton production in
6Li + 208Pb reactions [30]. It is only through coincidence measurements of fragments
that clear pictures of these reactions emerge [31, 32].

It is now very clear that it is not only direct breakup that should be considered as
a candidate for above-barrier complete fusion suppression, but also transfer populat-
ing particle unbound states of neighbouring nuclei that subsequently break up. The
breakup of neighbouring nuclei populated following transfer is termed “transfer-
triggered breakup”. Following transfer, the projectile-like nucleus may break up
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Fig. 1.2 Reaction pathways affecting complete fusion. If a weakly-bound nucleus breaks up as it
approaches another nucleus, the resulting fragmentsmayboth be captured, and soundergo sequential
complete fusion. On the other hand, one of the fragments may be captured, resulting in incomplete
fusion. When neither fragment is captured, this is no capture breakup. These processes reduce
the probability of complete fusion. Note that transfer and incomplete fusion can lead to the same
final product. However, within the coupled channels framework, transfer is not thought to suppress
complete fusion significantly

before it can be captured.As a result, therewill be a decreased probability of complete
fusion, and a corresponding increase of incomplete fusion and no capture breakup.

The capability of any breakup process to suppress above-barrier complete fusion
depends on its location. It was recognised early on [24] that the population of long-
lived states, such as the 0+ ground-state of 8Be, which has a mean life of ∼10−16 s
[33], results in breakup far from the target-like nucleus at energies below the barrier.
At above-barrier energies, the 8Be nucleus in its ground-state will pass inside the
fusion barrier and be absorbed long before decay can occur. It therefore cannot con-
tribute to complete fusion suppression. Similarly, population of 6Li in its long-lived
3+ state (mean life = 2.74 × 10−20 s) located 711 keV above the α + d breakup
threshold [34] cannot suppress complete fusion. However, population of broad res-
onances with much shorter mean lives will result in breakup close to the target-like
nucleus. It is this type of breakup that may suppress complete fusion.

As an example, measurements of transfer reactions populating 8Be show the
population of 8Be in its 0+, 2+, and at higher excitations, 4+ states [35, 36]. The
3.03 MeV 2+ state of 8Be has an on-resonance width of �(ER) = 1513 ± 15 keV,
and thus amean life of τ = �/�(ER) = 0.44 × 10−21 s [33]. Breakup from this state
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will occur very close to the target-like nucleus. To determine the effect on complete
fusion, it is then necessary to quantitatively understand whether such short mean
lives carry a significant fraction of excited projectile-like nuclei inside the fusion
barrier before breakup occurs, thus reducing the suppression of complete fusion due
to breakup.

The question then is: what is the quantitative contribution of near-target transfer-
triggered breakup to the suppression of complete fusion? This was previously
addressed by first obtaining breakup probabilities as a function of distance of clos-
est approach (“breakup functions”) [25] at below-barrier energies. These breakup
functions were then used as input to the classical dynamical model code Platypus
[37, 38], to predict complete and incomplete fusion cross-sections at above-barrier
energies [25, 37] that agreed satisfactorily with experimental results [3, 6, 12, 15].

In Platypus, the lifetimes of the intermediate states populated are not explicitly
taken into account. However, locations of breakup and the lifetimes of states are
intimately related: finite but small mean lives will change the positions at which
breakup occurs along the trajectory of the nuclei. Therefore, accurate simulation of
excitation and lifetime of states is essential to reliably predict the effect of breakup
on fusion suppression. Indeed, recent work [39] has highlighted that the precise loca-
tion of breakup relative to the target-like nucleus is critical to reaction outcomes, and
further, that there exist experimental observables that can probe these effects. This
thesis makes use of coincidence measurements of breakup fragments to investigate
the role of zeptosecond lifetimes in breakup and fusion suppression. Further, this
thesis presents a re-analysis of the extensive sub-barrier breakup measurements of
Rafiei et al. [25], using a modified version of Platypus which incorporates res-
onance lifetimes. After taking into account these lifetimes, new predictions of the
contribution of breakup to fusion suppression will be presented. Finally, the magni-
tude of complete fusion suppression in reactions of 7Li and 9Be with light targets
will be predicted using a new classical trajectory model code Kookaburra.

1.2 Cosmological Lithium Problem

An additional focus of this thesis lies in the use of the coincidence measurement and
kinematic reconstruction techniques developed for the study of breakup for the study
of reactions of astrophysical interest. Specifically, the interest lies in the 7Be(d,p)8Be
reaction, which destroys 7Be during Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), and is there-
fore a candidate for a nuclear physics solution to the cosmological lithium problem.

The cosmological lithium problem is a long-standing problem in concordance
models of the Big Bang, wherein the abundances of 7Li predicted in models of
BBN are a factor of 2.4–3.2 times larger than those inferred from spectroscopic
observations ofmetal-poor halo stars [40, 41]. These stars have very small convection
zones, and thus cannot modify the composition of their surface layers by nuclear
reactions. As a result, it is thought that the 7Li abundances in these stars represent
the abundance of 7Li arising from BBN (i.e. the abundance is “primordial”). The
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Fig. 1.3 Simplified nuclear reaction network showing the important reactions forming 7Li during
BBN, plus 7Be(d,p)8Be. Adapted from [41, 54]

discrepancy, which has been well established since 1982 [42], has a significance of
4 − 5σ and is yet to find satisfactory conclusion, although there has been significant
effort to achieve one.

Proposed solutions to the cosmological lithium problem can be found in many
areas of nuclear astrophysics, and include (but are by no means limited to): stellar
models with increased turbulence and diffusion between surface and burning layers
[43]; inferring primordial abundances from low metalicity gases in the Small Mag-
ellanic Cloud [44]; non-standard cosmologies [45, 46]; particle physics beyond the
standard model [47–49]; and improved understandings of relevant nuclear reaction
rates [50–53].

Nuclear physics solutions centre around the determination of the most relevant
reactions that contribute to the abundance of 7Li produced during BBN and the
subsequent measurement of these cross-sections. Shown in Fig. 1.3 is a simplified
nuclear reaction network, showing the dominant reactions that contribute to 7Li
abundances. Importantly, the main reaction forming 7Li during BBN isn’t the direct
3H(α, γ)7Li fusion reaction, but instead the production of 7Be and its subsequent
decay into 7Li via electron capture (t1/2 = 52.3 days). The production rate of 7Be is
strongly constrained byobservations of solar neutrino production [55, 56]. Therefore,
the search for nuclear physics solutions to the cosmological lithium problem focus
on reactions that destroy 7Be without producing 7Li.
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One such candidate is the 7Be(d,p)8Be(→ α + α) reaction. A sensitivity study
[54] has shown that this reaction is able to resolve the 7Li problem if the reaction
rate is one hundred times larger than the adopted estimate [57]. A measurement
of this reaction swiftly followed, which found a value ten times smaller than the
previously adopted value [58]. This measurement was performed by measurement
of the recoiling protons. This means that the measurement of low energy protons
was precluded, such as those that will be produced when 8Be is excited to its broad
4+ resonance at 11.35 MeV, which may be expected to be populated with high
probability. Instead, the population of the 4+ state had to be estimated. To fully
determine the contribution of the 7Be(d,p)8Be reaction to 7Li abundances in BBN, it
is imperative that this reaction be remeasured through the coincidence measurement
of α particles in coincidence, which will have high energy when 8Be is produced in
highly excited states.

1.3 Aims

In light of the above discussion, this thesis has several key goals.

1. To identify themodes of breakup in interactions of 7Li and 9Bewith light targets of
6 ≤ Z ≤ 28 using coincidence measurement techniques, and to extract breakup
probabilities as a function of the distance of closest approach.

2. To investigate qualitatively the kinematic signatures of breakup through short-
lived resonant states, and so provide experimental guidance into the essential
physics input in classical models of breakup.

3. To quantitatively predict the effect of the lifetime of short-lived resonant states on
breakup processes and the resultant incomplete fusion, and thus the suppression
of complete fusion for targets of 13 ≤ Z ≤ 83.

4. To explore the use of coincidence measurement and kinematic reconstruction
techniques developed for the study of breakup in measurements of the astro-
physically relevant 7Be(d,p)8Be reaction. In addition, to test the production of
7Be beams using the radioactive ion beam facility SOLEROO [59–61] at the
Australian National University.

1.4 Thesis Outline

Chapter2 contains an overview of the key nuclear physics concepts required in
this thesis. The role of the resonant structure of light weakly-bound nuclei in reac-
tion outcomes will be introduced, as well as key kinematic observables that provide
insight into the mechanisms of breakup. The classical models of breakup that are
used extensively throughout this thesis are introduced.
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Chapter3 describes the experimental measurement and analysis techniques used
to measure breakup fragments in coincidence at below-barrier energies with the
Breakup Array for Light Nuclei (BALiN), a large position sensitive silicon detector
array. There will be a focus on the advances made for measurements of breakup in
reactions with light to medium mass targets.

Chapter4 concerns the identification of all the major breakup modes seen in inter-
actions of 7Li and 9Be with 12C, 16O, 27Al, 28Si, 58Ni, 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb
and 209Bi.

Chapter5 explores the signatures of asymptotic and near-target breakup on key kine-
matic quantities. Experimental distributions of breakup fragments will be compared
to classical trajectory calculations and model sensitivities to the lifetime of short-
lived resonant states will be established. Sensitivities of experimental distributions
to sub-zeptosecond lifetimes will be shown.

Chapter6 describes the extraction of breakup probability functions for the breakup
modes identified in previous chapters. Improved coincidence efficiency correction
techniques will be presented, as well as inventive beam normalisation methods.

Chapter7 presents the resulting breakup functions, which are critically examined
before being used as input into classical trajectory calculations to predict the contri-
bution of breakup to above-barrier complete fusion suppression in reactions of 7Li
with 27Al, 28Si and 58Ni as well as 9Be with 27Al, 28Si, 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt,
208Pb and 209Bi.

Chapter8 assesses the feasibility of leveraging the measurement and kinematic
reconstruction techniques developed in the course of this thesis to measuring the
astrophysically relevant 7Be(d,p)8Be reaction. Pilot measurements with the mirror
reaction 7Li(d,n)8Be will be presented. In addition, the results of 7Be beam produc-
tion experiments will be shown.

Chapter9 summarises the work of this thesis, with a focus on future directions.
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Chapter 2
Background Concepts

To me, what makes physics physics is that experiment is
intimately connected to theory. It’s one whole

Lene Hau 1959

The fact that complete fusion cross-sections of light, weakly-bound nuclei are sup-
pressed relative to well bound nuclei forming the same compound system demon-
strates that, while nuclear reactions and nuclear structure are typically considered
distinct fields of study, the two cannot be readily separated. If nuclear structure had
no influence on the outcome of nuclear reactions, then renormalised complete fusion
cross-sections forming the same compound nucleus would not change whether or
not weakly-bound nuclei were involved. Therefore, in this chapter, the key concepts
in nuclear structure and reactions required for this thesis will be outlined.

Fundamentally, nuclear structure is the study of quantum states that arise from
finite collections of quarks and gluons while nuclear reactions is the study of the
dynamics of colliding collections of quarks and gluons. It is not yet possible to
consider nuclei at the level of quarks and gluons for either structure or reactions.
Instead, microscopic models treat nucleons as structureless particles. To look at the
broad features of nuclear reactions, it is even possible to take a step further back, and
consider nuclei as single entities. At this level, to first order, nuclear reactions can
be understood through their mutual (nucleus-nucleus) potential.

2.1 Nucleus-Nucleus Potentials

Only two fundamental forces1 are relevant for nucleus-nucleus interactions – the
electromagnetic and strong nuclear interactions. Therefore, the total nucleus-nucleus
potential is the sum of the electromagnetic (Coulomb) and nuclear potentials, VC and

1With rare exception.
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VN , respectively. The Coulomb potential is typically modelled using the repulsive
potential between a positively charged finite sphere of radius Rc = 1.2(A1/3

P + A1/3
T )

and a positive point charge:

VC(r) =
{

ZP ZT e2

4πε0r
r ≤ Rc

ZP ZT e2

4πε0

3R2
c−r2

2R3
c

r > Rc
(2.1)

where ZP , ZT and AP , AT are the charges and mass numbers of each nucleus,
respectively. The Coulomb potential for 9Be + 208Pb is shown by the green line in
Fig. 2.1a.

The short range attractive internuclear potential VN is due to the nuclear force
between the protons and neutrons inside the nucleus. As these forces arise from
quantum chromodynamics (QCD), it is not possible to calculate the internuclear
potential exactly. Instead, phenomenological methods are often used, where param-
eters are fit to experimental data. The phenomenological potential used throughout
this work is the São Paulo Potential (SPP) [1], a density dependent double-folding
potential, which depends on the densities of the nuclei, with an energy dependent
correction arising from Pauli non-locality. It is given by:

VN (R, E) = e
−4v2

c2

∫
ρ1(�r1)ρ2(�r2)νnn( �R − �r1 + �r2)d�r1d�r2, (2.2)

where v the local relative velocity between the two nuclei, ρi (�ri ) are the density dis-
tributions of each nucleus,R the distance between their centres, and νnn the effective
nucleon-nucleon interaction. The nuclear densities were found by a systematic study
of theoretical distributions from microscopic nuclear models, as well as a large set

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.1 The potential between two colliding nuclei arises from the sum of three components (a)
a Coulomb interaction VC (solid line), a nuclear term VN (dashed line) and a centrifugal term Vl
(dot-dashed lines) that arises due to the angular momenta of the colliding nuclei. Summed, these
potentials form a potential barrier with energy VB at radius RB (b). As the angular momentum l
increases, the barrier energy increases and the radius decreases (indicated by the arrows) as does
the size of the potential pocket
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of experimental distributions from elastic scattering measurements [1]. The effec-
tive nucleon-nucleon interaction is determined from the zero-range approach to the
folding potential, which assumes that the range of νnn is negligible with respect to
the diffuseness of the nuclear densities, and is then dependent only on the nuclear
densities [1]. This potential has no free parameters, and is valid over a large energy
range.

For convenience of later calculation and visualisation, in this thesis, the SPP
potentials are fit with a Woods–Saxon form [2]:

VN (r) = −V0

1 + e
r−R0
a0

. (2.3)

Here, V0 is the depth of the potential, R0 a radius parameter and a0 a diffuseness
parameter. The fitting is performed over a range of ±2 fm around the radius of
the local maximum of the total internuclear potential RB (which will be discussed
in more detail shortly). A Woods–Saxon fit to a SPP calculation for 9Be + 208Pb is
shown by the red curve in Fig. 2.1a, with R0 = 1.087 ∗ (A1/3

T + A1/3
P ) = 8.70 fm and

a0 = 0.726 fm. Unlike the Coulomb potential, the nuclear potential is short-ranged,
and only has an effect when the nuclei are close to touching.

Since both potentials are spherically symmetric, V (r) = VN (r) + VC(r) only
depends on r . It is therefore desirable to reduce the problem to one dimension.
Consider the Hamiltonian

Ĥ = −�
2

2μ
∇2 + V (r) (2.4)

where μ = m1m2
m1+m2

is the reduced mass of the system. Since Ĥ is spherically sym-

metric, it commutes with l̂2 and l̂z , so the eigenfunctions ψ of Ĥ can be written
as

ψ(r) = R(r)Ylm(θ, φ), (2.5)

whereYlm(θ, φ) are the usual spherical harmonics, and R(r) is a function that depends
only on r . To solve for R(r), consider the Schrödinger equation

Ĥψ(r) = Eψ(r) (2.6)

The Laplacian in spherical coordinates is given by

∇2 = 1

r2
∂

∂r

(
r2

∂

∂r

)
− l̂2

r2
. (2.7)

Recalling that eigenstates of l̂2 are also eigenstates of Ĥ , one obtains

(−�
2

2μ

(
1

r2
∂

∂r

(
r2

∂

∂r

)
− l(l + 1)

r2

)
+ V (r) − E

)
R(r) = 0. (2.8)
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Introducing the substitution R(r) = ε(r)
r , this expression becomes

− �
2

2μ

∂

∂r
ε(r) +

(
�
2l(l + 1)

2μr2
+ V (r) − E

)
ε(r) = 0, (2.9)

which is identical to the one dimensional Schrödinger equation, with VT (r) =
V (r) + �

2l(l+1)
2μr2 . Thus, this l dependent term, known as the “centrifugal potential”,

acts as an additional effective repulsive potential that is dependent on the angular
momentum of the colliding nuclei. Compared to low-energy nuclear structure, the
angular momenta in heavy ion collisions can be rather large.

The centrifugal potential for 9Be + 208Pb l = 30, 60, 90 is shown by the dashed
curves in Fig. 2.1a. The total one dimensional internuclear potential is the sum of
the repulsive Coulomb and centrifugal potentials as well as the attractive nuclear
potential, and can be written as

VT (r) = VC(r) + VN (r) + Vl(r). (2.10)

The total internuclear potential is shown for 9Be + 208Pb with l = 0, 30, 60, 90 in
Fig. 2.1b. The sum of the nuclear and Coulomb potentials create a local maximum
of VB at RB ∼ 10 fm. This is called the “fusion barrier”. At energies below VB ,
nuclei must tunnel through this barrier before entering the pocket in the potential
and fusing. As nuclei collide with increasing angular momentum, the energy of the
barrier increases, and the radius at which it occurs moves inwards. Due to this, the
nuclear processes that can occur depend on the energies and angular momenta of the
colliding nuclei.

2.2 Reaction Outcomes

As nuclei collide, they interact through their mutual internuclear potential, and the
potential encountered depends on the energy and angular momentum with which
they collide. A useful way of parameterising this is through the “impact parameter”
b = l√

2μE
(with units of length), defined as the perpendicular distance (shown in

Fig. 2.2) between the centres of the colliding nuclei at infinity. Nuclei colliding with
smaller b (due to larger E or smaller l) will approach closer to each other than a
collision with larger b (with smaller E or larger l). A nuclear interaction with a given
b will experience different regions of the internuclear potential shown in Fig. 2.1 as
the nuclei approach and recede. Therefore different reaction outcomes can occur,
depending on b, illustrated in Fig. 2.2, and will be described briefly next.
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Fig. 2.2 Nuclei that collidewith different impact parameters b result in different reaction outcomes.
Nuclei that approach at large distances will only interact with the Coulomb part of the potential, and
elastically scatter. Nuclei with slightly smaller b may excite an internal state, leading to inelastic
scattering. Nuclei that approach close enough to interact through the nuclear potential may undergo
a reaction such as transfer. At even smaller impact parameters, the nuclei may experience processes
such as fusion

2.2.1 Elastic Scattering

At the largest b, the distance of closest approach of the nuclei, Rmin , is large, and the
nuclei will only interact via the long-range Coulomb potential. In reactions such as
these, only elastic scattering can occur, wherein the nuclei change their direction of
propagation, but the total kinetic energy of the system remains unchanged.

2.2.2 Inelastic Scattering

At a smaller b the gradient of the interaction potential may be sufficiently large so as
to enable either nucleus to excite one of their low-lying internal states. This changes
the total kinetic energy of the system, as some kinetic energy is converted into
internal excitation. This is known as “inelastic scattering”. In this process, weakly-
bound nuclei, such as 7Li, 9Be may be excited above their breakup thresholds–the
energy required to break the nuclei into their cluster constituents 7Li → α + t , 9Be
→ α + α + n – in a process known as “direct breakup”. Inelastic processes can occur
via Coulomb and nuclear interactions.

2.2.3 Transfer and Breakup

Transfer and breakup reactions are a class of direct (or peripheral) reactions and begin
to occur at smaller b than that of elastic or inelastic scattering. In these collisions, the
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nuclei interact through the nuclear force and may exchange one or more nucleons.
These reactions, where few nucleons participate, occur on very short timescales of
∼10−22 s, the typical time taken for a nucleon to travel across the nucleus. In these
collisions, one or more nucleons may be transferred from the projectile to the target
in a stripping reaction. The reverse, where one or more nucleons are transferred
from the target to the projectile, is known as a pickup reaction. In reactions with
light, weakly-bound nuclei, such as 7Li and 9Be, transfer reactions may populate
neighbouring nuclei in states above their threshold for breakup into their cluster
constituents. For instance, proton pickup in reactions with 7Li will form 8Be which
is unbound and decays into alpha clusters, 8Be→ α + α. In this thesis, this process
will be referred to as “transfer-triggered breakup”. Transfer-triggered breakup is a
two-step process–a peripheral collision results in nucleon transfer with the resulting
nucleus being in an unbound state, which then decays (breaks up). It is this process
that is the focus of this work.

2.2.4 Incomplete Fusion

Breakup can be followed by incomplete fusion (ICF), the partial capture of the charge
of the projectile. In this thesis, no distinction ismade between the capture of a breakup
fragment and a reaction where, in one step, the projectile transfers the same charge
to the target (massive transfer). Indeed, it is not clear if a clean distinction can be
made.

If breakup occurs as the nuclei approach each other (on the incoming trajectory),
with enough energy and small enough l, there is a chance that one of the breakup
fragments can pass the fusion barrier and be captured, forming a combined nucleus.
Transfer triggered breakup followed by capture is thus a three-step process. Breakup
followed by capture is essentially indistinguishable from transfer forming the same
compound nucleus. Nevertheless, ICF is defined in experiments as capture of part of
the charge of the projectile (e.g. [3]).

2.2.5 Complete Fusion

At the smaller b, complete fusion (CF) can occur. The nuclei can pass inside their
mutual barrier, be captured within the potential pocket forming an equilibrated, new
nucleus, called the compound nucleus (CN), which is highly excited (or hot). The
nucleus can de-excite by fission, forming two fission fragments, or it may de-excite
via emission of particles leaving an evaporation residue. Heavy compound nuclei
will emit neutrons, and light compound nuclei will emit neutrons as well as charged
particles. Breakup (transfer-triggered or otherwise) followed by capture of both frag-
ments is indistinguishable from complete fusion of the unbroken projectile.
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CF is defined experimentally as the capture of the total charge of the projectile.
In light systems, where charged particles are evaporated, it is extremely challenging
to distinguish CF from ICF and transfer, though there are models [4] that attempt
to quantify the probability of charged particle evaporation. Another related quantity
is often introduced: Total Fusion (TF), the sum of complete and incomplete fusion,
which is more readily measured in experiments performed with light systems.

It is important to note that as new reaction outcomes emerge with decreasing b,
the reactions that could occur at larger b do not cease. For instance, elastic scattering
will occur for all b. As a result, different reaction outcomes influence each other. For
example, fusion reduces the flux in elastic scattering channels. This fact is a crucial
concept in this thesis. Breakup that occurs as the nuclei approach each other will
reduce the probability of complete charge capture, and increase the probability of
incomplete charge capture. Understanding the contribution of breakup to incomplete
fusion is a key goal of this thesis and can be quantified by use of the cross-section.

2.3 Cross-Sections

The cross-section characterises the probability of a given reaction to occur. When
a beam of intensity Ibeam particles per unit time is incident on a target with Ntarget

nuclei per unit area, the number of reactions that occur each unit time Yreaction and
the cross-section σ is related through the expression:

σ = Yreaction
IbeamNtarget

, (2.11)

which has units of area. The cross-section for scattering into a particular solid angle
� = sin θdθdφ is called the differential cross-section, and is defined as

dσ

d
= Yreaction(θ, φ)

IbeamNtarget�
. (2.12)

2.3.1 Rutherford Scattering Cross-Sections

If colliding nuclei are not subject to the nuclear force, and if they do not experience
Coulomb excitation, then the only possible reaction outcome is elastic scattering, or
Rutherford scattering. In this case, the probability of a scattering with a particular
scattering angle can be known exactly. The differential cross-section in the centre of
mass frame is given by:

dσRutherford

d
=

(
ZP ZT e2

4πε0

)2 1

E2
CM

1

16 sin4 θCM
2

(2.13)
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where Zi is the atomic number of each nucleus, ECM their kinetic energy in the centre
of mass frame, and θCM is the scattering angle in the centre of mass frame.

When the colliding nuclei have sufficient energy and small enough impact param-
eter (b) to experience the nuclear potential, the elastic scattering yield will deviate
fromRutherford expectations. Therefore, dσelastic

d
does not equal dσRutherford

d
in general. In

Rutherford scattering, b and θCM are related by b = D
2 cot θCM

2 , where D = ZP ZT e2

4πε0ECM
.

So, the deviation between elastic and Rutherford cross-sections depends on θCM; at
below-barrier energies and at the most forward angles, dσelastic

d
= dσRutherford

d
. This fact

can be exploited for normalisation of cross-sections for other reaction outcomes, as
will be discussed in Chap.6.

2.4 Importance of the Nuclear Structure of Light
Weakly-Bound Nuclei

Rutherford scattering cross-sections do not depend on the internal structure of the
colliding nuclei, but the same cannot be said for other reaction outcomes. As alluded
to earlier, transfer-triggered breakup can suppress complete fusion cross-sections
provided breakup occurs as the nuclei are approaching each other. Therefore, the
probability of this process occurring depends on several properties of the colliding
nuclei:

1. The projectile must transfer a nucleon to or from the target, leaving the target in
a particular state. The probability of transfer into a given state depends on the
structure of the colliding nuclei.

2. The transfer must leave the transfer product in an unbound state.
3. The unbound state must be short lived, otherwise at above-barrier energies, the

transfer product will pass inside the fusion barrier before breakup can occur.

Due to these facts, the structure of light weakly-bound nuclei, aswell as neighbouring
nuclei populated during transfer, is crucial to the ability of breakup to suppress
complete fusion. Some key features of light, weakly-bound nuclei will be briefly
presented before addressing nuclear reaction dynamics in more detail.

2.5 Nuclear Structure of Light Weakly-Bound Nuclei

The structure of light nuclei show a remarkable amount of variation between neigh-
bouring isotopes –more so than is seen in heavy nuclei. This can be seen in properties
such as the half-life of each isotope. A portion of the nuclear chart for 0 ≤ Z ≤ 7,
coloured by the half-life of each isotope is shown in Fig. 2.3. Two features are readily
apparent. Firstly, the half-lives of neighbouring nuclei change rapidly. The isotopes
of Be provide a good example: 7Be has a half-life of 53.2 days, 8Be has a half-life of
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Fig. 2.3 Portion of the nuclear chart for 0 ≤ Z ≤ 7, coloured by the half life of each isotope,
an example of the large variance in nuclear properties for light nuclei. Figure created using the
Colourful Nuclear Chart by E.C. Simpson [5]

∼10−16 s, while 9Be is stable. Secondly, some of these nuclei have an extremely short
half life-on the order of ∼10−22 s, the same timescale as direct nuclear reactions.

The light nuclei of interest in this work are the beams, 7Li and 9Be, and the transfer
products 5Li, 6Li and 8Be. In particular, when the transfer products 5Li, 6Li and 8Be
are populated above their breakup threshold, these nuclei show a variety of different
resonant structures.

2.5.1 Resonances

It is useful here to emphasise the difference between nuclear states and nuclear
resonances. In stable nuclei, below any particle decay threshold, solutions to the
Schrödinger equation are discrete, with specific spin, parity and energy–these are
bound states. In contrast, above particle decay thresholds, the Schrödinger equation
permits solutions at every energy. As a result, scattering processes (such as transfer)
that populate nuclei above their particle decay thresholds should be expected to
populate every excitation energy with some probability. Very briefly, the asymptotic
solution to the Schrödinger equation

−�
2

2μ
∇2ψ + V (r)ψ = �

2k2

2μ
ψ (2.14)

for elastic scattering of a plane wave with wavenumber k and reduced mass μ from
a central potential, V (r), has the form
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ψ(r, k) ∼= N

(
eikr cos θ + fk(θ)

eikr

r

)
. (2.15)

Which differs from the incoming plane wave by an outgoing spherical wave. fk is
known as the scattering amplitude, and the cross-section associated with this process
is

dσ

d
= | fk(θ)|2. (2.16)

Since the potential is central, as discussed in Sect. 2.1, it is possible to separate the
wavefunction into radial and angular parts, and, after some work (for a more detailed
discussion, see [6]) obtain an expression for the asymptotic wavefunction that is the
sum of each angular momentum l

ψ(r, k) ∼= N
∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)i leiδl (k)
sin[kr − lπ/2 + δl(k)]

kr
Pl(cos θ)

with scattering amplitude

fk(θ) = 1

k

∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1)eiδl (k) sin δl(k)Pl cos(θ)

and total cross-section

σ = 4π

k2

∞∑
l=0

(2l + 1) sin2 δl(k).

Where Pl(cos θ) are the usual Legendre polynomials, and δl(k) is the “scattering
phase shift” for each l. The phase shift is a measure of the amount by which the
phase of the radial part of the wave function for each l differs from the no scattering
case, where δl(k) = 0, and so is a measure of the strength of the scattering potential.
Eachψ for a given l is known as a “partial wave”, and the cross-section for populating
an unbound nucleus to an excitation energy E can be expressed as the sum of partial
waves for each l at E . In scatteringmeasurements, peaks are observed in the scattering
cross-section at certain energies Eres . These are called resonances, and correspond
to rapid shifts in δl(E) of the form

δl(E) = δbg(E) + arctan

(
�/2

Eres − E

)
, (2.17)

where δbg(E) is a background term that slowly varieswith E [7], Eres is the resonance
energy and � the width of the resonance. The propagation of the wavefunction at
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2.4 Low excitation energy resonant structure of 8Be and 5Li along with the associated phase
shifts. It should be noted that as an even-even nucleus, only even partial waves contribute to 8Be, so
the set of partial waves shown here is complete. The same cannot be said for 5Li, and there remains
the possibility of higher partial waves contributing in this region. Adapted from [8]

a resonant energy experiences a time delay of the order τ ∼ �/�, leading to each
resonant state having a lifetime τ at the resonant energy.

Shown in Fig. 2.4 are the phase shifts for α + α scattering, with the correspond-
ing low excitation energy resonant structure of 8Be [8]. There are three resonances
present: a narrow 0+ resonance at 92 keV, a broad 2+ (and so short-lived) resonance
at 3.03 MeV, and a very broad 4+ resonance at 11.35 MeV, and the corresponding
phase shifts, δ0, δ2 and δ4 show corresponding rapid changes at each energy.

It is tempting to think of these resonances as being isolated, analogous to bound
nuclear states, especially as the resonant structure of unbound nuclei is usually shown
diagrammatically in a similar way to that of the states of bound nuclei. However, the
result of Eq.2.17 obtained from scattering theory shows that every partial wave may
contribute at every excitation energy. This is especially relevant in the case of broad
resonances.

2.5.2 Excitation Energy Probability Distributions

In this thesis, classical models of breakup are used extensively, andwill be introduced
in detail in Sect. 2.9. These models take the excitation energy of the projectile-like
nucleus as input. As has been discussed, modelling the excitation energy as a single
on-resonance energy is inappropriate as excitation can occur at any energy above the
particle decay threshold. Resonances are a peak in the probability of this excitation
due to some structural feature of the nucleus, but where resonances are particularly
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broad, as are seen in 5Li and 8Be, the peaks in probability are similarly smooth and
broad.

In order to model breakup classically in a reasonably realistic way, it is useful to
estimate the relative probability of populating a given excitation energy with a given
partial wave. The excitation energy probability distributions ρ�(E) are estimated in
the in the one-state, one-decay-channel limit of R-matrix theory2 [9–11]. In this limit,
the density of states function ρ�(E) is given by

ρ�(E) ∝ ��(E)

[Eres + ��(E) − E]2 + [ 12��(E)]2 . (2.18)

� is the angular momentum of the partial wave, ��(E) is the energy-dependent
resonance width, and the level shift function is ��(E) = S(E) − B, where S(E) is
the shift factor [9], and B a constant set such that ��(E) is zero at the resonance
energy E = Eres .

The energy-dependent resonance width ��(E) can be determined from the
reduced-width amplitude γ 2

� and the penetrability P�(E),

��(E) = 2P�(E)γ 2
� . (2.19)

In R-matrix models, γ� is related to the overlap integral of the internal compound
nucleus state with the external outgoing wave functions over the dividing surface
defined by the radius parameter Rn . Rn defines the division between the internal
(pure nuclear) and external (pure Coulomb) regions, and depends on �. Here, γ� was
chosen as a parameter to match the experimentally observed on-resonance width,
��(Eres), shown for 5Li and 8Be in Fig. 2.4, from the evaluation of Tilley et al. The
penetrability was calculated from regular and irregular Coulomb wave functions at
Rn = 5 fm for 8Be and 6Li, and Rn = 2.9 fm for 5Li [8, 12]. Using γ� and P�(E),
ρ�(E) was then calculated for all excitation energies, and the corresponding mean
life estimated with

τ(E) = �/��(E). (2.20)

Shown in Fig. 2.5 are the resulting excitation energy probability distributions (a), (b),
(c) and excitation energy dependent mean lives (d), (e), (f) for the 8Be 0+, 2+ and
4+ states, the narrow 6Li 3+ resonance, and the 5Li 3

2
−
and 1

2
−
states. For the case

of 6Li, the experimental data suggest (see Chap.5) that some non-resonant breakup
component is also present. The origin of this is not clear – it may be from population
of non-resonant partial waves, or from breakup due to differential Coulomb forces
(“tidal breakup”) experienced by the α and d clusters that make up 6Li in otherwise
long-lived resonant states. A uniform probability for exciting 6Li between 0.5 and 2.5
MeV above the threshold is assumed since the mechanism for populating this state
is not clear. The reduced-width amplitude γ� is assumed to be equal to the Wigner

2A description of R-matrix theory in general is outside the scope of this work – a more detailed
discussion can be found in [9].
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Fig. 2.5 Calculated excitation energy probability distributions for 0+ (solid line), 2+ (dashed line)
and 4+ (dot-dashed line) states in 8Be (a), the 3+ first excited state of 6Li and the continuum
(b), and the 3

2
−
and 1

2
−
ground and first resonances of 5Li (c). The associated excitation energy

dependent mean lives τ for each state are shown for 8Be (d), 6Li (e) and 5Li (f). The zero of
the excitation energy distributions correspond to the centroid of the ground-state of each nuclide.
Negative excitation energies in the 5Li distributions therefore result from the large width of these
resonances

limit (i.e. be a pure single particle state) [9, 13, 14], giving

��(E) = 2Pl(E)
�
2

μR2
n

. (2.21)

It is also assumed that the decay occurs quickly, and so choose l = 0, giving the
maximum value for ��(E) and a corresponding lower limit for the lifetime, τ(E) =
�/��(E), which is shown in Fig. 2.5e, f).

2.5.2.1 Resonances Near Thresholds: “Ghost States”

An interesting feature arises in the probability distribution of excitation energies for
the 0+ state of 8Be; as seen in Fig. 2.5a there is an additional maximum of probability
at approximately 1 MeV, above the expected narrow resonance located 92 keV. This
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Fig. 2.6 Measured and calculated (with many-level R-matrix formalism for l = 0 and l = 2) spec-
trum of deuterons produced in the reaction 9Be(p, d)8Be, measured at a scattering angle of 10◦
with a proton beam energy of 39.91 MeV. The peak at E ∼ 0 MeV corresponds to the ground state
of 8Be and the peak at E ∼ 3 MeV corresponds to the first 2+ resonance. There is an increase of
events at E ∼ 0.6 MeV, due to the proximity of the 0+ resonance to the α + α breakup threshold.
This is a “ghost state”. Reproduced from [15]

increase has been observed experimentally. A measured spectrum of deuterons from
the reaction 9Be(p, d)8Be performed with a proton beam of energy 39.91 MeV [15]
is shown in Fig. 2.6. There is an increase in the number of counts at about 0.6 MeV
above the 92 keV ground state peak (marked by the red arrow) with an intensity
of approximately 10% per MeV compared to the ground-state peak. This feature
has been observed in a number of reactions, and is relatively independent of energy
and angle [16, 17]. This “state” is not an independent resonance, but a result of the
proximity of the 0+ state to the breakup threshold, and is known as a ghost state
[10, 11, 15]. The reason for the appearance of this ghost state can be seen from
Eq.2.18: near threshold, the numerator in Eq.2.18 increases more rapidly than the
denominator, as the penetrability factor P�(E) changes rapidly near threshold. As a
result, there is an increase in ρ�(E) above the 0+ resonance.
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2.5.3 Clustering

7Li and 9Be are described as “weakly-bound nuclei” as they have a low energy
threshold Ethr to breakup into their cluster constituents:

9Be → α + α + n Ethr = 1.572MeV
7Li → α + t Ethr = 2.47 MeV

Rather than treat these nuclei using the shell model of nuclear structure, it has
proven fruitful in terms of both structure (e.g. [18–23]) and reactions (e.g. [24]) to
describe these nuclei (and others, e.g. 6Li, 8Be, 12C, 16O) as having an internal cluster
structure composedofα particles andvalencenucleons.This ideawaspioneered early
in the history of nuclear physics by Hafstad and Teller [25], and is driven by the fact
that α particles are extremely well bound. Indeed, quantumMonte-Carlo simulations
of 8Be indicate that its ground and first two excited states can be well described by
two α particles [23]. Similarly, calculations of 9Be indicate that it has a molecular
α + n + α structure, with the neutron acting in analogy with a covalent bond. The
neutron is exchanged between the two α particles, providing extra binding energy,
making 9Be stable, where 8Be is not [20–22]. Similarly, the first few excited states
of 6Li and 7Li can be described by α + d and α + t structures, respectively [18, 24].

While clustering in light, weakly-bound nuclei is not a focus of this work, this
concept provides important context. The fact that 7Li and 9Be are weakly bound to
direct breakup is explained by their cluster structure. However, these light nuclei are
weakly bound precisely because α particles are so well bound; reactions such 7Li
+ A

Z X →8Be(→ α + α) +A−1
Z−1 Y may be strongly favoured. Further, cluster transfer

may be enhanced in reactions where the projectile or target has significant cluster
structures [19, 26].

2.6 Structure of Target-Like Nuclei

It should be clear from the above discussion that the structure of light weakly-bound
nuclei is crucial to the observed reaction outcomes in transfer-triggered breakup. But
what of the target-like nuclei? The structure of the target nucleus comes into play
during the transfer process.

The role of nuclear structure in transfer can be understood by separating the trans-
fer cross-section into the product of a reaction dependent factor, typically calculated
using the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA), dσ

dDWBA
, and structure

dependent spectroscopic factors3 S, such that

3Often denoted C2S, where C2 is the isospin Clebsch–Gordan coefficient and S is calculated using
isospin formalism (i.e. protons and neutrons are indistinguishable) [27].
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dσ

d exp
= S1S2

dσ

dDWBA
(2.22)

Si are the overlaps between the initial state of the target and recoiling particle and
projectile and ejectile [28]. For example, in a stripping reaction removing a nucleon
j , from a nucleus (A = N ) → (A = N − 1)

S ∝ |〈ψN−1 ⊗ j |ψN 〉|2. (2.23)

This is a measure of the single-particle nature in a particular state, and may be
interpreted as the probability of finding the nucleus with A = N-1 as a core within the
A = N nucleus [7]. As seen in Eq.2.22, the larger Si is, the larger the cross-section
for transfer into a particular state.

2.7 Q-Values

2.7.1 Endothermic and Exothermic Reactions

Another important quantity that influences the probability of a reaction occurring is
the reaction Q-value. When the nuclei are in their ground state, the reaction Q-value
is defined as the difference between the masses of the nuclei in the initial i and final
f reaction products in their ground state

Qgg =
⎛
⎝∑

i

mi −
∑
f

m f

⎞
⎠ c2. (2.24)

If Qgg is positive the reaction is said to be exothermic. That is, binding energy
is converted into kinetic energy of the final reaction products. On the other hand,
negative Qgg indicate a reaction is endothermic, and kinetic energy of the incoming
channel is converted into binding energy. In endothermic reactions, particles in the
entrance (initial) channel must have a minimum kinetic energy Ethr such that Ethr +
Qgg = 0 in the centre of mass frame, before reactions with negative Qgg can occur.

When a reaction populates an excited state Ex of the outgoing reaction products,
then the measured Q-value, Q, becomes

Q = Qgg − Ex , (2.25)

where Qgg is the ground-state to ground-state Q-value, as defined above.
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2.7.2 Optimum Q-Values

It is clear from Eq.2.25 that the measured Q of a reaction changes with the excitation
of the outgoing reaction products. It has also been shown that different states of the
target-like nucleus are populated to different strengths depending on their single-
particle structure, given by the spectroscopic factor (defined in Eq.2.23). Another
reaction property that changes the population of states in the target-like nucleus (and
hence Q) during a reaction is the optimum Q-value, Qopt. The quantity Qopt is the
Q at which there is a smooth transition between the classical trajectories on the
incoming and outgoing trajectories of the projectile-like nucleus.

Classically, Qopt may be estimated by requiring that the (zero angularmomentum)
classical trajectory that the particles follow is continuous at the point of transfer, and
by assuming that transfer will occur at the distance of closest approach of the nuclei,
R. At this point, the centre of mass energy, ECM is equal to the value of the Coulomb
potential VC . Before transfer,

ECM = VC = ZP ZT e2

4πε0R
(2.26)

And, after transfer

E ′
CM = V ′

C = Z ′
P Z

′
T e

2

4πε0R′ , (2.27)

where the primed quantities indicate the new distance of closest approach, centre of
mass energy and charges. When Q is optimal, R = R’ and Q = ECM − E ′

CM, giving

Qopt = ECM

(
Z ′
P Z

′
T

ZP ZT
− 1

)
. (2.28)

There are a number of more sophisticated estimates of Qopt e.g. [29–32]. The for-
mulation of Eq.2.28, which is the same of Ref. [33], is fairly simplistic and does not
include recoil effects considered in Ref. [30], for example. While more sophisticated
estimates are required for quantitative conclusions, this formulation is sufficient to
see the broad effects of Qopt [34].

In a neutron transfer reaction, the charge product of the initial and final states is
unchanged, giving Qopt = 0. Therefore, the neutron transfer cross-section should be
expected to be maximum at target-like excitations such that Q = 0 [7]. This effect
is modulated by the structure of the target-like nucleus: the effect of Qopt coexists
with the effect of the spectroscopic factors, and depends on the level density at Qopt.
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Fig. 2.7 (θ , Arc Energy) correlation for reactions of 7Li and 209Bi performedwith a beam energy of
31.5MeV, for the work reported in Refs. [35, 37, 38]. The correlation between scattered energy and
angle yields insight into the different reaction outcomes present in nuclear collisions, as described
in the text

2.8 Reaction Observables

So far, the nuclear structure and nuclear reaction effects that influence the outcome
of nuclear collisions have been described. These effects manifest in reaction observ-
ables. In particular, we are interested in the quantities that give insight into the
mechanisms and timescales of breakup. In this section some observables that are
well established in investigating breakup [35–38] will be discussed. Further recon-
structed observables useful for understanding breakup that were developed in the
course of this work will be introduced in Chap.4.

2.8.1 Scattering Angle versus Fragment Energy (θ, E)

Due to energy and momentum conservation, the relationship between the energy
of a scattered particle and its scattering angle θ is dependent on the masses of the
participating nuclei, the beam energy, and the Q of the reaction. For reactions in
normal kinematics that produce two nuclei in the final state, such as elastic scattering
or transfer, the energy of the projectile-like nucleus decreases monotonically with
θ so that there is a single E for each θ . If the reaction produces three or more
nuclei in the final state (e.g. direct or transfer-triggered breakup), a measurement
of fragment energy as a function of θ will yield a smooth, broad distribution of
energy for every θ . In fusion reactions, producing high mass evaporation residues
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that decay via α emission, the energy of the measured α particles will have no θ

dependence. Therefore, a measurement of (θ, E) can give insights into the different
reaction mechanisms at play in a particular collision.

A particularly vivid example can be seen in Fig. 2.7, which shows (θ, E) for reac-
tions of 7Li with 209Bi at a beam energy of 31.5 MeV [35, 37, 38]. In this spectrum,
many reaction processes appear. The most intense band, located at ∼28 MeV cor-
responds to elastic scattering, and the less intense, narrow bands at ∼37, 26, 24 and
23 MeV correspond to different transfer modes. The very narrow lines seen at ∼7
MeV are due to α decay from decaying heavy compound nuclei. Finally, there is a
very broad region of events from ∼15 to 27 MeV. These events are due to breakup
processes, and it is this class of events that are of key interest in this thesis. Unfortu-
nately, these events are also the least sharply delineated in (θ, E). So, while (θ, E) is
useful to demonstrate the reaction processes that are occurring, and to identify that
breakup is present (although this becomes more challenging with lighter targets, as
will be shown), it is not sufficient to tell us the mechanism of breakup or its influence
on complete fusion.

While (θ, E) has the distinct advantage of not requiring coincidence measure-
ments to be made in order to access this observable, making coincidence measure-
ments of breakup fragments enables the extraction of a great deal more informa-
tion about breakup processes. When looking at particles in coincidence, the next
most accessible observable is the correlation seen between the energies of breakup
fragments (E1, E2).

2.8.2 Energies of Coincident Breakup Fragments (E1, E2)

Applying energy conservation to a breakup reaction resulting in two fragments with
energies E1 and E2 (corrected for energy losses) the following expression is obtained:

Elab + Q = Er + E1 + E2. (2.29)

Here, Er is the energy of the recoiling nucleus and Elab is the energy of the projectile,
corrected for energy loss through half the target thickness. If the mass of the recoiling
nucleus is heavy compared to that of the transfer product, then Er is small and
E1 + E2 ≈ Elab + Q. Therefore, for reactions with heavy targets, E1 and E2 will be
strongly correlated, and appear as diagonal lines in a scatterplot of E1 against E2

characteristic of the beam energy and Q. This is indeed seen for the neutron stripping
triggered breakup of 8Be after interactions of 9Be with 209Bi at a beam energy of
Ebeam of 37.0MeV, shown in Fig. 2.8. This reaction produces 8Be, which then decays
into two α particles. The distribution of E1 and E2 is not constant in intensity along
the diagonal bands: there is a central region of increased intensity. As will be shown
in Sect. 2.8.4 these events correspond to breakup from the long lived 0+ state of 8Be
located 92 keV above the breakup threshold.
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Fig. 2.8 The energy of one breakup fragment is correlated with the energy of the other due to
energy conservation. When breakup occurs after interactions with a heavy target, the energy of the
recoiling nucleus is small, and E1 and E2 appear as diagonal bands, with their sum of energies
characteristic of the Q of the breakup process. This is shown for the neutron pickup triggered
breakup in interactions of 9Be with 209Bi at Ebeam = 37.0 MeV, producing two α particles, with
energy E1 and E2

During breakup, conservation of momentum dictates that the total momentum
of the breakup fragments should remain zero in the centre of mass frame of the
projectile-like nucleus. Therefore the fragments must travel in opposite directions in
the centre of mass frame, but may be emitted in any direction. As a result, there is a
continuous distribution of energies with maximum and minimum energy given by

E
max
min
1 = m1

m1 + m2

(
Ep + m2

m1
QBU ± 2

√
m2

m1
QBUEp

)
(2.30)

where Ep is the energy of the projectile-like nucleus prior to breakup, mi the masses
of the breakup fragments and QBU the Q-value for the breakup process (i.e. QBU =
92 keV for breakup of 8Be from its 92 keV 0+ resonance). This relationship only
holds for breakup that occurs asymptotically far from the target-like nucleus (from
a narrow resonance). The energy of breakup fragments that are produced close to
the target-like nucleus (from broad resonances) will be perturbed due to interactions
with the Coulomb field of the target. In this way, correlations between E1 and E2

contain information about the state of the projectile-like and target-like nuclei, but
it is difficult to obtain quantitative information. In addition, when the mass of target
nucleus decreases, the energyof the recoiling target-like nucleus increases, “smearing
out” the (E1, E2) correlations, so that they no longer appear as sharp diagonal lines.
Much more useful information can be gained by taking the energy and angles of
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Fig. 2.9 Schematic demonstrating the velocity vectors used to determine Q, opening angle θ12,
and relative energy and β angle. vlab, vp , vr , v1 and v2 are the laboratory velocities of the beam,
projectile-like nucleus, recoiling nucleus and breakup fragments, respectively. The masses of the
beam, recoiling nucleus and breakup fragments are given by mb, mr , m1 and m2. The velocities of
the breakup fragments in their centre of mass is given by u1 and u2 and their relative velocity is
vrel. The scattering angles of the projectile and breakup fragments are given by θp , θ1 and θ2

each particle detected in coincidence (Ei , θi , φi ) and reconstructing two key reaction
quantities, namely Q-value and relative energy of the fragments.

2.8.3 Reconstructed Q-Value (Q)

In a coincidence measurement of the energies and positions of the two breakup
fragments, it is possible to determine the Q of the reaction, defined by Eq.2.25, via
the initial and final rest masses of the nuclei involved in the reaction, as well as
the excitation energy of the nuclei. Experimentally, Q can be determined from the
equivalent expression,

Q =
∑

E f −
∑

Ei , (2.31)
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where E f and Ei are the initial and final kinetic energies of the participating nuclei.
For a breakup reaction producing three nuclei in the final state, in the laboratory
frame this expression becomes

Q = (E1 + E2 + Er ) − Elab, (2.32)

where Ei are the measured energies of each fragment. For thin targets, Elab can be
determined by correcting the beam energy Ebeam for energy loss of the projectile
after traversing half the target thickness. Er , the energy of the recoiling target-like
nucleus, is not measured, so it must be reconstructed using energy and momentum
conservation:

mb�vlab + mt �vt = m1�v1 + m2�v2 + mr �vr , (2.33)

where mb, mt , mr and m1,2 are the masses of the beam, target, recoil and breakup
fragments, respectively, and vi their associated velocities, shown in Fig. 2.9. As the
target is at rest in the laboratory frame, |�vt | = 0, simplifying the expression.

Given a measurement of two fragments with mass mi , energies Ei (corrected for
energy losses) and scattering angles (θi , φi ), the position vectors of each nuclide are
given by:

�ri = {sin θi cos(270 − φi ), sin θi sin(270 − φi ),− cos θi }, (2.34)

and the magnitude of the velocity of each fragment in the non-relativistic limit4 is
given by

|�vi | =
√
2Ei

mi
. (2.35)

The velocity of the projectile-like nucleus prior to breakup is then given by momen-
tum conservation

�vp = m1�v1 + m2�v2
m1 + m2

. (2.36)

The velocity of the beam is

�vlab = {x, y, z} =
{
0, 0,−

√
2Elab

mb

}
, (2.37)

and so by momentum conservation, the velocity of the recoiling target-like nucleus
is

�vr = mp �vp + mb�vlab
mr

. (2.38)

This expression can be then used to determine the energy of the recoiling nucleus
using Er = 1

2mr �v 2
r , which allows Q to be determined from Eq.2.32.

4A non-relativistic treatment applies at the energy regime of this thesis.
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As shown in Sect. 2.7, when a reaction leaves the target-like nucleus in an excited
state, the energy available to the breakup fragments decreases, and thus the recon-
structed Q also decreases. Since

Q = Qgg − E∗
r . (2.39)

E∗
r is the excitation of the recoiling target-like nucleus, and Qgg is the Q of the

reaction had the target-like nucleus remained in its ground state. The distribution of
Q thus reflects the excitation of the target-like nucleus, and provides a key insight
into breakup mechanisms.

2.8.4 Relative Energy (Erel)

While the Q provides insight into the excitation of the target-like nucleus, it does not
provide any information regarding the excitation of the projectile-like nucleus since
this energy is converted into the kinetic energy of the breakup fragments. To gain
insight into the state of the projectile-like nucleus, another useful quantity must be
examined, the relative energy Erel of the fragments. Conceptually, Erel is comprised
of three terms:

Erel = QBU + E∗
p + �Eacc. (2.40)

QBU is the breakup Q, and E∗
p is the excitation energy of the projectile-like nucleus.

�Eacc is a modification to Erel due to the interaction of the fragments with the target-
like nucleus following breakup.As such, themagnitude and sign of�Eacc depends on
where breakup occurs with respect to the target nucleus, as well as the orientation of
the breakup fragments relative to the Coulomb target. When breakup occurs far from
the target-like nucleus, the gradient of the Coulomb field accelerates the fragments
in essentially the same direction regardless of their orientation, and �Eacc = 0. This
is seen for the case for long-lived narrow resonances, such as the ground-state of
8Be. There, Erel is sharply peaked at Erel = QBU + E∗

p. This is termed asymptotic
breakup, and is shown in Fig. 2.10a. Alternatively, breakup can occur close to the
target-like nucleus, termed near-target breakup. Here, the initial orientation of the
fragmentswill change�Eacc, due to a differential acceleration of the fragments. If the
fragments are aligned perpendicularly to the field of the target-like nucleus, as shown
schematically in Fig. 2.10b, �Eacc will be positive, and increase Erel. Conversely,
alignment in the direction of the field, shown in Fig. 2.10c will decrease Erel. As a
result, breakup close to the target, via the short-lived 8Be 2+ state for example, will
result in a broad, relatively featureless Erel distribution.

The discussion above shows us that the Erel distribution provides useful insight
into the proximity of breakup to the target-like nucleus and the state of the projectile-
like nucleus prior to breakup. The Erel of a pair of breakup fragments can be obtained
from the observed energy and angles of the fragments by the reconstruction of their
relative velocity �vrel, with
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Fig. 2.10 The relative energy Erel of breakup fragments depends on the proximity of breakup to
the target-like nucleus as well as the initial orientation of breakup fragments. When breakup occurs
asymptotically far from the target-like nucleus (a), both breakup fragments receive essentially the
same acceleration in the Coulomb field of the target-like nucleus. However, if breakup occurs close
to the target-like nucleus, the direction of the vector joining the breakup fragments will result in
a differential acceleration between the two fragments, perturbing Erel. When the fragments are
oriented perpendicular to the Coulomb field (b), the relative velocity of the fragments increases,
increasing Erel. On the other hand, when the fragments are oriented in the same direction as the
field (c), their Erel decreases

Erel = 1

2
μ�v2

rel. (2.41)

Here, μ is the reduced mass of the fragments μ = m1m2
m1+m2

. From geometry, shown
in Fig. 2.9, �vrel can be determined from �v1, �v2 and the opening angle between the
fragments θ12,

cos θ12 = cos θ1 cos θ2 + sin θ1 sin θ2 cos(φ1 − φ2). (2.42)

Using the cosine rule,
�v2
rel = �v2

1 + �v2
2 − 2�v1�v2 cos θ12. (2.43)

Substitution of this expression into Eq.2.41 and re-arrangement gives

Erel = m2E1 + m1E2 − 2
√
m1E1m2E2 cos θ12

m1 + m2
. (2.44)
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Fig. 2.11 Q against Erel spectrum for the breakup after interactions of 7Li with 209Bi at Eb = 29.0
MeV, adapted from Ref. [38]. Breakup following proton pickup 7Li + 209Bi → 8Be(→ α + α) +
208Pb is indicated by the green points. Breakup following neutron stripping 7Li + 209Bi → 6Li(→
α + d) + 210Bi is indicated with the magenta points. Direct breakup 7Li + 209Bi → 7Li(→ α + t)
+ 209Bi is indicated with the blue points. The features of this plot are discussed in more detail in
the text

2.8.5 Erel versus Q

The reconstructed Q gives information on the state of the target-like nucleus, while
Erel provides information on the state of the projectile-like prior to breakup. Together
these quantities provide a detailed picture of breakupmechanisms. Shown in Fig. 2.11
is the reconstructed Q and Erel for breakup after interactions of 7Li with 209Bi from
Ref. [38]. Different breakup modes have been indicated with different coloured
points. Breakup following proton pickup 7Li + 209Bi → 8Be(→ α + α) + 208Pb
is indicated by green points. Breakup following neutron stripping 7Li + 209Bi →
6Li(→ α + d) + 210Bi is indicated with magenta points. Direct breakup 7Li + 209Bi
→ 7Li(→ α + t) + 209Bi is indicated with blue points.

This plot tells us several pieces of information. On a broad level, it is seen that
there are several breakup modes present for breakup after reactions of 7Li. Contrary
to expectations prior to the work of Refs. [36, 37], direct breakup into α + t is not
the dominant breakup mode. Further, in the case of breakup following proton pickup
producing two α particles (α + α breakup), many states of 208Pb are populated, with
excitations up to ∼10 MeV, shown by the range of the measured Q. The relative
populations of different states of 208Pb reflect the spectroscopic factors for transfer
into each state as well as Qopt.

The relative energy distribution of each mode is also illustrative. For α + α

breakup, there is a peak at small Erel, demonstrating that breakup is occurring far from
the target (�Eacc = 0 in Eq.2.40) through the long-lived 0+ resonance of 8Be. There
is also a broad tail of events extending to large Erel, indicative of breakup close to the
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target-like nucleus (�Eacc �= 0 in Eq.2.40). Similarly, much of the α + d breakup
has a relative energy of ∼0.71 MeV. This is breakup from the long-lived 3+ state of
6Li, which lies 0.71 MeV above the α + d breakup threshold of 6Li. There is also
a small tail of events extending to large Erel. On the other hand, direct breakup of
7Li extends to large Erel and has no strong features, indicating that no long-lived
resonances have been populated.

Plots of Q and Erel will be used repeatedly throughout this work to enable both
identification and characterisation of different breakup modes and their possible
effects on complete fusion. Other reconstructed quantities that complement Q and
Erel and enable more detailed examination of near-target breakup will also be shown.
These will be introduced in Chap.5.

2.8.6 Reconstructed Scattering Pseudo-Angle of the Transfer
Product (θ p)

At this juncture, it is useful to introduce the notion of the “breakup pseudo-angle”
θp – the reconstructed ejectile angle of the transfer product prior to breakup. The
breakup pseudo-angle is used to remove breakup events arising from interactions
with light impurities in Chap. 4, to define the reaction plane in Chap.5, and to extract
breakup functions from coincidence data in Chap.6.

When a reaction produces only one nucleus in the outgoing trajectory, the angular
distribution and distance of closest approach of the projectile and target nuclei may
be determined from the measured ejectile angle in a straightforward manner. In a
breakup reaction producing pairs of particles which will have different angles θ and
φ, a sensible way to extract the breakup probabilities is by use of θp, which can be
interpreted as the reconstructed angle of the 8Be had it not broken up.

In Sect. 2.8.3, the reconstructed velocity of the transfer product prior to breakup
�vp was derived in Eq.2.36 to determine the recoil velocity, and so the recoil energy,
to find Q. The ejectile angle of the transfer product is the angle between the recon-
structed velocity and the velocity of the beam �vlab, defined in Eq.2.37, giving:

cos θp = �vp.�vlab
|�vp||�vlab| . (2.45)

It will be convenient for determining breakup functions to have this angle in the centre

of mass frame. In this case, the beam velocity becomes �vCM =
{
0, 0,−

√
2ECM
mb+mt

}
,

and the velocity of the transfer product is �vp = m1 �v1+m2 �v2
m1+m2

− �vCM.
The corresponding reconstructed azimuthal angle φp is given by

φp = tan−1

(
v
y
p

vx
p

)
(2.46)
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where vx
p and v

y
p are the x and y components of the reconstructed velocity of the

transfer product.

2.9 Modelling Breakup

In this thesis,models of transfer-triggered breakup that predict the energy and angular
distributions of breakup fragments will be used extensively. This is for four reasons:

1. To guide experimental setup. Knowledge of the broad features of breakup dis-
tributions aids in deciding where to place the BALiN detectors to be sensitive
to as wide a range of breakup modes as possible. Further, when the target mass
decreases, and the energy of the recoiling nucleus increases, the distribution of
breakup fragments becomes less intuitive, making a model of breakup essential.

2. To aid in the interpretation of experimental results. By simulating breakup, the
effect of projectile-target interactions on breakup observables can be assessed in
detail.

3. To determine the coincidence efficiency of BALiN so as to extract below-barrier
breakup cross-sections and probabilities.

4. To relate the experimentally determined below-barrier breakup functions to
above-barrier CF (Sect. 2.2.5) and ICF (Sect. 2.2.4) cross-sections, so to deter-
mine the contribution of breakup to the suppression of above-barrier CF.

To guide the experimental setup – point (1) above – it is desirable that themodel be
simple and fast, and it needs to reproduce only the broad features of breakup, namely
the energy and angular distribution of the breakup fragments. However, to address
the last three points, a detailed model of breakup is required that reliably simulates
post-breakup trajectories of breakup fragments as well as the cross-sections of the
different reaction outcomes. Two classes of model will be used in this work. The
first class are purely kinematic models, that use three body kinematics to predict the
energy and angular distribution of breakup fragments, used to guide the experimental
setup. The second class are that of classical dynamical models which simulate the
trajectories of nuclei in their internuclear potential, the breakup process and the
subsequent propagation (and possible capture) of particles to infinity. This class
of models will be used to relate angular distributions of measured events to their
location of breakup and the excitation of the projectile-like nucleus in Chaps. 5 and
8. They will also be used to determine the coincidence efficiency of BALiN and,
with experimentally determined breakup functions as input, predict above-barrier
ICF and CF cross-sections in Chap.7.
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2.9.1 Kinematical Model: KaitKin

To guide the experimental configuration of BALiN and to assess the feasibility of
measuring 7Be(d, p)8Be reactions, a classical 3-body kinematical model of breakup
“KaitKin”5 was developed in the course of this thesis. In two-body kinematic mod-
els such as Catkin [39], the energy and angular distributions of fragments can be
calculated analytically. In breakup, as shown in Fig. 2.7, the breakup fragments have
a broad range of energies and angles due to the fact that the breakup fragments share
the original energy of the projectile-like nucleus according to their masses, in the
centre of mass frame. In the laboratory frame, this results in a broad spread in ener-
gies at a particular angle. To simulate this, KaitKin is a Monte-Carlo model that
simulates breakup in a two-step process: transfer, followed by breakup of either the
projectile- or target-like nucleus. First, a set of N ejectile and azimuthal angles
(θp, φp), evenly distributed on a sphere, are generated.6 In two body scattering, the
relationship between the energy of a scattered projectile-like particle Ep and its
ejectile angle θp is given by

Ep = (Elab + Q)B(cos θp ± (D/B − sin2 θp)
1/2)2. (2.47)

where

B = mbmp(Elab/(Elab + Q))

(mb + mt )(mp + mr )
(2.48)

D = mtmr

(mb + mt )(mp + mr )

(
1 + mbQ

mt (Elab + Q)

)
(2.49)

and where the plus sign in Eq.2.47 is used, unless B > D [40]. Here, mb,mt ,mp

and mr are the masses of the beam, target, ejectile and recoil nuclei, and Ei their
corresponding energies. These quantities are shown schematically in Fig. 2.12a. Q
is the Q-value taking into account any internal excitation of the nuclei after transfer.
By considering conservation of energy, Er = Elab + Q − Ep, and the ejectile angle
of the recoiling fragment is given by

sin θr =
(
mpEp

mr Er

)1/2

sin θp. (2.50)

In the second step of the calculation, either the ejectile or projectile-like nucleus
breaks up. This is shown schematically in Fig. 2.12b. In the rest frame of the
projectile-like particle, the breakup fragments are distributed isotropically, and 180◦
apart. The first fragment is given a random orientation of its velocity (θ ′

1, φ
′
1) on a

sphere (such that the total distribution is evenly distributed), and the second fragment

5Named in the manner of Catkin [39].
6The intensity distribution in (θp, φp) is not crucial.
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Fig. 2.12 KaitKin simulates the kinematics of breakup in a two-step process. a First, the transfer
process is simulated b then either the projectile-like or recoiling nucleus is allowed to break up
isotropically in the centre of mass frame of the nucleus that breaks up
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Fig. 2.13 KaitKin
simulation of the (E1, E2)

distribution of the α + α

breakup of 8Be after
interactions of 7Li with 209Bi
at 37.0 MeV

placed 180◦ from the first particle. The primed symbols indicate values calculated
in the projectile-like nucleus rest frame. The energy available to the breakup frag-
ments in the centre of mass frame is the sum of the internal excitation of the nucleus
prior to breakup E∗, and the breakup Q-value QBU. From energy and momentum
conservation, the velocity of the fragments in the projectile-like nucleus rest frame
is:

v′
2 = 2(E∗ + QBU)

m2
m1

+ m2
(2.51)

v′
1 = m2

m1
v′
2. (2.52)

Then, the energy of the breakup fragments in the laboratory frame is given by

Ei = 1

2
mi |vi |2 (2.53)

|vi |2 = |v′
i |2 + |vp|2 − 2|v′

i ||vp| cos θ ′
i (2.54)

where vi is the laboratory velocity of the breakup fragment i with centre of mass
velocity v′

i and vp the velocity of the projectile-like nucleus calculated in the labo-
ratory frame, using Eq.2.47. The angle of the breakup fragments in the lab frame is
then given by

cos θi = − sin θp sin θ
p
i cosφ′

i + cos θp cos θ
p
i (2.55)

cosφi = (sin θp sin θ
p
i sin φ′

i + cos θp cosφp sin θ
p
i cosφ

p
i + sin θp cosφp cos θ

p
i )/ sin θi

(2.56)
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where θ
p
i is the angle with respect to the projectile-like nucleus, such that

sin θ
p
i = v′

i sin θ ′
i

vi
. (2.57)

Thus, given the following inputs:

1. the masses of the beam, target, projectile-like nucleus, recoiling nucleus, and the
masses of each breakup fragment,

2. the beam energy,
3. the ground-state to ground-state Q-value, as well as the breakup Q-value,
4. the excitation of the projectile-like and recoiling nuclei and
5. whether the projectile or target-like nucleus breaks up,

the code will return a distribution of the energy and scattering angles of the projectile
and recoiling nucleus, as well as the energy and angles of the breakup fragments.
An example of the simulated (E1, E2) distribution is shown in Fig. 2.13 for 9Be
+ 209Bi→8Be(α + α)+210Bi at Elab = 37.0 MeV – the same lab energy as that of
Fig. 2.8. For ease of comparison between these figures, the KaitKin simulation
has been performed with the recoil carrying 3 MeV of excitation, reproducing the
maximum intensity of the experimental data (this corresponds a peak of excitation
at Q = 0 MeV, at Qopt). 8Be has been simulated in its ground state, as well as with
an excitation of 2 MeV. As can be seen by comparing the two figures, KaitKin
reproduces the experimental data fairly well. Further examples of KaitKin outputs
will be shown in later chapters. There are limitations however: all breakup is assumed
to occur asymptotically far from the target nucleus, and KaitKin does not simulate
cross-sections.Where these assumptions are inadequate, classical dynamical models
are used in this thesis.

2.9.2 Classical Dynamical Models: PLATYPUS,
KOOKABURRA

Ideally, the best way to model transfer-triggered breakup is by use of a fully quantum
mechanical model since transfer-triggered breakup is ultimately a quantummechani-
cal process. However, no such model currently exists. Even most CDCC calculations
for direct breakup do notmake the energies and angles of the individual breakup frag-
ments readily accessible. The problem lies in both treating the transfer 7Li + (208Pb
+ p) → (7Li + p) + 208Pb and breakup (α + α)→(α + α)∗. Instead, classical sim-
ulations must be performed. Clearly, it is important that a classical model captures
the key physics of the breakup processes. Namely, (a) the location of transfer, (b)
the properties of the intermediate nucleus populated after transfer, and (c) the sub-
sequent decay and post-breakup acceleration of the fragments. The acceleration of
the fragments after breakup has the capacity to change their relative energy and is
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the classical analogue of continuum-continuum couplings in quantum mechanical
models.

Two classical dynamical breakup models have been used in this thesis. The first is
Platypus, developed by A. Diaz-Torres [41, 42], with some major modifications by
E.C. Simpson, D.H. Luong and the author. The code, following modifications, was
tested extensively by Sunil Kalkal and the author. Platypus is a three-body clas-
sical trajectory model with stochastic breakup that enables calculations of breakup
observables as well as incomplete and complete fusion cross-sections. Platypus
considers a target and a weakly-bound pseudoprojectile (here, 8Be) that initially
follow Rutherford trajectories. Originally, breakup probabilities and locations are
defined through an experimentally determined breakup function P(R). At the point
of breakup, the properties of the fragments (excitation energy, separation, orienta-
tion) are stochastically sampled before propagating in the fragment-fragment and
fragment-target fields.

The creation of a modified version of Platypus arose as a result of the experi-
mental measurements made in this work. As will be discussed in Chap.6, accurate
determination of the coincidence efficiency of BALiN depends on good reproduc-
tion of the experimental energy and angular distribution of fragments. Therefore,
in order to find the coincidence efficiency of BALiN for measurements of breakup
fragments after reactions of 7Li with 58Ni (and lighter targets), Platypus calcula-
tions were performed. It was soon seen that there was no set of input parameters that
could adequately reproduce the experimental distributions. Thus, it became clear that
Platypus was missing some essential physics.

Several significant modifications to Platypus had to be made to more accurately
capture the details of breakup dynamics. The modified version of Platypus will be
called M-Platypus in this thesis, for clarity, and to denote the significant amount
of extra physics and bug-fixes included in M-Platypus. The modifications made in
collaboration with E.C. Simpson, are listed in Table 2.1, and described below. The
extent of these changes, and the desire to include physics not easily incorporated due
to the design of Platypus led to the creation of a new classical dynamical simulation
code, called Kookaburra.

Kookaburrawas written by E.C. Simpson, tested and improved over the course
of this thesis. Kookaburra is also a Monte-Carlo three-body classical dynam-
ical model, which includes the same physics as Platypus, the modifications in
M-Platypus, and also simulates the transfer process. Thus modelling a pseudo-
projectile is not needed, eliminating the need to adjust projectile energies to match
trajectories.

There are a few key differences betweenM-Platypus andKookaburra, besides
the ability to simulate transfer. Firstly, in Kookaburra not every trajectory results
in breakup, eliminating the need to normalise cross-sections at the end of the simu-
lation as needed in Platypus and M-Platypus. Instead, the input breakup function
is used to determine the appropriate fraction of breakup and elastic scattering. Sec-
ondly,Kookaburra does not simulate integer values of l. Instead a range of impact
parameters, up to a user-set value, is sampled. This also eliminates the need that was
in M-Platypus to provide an input weighted l distribution. As Kookaburra was
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Table 2.1 Summary of the differences in the modelling of transfer-triggered breakup between
Platypus, M-Platypus and Kookaburra. Differences in the mechanics of the code (e.g. the fact
that Kookaburra is parallelized) have been omitted

Platypus M-Platypus Kookaburra

Projectile or
pseudoprojectile?

Pseudoprojectile Pseudoprojectile Projectile

Projectile-like
excitation

Constant or
exponentially
decreasing

From R-matrix From R-matrix

Projectile-like lifetime Time taken to pass
potential barrier

τ(E) = �/�l (E)

from R-matrix
τ(E) = �/�l (E)

from R-matrix

Target-like excitation No Yes Yes

Local breakup
functions

Unphysical - Goes to
zero at closest
approach

Peaked at closest
approach

Peaked at closest
approach

Does every trajectory
lead to breakup?

Yes Yes No

Depletion of breakup
functions along
trajectory

No No Yes

σICF only considers
probabilities on the
incoming trajectory?

No Yes Yes

How many
projectile-like states?

1 1 >1

Capture occurs when
nuclei pass

RB RB 1.1r0

What happens at the
point of transfer?

l is conserved Direction is conserved Either l or direction is
conserved

Integer l? Yes Yes No

Angular distribution of
breakup fragments in
their CM?

Incorrect Isotropic Isotropic

Multiple reactions? No No Yes

developed during the work described in this thesis, results from both M-Platypus
and Kookaburra will be shown, though Kookaburramay be regarded as a more
realistic model than M-Platypus. Many of the key differences between Platy-
pus and Kookaburra are the same as those between Platypus and M-Platypus,
which will be discussed below.
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2.9.2.1 Incorporation of Excitation Energies and Lifetimes of Resonant
States of the Projectile-Like Nucleus

The energies and angles of breakup fragments produced after the decayof a projectile-
like nucleus populated in a transfer reaction depends critically on (i) the excitation of
the projectile-like nucleus that breaks up, and (ii) the location of breakupwith respect
to the target-like nucleus,which is in turn sensitive to the lifetime of the projectile-like
nucleus after transfer. It was therefore necessary to include the known low-energy
structure of the projectile-like nucleus in M-Platypus. In the previous versions of
Platypus, the excitation of the projectile-like nucleus was given as a range from
Emin to Emax with either a flat or exponentially decreasing distribution [42]. Although
lifetimes were not treated explicitly, breakup fragments would take some time to
propagate from their assumed initial Gaussian distribution of separations to beyond
their mutual barrier [41]. This effective lifetime is sensitive to the fragment-fragment
potential, and did not produce a realistic distribution of lifetimes (which should follow
an exponential). InM-Platypus andKookaburra, excitation energies are sampled
from realistic distributions of excitation energy and have a corresponding mean life
associated with each excitation energy, calculating using R-matrix theory, as was
discussed in Sect. 2.5.

Including these probability distributions of excitation energy and associatedmean-
life, the distribution of decay (breakup) times of short-lived resonance states are now
handled explicitly in M-Platypus and Kookaburra. This is implemented by first
randomly choosing a “transfer radius”, RTr, according to the breakup function as was
originally done. Then a classically allowed excitation energy E∗

p (with corresponding
mean life τ ) is chosen from the probability distribution of excitation energies as
shown in Fig. 2.5. The projectile then propagates along its trajectory for some time
t , sampled from the exponential distribution of times expected from the mean life,
e−t/τ , before breaking up into two fragments with relative energy corresponding
to E∗

p . If their energy is above the barrier, the fragments are initially placed at a
separation radius corresponding to their mutual barrier radius. At energies below
the barrier, they are placed at the external turning point. Breakup is thus defined
to occur when the two fragments are beyond their mutual barrier radius. Crucially,
unbound projectile-like nuclei such as 8Be, produced by transfer before the distance
of closest approach may pass the turning point and begin to recede from the target
before breaking up.

This explicit handling of excitation energies and mean lives gives a more physi-
cally realistic (though still phenomenological) distribution of (i) breakup fragment
energies and (ii) the time taken between transfer and breakup, and thus positions
of breakup along the trajectories. The latter modification in particular removes a
significant sensitivity to the fragment-fragment potential. In addition, these modifi-
cations allows long-lived states, such as the 8Be ground state, to be simulated with
M-Platypus or Kookaburra rather than requiring an additional model such as
that used in Ref. [36]. It also means that it is no longer necessary to draw a firm
boundary between “near-target” and “asymptotic” breakup, since M-Platypus and
Kookaburra can handle the full time evolution of the system. Further, requiring
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that the distribution of excitation energies used in M-Platypus and Kookaburra
be determined by the known resonance properties of 8Be removes this quantity as a
parameter in the model. As will be further discussed in Chap.7, the explicit inclusion
of resonance lifetimes eliminates a significant uncertainty in predicted ICF and CF
cross-sections above the barrier.

2.9.2.2 Incorporation of Effects of Excitation of Target-Like Nuclei

As can be seen by the spread of Q in Fig. 2.11, the target-like nucleus is populated
with a large range of excitations (up to ∼8 MeV) in these reactions. Trivially, as
the excitation energy of the target-like nucleus increases, the energy available for
the excitation of the projectile-like nucleus decreases. This results in a decrease in
the maximum Erel (as can also be seen in Fig. 2.11), and thus a decrease in average
opening angle θ12. Therefore, the fidelity of the reproduction of experimental results
in classical dynamical models is also dependent on the distribution of target-like
excitations.

Platypus, M-Platypus and Kookaburra, being classical models, have radii
around the classical turning pointwhere transfer is classically forbidden due to energy
conservation. The size of this region depends on the beam energy, angularmomentum
and the excitation energy of the projectile-like and target-like nuclei. The latter
excitation energy was not incorporated in the original version of Platypus, which
was thus modified to include the excitation energy distribution of the target-like
nucleus, obtained from the experimentally determined Q distribution. To model the
excitation energy, at RTr an equivalent amount of kinetic energy is deducted from
the projectile-like nucleus such that either the direction of the relative velocity of the
system is maintained, or the total angular momentum l of the system is maintained.
In a classical model, you can have one or the other. Conserving l results in a sudden
jump in the relative velocity of the system at the point of breakup, while conserving
the relative velocity of the system results in a change in l at the point of breakup. The
resulting energy and angular distributions of the breakup fragments depends on the
choice of either maintaining the direction or conserving l. As a result of including the
target-like nucleus excitation energy, M-Platypus and Kookaburra simulations
now reflect both the excited states of the target-like nucleus and the probability of
populating those states in the neutron transfer reactions studied in this work. The total
Erel and θ12 distributions for breakup modes that populate a large number of states in
the target-like nucleus are better reproduced, improving the efficiency determination.

2.9.2.3 Modifications to the Local Breakup Function

An aim of the below-barrier measurements of breakup performed for this work is
to determine the breakup probabilities P as a function of Rmin , the distance of
closest approach on a Coulomb trajectory. The experimental data were fitted with
the functional form
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P(Rmin) = eμRmin+ν, (2.58)

where μ and ν are the (logarithmic) slope and intercept of the function, respectively.
This function is interpreted as the integral of the local probability P(R) along the
classical orbit of the projectile,

P(Rmin) = 2
∫ ∞

Rmin

P(R)dR. (2.59)

P(R) is a function of the projectile-target separation R, and P(R)dR gives the
probability between R and R + dR. The factor of two reflects the initial assumption
that taking breakup to be instantaneous, it can occur with equal probability on the
incoming andoutgoing trajectories.With the incorporation of resonance lifetimes, the
local probability must now be interpreted as that for the trigger event for breakup, in
this case transfer. At above-barrier energies, when using Platypus orKookaburra
to estimate σICF, the distance of closest approach is inside the barrier radius, thus only
the transfer probabilities on the ingoing trajectory should be included. This change
by a factor of two has been taken into account in M-Platypus and Kookaburra
calculations of σICF, resulting in a decrease in contributions to σICF from trajectories
with angles within the grazing angle by approximately a factor of two.

The distribution of transfer positions along the projectile-target trajectory has also
been modified. In the original Platypus, when determining the probability along
the trajectory it is assumed that since

2
∫ ∞

Rmin

P(R)dR = eμRmin+ν, (2.60)

the local probability must then have the form [41]:

P(R) ∝ eμR . (2.61)

However, this neglects the fact that interacting nuclei spend more time near the
distance of closest approach than at other distances. Because of this, dP(Rmin)/dt
goes to zero at the point of closest approach, as can be demonstrated for a classical
Coulomb trajectory, where

dt

dr
= r

v
√

(r − a0(1 + ε))(r − a0(1 − ε))
, (2.62)

and a0 = Z pZte2/μv2, ε = √
1 + (L/η)2 and the Sommerfeld parameter η =

Z pZte2/v, where μ is the reduced mass, and v the incident velocity. Then,

dP

dt
= dP

dr

dr

dt
∝ e−μr v

√
(r − a0(1 + ε))(r − a0(1 − ε))

r
. (2.63)
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For a trajectory corresponding to scattering at 180◦, ε = 1 and the distance of closest
approach, Rmin = 2a0, this results in dP(Rmin)/dt = 0 at the distance of closest
approach, which does not seem reasonable.

Instead, each time step on the projectile trajectory is assigned a relative probability
assuming a local (transfer) probability P̃ L(t) ∝ eμR(t) and is normalised to the full
trajectory such that

P(Rmin) =
∫ ∞

−∞
P̃ L(t)dt. (2.64)

The local probability is then peaked at the distance of closest approach, which is
more physical.

2.9.3 Using Classical Models of Breakup to Map
Experimental Observables to “Unobservables”

The key goals of modelling breakup in this thesis is to determine the coincidence
efficiency of BALiN to extract below-barrier breakup functions and to use these
functions to predict above-barrier ICF andCF cross-sections. Aside from these goals,
detailed models of breakup can be used to examine the details of near-target breakup
by mapping what can be observed experimentally to what cannot.7 These parameters
include the projectile-like excitation energy, the radius and time of transfer and decay,
and the impact parameter of the reaction. This will be explored in more detail in
Chap.5 by making comparisons to experimental data. Here we show an illustrative
example which complements the material of this chapter, which is a comparison
between the input projectile-like excitation (E∗

p, given by ρ(E), shown in Fig. 2.5)
and the simulated relative energy of the fragments. As discussed in Sect. 2.8.4, the
relative energy of the fragments results from the sum of QBU, E∗

p, and post-breakup
acceleration. The simulated relative energy of α + p breakup pairs after reactions
of 7Li with 58Ni at 11.7 MeV, populating 5Li in its 3

2
−
resonant state, is shown in

Fig. 2.14. Here the effect of the post-breakup acceleration on Erel is seen. For small
E∗

p, the Erel peaks at Erel = QBU + E∗
p, indicating that post-breakup acceleration

is small. Then, as E∗
p increases, the Erel distribution broadens. As seen in Fig 2.5,

low projectile-like excitation energies map to long lifetimes before breakup. The
latter translates to negligible post-breakup acceleration (Fig. 2.10a) as the fragments
will experience little differential acceleration in the Coulomb field. This result is
not particularly unexpected, but it is a nice illustration of the effect of breakup
close to the target, and of the usefulness of classical models such as Platypus and
Kookaburra.

7The caveat is that these models are classical.
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2.10 Summary

In this chapter, a number of key concepts have been introduced. We have seen that
the study of transfer-triggered breakup must include the understanding that nuclear
structure andnuclear theory are intertwined.Wehave also seen that there are a number
of experimentally accessible observables that provide insight into this interplay, and
introduced models of breakup that will prove invaluable to the aims of this thesis:
to understand the trends of breakup across the nuclear chart and to understand the
influence of breakup on fusion suppression. In order to address these aims, a number
of experimental studies were undertaken, as will be discussed next.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Methods

Data! Data! Data! I can’t make bricks without clay!
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 1859 – 1930

Three principal goals of these thesis are: (1) to systematically study the mecha-
nisms of breakup in reactions of 7Li and 9Be with target nuclei from d to 209Bi, (2)
to measure breakup probabilities in order to estimate the contribution of breakup
to above-barrier complete fusion suppression and (3) to examine the feasibility of
applying the experimental and analysis techniques used for the study of breakup
to the astrophysically relevant reaction 7Be(d,p)8Be. The unifying theme of these
goals is the need to detect charged particles in coincidence with high efficiency.
These measurements were performed with the ANUBreakup Array for Light Nuclei
(BALiN), an array of four double-sided silicon strip detectors. In this chapter, the
details of the measurement apparatus and techniques will be described, with a focus
on the advances made to allow measurements with light to medium mass targets.
The target nuclei studied in this work can be broadly categorised into “heavy mass”
(144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi), “medium mass” (58Ni, 27Al and 28Si)
and “light mass” ((C2D4)n , 12C and 16O). It will be shown that the different masses
result in different characteristic energy and angular distributions. This results in dif-
ferent experimental requirements that will be discussed here. All measurements in
this thesis were made at the Australian National University Heavy Ion Accelerator
Facility (HIAF).

3.1 Beam Production

Beams of 7Li and 9Be at below-barrier energies for each beam-target combination
were produced at the ANU HIAF, using the 14UD tandem accelerator, a National
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Electrostatic Corporation Pelletron accelerator, which operates at over 15 MV. The
accelerator is shown schematically in Fig. 3.1. Negative ions for injection are pro-
duced using a Source of Negative Ions by Caesium Sputtering (SNICS II) source.
This source works by producing a vapour of caesium gas in an enclosed space with
a cooled cathode containing a sample of the material to be accelerated. Some of the
caesium gas condenses on the cathode, while some of it is ionised by contact with
an ionising surface kept at a potential of 5 kV. The ionised caesium then accelerates
towards the cathode, sputtering the material on the surface of the cathode. The sput-
tered material then may pick up an electron from the neutral caesium that it passes
through, producing a negative ion. 7Li− beams of good intensitywere produced using
a sample comprising 34% natural LiO2 and 66% Ag (to increase conductivity) by
weight. The sample was baked at 180 ◦C for an hour to remove moisture. Beams of
9Be were produced with a Be metal cathode. The most intense beams were of 9BeO−
molecules, contrary to the expectation that 9BeH− beams, produced by introducing
ammonia into the cathode, would be more intense. Therefore, 9BeO− beams were
used.

After the negative ions are produced in the SNICS II source, they are pre-
accelerated in a potential of Vi = 150 keV and passed through a mass selection
electromagnet which is tuned to the mass of the desired beam so as to remove nega-
tive ions of different masses.

In this work, a pulsed beam was required to determine the time of flight (ToF)
of breakup fragments. Therefore, the beams of 7Li and 9Be were bunched prior to
injection into the accelerator. A longitudinal sinusoidal potential is applied at 9.375
MHz to the negative ions travelling at 150 keV, which are stochastically distributed
in time. The field acts to decrease the velocity of the particles within the buncher
acceptance with phase greater than π, and to increase the velocity of the particles
with phase less than π (with respect to the RF signal). This produces a bunched
beam with 106.6 ns separation between peaks, with some left over dark current of
ions spread in time due to ions outside the buncher acceptance.

The bunched beam is then injected into the accelerator. The positive terminal,
located in the centre of the accelerating structure, can operate at over 15 MV. The
terminal is charged via three charging chains, and the accelerating structure is kept
at six atmospheres of SF6 to reduce sparks. In the experiments performed for this
work, terminal potentials ranging from 1.3141 to 4.249 MV were used. The injected
negative ions are accelerated towards the positive terminal, where they are passed
through a thin carbon foil. Interactions between the beam and foil results in electron
stripping from the beam, and the ions become positively charged. The positively
charged ions then accelerate away from the positive terminal, giving a final beam
energy of:

Ebeam = VT (1 + q) + Vi , (3.1)

1This is the lowest terminal potential ever to be used at the 14UD to deliver beam, to the extent of
the author’s knowledge.
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Fig. 3.1 Simplified schematic of the 14UD tandem accelerator, with focusing elements omitted.
The process of beam production and acceleration is detailed in the text
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where VT is the terminal potential, and q the charge state of the ions after stripping.
When amolecular beam is accelerated, as is the case for 9BeO−, the stripping process
disassociates the molecules, resulting in 9Be+q ions. In this case, the O+ and 9Be+q

share their energy in proportion to their masses, and

E9Be = (VT + Vi )
m9Be

m9BeO
+ qVT (3.2)

The stripping process produces a range of charge states, and therefore a range of
final beam energies. To remove all but the charge state of interest, the beams are
bent through a 90◦ energy selection electromagnet, set with reference to a calibrated
nuclear magnetic resonance reference signal [1]. The magnet was last calibrated
in 2004 with the method of [1] where the 12C(p,α)9Be resonance at 14.23 MeV
is used as the calibration point. Repeat measurements indicate an absolute beam
energy uncertainty of ±0.1% for a 60.0 MeV beam of 16O. As the precise energy of
the beam is not a limiting uncertainty in this work, the magnet field was not cycled
to remove differential hysteresis [1], resulting in an estimated uncertainty in beam
energy of±0.3%. During the acceleration process as well as during subsequent beam
transport, a number of beam focusing elements are used, the details of which are not
necessary for this thesis.

Prior to entering the energy analysing magnet, the beam passes through two
orthogonal choppers, where the beam is swept across slits set at a fixed separation.
The phase is set such that the peak in intensity of the bunched beam passes through
the slits, removing any beam that is not in the beam bunch (the dark current). After
bunching and chopping, a pulsed beam is produced with repetition rate 106.6 ns and
typical width of 1–1.5 ns.

Finally, the beam is transported to a target chamber containing the BALiN array.
At this point, the beam has a typical diameter of ∼1 mm, with typical currents
between 1–10 nA. The limiting factor of the beam currents is due to a limit on the
count rate in the detector array and electronics, rather than what can be provided by
the 14UD accelerator.

3.2 Targets

The beam impinged onto thin targets of 58Ni, 27Al, 28SiO2, C and (C2D4)n in the
measurements made in this thesis. In addition, previous measurements for beams of
9Be bombarding thin targets of 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi were re-
analysed in this work. A summary of all beam-target combinations analysed in this
thesis is shown in Table 3.1. In general, several factors are important for good quality
breakupmeasurements. Firstly, the targetsmust be thin,minimising energy loss in the
target. Secondly, the targets should be relatively free of impurities. Scattering from
impurities with higher Z than that of the target can overwhelm that from light targets.
Ideally, the targets are also free of light impurities: below-barrier measurements on
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the target nucleus of interest will likely be above-barrier for light impurities of C and
O. Therefore, the light and medium mass targets used here were self-supporting. For
reactions with heavy nuclei, carbon backings were used where required. In reactions
with heavy targets, breakup from carbon is kinematically distinct from that from
the heavy targets. It is not possible to completely eliminate light impurities: for
example, the 28SiO2 target contains double the number of oxygen atoms compared
to the number of silicon atoms. Further, the targets may oxidise over time, and carbon
can be deposited onto the surface of the target by the beam if the vacuum in the target
chamber is poor. In Chap.4, kinematic methods for the removal of light impurities
will be discussed; these methods are taken into account in the determination of
cross-sections in Chap.6. Where backings have been used, they have been placed
downstream of the target material of interest, minimising the effect of energy loss of
the beam in the backings.

3.3 Experimental Apparatus: The ANU BALiN Array

Breakup fragments produced in the reactions listed in Table 3.1 were detected with
BALiN. BALiN is composed of four 60◦ wedge-shaped Double-sided Silicon Strip
Detectors (DSSDs)2. The detectors are mounted on either one or two central hubs,
and tilted at an angle of 45◦ towards the beam axis so as to increase their angular
coverage. Depending on the kinematics of the reaction, they are mounted in one of
two configurations: either with all four detectors at scattering angles greater than
90◦ – in the back angle “lampshade” configuration, shown in Fig. 3.2a, c; or with a
pair of detectors at forward scattering angles and the other pair at back angles – in
the “front-back” configuration, shown in Fig. 3.2b, d. These configurations will be
discussed inmore detail in Sect. 3.3.1. A summary of the experiments analysed in this
thesis can be found in Table 3.2. With the exception of the BEX run, all experiments
were performed during the course of this thesis work.

The distance between the target and each hub could be varied, resulting in different
angular coverages and angular resolutions from run to run. Before each run, the
array was aligned along the beam axis via an optical alignment telescope. To aid
in beam tuning, an aperture with a diameter of 2 mm was placed either on the
downstream hub (in the front-back configuration) or on the target ladder (in the
lampshade configuration) to ensure that the beam is travelling centrally along the
beam axis. The aperture on the downstream hub was fixed in place throughout the
experiment, while the aperture on the target ladder was replaced by the target after
beam tuning. The aperture was placed on the downstream hub in the front-back
configuration to avoid high intensity elastic scattering from the edge of the aperture
impinging on the detectors placed at forward angles.

The detectors, labelled A throughD, are identical save for their different depletion
voltages and deadlayers. Detectors A, B and D are fully depleted at −90 V, while

2Design MMM, Manufactured by Micron Semiconductor Limited, Sussex, UK.
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Table 3.1 Summary of target-beam combinations performed for this work

Beam Target Backing Areal density
(µg cm−2)

Beam energies
(MeV)

ECM/Vb

7Li (natC2D4)n Self-supporting 115,131 2.8 1.09
natC Self-supporting 25 4.5 0.90
27Al Self-supporting 25 6.75 0.88

7.5 0.97
28SiO2

† Self-supporting 50,80 6.75 0.81 (28Si)

7.5 0.90 (28Si)

4.5 0.78 (16O)
58Ni Self-supporting 60 11.7 0.86

13.1 0.96
144Sm 20 µg cm−2 C 250 9.70 0.29‡

197Au Self-supporting 200 13.1 0.45‡

9Be (natC2H4)n Self-supporting 90 2.2 0.24§

(natC2D4)n Self-supporting 90,130 2.2 0.50
natC Self-supporting 25 2.2 0.30§

6.6 0.90
27Al Self-supporting 25 8.90 0.82

10.0 0.93
28 SiO2 Self-supporting 80 10.0 0.86

11.0 0.95
144Sm 20 µg cm−2 C 100 25.0 0.85

28.0 0.94
168Er 20 µg cm−2 C 50 28.0 0.80

31.0 0.89
186W 20 µg cm−2 C 80 28.0 0.75

31.0 0.83

34.0 0.91
196Pt 20 µg cm−2 C 120 25.0 0.65

28.0 0.73

31.0 0.80

34.0 0.88
208PbS 20 µg cm−2 C 80 28.0 0.70

31.0 0.77

34.0 0.85

37.0 0.92
209Bi Self-supporting 400 28.0 0.69

31.0 0.76

34.0 0.84

37.0 0.91

∗ ECM has been corrected for energy loss through the target half-thickness
† Used as a Si and as an O target
‡ For solid angle normalisation
§ Used to examine contribution of contaminant H nuclei to spectra in measurements of (natC2D4)n
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Fig. 3.2 CAD drawings and photographs of the BALiN array in the “lampshade” (a, c) and “front-
back” (b, d) configuration. The array is composed of four wedge-shapedDSSDs, denoted A through
D, angled at 45◦ towards the beam axis. The photograph of the BALiN array in the lampshade
configuration (c) shows the target ladder with a mixed α source for energy calibration, while the
target ladder loaded with targets is shown in (d)
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Table 3.2 Summary of experimental runs, with date of run, beams, targets, configurations and
whether or not the beam was pulsed

Run Date Beams Targets Configuration Pulsed beam?

BEX 6/2008 9Be 144Sm, 168Er,
186W
196Pt, 208Pb,
209Bi

Lampshade No

LIBEX 8/2013 7Li, 9Be 28SiO2, 27Al Lampshade Yes (7Li)
No (9Be)

BELICK 9/2013 7Li, 9Be C, (natC2D4)n
(natC2H4)n

Front-back Yes

LIAL 4/2014 7Li C, 27Al,
28SiO2, 58Ni

Front-back
θ > 55◦

Yes

RDUX 1/2015 7Li, 9Be 27Al, 28SiO2,
58Ni

Front-back
θ > 60◦

Yes

detector C is fully depleted at−20V across the detector. A 0.7µm thick polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) film was placed in front of each detector to stop low-energy
electrons produced during collisions. Further, to prevent back-scattered particles
from downstream obstacles from reaching the detectors, an aluminium mask was
placed behind the targets (in the lampshade configuration) or behind the downstream
hub (in the front-back configuration). When the array was used in the front-back
configuration with targets of Z ≥ 13, an additional aluminium mask was mounted
on the downstream hub so as to block the most forward arcs from experiencing a
large elastic flux. This limited the angular coverage of the array to θ > 55◦ for the
LIAL run, and θ > 60◦ for the RDUX run.

To provide beam normalisation, two small ion-implanted monitor detectors were
placed at forward angles, where the elastic yield will followRutherford expectations.
This allowed experimentally determined breakup cross-sections to be normalised to
the precisely known Rutherford cross-section (see Sect. 2.3.1). Further, to charac-
terise the data acquisition dead time, a pulser signal was introduced into an arc
and sector of each DSSD, triggered by one of the monitor detectors. The detector
electronics will be described in Sect. 3.3.3.

Each DSSD is segmented into sixteen arcs (each 6.4 mm wide) on the junction
side of the detector, and eight sectors on the ohmic side (each of which subtends
6.8◦ in the plane of the detector). The intersections between arcs and sectors give an
effective pixelisation of 128 pixels for each DSSD. The DSSDs are 400 µm thick
and have a total active area of 80 cm2, with an outer radius of 135.1 mm and an inner
radius of 32.6 mm. To provide a good electrical contact for charge collection, each
detector has an 0.2 µm thick layer of Al sputtered on the surface.

Semiconductor detectors, such as the ion-implanted monitor detectors or the
DSSDs of BALiN, all follow same general principle. By doping a crystal of a semi-
conducting material (here silicon) with impurities, imperfections are created in the
crystal lattice. Depending on the impurity, this will produce either a p- or n-type
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semiconductor, with an excess of positive charge carriers (holes) or negative charge
carriers (electrons), respectively. If the dopant produces an n-type semiconductor it is
a “donor”. If it produces a p-type semiconductor, it is an “acceptor”. By bringing the
two types of semiconductor in contact, a junction diode is created. At the junction of
the two semiconductors, the electrons from the n-type semiconductor diffuse into the
p-type and combine with the holes, and vice-versa. This diffusion results in a central
area that is depleted of charge carriers. Outside this area, the diffusion of charge
carriers results in ionised donor and acceptor sites, resulting in an electric field. This
field brings the diffusion of charge carriers (into the depletion region) to equilibrium
with the reverse drift of charge carriers. If a large reverse bias is applied, the size of
this electric field increases, and so increases the size of the depletion region. This
makes charge collection more efficient and reduces noise [2].

When heavy charged particles are incident on the silicon detector, they deposit
energy in the material of the detector. The energy deposition per unit length (the
“stopping power”) dE/dx is commonly given by the Bethe-Bloch equation. For
high velocity ions in the non-relativistic limit, dE/dx is inversely proportional to
the energy of the incoming particle Ei , which has an ionic charge zi and mass Ai ,
and the atomic number Zd and atomic mass Ad of the stopping material (here, Si)
such that [3]:

− dE

dx
∝ z2i Zd Ai

Ei Ad
. (3.3)

We will return to the Bethe-Bloch equation in later sections of this chapter. When
energy is deposited in the depletion region of the silicon detector, electron-hole pairs
are created, which then move in opposite directions due to the electric field. This
produces a pulse that is proportional to the energy lost by the incoming particle,
which is then delivered to the pre-amplifiers via a readout from the end of each arc
and sector in the DSSD.

The detector array and pre-amplifiers3 are located inside a multi-purpose scatter-
ing chamber, pumped to 1.3 × 10−5 Pa. The pre-amplifiers are located in the vacuum
chamber close to the DSSDs to reduce capacitive load, which introduces noise into
the system.

3.3.1 Detector Configurations

As mentioned briefly in Sect. 3.3, the BALiN array was used in two configurations
in this work. In the first, all four DSSDs were placed at backward angles, and in the
second, two detectors were placed at forward angles, and two at backward angles.
These configurations were motivated by consideration of the varying angular dis-
tribution of breakup fragments for targets with masses that span the periodic table,
from 2H to 209Bi.

3Model MPR-16, mesytec GmbH & Co. KG, Putzbrunn, Germany.
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Prior to this work, all breakup measurements using BALiN were made on heavy
targets ranging from 144Sm to 209Bi [4–8]. In measurements with these targets, the
breakup fragments have relatively small opening angles, and peak in intensity at
backward angles (see for example, p. 110 of Ref. [6]). In addition, placing the detec-
tors at forwards angles is damaging due to the large flux of elastic scattered beam at
forwards angles in reactions with heavy targets. Therefore in reactions with heavy
targets, the BALiN array was used in the lampshade configuration.

In lighter systems, the angular distribution of breakup fragments becomes much
more broad. To guide the location of BALiN, distribution of breakup fragments had
to be simulated. In particular:

1. We are interested in the kinematic signatures of breakup that occurs prior to the
distance of closest approach. The results of Ref. [9] indicated that the opening
angle of the fragments is an important observable. The BALiN configuration
should be such that it is sensitive to breakup that results in a large range of
opening angles.

2. We are interested in the fraction of direct breakup that occurs in these light sys-
tems. It is essential then that BALiN is efficient for direct breakup. This is of
particular concern due to the negative Q-value of direct breakup, compared to
transfer-triggered breakup, which generally have positive Q-values. The angular
distribution of direct breakup will differ to that from positive Q-value transfer-
triggered breakup.

3. In reactions of 9Be and 7Li with d, the beam energies are very low relative to the
Q-value of the transfer-triggered breakup process. The kinematics of breakup are
the dominant factor determining the distribution of fragments. Since we are most
interested in the relative populations of the 0+, 2+ and 4+ states, it is important
that BALiN is sensitive to these states, which may result in very different angular
distributions and fragment-fragment correlations.

These requirements are fulfilled when BALiN is placed in the front-back config-
uration. The requirement of sensitivity to a large range of opening angles is triv-
ially fulfilled by a front-back configuration. In regards to the second requirement:
in Fig. 3.3, (θ1, θ2) distributions simulated using KaitKin are shown for the direct
breakup 7Li→ α + t after population of the 4.652 MeV 7

2
−
state at below-barrier

energies in interactions with 209Bi, 58Ni and 27Al. As themass of the target decreases,
the (θ1, θ2) distribution moves to more andmore forward angles, and the relationship
between the fragment scattering angles approaches θ1 = 180◦ − θ2 as the energy of
the beam approaches the energy threshold for direct breakup. It is apparent from
these distributions that, to be sensitive to direct breakup in light to medium mass
targets, it is necessary to have a pair of detectors at forward scattering angles and a
pair of detectors at backward scattering angles.
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Fig. 3.3 The (θ1, θ2) distribution, simulated using KaitKin, of direct breakup of 7Li in below-
barrier reactions with (a) 209Bi, (b) 58Ni, and (c) 27Al. The shaded box represents the (θ1, θ2)
coverage of BALiN in the lampshade configuration with hub-target distance as for the work of
Refs. [6–8]. Panels (d), (e) and (f) show the same distributions, and the shaded boxes represent
the (θ1, θ2) coverage of BALiN in the front-back configuration with the hub-target distance that
of the LIAL experimental run, where angles forward of 55◦ were blocked. It is apparent that for
interactions with heavy targets, the lampshade configuration is sensitive to direct breakup of 7Li,
but as the target mass (and therefore beam energy) decreases, the α + t distribution moves to
more forward angles, and the front-back configuration must be used, even though the lampshade
configuration will still be appropriate for breakup modes with positive Q-value

For measurements of d(7Li,8Be)n, d(9Be,8Be)t, and d(7Be,8Be)p, we are only
concerned with one reaction outcome: the population and decay of 8Be. The relative
contributions of the 0+, 2+ and 4+ resonances are of key interest. These resonances
have quite different on-resonance energies of 0, 3.03 and 11.35MeV. Since the energy
of the beam is low at 2.8MeV, and the transfer Q-value of 15.022MeV is so high, the
excitation energy of the projectile-like nucleus will have a large effect on the final
distribution of fragments. The predicted (θ1, θ2) distributions of the α fragments
produced after the decay of 8Be with excitations of 0, 3.03 and 11.35 MeV after the
d(7Li,8Be)n reaction, for a 7Li beam energy of 2.8 MeV are shown in Fig. 3.4. As
expected, the angular distributions of the fragments are very different, but in all cases,
a lampshade configuration is inappropriate and the front-back configuration is more
suitable. Thus, to fulfil all of the above requirements, measurements of breakup in
interactions of 7Li with light and medium mass targets were made in the front-back
configuration.
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Fig. 3.4 Top row: KaitKin simulation of the distribution of α + α scattering angles in 7Li + 2H
→ 8Be(→ 2α) + n at Ebeam = 2.8 MeV, populating 8Be with excitation energy corresponding to
the resonance energy of its 0+ ground, first 2+ and first 4+ resonances. The shaded box indicates
the (θ1, θ2) coverage of the BALiN lampshade configuration. It is clear that this configuration is
unsuitable for thismeasurement. Bottom row: The sameKaitKin simulation, with the shaded boxes
(θ1, θ2) coverage of the array in its front-back configuration as used in the BELICK experimental
run, which best suits this measurement

3.3.2 Time of Flight

In breakup after interactions with heavy target nuclei, the reconstructed Q-values
and relative energies of the fragments alone are sufficient to enable identification of
different breakup modes. This is because the Q-values of the different modes are in
general well separated, and the energy of the recoiling nucleus is low. In addition,
if there are ambiguities, the energies of the breakup fragments are such that placing
one BALiN DSSD in front of another makes a �E − E detector for direct particle
identification [6]. As the mass of the target nucleus decreases, the reaction Q-values
for different modes become closer together. When transfer populates states in the
target-like recoil nucleus, the Q-values for different modes overlap. This meant that
for light systems, reconstructed kinematic quantities alone are not sufficient to allow
clean separation of different breakup modes.

Some form of direct particle identification is therefore required. The energies of
the breakup fragments are in general too low to use the 400 µm thick detectors as
a �E − E telescope. This would restrict the energy range to between 7.5 and 11.0
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Fig. 3.5 Energy-Time of flight relationship of 7Li, α, t , d and p calculated using Eq.3.4 over a
flight path of 10 cm

MeV for protons, 10.0 and 15.0 MeV for deuterons, and from 11.5 to 17.0 MeV for
tritons [6].

Time of Flight (ToF) allows direct particle identification of low energy breakup
fragments. By measuring the ToF of each fragment with respect to the pulsed beam
over the detector-target distance d, as well as the energy of the fragments E , the
relationship:

ToF = d

√
m

2E
(3.4)

gives a direct measure of themassm of the fragment. Shown in Fig. 3.5 are calculated
Energy-ToF relationships for 7Li, α, t , d and p for a 10 cm flight path. If the ToF
resolution is sufficiently good, this relationship provides direct particle identification.
However, the requirements of good ToF identification, namely large time differences
due to long flight paths, competes with the desire to increase detector efficiency by
moving the detectors closer to the target. Therefore, implementingToFmeasurements
in BALiN allows us to differentiate protons from α particles, but deuterons, tritons
and protons don’t show sufficiently different times of flight to allow separation of
these fragments. Fortunately, theQ-values of transfer-triggered breakupgivingα + p
pairs are very different from that giving α + d and α + t pairs in all systems studied
in this work. This fact enables the use of a combination of reconstructed kinematic
quantities as well as direct particle identification via ToF to obtain unambiguous
identification of breakup modes.
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Fig. 3.6 Electronics diagram for the signal processing of BALiN, described in text

It is desirable for future measurements to have direct particle identification that
can separate Z = 1 isotopes. Such direct particle identification may be achieved by
use of a gas �E detector in front of the BALiN DSSDs. The close geometry of the
BALiN array makes the development of such a detector challenging. Simulations
and calculations were performed to maximise�E active area, while maintaining the
close packing of BALiN. The development of this detector is still in progress.

To enable ToF measurements, pulsed beams were delivered from the 14UD, as
described in Sect. 3.1. Calibrating the time of flight requires accounting for the dif-
ferent flight paths from the target to different pixels of each DSSD, as well as a
consideration of the different intrinsic pulse shape and rise time of each detector, and
the different travel times through the processing electronics. This process will be
outlined in Sect. 3.4.6.1, but first the electronic processing of the energy and timing
signals delivered from each arc and sector of the DSSD will be discussed.

3.3.3 Electronic Processing

The electronics block diagram for the measurements made for this thesis is shown in
Fig. 3.6. The signals from the BALiN array were passed to six 16-channel MPR-164

4Mesytec GmbH & Co. KG, Putzbrunn, Germany.
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pre-amplifiers, then to six STM-16+5 amplifiers. Energy signals from the amplifiers
were passed to three 32-channelCAENV7856 analogue-to-digital (ADC) converters,
and the time signals passed to a CAENV1190B7 64-channel multihit time-to-digital
converter (TDC).

The MPR-16 preamplifiers, located inside the vacuum chamber, were grounded
to a clean earth, separate to the main power earth. The preamplifiers have an 11 M�

bias resistor. Because of this, the DSSDs were biased8 such that, when taking into
account the voltage drop across the preamplifiers as well as the leakage currents,
detectors A, B and D were biased to their fully depleted voltages of −90 V, and C
was fully biased to −20 V. The detectors had leakage currents ranging from 1.72 to
3.02 µA, which increased over the course of each experimental run. Therefore, the
biases were increased regularly to compensate, maintaining the full depletion of the
detectors.

Signals from the preamplifiers were then passed to the amplifiers. Each set of
arcs had their own amplifier and preamplifiers, while two sets of sector signals (8
sectors per DSSD) shared one amplifier and preamplifier. Both the preamplifiers and
amplifiers used differential outputs to minimise the effect of electronic interference
and crosstalk coupling. Themultiplicity outputs of the amplifier signalswere chained,
allowing for hardware basedmultiplicity selection across all of theDSSDs.An energy
above threshold in any arc channel across the array contributes to the multiplicity
level, and a logic signal is generated once the number of signals rises to the set
multiplicity level. The time interval that defines the multiplicity level was set to 100
ns. In the experiments in thiswork, themultiplicity levelwas set to either one (“singles
mode”) or two (“coincidence mode”). The energy thresholds of the amplifiers were
set such that elastic-noise coincidences did not contribute significantly to the rate of
the multiplicity two trigger.

Following preamplification and amplification,9 energy signals from the moni-
tor detectors were sent to a third CAEN V785 ADC. The timing signals from the
pre-amplifier were sent to a Phillips Scientific 715 constant fraction timing discrimi-
nator.10 Timing signals fromonemonitorwere then sent to anORTEC416AGate and
Delay Generator,11 then to an ORTEC 567 time-to-amplitude converter (TAC). The
TAC output was sent to the 14UD control room to aid beam pulsing setup, and also
to the third CAEN V785 analogue to digital converter. In addition, signals from the
constant fraction discriminator were prescaled using an EG&G-ESN RD2000 rate
divider. The outputs were then sent to scalers in order to monitor data acquisition
deadtime, and passed into a Phillips Scientific 755 quad four-fold logic unit. Here,

5Differential version. mesytec GmbH & Co. KG, Putzbrunn, Germany.
6CEAN S.p.A, Viareggio, Italy.
7CEAN S.p.A, Viareggio, Italy.
8Using an ORTEC 710 quad 1-kV bias supply, Advanced Measurement Technology Inc., Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, USA.
9777 octal variable gain amplifier, Phillips Scientific, Mahwah, New Jersy, USA.
10Phillips Scientific, Mahwah, New Jersy, USA.
11Advanced Measurement Technology Inc., Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA.
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if a prescaled signal from either monitor detector was present (OR logic), a logic
signal was generated. One output was sent to a LeCroy 222 Dual Gate Generator,12

which generated a gate for the ADC for the monitor signals.
The gate for the BALiN ADCs was generated by the logical OR of the prescaled

monitors and the signal generated by the BALiN STM-16+multiplicity requirement,
that is, [BALiN || (Monitor 1 || Monitor 2)]. This was also the master trigger for the
data acquisition system (DAQ). The DAQ was developed in-house by N. Withers.

The TDC trigger was generated from the logical AND of the BALiN multiplicity
signal and a signal generated from the RF reference signal phase locked to the beam
pulses. This coincidence ensured that time signalswere referenced to the correct beam
pulse, since this signal was also sent to a channel of the TDC (sacrificing the smallest
arc of DSSD D) as a reference signal from which to generate the time-of-flight of
particles. Finally, when a signal fromMonitor 2 occurred, a coincidence with the RF
reference signal was made, triggering a BNCmodel BL2 Fast Tail Pulse generator,13

used to generate pulses that were fed into the preamplifier channels corresponding
to the middle arcs and sectors of each DSSD (8 signals in total). By recording the
number of pulser signals presented, the DAQ deadtime of BALiN was monitored.

This setup changed slightly from run to run, though it was very similar for the
LIBEX, BELICK, LIAL and RDUX runs. In the BEX run, the beam was not pulsed,
so no time of flight information was recorded, and the related logic was simpli-
fied. In addition, no ion-implanted monitor detectors were placed at forward angles,
and no pulsers were injected into the preamplifiers. Instead, a forward-angle bin in
BALiN was used to normalise to elastic scattering. All measurements used in the
re-analysis of the BEX data were taken in hardware multiplicity one mode, making
each measurement self-normalising.

3.4 Analysis Procedure

Signals from the DAQ were collected using an in-house data collection program
(DCP), developed by G.S. Foote. For offline processing, the data were converted
to ROOT format [10], using a library written by M.L. Brown. ROOT is an object
oriented data analysis framework, written in C++ and developed by CERN. Data
files in ROOT format are hierarchical. Each file contains one or more “trees” made
of “branches”. Branches can be objects of any class, including other trees. Branches
contain “leaves” which can be simple objects such as variables, structures, arrays
or objects. This data format allows event-by-event access to and processing of data,
as well as interactive creation and gating of multidimensional histograms. Scripts
for post-processing of data were originally written by D.H. Luong [6], and modified
significantly by the author. These scripts make use of a library written by R. du Rietz
for efficient access and storage of data.

12LeCroy Corporation, Chestnut Ridge, New York, USA.
13Berkeley Nucleonics Corporation, San Rafael California, USA.
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Data processing had six stages:

1. The raw data were converted to ROOT format from DCP. Each detector had its
own branch, with a leaf corresponding to each energy and time channel.

2. Using the known geometry of BALiN, the position of each event was converted
from the intersection of an arc and sector to spherical polar coordinates (r, θ,φ).
This is described in Sect. 3.4.1. The energy signals were calibrated as will be
discussed in Sect. 3.4.4. If the time signals were taken in “differences mode”14

where the RF reference signal was subtracted prior to being recorded, the timing
signals were calibrated using the method to be shown in Sect. 3.4.6.1. If the time
signals were taken in “rawmode”15 the RF reference signal was first subtracted in
ROOT, followed by the calibration of the time signals. At this stage, an additional
software threshold could be applied channel by channel to remove energy and
time signals arising from noise.

3. The fact that the pixels of BALiN are defined by intersections of arcs and sectors
leads to ambiguities in pixel identification if, for example, two fragments fall on
the same arc. The calibrated data were sorted to correct these ambiguities, the
process of which will be described in Sect. 3.4.5.

4. The energy loss of the particles entering the arraywas corrected event by event, and
key kinematic quantities were reconstructed. As both the energy loss correction
and kinematic reconstruction depends on the charge andmass of the particle, these
correctionswere evaluated for each possible particle pair, with each breakupmode
assigned its own branch in ROOT.

5. Spurious coincidence events due to elastic-random (“elastic-X”) coincidences,
crosstalk, and reactions from light target impurities were removed using the ToF
of particles as well as the reconstructed kinematical quantities. Following this,
each valid breakup event was tagged with its breakup mode.

6. The breakup cross-sections and probabilities were extracted.

In the rest of this chapter, the process for stages one through three of the data anal-
ysis listed above will be shown. After these stages, the basic quantities measured
by BALiN, (θ,φ, E, t) are found. The processes of kinematic reconstruction and
extraction of breakup modes is the subject of Chaps. 4 and 5, and the extraction of
cross-sections will be discussed in Chap. 6 and presented in Chap.7.

3.4.1 Position Sensitivity

The first part of data analysis of the events gathered in BALiN is to associate each
event in a pixel with a coordinate on the sphere (r, θ,φ). All energy calibration and
kinematic reconstruction relies on these coordinates. The intersection between each
arc and sector on a DSSD defines a pixel at the coordinate (R, γ), in the detector

14The case for the LIBEX, BELICK and LIAL runs.
15As in the RDUX run.
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Fig. 3.7 Definition of coordinates used defining the position of pixels in the BALiN array. (a)
The location of each pixel on each DSSD is defined by the coordinates (R, γ), where R is the
radial distance from the focal point of the DSSD wedge, and γ the angle between the middle of
the DSSD and the pixel. (b) These local coordinates on each DSSD are then transformed into
spherical coordinates with respect to the beam-target interaction point by the successive application
of rotation matrices, as discussed in text. Adapted from [6]

plane. Here, R is the radial distance from the focal point of the DSSD wedge, and γ
the angle between the middle of the DSSD and the pixel, as shown in Fig. 3.7a. The
pixels have finite size, parameterised by (�R,�γ). As particles can land in any part
of the pixel, the location of the particle within the pixel is uniformly randomised.
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The coordinates of the pixel with respect to the DSSD are then transformed into
Cartesian coordinates within the plane of the detector using the relations

x = R sin γ (3.5)

y = R cos γ (3.6)

z = 0. (3.7)

In a coordinate frame centred on the target, this defines a detector located at the
origin, in the (x, y) plane [the definition of (x, y, z) is shown in Fig. 3.7b]. The true
location of each DSSD is then defined by a series of translation and rotationmatrices.
First, any twist in the (x, z) plane by the angle η (in these measurements, this angle
was always zero), was accounted for through the relations

x → z sin η + x cos η (3.8)

z → z cos η − x sin η. (3.9)

Secondly, the all detectors lean towards the target by ζ = 45◦ in the (y, z) plane

z → z cos ζ − y sin ζ (3.10)

y → z sin ζ + y cos ζ. (3.11)

Thirdly, the detectors are distributed in the (x, y) plane, with angle corresponding to
the azimuthal angle of the middle of the DSSD φmid (67.68◦, 143.38◦, 219.68◦ and
295.68◦ for detectors A through D, respectively)

x → x cosφmid − y sin φmid (3.12)

y → x sin φmid + y cosφmid. (3.13)

Finally, the detectors are offset from the origin by

x → x + xoffset (3.14)

y → y + yoffset (3.15)

z → z + zoffset + zhub−target, (3.16)

where the offsets are as given in Table 3.3 and zhub−target is the hub-target distance.
These coordinates are then converted into spherical polar coordinates by the usual

relations

r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2 (3.17)

θ = cos−1 z√
x2 + y2 + z2

(3.18)

φ = tan−1 x

y
. (3.19)
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Table 3.3 Summary of the offsets of the focal point of each DSSD from the central point of the
face of each hub

x offset
(mm)

y offset
(mm)

z offset
(mm)

A −3.29 −0.39 4.97

B −1.17 3.10 4.97

C 2.72 1.19 4.97

D 2.48 −2.18 4.97

r is the radial distance between the centre of the target and the detected particle, θ is
the scattering angle in the laboratory frame, and φ the azimuthal angle. If the detector
is located in the backward hemisphere, θ → (180◦ − θ). These angles are shown in
Fig. 3.7b. Examples of the (θ,φ) position of breakup events after transformation are
shown in Fig. 3.8.

3.4.2 Precision Determination of Spatial Positioning of Array

As themass of the target nucleus decreases, the energy carried by the recoiling target-
like nucleus increases.An increasing fractionof the total kinetic energyof the reaction
must therefore be reconstructed. As a result, the sensitivity to the precision of the
kinematic reconstruction increases, which depends on (a) the quality of the correction
of energy loss through the array, which changes the reconstructed energy and (b) the
precision of the spatial positioning of the array, which changes the reconstructed
(θ,φ), and therefore also the reconstructed energy loss. These results are sensitive
to movements of ∼1 mm in light systems. Using CAD models as well as physical
measurements of the detector mounts, the offsets of the focal points of the wedge of
each DSSD from the beam axis [which defines (x,y) = (0,0)] and the face of each
hub (z = 0) were re-determined. These offsets are shown in Table 3.3 and are related
to the relationship between the location of the detector PCB and the Si detector focal
point. The re-determination of these offsets allowed more reliable reconstruction of
quantities such as the Q-value and relative energy of the fragments.

This adjustment in theBALiNpositioning resulted in a slight change in the angular
coverage of BALiN compared to the 9Be + 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and
209Bi reactions reported in [4, 5]. This adjustment has been incorporated in the re-
analysis of these data [11], and changes the elastic yields in the forward arc used for
normalisation by ∼9%, thus decreasing the breakup probability by the same factor
(as will be discussed in Chap.6) over the previous work.
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3.4.3 Energy Loss Correction

As particles pass through the target, PET foil, aluminium layer and detector dead-
layer, they deposit energy. The amount of energy lost per unit length dE/dx can be
described by the Bethe-Bloch equation, defined in Eq.3.3. For kinematic reconstruc-
tion of the breakup fragments, the measured energy of the particles in BALiN must
be corrected for their energy loss. This energy loss correction must be performed
for each inactive layer of the array, in reverse order to the sequence of energy loss.
Thus, correction begins with the inactive volume of the detectors (“deadlayers”) and
moves outwards through the aluminium layer, the PET foil, and finally the target.

3.4.3.1 Energy Loss Through PET, Aluminium and Deadlayers

Since the energy loss depends on the distance a particle travels in the stopping
material, the angle of incidence β of the particle with respect to the face of the DSSD
is important. This angle is shown in Fig. 3.9 and is given by

β = cos−1

( �n · �r
|r |

)
(3.20)

where �n is the unit vector normal to the face of each pixel and �r = (x, y, z) is the
position vector of the particle with respect to the intersection between the beam axis
and the centre of the target.

Therefore, given a measurement of an energy E in BALiN, the original energy
of the fragment E0 before passing through a thin layer of thickness �T made of a
given element or compound M can be estimated as

E0 = E + dE

dx
(E, M)

�T

cosβ
. (3.21)

dE/dx for each material was calculated using an energy loss code written by E.
Williams, based on the procedure of Ref. [12]. This energy loss reconstruction is
performed for every particle, considering every layer, with the reconstructed energy
E0 of the particle corrected for energy loss through the next layer.

3.4.3.2 Energy Loss Through a Rotated Target

The angle of incidence β of a particle with respect to the face of the DSSD is not
the relevant angle to calculate energy loss through the target. Instead, it is the angle
between the position vector of the fragment and a vector normal to the face of the
target, κ, such that

E = E0 + dE

dx
(E, M)

�T/2

cosκ
, (3.22)
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Fig. 3.9 Scattered particles travel through the target, the PET foil layer, the aluminium coating
and the deadlayer before reaching the active area of the DSSDs. They lose energy at each step as
described by the Bethe-Bloch equation. The energy loss depends on the distance the particle travels
in each layer and therefore the angle of the particle with respect to the unit vector normal of the
face of the DSSD, β. Adapted from Ref. [6]

where �T is the thickness of the target, and the scattering event is assumed to occur
in the centre of the target.

In the measurements with the lampshade detector geometry, all the detectors were
placed in the backward hemisphere, and the target was placed such that it was normal
to the beam axis. In that case, the angle between the vector normal to the face of
the target and the position vector of the scattered beam is given by the scattering
angle θ. When BALiN is in the front-back configuration, the target was rotated by
45◦ to minimise energy loss for events that are scattered forwards, and to avoid any
shadowing of the detectors by the target frame. κ is then defined by

cosκ = sin θtarget sin θ cos(φtarget − φ) + cos θ cos θtarget , (3.23)

where (θ,φ) are the scattering angles of the detected fragment and θtarget = 45◦ and
φtarget = 90◦ are the angles of the target normal in the same coordinate system as
BALiN.

3.4.3.3 Deadlayer Measurement

A significant source of energy loss through the BALiN array is due to the deadlayer
of each DSSD outside the active area of the detector where deposited energy is
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not collected. Knowing the thickness of the deadlayer is important for accurate
energy loss reconstruction. The thickness of the deadlayers depends on several factors
during the fabrication process, and also on the bias applied to the detector. When a
semiconductor detectorwith applied reverse biasV is partially depleted, the depletion
layer thickness is proportional to

√
V . At full depletion, the size of the deadlayer is

minimised. In the previous measurement of the deadlayers of the DSSDs in Ref. [6]
the detectors were partially biased, whereas in these measurements they were fully
biased. Due to this the deadlayer thicknesses had to be remeasured, and were found
to be between 0.95 µm (for DSSD C) and 2.1 µm (for DSSD D), as described in
detail in Appendix A.

3.4.4 Energy Calibration

Immediately prior to and immediately following each experimental run, each of the
96 arcs and sectors of BALiN were calibrated by use of the known α energies from
a mixed (239Pu, 241Am, 244Cm) α source. These data were combined with elastically
scattered beam particles measured during the experimental run. When they reach the
active area of the detectors, the elastically scattered particles produced with energy
Eelas
0 have a measured energy Eelas of

Eelas = Eelas
0 − �Eelas

tgt − �Eelas
PET − �Eelas

Al − �Eelas
deadlayer. (3.24)

In the α particle calibration, the α particles do not traverse a target, and thus have
energy

Eα = Eα
0 − �Eα

PET − �Eα
Al − �Eα

deadlayer. (3.25)

Here�E j
i is the energy loss of a particle j through the layer i , calculated for the centre

of each arc and sector, based on the known geometry of BALiN. The initial energy
of the elastically scattered beam Eelas

0 was calculated using Eq.2.47. Accounting for
energy loss, the measured pulse height in each arc and sector was energy calibrated
with respect to the predicted energy of the particles after traversing through the
absorbing layers of the array.

The arcs (junction side) of the DSSDs have an energy resolution of �0.1 MeV
FWHM, while the sectors (ohmic side) have an energy resolution of ∼0.3 MeV [6].
Therefore, the calibrated arc energies (AE) are used for energy determination.

The relationship between energy and angle provides a verification of the energy
calibration as well as the coordinate transformation. The calibrated arc energy of
detected particles as a function of their scattering angle θ, for reactions of 7Li with
58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70 MeV is shown in Fig. 3.10. The intense peak with a maxi-
mum of ∼9 MeV corresponds to elastically scattered beam particles. Particles with
scattering angles falling forward of 90◦ correspond to particles falling in detectors
A and B, while angles backward of 90◦ correspond to particles falling in detectors C
and D. These energies have not been corrected for energy loss throughout the array.
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Fig. 3.10 Calibrated energy against scattering angle for reactions of 7Liwith 58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70
MeV. The steps in energy every ∼5◦ correspond to particles falling in different arcs, and is due
to the randomisation of events within each pixel. The fact that the elastic energies are smoothly
decreasing with energy indicates that the energy calibration is consistent from arc-to-arc. These
data have not been corrected for energy loss. Due to the large difference in deadlayer thickness in
detectors C and D, scattered particles in each detector experience a different amount of energy loss.
Because of this, two peaks are seen in the energy at back angles

As a result, the elastic peak splits into two at back angles due to the very different
deadlayer thicknesses of detectors C and D (see Table A.1 in Appendix A) and so
the scattered beam loses different amounts of energy. The bands of events with well
defined energy above the elastic peak correspond to different transfer modes. These
data were taken with a hardware multiplicity two requirement, and so any transfer
products and elastically scattered beam particles can only be detected if they have a
spurious coincidence with another particle, producing the strange patterns of inten-
sity. The events with a broad distribution of energy as a function of angle correspond
to breakup events. Compared to Fig. 2.7 (where the measured energies and scattering
angles of 7Li in reactions with 209Bi were shown), the different reaction outcomes are
not nearly as well separated, due to the increased portion of the total energy carried
by the undetected recoiling target-like fragment as the mass of the target nucleus
decreases.

3.4.5 Pixel Identification

The fact that the pixels ofBALiNaredefinedby the intersectionof arcs and sectors can
lead to ambiguity in the exact location and energy of fragments when two coincident
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Fig. 3.11 Measured arc energy against sector energy for reactions of 7Li with 58Ni at Ebeam =
11.70 MeV (a) prior to energy matching. Here, the arc energies and sector energies for a given
event can be badly mismatched, due to (I) two particles falling in one arc, (II) two particles falling
in one sector and (III) “ghost” correlations where, without energy matching, it is unclear which
sector signal is associated with which arc signal. (b) The same data after energy matching, where
the energy mismatches have been corrected, as explained in the text

particles are incident on the sameDSSD. For example, both particles may be incident
on a single arc, but on two different sectors, and vice-versa (Fig. 3.11 I and II). In
these cases, the energymeasured by the arc and that in the sector will be mismatched.
By requiring that the arc and sector energies be well matched, ambiguities in pixel
identification can be removed. The arc energy against sector energy for particles
measured after reactions of 7Li with 58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70 MeV before requiring
energy matching is shown in Fig. 3.11a. In this figure, three sources of ambiguity
are seen. In the first, two particles fall on one arc, but two sectors. In this case (I),
the energy measured in that arc will be the sum of the energy measured in the two
sectors. In the second (II), two particles fall on one sector but two arcs, and the energy
measured in the sector is the sum of that in the arcs. Thirdly (III), there are events
that have arc and sector energies perpendicular to the 45◦ line in arc energy versus
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sector energy. This arises from events that land on the same DSSD, each producing
a signal in one arc and one sector. This results in two pairs of arc-sector overlaps;
one genuine and one “ghost” pair of correlations.

The arc energy against sector energy of events after the mismatched energies have
been resolved is shown in Fig. 3.11b. To resolve events in case I that fall in one arc and
two sectors, the energy in the arc was divided in proportion to the measured sector
energies. Similarly, when particles fell in two arcs and one sector, the energy in the
sector was divided in proportion to the measured arc energies. Finally, the “ghost”
correlations were removed by choosing the pair of events with well matched arc and
sector energies, deleting the correlations with mismatched arc and sector energies.

After transforming the position of pixels to spherical polar coordinates, energy
calibrating each arc and sector taking into account energy loss and correcting mis-
matched arc and sector energies, the position and energy of detected particles has
been extracted. The final basic quantity collected by the BALiN array is the time of
flight of the particles.

3.4.6 Particle Identification Using Time of Flight

As discussed in Sect. 3.3.2, direct particle identification using ToF was required to
distinguish between different modes of breakup following interactions withmedium-
mass target nuclei. This was achieved by production of pulsed beams of separation
106.6 ns and width ∼1 ns by the 14UD, as described in Sect. 3.1. The time signals
from BALiN were collected, as well as an RF reference signal. These signals were
used along with the BALiN multiplicity signal to start the TDC, as described in
Sect. 3.3.3. ToF measurements were achieved by measuring all times relative to the
RF reference. The CAEN V1190B TDC has a clock frequency of 40 MHz, and
so TDC triggers (logical AND of RF and BALiN multiplicity out) have a jitter of
one clock cycle: 25 ns. Taking the difference between any two TDC channels, such
as the arc times from the RF reference, cancels out this jitter. The 40 MHz clock
is multiplied to 320 MHz, with 32 delay elements, giving a 98 ps/channel timing
resolution. In the LIBEX, BELICK and LIAL runs, the difference was taken online,
whereas in the RDUX run, the subtraction was performed offline, such that

ToF = RF − Tmeasured + 4550, (3.26)

where 4550 is an arbitrary offset in channels applied to ensure that all ToF are positive.
The measured ToF in this way have time “running backwards” – faster particles have
higher channel number.

The measured ToF deviates from the true ToF of a particle between the target and
BALiNdue to a number of contributing factors, shown schematically in Fig. 3.12. The
first is the time offset between the RF trigger, recorded in the TDC, and the moment
when the beam interacts with the target T0. This offset is taken to be constant for a
given experimental run, and independent of particle species. The second is an energy
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Fig. 3.12 Sketch of the contributions to the measured ToF in BALiN. Compared to the real target-
detector travel time, there is a T0 offset due to the difference between the arrival time of the RF
reference signal and the beam-target interaction time. Due to the leading edge discriminator used,
there is an additional offset Twalk. In leading edge discriminators, timing signals are generated when
the energy signal rises above an adjustable threshold. Higher voltage signals will therefore cross the
threshold before a lower voltage signal with the same rise time. However, different particles will
also have different rise-times, and the arcs have different characteristic responses and go through
different electronics channels, leading to an additional offsets Tdetector and Telectronics (see text)

dependent time-walk. The mesytec STM-16+ amplifiers make use of leading-edge
discriminators for timing: timing signals are generated when the energy signal rises
above a given threshold voltage, shown schematically in Fig. 3.12. Therefore, the
timing signals are energy dependent: when the pulse height is smaller, the timing
signal will be generated after that of a larger pulse height, provided that the rise time
is the same. This effect is known as “time-walk”, Twalk. This changes the shape of the
energy-ToF curve, away from that given by Eq.3.4. In addition, it is not necessarily
true that the rise time of different particles should be the same.16 Neither is it true that
the rise time of the same particle in different detectors, or in different arcs of the same
detector will be the same. In fact, when tested with a mixed-α source used for energy
calibration, the rise time of ∼5 MeV α particles was found to vary between 25 and
38 ns, depending on the area (and so the capacitance) of the arcs of the DSSD. As a
result there is an additional factor Tdetector, dependent on the arc, detector and particle.
Further, there is an offset between timing signals from different arcs due to slightly
different travel times through the detector electronics, Telectronics. Put together,

ToFmeasured = ToF + T0 + Twalk + Tdetector + Telectronics. (3.27)

16Indeed, the difference in pulse shape between different particles in DSSDs has been exploited in
direct particle identification via “pulse shape analysis” (e.g. [13]).
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These factors are in principle correctable – theToF for increasingly energetic particles
will asymptote to T0, Twalk(E) + Tdetector(arc, Z , E) + Telectronics(arc) can be charac-
terised using beams of different species on thick targets and compared to predictions
of Eq.3.4, enabling the extraction of absolute ToF. The goal of this work, however,
is to separate particles with different masses based on their energy-ToF relationship.
As such, determining the relative ToF between different particles is sufficient, pro-
vided they can be gated on. The task then is to calibrate the ToF spectra, so that the
energy-ToF relationship is aligned across a single DSSD.

3.4.6.1 Time of Flight Calibration

Unlike the energy calibration, which was performed for every arc and sector, the
ToF calibration was performed for every pixel, as the detector-target distance varies
across each arc. This creates 512 separate calibration factors across the array. In
each experimental run, the data were calibrated using elastic scattering from a far
below-barrier measurement on a heavy target, where the dominant feature in the ToF
spectra is the peak due to elastic scattering. By running an automatic peak search
on data from every pixel, the positions of the elastic peak in ToF were measured
with respect to a pixel in the center of the detector (chosen to be arc 12 sector
4). The difference between these two peaks is Toffset, and takes into account the
effect of different flight paths, T0 and Telectronics. To account for Tdetector and Twalk, an
energy dependent calibration factor was applied in the form A/E , where E was the
measured energy and A some constant. This form of energy dependence was chosen
by approximating the pulse shape as triangular, meaning that the voltage of the signal
is changing linearly when passing Ethr, such that

Twalk ≈ Ethr ∗ trise
E

= A

E
. (3.28)

This correction is made with respect to the reference pixel, thus A can be positive
or negative. Since this term should depend on the properties of each arc, this term
was applied arc-by-arc, and A was chosen by eye to best match the energy-ToF
curve of the reference pixel. When plotted as a function of arc number (shown in
Fig. 3.13) there is a clear systematic dependence on the arc size. Since this factor is
a result of the detector and amplifier properties, these factors are constant from one
experimental run to the next.

Together, the calibrated ToF are determined from themeasuredToF via the expres-
sion:

ToFcalibrated = ToFmeasured + Toffset + A

E
. (3.29)

The progressive change in the measured ToF as the aforementioned corrections are
implemented is shown in Fig. 3.14. The top panel shows the measured ToF in DSSD
B prior to calibration for particles detected in reactions of 7Li with 27Al at 7.5MeV in
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Fig. 3.13 Energy dependent
calibration factor A for
detector B, plotted as a
function of arc number.
There is a systematic
dependence on the arc
number

the LIBEX run. There are sixteen different energy-ToF curves, corresponding to the
sixteen arcs of DSSD B. After introducing the Toffset correction, the sixteen curves
collapse into one, as shown in the second panel. Further shaping due to the energy
dependent term yields a correction that is relatively modest, but acts to improve the
correspondence of ToF between different arcs, and is most visible at low energies,
as can be seen in the bottom panel. As the times are measured with respect to the RF
signal, the time axis is reversed. In the figure, it is apparent that there are two main
groups in the energy-ToF curve. The particles with highest measured ToF correspond
to the lowest real ToF, and are thus protons. The particles with lower measured ToF
(the higher real ToF) for the same energy correspond to α particles. The relatively
tight group of events at E ∼ 9 MeV correspond to elastically scattered 7Li.

Shown in Fig. 3.15 is the final ToF for a slice in energy 4 < E < 4.5 MeV for
reactions of 7Li with 27Al at 7.5 MeV in the LIBEX run – the same as for Fig. 3.14c.
Here, the ToF resolution and extent of the separation betweenα particles and protons
can be seen. The peaks are separated by 4 ns, and have a FWHM of 2.3 ns. The
separation between the peaks is comparable to expectations from Eq.3.4, where
over the 10.5 cm beam-target separation, 4.25 MeV α particles and protons should
be separated by 3.66 ns. That the predicted and measured separations differ by 0.34
ns should not be too surprising considering the aforementioned particle-dependent
detector response of the DSSDs.

3.4.7 Deadtime

For the extraction of breakup cross-sections, it is necessary to understand the losses
of events that can occur after being incident on the DSSDs and being written to file
by the DAQ – this is the deadtime, and is characterised by

D = Nrecorded

Npresented
, (3.30)
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Fig. 3.14 Energy-ToF spectra for particles measured by DSSD B in reactions of 7Li with 27Al at
7.5 MeV in the LIBEX run (a) prior to calibration, (b) when corrected for the ToF offset and (c)
when the time walk term A/E is applied
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Fig. 3.15 Calibrated ToF for a slice in energy of 4 < E < 4.5 MeV in a measurement of 7Li with
27Al at a beam energy of 7.5 MeV in the LIBEX run (panel c of Fig. 3.14). Peaks have been labelled
corresponding to the particle type. The peaks are separated by 4 ns and each have a FWHM of 2.3
ns

where 0 ≤ D ≤ 1 is the fractional deadtime, Nrecorded is the number of signals written
to file and Npresented is the number of signals presented by the array. In the BALiN
array there are three sources of deadtime: DADC, associated with the CAEN V785
ADCs that trigger together and record energy signals from BALiN; DTDC associated
with the CAEN V1190B TDC that record time signals from BALiN; and DMon from
a separate CAENV785ADC that records the energy signals from themonitors. Each
of these quantities must be characterised.

3.4.7.1 ADC Deadtimes

To monitor DADC, a signal from a pulser was injected into the BALiN preamplifiers,
shown schematically in Fig. 3.6. To ensure that the pulser is present only when beam
is on target, it was triggered by a coincidence between amonitor and theRF reference.
The number of pulser triggers were recorded in a scaler. In order to best mimic the
experimental signals, the pulsers were injected into one arc and one sector of each
DSSD.The comparison between the number of pulsers recorded in theBALiNenergy
spectra and that recorded in the scalers yields DADC.

Similarly, DMon was monitored by sending prescaled monitor counts into a set
of scalers, and comparing the number of monitor counts that appear in the monitor
spectra and the number of counts in the scalers.
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In the BEX run, no pulser was used. As the forward arcs were used to normalise
the breakup cross-sections, rather than a monitor detector, DADC = DMon, and so the
deadtimes cancel out. In the LIAL and RDUX runs, a probable fault in the moni-
tor CFD resulted in an unreliable number of monitor time signals being produced,
changing DMon and DADC by a factor of two from run to run. Instead of the monitors,
a forward arc was used for normalisation (as in the BEX run), cancelling out the
deadtimes. This will be discussed in more detail in Chap.6.

3.4.7.2 TDC Deadtimes

Section 3.4.6.1 outlined the calibration of the ToF spectra. However, as detailed
in Appendix B, not all ToF signals are valid. Invalid signals occur due to either a
coincidence event arising from different beam bunches, or one or all of the time and
RF signals being zero. Valid breakup events that fall outside the “good” ToF region
constitute an additional deadtime, DTDC.

The cause of these invalid ToFs is not immediately obvious – the multiplicity
requirement of the STM-16+ amplifiers, and therefore the DAQ trigger, is based on
the fast timing signal from BALiN. If an event is recorded by the DAQ, there must
therefore be a timing signal in the amplifiers. A plausible cause of these zeros is if the
time presented to the TDC falls outside the time window (−180 to +500ns relative
to the trigger) defined in the TDC.

Regardless of the cause, the loss of valid breakup events due to a gate on ToF for
particle identification must be characterised. Naively, this is just the ratio of events
that fall within the “good” ToF region to all events. However, this is only true if the
likelihood of a coincidence event falling within the good ToF window is independent
of event type. To test this, we can consider the θ-E relationship for 7Li + 58Ni at 11.7
MeV, as previously seen in Fig. 2.7. The θ versus E plot, when gated on events where
all times are valid, is shown in Fig. 3.16a, whereas the plot when events with one
or more invalid ToF is shown in Fig. 3.16b. Clearly, there is an uneven distribution
of events that have good ToF compared to those that do not. It appears that it is
far more probable for an elastically scattered particle or transfer product detected in
coincidence with another particle to miss a ToF signal being recorded than a breakup
event. As we are interested in the DTDC for breakup events, the naive approach will
not work. This presents a challenge: to cleanly identify breakup events, gating on ToF
is required, but finding DTDC requires us to identify breakup events without making
use of ToF gates. Where there is a large amount of 8Be ground-state breakup, these
events can be cleanly picked out in Q-value versus Erel. However, 8Be ground-state
breakup is not always present.

Instead, to determine DTDC, we can make use of a good proxy for breakup events
that have a strong signature: elastic cross-talk. These events will be discussed inmore
detail in Chap. 4. Briefly: when particles are incident on arc or sector boundaries,
the energy is shared between both arcs or sectors, producing two ToF signals. This
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Fig. 3.16 θ-energy relationship for 7Li + 58Ni at 11.7 MeV when a gating on coincidence events
with two valid ToFs and b gating on coincidence eventswithout two valid ToFs. It is readily apparent
that the distribution of events with and without a valid ToF is inhomogeneous. Therefore, there is
some dependence of TTDC on the event type

is closely analogous to breakup from the 8Be ground-state, where the opening angle
between the fragments is small. The cross-talk events typically arise from elastic
scattering (due to the very high probability of elastic scattering) and so the sum
of the energy of the coincidence events should equal that of elastic scattering, i.e.
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Fig. 3.17 DTDC for the
RDUX run, evaluated using
cross-talk associated with
elastic scattering. Error bars
in DTDC are statistical, while
error bars in the DAQ rate
represent an estimated 15%
uncertainty

E1 + E2 = Eelas. By choosing events that fall in a pair of adjacent arcs,17 and gating
on events with E1 + E2 = Eelas, a clean set of coincidence two events that mimic
breakup were selected without having to gate on a valid ToF. The ratio of events with
and without valid ToFs was then examined as a function of DAQ trigger rate (with
an estimated uncertainty of 15%), and the results are shown in Fig. 3.17. A line of
best fit yields a relationship between DTDC and DAQ rate of −3.00 ∗ 10−5x + 1.00
in the RDUX run.18 Where available, a comparison to DTDC for ground-state 8Be
breakup was made to check the reliability of DTDC as determined as outlined above.
DTDC determined from 8Be ground-state and cross-talk events give identical DTDC

to within 2%. These results indicate that except for very high rates, the loss of valid
breakup events through ToF gating is relatively modest and was corrected for.

3.5 Summary

Using the BALiN detector, coincidence measurements of particles produced dur-
ing breakup reactions of 7Li and 9Be with targets ranging in mass from d to 209Bi
were performed at below-barrier energies using beams delivered by the ANU 14UD
accelerator. The position sensitivity of DSSDs allowed the extraction of the scat-
tering and azimuthal angles (θ,φ). In addition, the energy of the fragments was
collected. Through characterisation of the target and the inactive layers of BALiN,
these energies can be corrected for energy loss. Finally, the development of time of
flight analysis with the BALiN array allowed direct particle identification to be used
as a tool to extract breakup leading to fragments of differing masses.

17Events in adjacent sectors but in the same arc are suppressed in measurements with a hardware
multiplicity two requirement, as coincidence events falling in one arcwill only produce amultiplicity
one signal.
18For reasons that are not entirely clear, neither the LIAL nor LIBEX runs show any TDC deadtime
associated with valid coincidence events. This is perhaps due to the fact that in these runs, ToFs
were collected by taking the RF differences online, while in the RDUX runs, the difference was
taken offline, though the mechanism for this is unclear.
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In the following chapter, we will make use of the energy, time of flight and angles
of particles detected in coincidence to identify the variety of breakup modes that
are present in reactions of 7Li and 9Be. From these, key kinematic quantities are
reconstructed that allow the near-target behaviour of breakup fragments to be exam-
ined in Chap.5. It has been shown here that it is possible to characterise the loss
of valid breakup events through the data acquisition process, which will allow for
cross-sections to be extracted. This is the subject of Chaps. 6 and 7. Finally, further
experimentalmethodswill be presented inChap.8 examining the experimental condi-
tions required for coincidence measurements of α particles produced in 7Be(d,p)8Be
reactions.
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Chapter 4
Identifying Breakup Modes

In the previous chapter, the process of making measurements of charged particles in
coincidence with the BALiN array was described. It was shown that measurements
made with the BALiN array yield information on the energy, position and ToF of
detected particles. This information will be utilised in this chapter to reconstruct key
kinematic quantities and to identify different modes of breakup in reactions with
7Li and 9Be. Discussion of the kinematic quantities that indicate near-target breakup
will be presented in the following chapter. Since not all charged particle coincidences
arise from breakup, the first task is to identify spurious coincidence events to enable
their separation from genuine breakup coincidences.

4.1 Identification and Removal of Spurious Coincidence
Events

There are two principal sources of spurious coincidence events. The first source is
random coincidence between unrelated events. As elastic scattering is by far themost
likely process, random coincidences between an elastically scattered beam particle
and another scattered nucleus X or an electronic noise signal above threshold are the
predominant cause of random spurious coincidences. In this thesis, these events are
termed “elastic-X” coincidences. The second form of spurious coincidences arise
from particles that cross the boundary of either an arc or a sector. In this situation,
the energy of the particle is shared between the two adjacent arcs or sectors. This
class of spurious event is referred to as “cross-talk” in this thesis.

The relationship between the energy of coincidence fragments was introduced in
Sect. 2.8.2, where it was discussed that in reactions with heavy targets, breakup frag-
ments should have energy such that E1 + E2 ≈ Ebeam + Q, giving diagonal features
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Fig. 4.1 Measured AE1 against AE2 of particles detected in coincidence in the reactions of 7Li
with 58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70 MeV, without any energy loss correction performed. The dominant
features of this spectrum are spurious coincidences. The vertical and horizontal bands between 6.5
and 9.5 MeV correspond to random coincidences between elastically scattered beam particles and
other reaction products, such as transfer products. The diagonal bands between AE1 + AE2 = 5 and
AE1 + AE2 = 8MeV correspond to elastic cross-talk. The dip in intensity at∼8MeV corresponds
to the gap in the angular coverage of BALiN between 80 and 100◦

in arc energy one vs arc energy two (AE1, AE2), (i.e. prior to energy loss correction).
An example was shown in Fig. 2.8 for 9Be + 209Bi at Ebeam = 37.0 MeV, after the
removal of spurious coincidences. Shown in Fig. 4.1 is the (AE1, AE2) relationship
for all coincidence events measured in reactions of 7Li with 58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70
MeV. The dominant features of this spectrum are spurious coincidences.

4.1.1 Elastic-X Coincidences

The vertical and horizontal bands between 6.5 and 9.5MeV in AE1 or AE2 indicated
by the vertical and horizontal dashed lines in Fig. 4.1 correspond to random coin-
cidences between elastically scattered beam particles and other reaction products
that have a large range of AE1 and AE2. Events where both AE1 and AE2 have an
energy between 6.5 and 9.5 MeV (indicated by the solid box in Fig. 4.1) correspond
to the detection of two elastically scattered particles in coincidence. As evidenced
by the intensity of events in the box in Fig. 4.1, elastic-elastic coincidences are the
most common form of elastic-X coincidence. Events with energy greater than 9.5
MeV correspond to coincidences between elastically scattered particles and transfer
products produced in positive Q reactions. Below the energy of the elastic peak, the
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elastic-random coincidences are peaked in intensity at low energies, indicating that
these events arise from coincidences between elastically scattered particles and low
energy particles, such as those produced in scattering from light impurities.

Thewidth of these bands is due to the energy variation of elastic scattering between
60 and 170◦. In reactions with heavy targets when the BALiN array is in the lamp-
shade configuration, the bands of elastic-X scattering are much more narrow since
the energy of the elastically scattered particles do not change significantly between
110 and 170◦. The reduction of intensity in the distribution of events near 8 MeV in
this measurement is due to the gap in the angular coverage of BALiN between 80
and 100◦.

To remove these spurious coincidences, it is sufficient to remove any event where
either of the fragments detected in coincidence has the expected energy of elastic
scattering (at the angle at which it was detected). This was achieved by drawing tight
gates on the (θ1, AE1) and (θ2, AE2) distributions [an example of which was shown
in Fig. 3.10 for 7Li + 58Ni]. As this was done prior to energy loss reconstruction,
these gates were drawn separately for each DSSD due to the different deadlayer
thicknesses of each DSSD, resulting in 8 gates in total.

Spurious coincidences that occur between two particles, where one of them is
not a full energy elastic particle, are not removed through this method. In general,
these events occur in coincidence with low energy particles, and their reconstructed
Q-values are such that they can be removed. However, this does not exclude the
possibility of a small background wash of spurious coincidence events.

4.1.1.1 Energy-Degraded Beam Particles

A small contributor to random coincidence events, not readily apparent in Fig. 4.1, is
that between energy-degraded beam particles and another particle. These events only
appear in downstream detectors when the BALiN array is placed in the forward-back
configuration, and do not appear in all such measurements. They likely arise due to
scattering from obstructions upstream of the scattering chamber. The (AEi , ToFi )
relationship of these particles allows these events to be removed. Shown in Fig. 4.2 is
the (AE1, ToF1) spectrum forDSSDB in reactions of 7Liwith 58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70
MeV. Energy-degraded beam particles appear as a well separated band of particles
that are slower than either alpha particles or protons, and join the full energy elastic
peak. These events were removed by tight gates on (AE1, ToF1) and (AE2, ToF2)

in each detector.

4.1.2 Cross-Talk

Elastic cross-talk events appear as diagonal bands in Fig. 4.1 between AE1 + AE2 =
5 and AE1 + AE2 = 8MeV.As the spectrumhas not been corrected for energy loss it
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Fig. 4.2 (AE1, ToF1) spectrum for DSSD B in reactions of 7Li with 58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70 MeV.
Energy-degraded beam particles appear as a band of events with maximum energy equal to that of
elastic scattering, and have ToF slower than α or p, with differences approximately that expected
from the mass of the beam

appears that these events have a sum of energy less than that of the elastic peak.When
corrected for energy loss, the cross-talk and elastic-X coincidence bands intersect
at each axis. As with the elastic-X coincidences, the width of the cross-talk band
corresponds to the variation in the energy of the elastically scattered particle across
the array.

Cross-talk has the characteristic property that it occurs across arc and sector
boundaries, and will only arise in adjacent pixels. Therefore, it can be removed
by selecting events that fall in adjacent pixels. In general, coincidence events from
breakup will have opening angles such that the chance of valid events appearing in
adjacent pixels is small. The exception to this is breakup from 8Be in its 92 keV
resonance. In heavy systems, due to kinematic focusing, most of these events will
fall in adjacent pixels. Since this breakup is kinematically distinct from cross-talk,
gating on the reconstructed Q-value of events that land in adjacent pixels is sufficient
to separate ground-state 8Be breakup from elastic cross-talk.

After removal of all spurious coincidences, the (AE1, AE2) distribution for gen-
uine breakup events in the measurement of 7Li + 58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70 MeV is
shown in Fig. 4.3. Genuine breakup coincidences comprised 29.7% of the total coin-
cidence yield in this measurement. This yield includes any contribution to breakup
from light impurities in the target, the removal of which is the subject of Sect. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3 (AE1, AE2) distribution for genuine breakup coincidences in the measurement of 7Li +
58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70 MeV, after removal of spurious coincidence events, but includes breakup
from light impurities in the target. In a marked improvement to Fig. 4.1, the diagonal bands of events
corresponding to different breakup modes are now evident

4.2 Identification of Breakup Modes

After removing spurious coincidence events, the next taskwas to identify the breakup
mode – that is, the identity of each fragment – associated with each valid coincidence
breakup event. This was done using the reconstructed Q-value against Erel together
with the ToF of the fragments. In medium mass targets, neither method alone is
sufficient to uniquely identify the breakupmodes, but together they provide complete
separation of breakup modes. The general method for extracting breakup modes will
be presented below, and the results for all systems shown in the following sections.

4.2.1 Q-Value Against Erel

The process of kinematically reconstructing Q-value and Erel based on the measured
energies and angles of the breakup fragments was described in Sects. 2.8.3 and 2.8.4.
Both of these quantities are reconstructed using energy andmomentum conservation.
Because of this, as seen from Eqs. 2.38 and 2.44, the reconstructed Q-value and
Erel depend on the masses of the beam, recoiling nucleus and breakup fragments.
Further, the measured energies must be corrected to account for energy loss of the
breakup fragments through the target, PET, Al and detector deadlayers. Particles of
different mass and charge experience different degrees of energy loss. The energy
loss correction also relies on the correct identification of the particles. As a result,
to correctly reconstruct the Q-value and Erel for a given event, and so identify its
breakup mode, one must first know the breakup mode.
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Table 4.1 Ground-state to ground-state breakup Q-values for reactions of 7Li with the targets
studied in this work. The breakup modes shown here are those that are expected to occur in these
reactions as they either have positive or small negative Q-values

Beam + Target Qα+α (MeV) Qα+p (MeV) Qα+d (MeV) Qα+t (MeV)

Transfer 1p pickup 2n stripping 1n stripping –

Breakup 8Be → α + α 5Li → α + p 6Li → α + d 7Li → α + t
7Li + 58Ni 9.174 9.437 0.274 −2.467
7Li + 28Si 5.761 8.133 −0.251 −2.467
7Li + 27Al 9.075 6.201 −1.000 −2.467
7Li + 16O 5.219 1.239 −4.582 −2.467
7Li + 12C 1.389 2.173 −3.788 −2.467

To achieve this, the Q-value and Erel for every possible breakup mode leading to
two charged fragments is reconstructed for every event. Further, for breakup modes
leading to fragments with different masses (e.g. α + p, α + d, α + t), every breakup
event is reconstructed for each permutation of fragment masses. For example, α + p
breakup is reconstructed where the first fragment is assigned the mass of the α and
the second fragment is assigned the mass of the p, and vice versa. If the Q-value has
been reconstructed for a particular breakup mode, it is indicated as Qi+ j , where i, j
are the breakup fragments, e.g. Qα+α .

It was shown in Fig. 2.11 for the example of 7Li+ 209Bi, that when correctly
reconstructed, breakup forms bands in Erel that are constant in Q-value, and the
reconstructed Q-value is characteristic of the ground-state to ground-state Q-value
and the energy of excited states of the recoiling target-like nucleus. If the correct
breakup mode (and so masses of the fragments) has been chosen for a given group
of particles, a band of constant Q-value should result at the energy expected from
the ground-state to ground-state Q-value of the breakup mode, as well as bands in
Q-value with spacing corresponding to the differences between excited states of the
recoiling target-like nucleus. For reference, the ground-state to ground-stateQ-values
Qgg for reactions studied in this work have been tabulated in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 for
reactions with 7Li and 9Be, respectively. In addition, if the breakup mode populates a
narrow resonance in the projectile-like nucleus (as is the case for breakup populating
8Be and 6Li) the narrow resonance should appear at the expected Erel.

If, on the other hand, the breakup mode has been incorrectly identified, there will
still be bands of events, but they will be broad and they will not have a constant
Q-value as a function of Erel, and the Q-value will not match expectations. For
example, if a breakup mode producing an α + p pair is misidentified as an α + α

pair, the reconstructedQ-valuewill be higher than expected, and the bands inQ-value
against Erel will have a negative slope. In the reverse case, misidentified α + α pairs
will have a lower reconstructed Q-value than expectation, and the bands in Q-value
against Erel will have a positive slope.

The fact that the reconstructed Q-value is sensitive to the assumed breakup mode
can be exploited for the identification of breakup modes. This method alone works
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Table 4.2 Ground-state to ground-state breakup Q-values for reactions of 9Be with the targets
studied in this work. The breakup modes shown here are those that are expected to occur in these
reactions as they either have positive or small negativeQ-values.Reactions formingα + p fragments
in the exit channel have been included as these reactionQ-values are positive for some targets studied
in this thesis

Beam + Target Qα+α (MeV) Qα+p (MeV) Qα+α+n (MeV)

Transfer 1n stripping 1p, 2n stripping –

Breakup 8Be → α + α 5Li → α + p 9Be → α + α + n
9Be + 209Bi 3.032 −9.970 −1.573
9Be + 208Pb 2.364 −11.996 −1.573
9Be + 196Pt 4.274 −2.386 −1.573
9Be + 186W 3.894 −5.241 −1.573
9Be + 168Er 4.430 −3.981 −1.573
9Be + 144Sm 5.184 −4.031 −1.573
9Be + 28Si 6.901 4.447 −1.573
9Be + 27Al 6.152 7.386 −1.573
9Be + 12C 3.374 −4.049 −1.573

well for the different breakupmodes of reactions of 7Li + 209Bi, as shown in Fig. 2.11,
and it is sufficient to cleanly identify breakup modes in reactions of 9Be with 144Sm,
168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi. In reactions of 9Be with targets of 144Sm to 209Bi
only two breakup modes are expected to contribute: direct breakup into α + α + n
and neutron stripping forming 8Be, which subsequently breaks up into α + α pairs.
These modes are well separated in Q, as seen in Table 4.2; as BALiN is not sensitive
to n, only α + α pairs can be measured, arising from either breakup mode.

However, when the mass of the target decreases, two factors work against the
efficacy of separating different breakup modes by their Q-Erel relationship alone.
Firstly, the results of Ref. [1] (shown in Fig. 2.11) indicate that target-like excitations
extending to ∼10 MeV may be observed. Therefore, even if ground-state to ground-
state Q-values are well separated, bands corresponding to different breakup modes
will intersect if the excitation of the target-like recoil is sufficiently high. In particular,
the reaction of 7Li with 58Ni has the p pickup breakup mode just 263 keV below the
2n stripping breakup mode. These breakup modes will overlap completely in Q-Erel

and cannot be separated on this basis. Secondly, as the mass of the recoiling nucleus
decreases, the kinetic energy of the recoiling target-like nucleus represents a larger
portion of the total energy budget of the reaction. Therefore, an incorrect assignment
of breakup mode can result in very broad bands in Q-Erel, as the energy of the recoil
will not have been correctly calculated. As a result, very weakly populated breakup
modes may appear as a background “wash” of events when incorrectly identified.

The above challenges are illustrated in Fig. 4.4, where Qα+α is plotted against Erel

for breakup of 8Be after interactions of 7Li with 28Si at 7.50 MeV. Bands of constant
Q appear at the expected values of Qα+α ∼ 5.8 and ∼5 MeV, indicating that the
α + α breakup mode has been correctly assigned for the events that fall within these
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Fig. 4.4 Reconstructed Q-value assuming breakup into α + α pairs (Qα+α) for all breakup frag-
ments detected in reactions of 7Li with 28Si at Ebeam = 7.50 MeV with BALiN in the lampshade
configuration. Bands of events with constant Q-value against Erel appear at Qα+α = 5.8 and 5MeV,
indicating that the α + α breakup mode has been correctly assigned for the events that fall within
these bands. On the other hand, the diagonal bands starting at Qα+α ∼ 11, 9 and 7 MeV actually
correspond to breakup into α + p pairs that have not been correctly reconstructed, as they have
been reconstructed with the assumption of the α + α mass partition. The band of events starting at
∼1.7 MeV arises from α + α breakup after interactions with a light impurity in the target. Breakup
after interactions with light impurities will be discussed in Sect. 4.3

bands. The peak in intensity at Erel= 92 keV, corresponding to breakup from the 92
keV resonance of 8Be confirms this assignment. However, there are a large number of
breakup events forming diagonal bands with negative slopes starting at Qα+α ∼ 11,
9 and 7MeV. These events are incorrectly reconstructedα + p pairs. These bands are
relatively well separated from the α + α breakup, but it is reasonable to suspect that
there are α + p pairs originating from reactions with higher target-like excitations
that are being masked by the intense α + α bands. It is therefore necessary to use
direct particle identification through ToF to separate these events.

The Q-Erel spectrum in Fig. 4.4 shows a sharp diagonal threshold. When BALiN
is in the lampshade configuration, as is the case for the data shown in Fig. 4.4, there
is a limited θ12 acceptance. This results in a limited Erel acceptance that changes with
fragment energy, resulting in a diagonal threshold. In the front-back configuration,
BALiN has sensitivity to all θ12. Nevertheless, in this configuration there is still a
diagonal threshold, though at higher Erel. In the front-back configuration, the diagonal
threshold reflects the limit in Erel due to energy conservation. An example of this
will be shown in Fig. 4.6a in the context of removal of light impurities.
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4.2.2 Time of Flight

As was shown in Sect. 3.4.6, the relationship between energy and ToF of fragments
measured in BALiN allows the identification of their mass. The resolution of the
detector is sufficient to separate α from p and d, but p and d are not sufficiently
distinct in ToF to allow separation of p from d with this method. ToF can then be
used to distinguish between breakup producing α + α fragments and that producing
α + p or α + d fragments, but α + p and α + d breakup modes are not separated
by this method. Fortunately, as shown in Table 4.1, the ground-state to ground-state
Q-values for α + p and α + d breakup modes are always separated by more than
5.8 MeV in the systems studied in this work, making identification on the basis of a
joint gate on ToF and Q possible. Further, breakup forming α + d will populate 6Li
in its 3+ resonance state, which is sharply peaked at ∼700 keV in Erel.

When Q and Erel is reconstructed, it is always reconstructed on the basis of the
expected breakup modes: α + α breakup is expected, so events are kinematically
reconstructed for this mode. The benefit of direct particle identification is that no
assumption as to breakup mode is required. Therefore, unexpected breakup modes
can be identified through ToF gating, as will be shown.

To fully identify breakup modes in medium mass systems, identification via Q
against Erel and ToF must be combined. The general procedure to identify breakup
modes is as follows:

1. After removing spurious coincidences, Q against Erel spectra are generated for
each expected breakup mode.

2. If α + α and α + d or α + t are present, a tight gate is drawn around the α + d
or α + t bands.

3. In each detector, two dimensional gates on the (AE1, ToF1) and (AE2, ToF2)
curves for protons are drawn. If the α + d or α + t modes are present, a gate for
the deuterons and/or tritons is drawn in (AE1, ToF1) and (AE2, ToF2) in each
detector for events within the Q-Erel gate drawn in step 2.

4. Breakup modes are then identified via the possible combinations of gates on
protons and deuterons, and the logical not (denoted by “!”) of the gates, together
with gates on Q against Erel where relevant. These combinations are listed in
Table 4.3. The last set of gates – coincidences between two protons or deuterons
– completes the enumeration of the possible combinations of gates.

Through this method, breakupmodes in the light and mediummass targets studied in
this thesis (12C, 16O, 27Al, 28Si, 58Ni) were identified. In reactions of 9Be on 144Sm,
168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi, and reactions with d (where there is no target-like
excitation) it was sufficient to use Q-Erel identification.

As an example of the application of this method, α + α and α + p pairs detected
in ameasurement of 7Li + 28Si at Ebeam = 7.50, and identified using ToF andQ-value
gates are shown in Fig. 4.5a, b respectively. They are plotted as a function of Q and
Erel reconstructed assuming α + α breakup (i.e. Qα+α). This is the same data and
reconstructed quantities as were shown in Fig. 4.4, prior to ToF identification. It is
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Table 4.3 General gatingmethod used to separate breakupmodes in light andmediummass targets.
Separation is achieved through a combination of gates on Q-Erel, (AE1, ToF1), and (AE2, ToF2).
In heavy and light systems, Q-Erel is sufficient to separate all breakup modes. Exclamation points
“!” indicate the logical not of a gate

Q-Erel Gate Gate on ToF1 Gate on ToF2 Breakup mode

!(Qα+d ) !p !p α + α

!(Qα+d ) !p p α + p

!(Qα+d ) p !p p + α

Qα+d !d !d α + α

Qα+d !d d α + d

Qα+d d !d d + α

– p p p + p

– p p p + d

– p p d + d

apparent that the use of ToF to identify themass of breakup fragments event-by-event
is crucial to separate these otherwise overlapping bands in Qα+α against Erel. Panel
(c) of Fig. 4.5 shows the same α + p pairs as in panel (b), now plotted as a function
of Qα+p and Erel, showing clear horizontal bands. In all panels, a band of events
at low Q is present. These events are due to the presence of light impurities in the
target, which must be removed.

4.3 Removal of Breakup Originating from Interactions
with Target Impurities

If the mass of the target has been misidentified, the Q-Erel bands will have either
a positive slope (if the true mass of the target is lighter than what was assumed)
or negative slope (if the true mass of the target is heavier than what was assumed).
This effect can be seen in Fig. 4.4, where there is an intense band of events starting
at ∼1.7 MeV, curving upwards with increasing Erel. The peak in Erel at ∼100 keV
indicates that α + α pairs from 8Be have been produced, but it does not have constant
Q when reconstructed assuming α + α breakup from 28Si. Instead, these events are
due to proton pickup from 16O resulting in 8Be, which subsequently breaks up into
α + α pairs. This is not surprising – the target is 28SiO2, and the beam energy is
above-barrier for reactions with 16O.

In reactions with heavy targets, breakup from 16O or 12C is sufficiently kinemat-
ically distinct that reconstructed Q-Erel bands do not overlap with breakup from the
heavy nucleus. On the other hand, in medium mass nuclei, as seen in Fig. 4.4, this is
no longer the case. The data shown in Fig. 4.4 were taken with BALiN in the lamp-
shade configuration, which is a better configuration to use to minimise the influence
of light target impurities.When the array is placed in the front-back configuration, the
increased efficiency for detecting breakup pairs from light target impurities results
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Fig. 4.5 Reconstructed Q-value (assuming the α + α mass partition) against Erel for ToF identified
α + α pairs (a) and ToF identified α + p pairs (b) for breakup fragments detected in reactions
of 7Li with 28Si at Ebeam = 7.50 MeV with BALiN in the lampshade configuration. Figure 4.4,
shown previously, contains the sum of events in panels (a) and (b), prior to separation via ToF.
This demonstrates the utility of ToF identification in separating kinematically overlapping breakup
modes. Panel (c) shows the sameα + p pairs, now reconstructed assuming theα + pmass partition,
forming clear horizontal bands in Q against Erel indicating that they have indeed been correctly
identified. The band of events at low Q arise from breakup after interactions with a light impurity
in the target. Breakup after interactions with light impurities will be discussed in Sect. 4.3
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in a much higher ratio of breakup from impurities to breakup from the nucleus of
interest. Further, the increased efficiency of the detector to low Q breakup from the
target of interest results in a larger overlap between breakup that is of interest and
breakup from a light impurity.

To identify and remove breakup from light impurities, breakup fragments were
reconstructed assuming that they were the result of interactions with the light nuclide
of interest. The impurities seen in the targets are typically carbon, oxygen and nitro-
gen. As an example, a measurement of breakup after interactions of 7Li with an 27Al
target at Ebeam = 6.75 MeV is presented in Fig. 4.6. This measurement represents
a “worst case” for contamination due to light impurities as this target showed the
largest presence of these impurities, and the data were taken with BALiN in the
front-back configuration.

The reconstructed data assuming α + α breakup from the 27Al target is shown
in Fig. 4.6a. Narrow horizontal bands do appear at the expected Qα+α values for
α + α breakup from 27Al. However, a number of intense bands of events do not
reconstruct in a manner that is consistent with breakup from 27Al, and are due to
lighter impurities. Reconstructing the data assuming that the α + α breakup pairs
result from interactions with 16O provides the spectrum shown in Fig. 4.6b. The
straight band at Q ∼ 5.5 MeV corresponds to α + α breakup from 16O, populating
15N in its ground state. Another band appears at ∼0.5 MeV, which could be a result
of breakup populating an excited state of 14N, however, this band is not very straight.
Instead, if the reaction is assumed to be with 12C, then the band appears at 1.8 MeV
and is straight, as seen in Fig. 4.6c. Thus, these events are most likely to correspond
to α + α breakup after interactions with 12C leaving 11B in its ground state. A fairly
weak band of α + α events at Qα+α∼ 10 MeV is reconstructed when breakup is
assumed to occur after interactionswith 14N, shown in Fig. 4.6d. Finally, 8Be→α + α

breakup is not the only positive-Q breakup mode following interactions of 7Li with
light impurities. Shown in Fig. 4.6e are the same data, reconstructed assuming α + p
breakup pairs were produced after interactions of 7Li with 12C. A sharp band of
events in Qα+p results at the expected Q for 5Li→α + p breakup after interactions
of 7Li with 12C. Reconstructing assuming p + α breakup from 12C also yields a
sharp band.

To most cleanly remove events due to reactions with target impurities, it is desir-
able to be able to draw a tight gate around data of interest. As shown in the sequence of
panels in Fig. 4.6 this is fulfilled by the reconstructed Q-Erel spectra. However, when
8Be is populated in its ground-state resonance, the resulting 92 keV peak recon-
structed in Erel is almost independent of the assumed target mass. It is therefore
difficult to identify whether or not breakup populating the 8Be ground state results
from interactions with the target or with a light impurity. Instead, breakup result-
ing from interactions with light impurities was removed by gating on Q against θp,
where θp is the reconstructed scattering angle of the 8Be nucleus prior to breakup (as
introduced in Sect. 2.8.6). As with Q-Erel, reconstructed events assuming the cor-
rect target nucleus form sharp, straight bands in Q-θp, and incorrectly reconstructed
breakup events form broad bands with strong Q-θp correlations. In addition, breakup
from 8Be in its ground-state resonance is spread over all θp, making identification of
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 4.6 (a) Reconstructed Q-value assuming breakup into α + α pairs (Qα+α) for all breakup
fragments detected in reactions of 7Li with 27Al at Ebeam = 6.75 MeV in the RDUX experimental
run. Bands of events with constant Q-value against Erel are reconstructed, indicating the presence
of the α + α breakup mode. However, there are several very intense bands of events due to breakup
from light target impurities. The mode of breakup and the identity of the light impurity can be
found by reconstructing all breakup events assuming they are from reactions with the light impurity.
(b) The same events as in (a), reconstructed assuming the target was 16O. The straight band at∼5.5
MeV (indicated by the arrow) corresponds to α + α breakup from 16O. (c) The data reconstructed
for α + α breakup, assuming the target was 12C. The band at ∼1.8 MeV corresponds to breakup
from 12C. (d) The data reconstructed for α + α breakup assuming target was 14N. The band at ∼10
MeV corresponds to breakup from 14N. Finally, (e) reconstructed for α + p breakup as if the target
were 12C. The band at ∼2.2 MeV corresponds to α + p breakup from 12C. A similar band will
appear if the data are reconstructed for p + α breakup. Arrows in panels (b–e) indicate the peak of
interest. The diagonal thresholds in all cases reflect the maximal Erel due to energy conservation
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the origin of these fragments clear. By application of narrow gates in Q-θp, all iden-
tified breakup that resulted from interactions with 12C, 16O, and 14N was removed.
The Q against Erel spectra after ToF identification of fragments and the application
of these narrow gates may be found in Fig. 4.11. As breakup from interactions with
the target of interest and that from light impurities overlaps in Q-Erel and Q-θp,
removing breakup from light impurities inevitably results in a loss of breakup events
from the target of interest. These cuts must be taken into account in the determination
of the coincidence efficiency of BALiN for each measurement.

The modes of breakup after interactions of 7Li and 9Be with each target have
been extracted using the procedures described in Sects. 4.1 and 4.2, and will now
be presented. The discussion of the modes will be separated by projectile, and then
the Z range of the targets: Z = 6, 8, Z = 13, 14, 28 and 62 ≤ Z ≤ 83. Signatures
of near-target breakup will be discussed in Chap.5. A single beam energy will be
shown for each reaction. In all measurements except for those of 9Be with 144Sm,
168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi, data shown was taken with the BALiN array in
the front-back configuration. Where measurements were made at a different beam
energy or detector configuration, they appear in AppendixC. Breakup in reactions of
7Li with 58Ni, 28Si, and 27Al show the largest diversity of breakup modes. Therefore,
it is appropriate to turn to this set of reactions first.

4.4 Breakup after Interactions of 7Li with Targets
13≤ Z≤ 28

4.4.1 58Ni

The Q-Erel (top row), Q (centre row) and Erel (bottom row) distributions for reac-
tions of 7Li with 58Ni at 11.70 MeV are shown in Fig. 4.7. Three dominant transfer-
triggered breakup modes are identified through ToF and Q-Erel identification: (a)
α + α pairs, resulting from proton pickup forming 8Be which subsequently decays;
(b) α + p pairs, resulting from two-neutron stripping forming 5Li followed by its
decay; (c) α + d pairs, which result when 6Li is populated by neutron stripping above
its 1.47 MeV breakup threshold. Results for reactions of 7Li with 58Ni at a higher
beam energy of 13.1 MeV are similar and are shown in Appendix C in Fig.C.1.

Several key features are apparent: narrow bands are reconstructed in Q-Erel con-
firming the assignment of each breakup mode, with peaks in the Q spectra, shown
in Fig. 4.7d–f corresponding to the population of the ground and excited states of
57Co, 60Ni and 59Ni, respectively. In the case of α + α and α + p breakup, these
peaks are well defined in Q-Erel plots up to target-like excitations (E∗

r = Qgg − Q)
of approximately 7 MeV, after which, peaks are no longer able to be distinguished.
Much of this is due to the increasing level density of 57Co and 60Ni with increasing
excitation energy. In addition, as briefly discussed in Sect. 3.3.2, protons will punch
through the BALiN array if their energy is greater than 7.5 MeV. This incomplete
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energy deposition results in a spread in reconstructed Q towards smaller values of
Q, which corresponds to lower energy of the breakup fragments that originally arose
from higher Q reactions. However, these punch-through events still fall within the
ToF gate identifying protons, and are therefore assigned the α + p breakup mode.
In the case of α + α breakup, there can be no effects of punch-through, yet below
Q = 1.5MeV, there is no population of the 0+ ground-state of 8Be. This suggests that
events below Q = 1.5 MeV may not be due to α + α breakup from 58Ni. Therefore,
coincidence fragments identified as the α + α breakup mode with Q ≤ 1.5 were
removed from determination of breakup cross-sections. As there is no such strong
indication for any misidentified α + p breakup, no such Q threshold can be placed
on this breakup mode.

In the Q-Erel spectra forα + α andα + p breakup (Fig. 4.7a, b), there are apparent
“holes” in the data below Q = 0 MeV. These holes are due to the cuts performed in
Q-θp to remove breakup that resulted from interactions with light impurities. This
will be accounted for in the efficiency correction described in Chap.6.

There is no “dominant” breakup mode for the breakup after interactions of 7Li
with 58Ni in the measurements made here. For example, in the measurement at 11.70
MeV, shown in Fig. 4.7, the different transfer-triggered breakup modes have almost
identical yields: 54 894 α + α pairs (above Q = 1.5 MeV), 53 831 α + p pairs, and
51 597 α + d pairs. Although these yields have not been efficiency corrected, the
conclusions do not change significantly after efficiency correction, as will become
apparent in Chap.7.

The final quantity presented in Fig. 4.7 is Erel. The Erel spectra ofα + α [panel (g)]
andα + d [panel (i)] breakup show strong peaks at∼100 and∼700 keV, respectively.
In α + α breakup, this peak arises from the population of 8Be in its narrow ground-
state resonance, 92 keV above the breakup threshold into α + α fragments. In α + d
breakup, the peak in Erel is due to the population of 6Li in its 2.186MeV3+ resonance,
located 712 keV above the α + d breakup threshold of 6Li. These peaks, arising from
narrow, and therefore long lived resonances, correspond to breakup occurring far
from the target-like nucleus. Since breakup occurs as the projectile-like nucleus is
receding from the target-like nucleus, such breakup cannot suppress complete fusion
at above-barrier energies, as will be discussed in more detail in Chap. 5. No such
narrow peaks appear in the Erel distribution for α + p pairs [panel (h)], since 5Li
has no narrow resonances to populate. In all breakup modes, breakup that results
in large relative energies is significant. These large Erel events (up to ∼19 MeV in
the case of α + α breakup) result from breakup that occurs close to the target-like
nucleus, where Coulomb effects perturb Erel. It is these events that have the potential
to suppress complete fusion.

4.4.1.1 Direct Breakup into Projectile Cluster Constituents

The yield of direct breakup is expected to monotonically decrease with decreasing
Z : as direct breakup should depend principally on the strength of the Coulomb field.
Therefore, the probability of direct breakup of 7Li after interactions with 58Ni is
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Fig. 4.8 The Q-Erel spectrum for pairs of particles detected in coincidence, reconstructed assuming
direct breakup, in the reaction of 7Li with 58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70 MeV. The dashed line indicates
the expected location of direct breakup. It is apparent that no band is present here

expected to be less than was observed in reactions with 207,208Pb and 209Bi [2]. In
fact, no direct breakup of 7Li was observed in reactions with 58Ni or with any target
lighter than 58Ni studied in this thesis.

Shown in Fig. 4.8 are all measured breakup fragments produced in the 7Li +
58Ni reaction at Ebeam = 11.70 MeV, now reconstructed for α + t breakup. Spurious
coincidences aswell as breakup from light impurities have been removed. The dashed
red line indicates the expected Q for direct breakup, Qgg = −2.467MeV. It is readily
apparent that there is only smooth background present. To give an upper limit on
direct breakup, taking a generous 0.5MeVwindow around Q = −2.467 yields some
1157 events. This corresponds to a direct breakup contribution of at most 0.7% in
this measurement.

4.4.2 28Si

The Q-Erel, Q and Erel spectra shown in Fig. 4.9 show the dominant breakup modes
in interactions of 7Li with 28Si at Ebeam = 6.75 MeV. Similar results are seen for a
higher beamenergyof 7.5MeVand in the lampshade configuration, and are presented
in Appendix C in Figs.C.2, C.6 and C.7.

Proton pickup forming 8Be followed by decay into α + α pairs and two-neutron
stripping forming 5Li followed by decay into α + p are the two dominant breakup
modes. The features in Erel are broadly similar, although the high Erel features of
α + α breakupdiffer somewhat to that seen in 58Ni, due to the different degree of post-
breakup acceleration experienced by the breakup fragments. Unlike in the reaction
with 58Ni, there is a clearly dominant breakupmode. In this measurement, there were
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 4.9 The dominant breakup modes for reactions of 7Li with 28Si at Ebeam = 6.75 MeV are
a proton pickup forming 8Be and its subsequent decay into α + α fragments and b two neutron
stripping forming 5Li followed by decay into α + p fragments. Shown in c and d are the corre-
sponding reconstructed Qα+α and Qα+p spectra, showing a peak corresponding to ground-state to
ground-state transfer and breakup, as well as peaks corresponding to the excitation of the 27Al and
30Si recoiling target-like nuclei. The Erel spectra for α + α and α + p pairs are shown in panels
(e) and (f), respectively. The characteristic peak associated with the narrow ground-state resonance
of 8Be is seen at Erel = 92 keV for the α + α pairs, while the α + p pairs show no such narrow
resonances

1.46 times the number of α + p fragments detected than α + α fragments, perhaps
driven by the high two neutron stripping Qgg compared to that of proton pickup.

In contrast to reactions with 58Ni, no one-neutron stripping forming 6Li above
its breakup threshold is observed. Further, no evidence of 6Li produced in its stable
ground state is seen. Shown in Fig. 4.10 is the energy of detected particles with no
coincidence requirement, in the 7Li + 28Si reaction, between 69 and 71◦. This angle
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Fig. 4.10 Energy of particles detected in reactions of 7Li + 28Si at Ebeam = 6.75 MeV, detected
between 69 and 71◦. The dark grey line indicates the expected position of elastically scattered 7Li,
consistent with the experimental data. On the other hand, the light grey line indicating the expected
position of 6Li populated below its breakup threshold, has no matching peak in the experimental
energy distribution. Peaks at higher energy are associated with different high Q transfer modes

is fairly forward, but away from any detector edge effects. The measured energies
were reconstructed for the energy loss of elastically scattered 7Li. The calculated
position of the elastic peak is indicated by the dark grey line, matches well with
the experimental data. There is no peak consistent with the expected location of the
6Li transfer products (light grey line), even accounting for the modest difference in
energy loss between 6Li and 7Li. This result is somewhat surprising: one-neutron
stripping has a positive Q-value, Qgg = 1.222MeV in this reaction, and two-neutron
stripping forming 5Li is plentiful, although the difference between Qgg and Qopt for
two-neutron stripping means that there will be a strong population of highly excited
states in the latter case, as seen in Fig. 4.9.

4.4.3 27Al

As with reactions of 7Li with 28Si, the dominant breakup modes seen in reactions of
7Li with 27Al are via proton pickup (α + α) and two-neutron stripping (α + p). The
associated Q-Erel, Q and Erel spectra are shown in Fig. 4.11 for Ebeam = 6.75 MeV.
Similar results for measurements made at Ebeam = 6.75 and Ebeam = 7.50MeVwith
the BALiN array in both its front-back and lampshade configuration are shown in
Appendix C in Figs.C.3, C.4, and C.5.

The reconstructed Erel spectra for the α + α mode differ little between 28Si and
27Al, except for the difference in the extent of Erel, due to the difference of 3.3 MeV
in the Qgg values for proton pickup of 7Li from 27Al compared to 28Si. In particular,
there is a sharp peak in Erel at 92 keV in both cases, as well as a broad peak in intensity
at approximately 3 MeV. The α + p Erel spectrum for 27Al extends to ∼10.5 MeV,
compared to ∼12.5 MeV, in the case of 28Si. This is due to the 1.93 MeV lower
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 4.11 The dominant breakup modes for reactions of 7Li with 27Al at Ebeam = 6.75 MeV are
a proton pickup forming 8Be and its subsequent decay into α + α fragments and b two neutron
stripping forming 5Li followed by decay into α + p fragments shown by their Q-Erel spectra.
Shown in (c) and (d) are the corresponding reconstructed Qα+α and Qα+p spectra, showing a peak
corresponding to ground-state to ground-state transfer and breakup, as well as peaks corresponding
to excitation of the 26Mg and 29Al recoiling target-like nuclei. The Erel spectra of α + α fragments
is shown in panel (e), where the characteristic peak at 92 keV is seen, and of α + p fragments in
panel (f)

Qgg for two-neutron stripping for reactions with 27Al compared with 28Si. These
differences in Q are manifest in the reconstructed Qα+α and Qα+p spectra, shown
in Fig. 4.11c, d respectively.

Breakup following interactions of 7Li with 27Al shows a clearly dominant breakup
mode: there are 2.8 times the number of α + α fragments than α + p fragments in
this measurement. This is an opposite result to the breakupmodes seen in reactions of
7Li with 28Si, where the α + p yield was dominant. This demonstrates the presence
of structure effects in determining the dominant breakup modes in interactions of
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7Li. These differences are likely attributable to pairing effects. In both 28Si and
27Al, the dominant transfer-triggered breakup mode corresponds to that in which the
recoiling nucleus (30Si and 26Mg) has an even number of protons and neutrons. The
less dominant breakup mode in both cases leaves a nucleus with an odd number of
protons and an even number of neutrons.

4.4.4 Rare Coincidence Modes

A benefit of the identification of breakup modes via direct particle identification of
both breakup fragments is that by examining every possible combination of the mass
of breakup fragments, it is possible to comprehensively determine the breakupmodes
present. This removes disadvantages of identifying breakup via Q-Erel reconstruc-
tion. Firstly, if the breakupmode is not expected to occur, it may not be reconstructed
in the first place. Secondly, if the breakup mode is weak and overlapping with other,
stronger, breakupmodes, it will not be apparent in a Q-Erel spectrumwithout separa-
tion via direct particle identification. Such coincidence modes will inevitably be rare,
and therefore should not be expected to contribute to complete fusion suppression to
any great extent. However, they are curiosities and present an opportunity to use the
sensitivity of BALiN and the analysis method to their full extent. Such is the case
of p + p pairs detected in coincidence. Looking for p + p pairs is the logical next
step after looking for α + p and α + α pairs.

Shown in Fig. 4.12 are the reconstructed Qp+p distributions for p + p pairs
detected byToF gating after interactions of 7Liwith a 28Si and b 27Al at Ebeam = 6.75
MeV. Clear peaks emerge in both spectra, associated with the ground-state Q-value
for 7Li + 28Si → p + p+33P and 7Li + 27Al → p + p+32Si, respectively. There are
also strong peaks associated with excited states of 33P and 32Si. The presence of these
excited states indicate that these pairs do not arise through random coincidence.

In the measurement with 28Si there is an α + p background, where, due to slightly
overlapping ToF bands, α + p pairs have been misidentified as p + p pairs. In reac-
tions with 27Al there is a peak at Qp+p ∼ −1 MeV, potentially due to reactions pro-
ducing p + d pairs. However, there may also be a peak in intensity at Qp+p ∼ −1
MeV due to the optimum Q of Qopt = −1.69 MeV for this process. In total, events
identified as p + p pairs comprise 4.9% of the total valid coincidence yield in the
measurement of 7Li with 28Si. The p + p yield in reactions of 7Li with 27Al is much
smaller – totalling 1.9% of the total valid coincidence two yield.

It is not immediately obvious that pairs of protons detected in coincidence can be
considered a “breakup mode” in any way. There are two possible mechanisms: either
the p + p pairs are due to the stripping of four neutrons and one proton from 7Li;
or they arise from complete fusion followed by two proton evaporation, populating
discrete states in the recoiling target-like nuclei. The transfer of four neutrons and one
proton doesn’t seem likely on the face of it. Nor is it expected that complete fusion
should have a significant cross-section in these reactions since both measurements
are performed at below-barrier energies: E/Vb = 0.82, 0.88 for reactions with 28Si
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Fig. 4.12 Reconstructed
Qp+p for pairs of protons
identified using ToF gating
in reactions of (a) 7Li + 28Si
at Ebeam = 6.75 MeV
(Qgg = 5.173 MeV) and (b)
7Li + 27Al at Ebeam = 6.75
MeV (Qgg = 7.210 MeV).
Clear peaks, indicated with
arrows, appear
corresponding to population
of 33P and 32S in their
ground and excited states
demonstrating that the
identity of the pairs has been
correctly assigned

and 27Al respectively. The fact that reactions with 28Si yield a higher proportion of
p + p pairs than those with 27Al, even though the reaction is more below-barrier
demonstrates the role of structure (reflected in Q-values) in this process.

The Qgg leading to p + p pairs in reactions of 7Li with 27Al and 28Si is highly
positive in both cases. This is also true in reactions of 7Li with 58Ni, producing
p + p pairs and a recoiling 63Cu, with Qgg = 5.680 MeV. In the 58Ni case, if ToF
gating is used, p + p pairs comprise 2.59% of the total valid coincidence yield at a
beam energy of Ebeam = 11.70 MeV. However, unlike the 28Si and 27Al case, the Q
spectrum does not show narrow peaks, likely due to punchthrough.

4.4.5 Q-Value and Erel Resolution

A key quantity dictating the utility of using Q-value spectra to identify the state of
the target-like nucleus that was populated is the Q-value resolution. For low target-
like excitation energies, where the level density of the target-like nucleus is low, it
is possible to extract the FWHM of a Q-value peak arising from a single target-like
nucleus state. The evaluated Q-value FWHM for reactions of 7Li + 58Ni, 28Si and
27Al are shown in Table 4.4, for the spectra shown in Figs. 4.7, 4.9, 4.11 and 4.12.
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Table 4.4 Q-value and Erel resolutions evaluated for reactions of 7Li with 58Ni, 28Si and 27Al,
evaluated from the spectra shown in Figs. 4.7, 4.9, 4.11 and 4.12. The thickness of the target used
in each measurement is given in brackets

7Li + 58Ni
(60 µg cm−2)

7Li + 28Si
(80 µg cm−2)

7Li + 27Al
(25 µg cm−2)

Qα+α FWHM (keV) 240 330 260

Qα+d FWHM (keV) 150 - -

Qα+p FWHM (keV) 100 240 200

Qp+p FWHM (keV) - 150 100

Erel
8Be 0+ FWHM

(keV)
90 70 70

Erel
6Li 3+ FWHM

(keV)
180 - -

From this table, it is clear that the resolution in Q-value is not constant. The Qα+α

peaks are always the broadest, and the peak widths decrease with decreasing Z and
A of the breakup fragments. When both fragments are protons, the resolution in Q-
value is smallest. This is because the Q-value depends critically on the reconstruction
of energy loss of the breakup fragments. This energy-loss reconstruction relies on
accurate knowledge of the location of the detected particle in BALiN which is only
known to within a pixel. Since the α particles experience a greater amount of energy
loss than the protons (for example), the uncertainty in the energy loss reconstruction
due to the size of the pixels affects the α + α resolution in the breakup mode to a
greater extent than the α + p breakup mode. In addition, the uncertainty in Q-value
depends on the target thickness, as well as identity target nucleus. As the target
nucleus decreases in Z , at constant ECM/Vb, the energy of the breakup fragments
decrease, thus increasing their energy loss. In addition, as the mass of the recoiling
target-like nucleus decreases, it carries proportionately more kinetic energy, and so
increasing the sensitivity of Q to the reconstruction of its kinetic energy. All of these
quantities contribute to the variation in Q-value resolution seen in Table 4.4.

It is also possible to evaluate the resolution of Erel spectra, provided that the
projectile-like nucleus is left in a long-lived (narrow) resonance, where no effects
of post-breakup acceleration are expected to perturb the Erel distribution. This is the
case for 8Be in its 0+ resonance, which peaks at 92 keV, and 6Li in its 3+ resonance,
which has a peak at 700 keV. Shown in Table 4.4 are the evaluated Erel resolutions for
these states for reactions of 7Li with 58Ni, 28Si and 27Al. These widths are primarily
due to the finite pixel size of BALiN. In simulations of breakup from the 0+ state of
8Be and the 3+ state of 6Li, including the pixelisation of BALiN alone is sufficient
to reproduce the widths seen here [2].
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4.5 Breakup After Interactions of 9Be with 28Si and 27Al

Let us now examine breakup after interactions of 9Be with 28Si and 27Al. In mea-
surements of breakup after reactions of 9Be with 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and
209Bi, it was found that breakup following neutron stripping forming 8Be is the dom-
inant breakup mode in interactions of 9Be with these targets [3]. Direct breakup 9Be
→ α + α + n was found to contribute ∼2% to the raw breakup yield. At the other
end of the periodic table, in reactions of 9Be with 28Si and 27Al, breakup triggered
by neutron stripping once again is by far the dominant breakup mode. Shown in
Fig. 4.13 is the Q-Erel spectrum for ToF identified α + α pairs produced in interac-
tions of 9Be with (a) 28Si and (b) 27Al. Clear bands are reconstructed in Q-Erel which

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 4.13 Reconstructed Q-Erel, Q and Erel spectra for ToF identified α + α pairs produced after
interactions of 9Be with 27Al and 28Si. In a, c and e the spectra for 9Be + 28Si at Ebeam = 11.0
MeV is shown, and in b, d and f the spectra for 9Be + 27Al at Ebeam = 10.0 MeV is shown
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are also seen in the peaks in the Q-value spectrum shown in Fig. 4.13c, d for 28Si and
27Al, respectively. A large fraction of breakup goes through the 92 keV ground-state
resonance in 8Be, evident from the Erel spectra presented in Fig. 4.13e, f.

The Qα+α spectra for reactions with both targets are very similar, except for a 0.75
MeV offset due to the different Qgg for α + α produced in reactions with 28Si and
27Al (Qgg = 6.901 and 6.152 MeV, respectively, as shown in Table 4.2). The similar
spectra arise from the fact that the neutron numbers of 27Al and 28Si are the same. As
a result, neutron stripping populates the same neutron levels in both targets. This will
be discussed in more detail in Sect. 4.6.1 for the case of breakup after interactions of
9Be with 209Bi and 208Pb where a similar situation is encountered.

The Erel spectra for α + α fragments produced in interactions with 9Be and 28Si
compared to those produced after interactions with 27Al are also very similar. On
average, 82 ± 5% of the (not yet efficiency corrected) α + α pairs are contained
in the peak centred around Erel = 92 keV, resulting from the population of 8Be in
its ground state resonance. This is in contrast to reactions with 7Li populating 8Be,
where on average 19 ± 3% of α + α pairs result from the ground state resonance
of 8Be. Both Erel spectra show a peak in intensity at ∼3 MeV and show a broad,
essentially flat Erel distribution extending to high energies. The slightly larger extent
of Erel distribution for reactions with 28Si is attributable to the slightly larger Qgg

for neutron stripping triggered breakup for this target, as well as the slightly larger
beam energy.

In measurements of the breakup of 9Be with 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb
and 209Bi, direct breakup of 9Be→ α + α + n was identified via the characteristic
Q vs Erel of breakup via the 5

2
−
state in 9Be [3]. Since BALiN is not sensitive to

neutrons, the energy of the breakup process is not captured completely, leading to
an extended peak in Q below the direct breakup threshold of 9Be (−1.57 MeV).
However, since the 5

2
−
state of 9Be is narrow, there is a fairly narrow peak in Erel,

enabling these events to be clearly identified. Direct breakup of 9Be in reactions
with 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi may be seen in Fig. 4.15, and will be
discussed in Sect. 4.6. However, in reactions of 9Be with 27Al and 28Si, such structure
is apparent in Fig. 4.13, demonstrating that direct breakup is not a significant portion
of the breakup yield. However, the presence of cuts removing light impurities at
negative Q-values precludes the estimation of an upper limit. The lack of direct
breakup in these reactions echoes what was seen in reactions of 7Li with 27Al, 28Si,
and 58Ni. It would be interesting to “bridge the gap” between these measurements,
to study the evolution of 7Li and 9Be direct breakup with decreasing target Z.

In addition to the two measurements shown in this section, measurements of
coincidence fragments produced after interactions of 9Be with 27Al at Ebeam = 8.90
MeV and 9Be with 28Si at Ebeam = 10.0 MeV were performed. Q-Erel, Q and Erel

spectra for the ToF gated breakup modes are shown in Appendix C in Figs. C.8 and
C.9 for 27Al and 28Si, respectively.
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4.5.1 Rare Coincidence Modes

As with reactions of 7Li, ToF identification can enable the study of rare coincidence
modes in reactions of 9Be, the details of which may be found in AppendixD. In
summary, α + p pairs populating states of 32P and 31Si were found to comprise
3.60 ± 0.06% and 2.65 ± 0.05% of the total (valid) coincidence yield for reactions
of 9Be with 28Si at Ebeam = 11.0 MeV and 27Al at Ebeam = 10.0 MeV, respectively.
The Erel spectra for these events were consistent with the Erel spectra for two neutron
stripping reactions with 7Li beams forming 5Li, suggestive of a common mechanism
(transfer). Breakup functions for these reactions will be extracted in Chap.7. In
addition, a small yield of p + p pairs were detected populating states in 35S and 34P,
comprising 0.57 ± 0.02% and 0.12 ± 0.01% of the total valid coincidence yield,
respectively. With greater statistics, it may be possible to use this reaction mode
producing p + p pairs after two-proton five-neutron transfer to examine the structure
of neutron rich isotopes.

4.6 Breakup After Interactions of 9Be with Targets
62 ≤ Z ≤ 83

A re-analysis was carried out of measurements performed in the 2008 BEX run for
breakup in reactions of 9Be with 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi. The
main purpose of the re-analysis was to re-determine the breakup functions using
the improved efficiency determination described in Chap. 6 and, using these breakup
functions as input, to predict the resulting above-barrier suppression of complete
fusion when resonant state lifetimes are explicitly treated in M- Platypus. Due to
the advances made in data analysis in the intervening years, the yields of breakup
fragments used as input into the breakup functions were also re-determined in the
course of this thesis, and will be described briefly. Further experimental detail and
discussion of the breakup mechanisms of reactions of 9Be with 144Sm, 168Er, 186W,
196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi may be found in [3, 4].

Determining the breakup modes for these data proceeded slightly differently to
the process described above. Prior to the work of this thesis, measurements with
BALiN did not record ToF. For reactions of 9Be with heavy targets, the breakup
modes can be identified solely on the basis of Q-Erel. As has been previously found
[3, 4] 9Be has two breakup modes in this mass region; breakup yields are dominated
by neutron stripping forming 8Be (8Be → α + α), with a small contribution from
direct breakup (9Be → α + α + n). Therefore, all breakup modes produce two α

particles, and no direct particle identification is required (this is in contrast to the
27Al and 28Si targets just under discussion, which energetically favour 9Be → 5Li
→ α + p, and a small yield of α + p pairs are observed).

The challenge is then only in separating coincident breakup events from all other
reaction outcomes. As in the experiments performed in this thesis, energy matching
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Fig. 4.14 The gating
scheme used for the
re-analysis of breakup after
interactions of 9Be with
144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt,
208Pb and 209Bi, shown
using 9Be + 209Bi at 34 MeV
as an example. (a) E1
against E2 distribution of
coincidence signals detected
in BALiN. The solid black
polygon indicates the gate
drawn around the genuine
coincidence breakup events,
removing the elastic-elastic
and elastic-X events (see
text), indicated by the dashed
red ellipses. (b) θ12 against
Erel distribution of
coincidence signals detected
in BALiN. Events with small
opening angle but large
(�0.5 MeV) relative energy
correspond to elastic
cross-talk events, and are
removed using the solid
black polygon shown

(a)

(b)

was performed to remove incorrect pixel identification, as described in Sect. 3.4.5.
Then, the elastic-elastic and elastic-random events were removed through gating on
the diagonal bands in E1 against E2, shown for 9Be + 209Bi at Ebeam = 37.0 MeV
in Fig. 4.14a. As shown in Sect. 4.1.1, events in these diagonal bands correspond to
breakup reactions, whereas the horizontal and vertical bands correspond to elastic-
elastic and elastic-X events. A direct gate in (AE1, AE2) can be drawn in these
reactions, as the energy of the elastically scattered beam is well separated from that
of the breakup fragments. In addition, the energy of the recoiling nucleus is small,
leading to a tight grouping of α + α pairs in (AE1, AE2) along bands of AE1 +
AE2 ≈ Ebeam + Q. Finally, elastic cross-talk events are removed by removing those
events with θ12 vs. Erel correlations that are unphysical, shown in Fig. 4.14b.

In the analysis of Ref. [3], spurious coincident events resulting from charge-
sharing across adjacent pixels due to particles incident on the inter-strip partition
(elastic cross-talk), were removed by rejecting any event in adjacent pixels (thus
rejecting genuine 8Be 0+ events). With greater experience in analysis of such data, it
was realised that spurious events can be rejected by their unphysical relative energy
(Erel), with respect to their opening angle (θ12). In this analysis, spurious events
were removed by applying cuts in the Erel – θ12 spectra. This alternate method for
extracting breakup events resulted in an approximately four times larger yield of the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 4.15 Reconstructed Erel against Q-value spectra for the systems studied in the re-analysis of
9Be + 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi breakup reactions. Reactions shown here were
taken at beam energies of ∼ 0.9E/VB . Events arising from the breakup of 8Be from its 0+ ground
state, which includes contributions from direct (9Be→8Be+n) and transfer-triggered breakup are
shown to the left of the vertical dashed line denoted region (i). Events from breakup of 8Be from
either the high excitation energy tail of the 0+ state or the 2+ and 4+ states lie to the right of the
line [region (ii)], except those marked by the dashed box (iii), which contains direct breakup events
from the decay of 9Be from its 5/2− state

ground-state 8Be events, as the vast majority of genuine 8Be ground-state breakup
events result in signals in adjacent pixels. These lost events would otherwise have
had to be restored by a larger efficiency correction as in the previous work [3].

The resulting α + α Q-value against Erel spectra for all the systems studied in
this work at beam energies of ∼0.9 E/VB are shown in Fig. 4.15. Events with Erel

around 92 keV, identified as region (i), correspond to breakup following neutron
stripping producing 8Be in its 0+ ground state, whilst events in region (ii) correspond
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to breakup following neutron stripping producing 8Be either in the high excitation
energy tail of the 0+ state (see Sect. 2.5.2.1), or in its first 2+ or 4+ resonant states,
with E∗

p = 3.03 MeV and E∗
p = 11.35 MeV, respectively. Region (iii) corresponds

to the direct breakup of 9Be through the 5
2

−
state, producing 5He + α → α + α + n.

The energy of the neutron cannot bemeasured by BALiN, resulting in the incomplete
capture of the energy of this breakup process. As such, the reconstruction of breakup
modes through energy and momentum conservation of three particles (two breakup
fragments and the target-like recoil) does not accurately reconstruct the Q-value for
the direct breakup of 9Be.

4.6.1 Breakup in Interactions of 9Be with 208Pb and 209Bi

There is a distinct similarity between the Q-value against Erel spectra for the α + α

pairs produced in neutron stripping reactions of 9Be with 209Bi and 208Pb, shown in
Fig. 4.15a, b respectively. In fact, the target-like excitation energy distribution (E∗

r =
Q − Qgg) in 9Be + 209Bi breakup reactions, shown in Fig. 4.16b looks somewhat
like a “poorer-resolution” version of the 9Be + 208Pb spectrum shown in Fig. 4.16a.
The similarity arises as in both cases, the transferred neutron populates the same
set of neutron states. In the case of 209Bi, the levels excited in neutron transfer will
correspond to multiplets built on the strongly populated levels in the 208Pb reaction
[5]. That is, the neutron transferring to 210Bi will couple to the proton in the g 9

2
shell,

resulting in a splitting of levels, and the broader Q-value distribution that is observed
due to the many more levels contributing. For example, the spectroscopic factor S
(from 209Bi(d,p) measurements [6]) weighted average of the lowest lying 0− to 9−
states in 210Bi [arising from π(1h 9

2
) ⊗ ν(2g9

2 )] is indicated by the vertical red line
in Fig. 4.16b, which well reproduces the peak seen in the experimental data. The
Q-value resolution of these spectra (250 keV FWHM for the ground state of 209Pb) is
insufficient to resolve these states individually. This is the same effect that has been
previously seen in (p, p′) studies of 208Pb and 209Bi [7].

4.7 Breakup in Interactions of 9Be and 7Li with 12C
and 16O

Breakup after interactions of 7Li and 9Be with 12C and 16O is presented separately
to breakup with the heavier targets of 27Al and 28Si. This is for two reasons. First, in
below-barrier reactions of 9Be and 7Li with 12C and 16O the low beam energy and
small ground-state Q-values ensure that the energy available to excite the recoiling
target-like nuclei is relatively small. Further limiting the possible excitations of the
target-like nuclei is the fact that light nuclei have fewer low-lying excited states
comparedwith heavier nuclei. The energy threshold of BALiN also limits the number
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4.16 Excitation energy distributions of a 209Pb and b 210Bi after neutron transfer from 9Be
at Ebeam = 37.0 MeV. The solid vertical line in b indicates the S weighted average of the 0− to 9−
states corresponding to the π(1h 9

2 )ν(2g 9
2 ) configuration. Multiplet configurations from [5] have

been assigned to each peak

of measured target-like recoil states. The second reason is an additional complication
in the data analysis for these reactions, as will now be discussed.

4.7.1 9Be + 12C

After removing spurious coincidence events in the manner described in Sect. 4.1, the
reconstructed Qα+α spectrum for reactions of 9Be with 12C at Ebeam = 6.60 MeV
in data taken in the BELICK run are shown in Fig. 4.17a. The expected bands of
α + α breakup events appear at Q = 3.4, 0.3 and −0.3 MeV, corresponding to the
population of 13C in its ground, first and second excited states, which are located at
3.08 and 3.68 MeV respectively [9]. There is also a very small peak at Qα+α = 2.2
MeV, which does not correspond to a state in 13C, but may be due to a small amount
of 16O contamination in the target.

There is also a large, tightly grouped set of events that reconstruct to large Erel with
a very large range of reconstructed Qα+α , indicated by the dashed box in Fig. 4.17a.
These are clearly not breakup events, but they are also not obviously random coinci-
dences, as these were already removed. Plotting the energy and angle of each of the
pairs (within the dashed box), as shown in Fig. 4.17b, yields the solution: these are
transfer-recoil coincidences. High energy α particles at back angles produced in the
9Be +12C → α+17O reaction (Qgg = 9.732 MeV), are detected in coincidence with
the low energy recoiling 17O nucleus detected at forward angles. Summing the mea-
sured energies, as shown in Fig. 4.17c, yields peaks with spacing corresponding to
the ground and first three excited states of 17O [8]. The tight groups disappear below
AE1 + AE2 ∼ 6.5 MeV corresponding to a target-like excitation of E∗

r = 4.1 MeV.
This is due to the neutron decay threshold of 17O→ n+16O. The energy carried by
the neutron will result in the smooth distribution of AE1 + AE2 seen here.
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Fig. 4.17 (a) Reconstructed
Q-Erel spectrum for
coincidence pairs detected in
reactions of 9Be with 12C at
Ebeam = 6.60 MeV, after the
removal of random
coincidences. There are a
large number of events that
are tightly grouped at high
Erel with a large span of
reconstructed Qα+α ,
indicated in the dashed box.
(b) When the energy and
scattering angle of these
events are projected into
AE1 vs θ1, they show groups
of events at high energies at
backward angels, and low
energies at forward angles.
This is characteristic of
transfer-recoil coincidences.
(c) When the measured
energies of the transfer-recoil
coincidences are summed,
peaks corresponding to the
ground and first three excited
states of 17O appear. At
lower summed energies,
corresponding to higher
excitation of 17O, the peaks
disappear, leaving a smooth
distribution of energies. This
occurs when the excitation of
17O is above the neutron
decay threshold, indicated by
the dashed line [8]. These
energies have not been
corrected for energy loss
through BALiN

(a)

(b)

(c)

These coincidence events appear when measuring breakup on very light targets
with detectors placed at forward angles. For heavier targets, the forward arcs of
BALiNwere blocked to reduce the elastic flux, removing the possibility ofmeasuring
recoiling nuclei. Further, in higher mass targets, the energy of the recoiling nucleus
is low enough that it is stopped in the deadlayers, or is below the energy threshold
of BALiN.
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Fig. 4.18 a Q-Erel spectrum
for α + α pairs detected in
coincidence in the breakup
after interactions of 9Be with
12C at Ebeam = 6.60 MeV.
Peaks are seen in Qα+α

corresponding 13C in its
ground and first three excited
states, confirming the
neutron stripping triggered
breakup mechanism in this
reaction. b The projected
Erel spectrum for the same
data. A large fraction of
events have an Erel near
0.092 MeV, demonstrating a
large population of the
ground-state of 8Be in the
transfer process

(a)

(b)

These transfer-recoil coincidence events are easily removed: a gate on Q-Erel is
able to remove themajority, except for those that overlap with the high Erel portion of
the α + α band corresponding to breakup populating the ground state of 13C. When
the overlapping region of Q-Erel is projected into AE1 vs θ1 and AE2 vs θ2, the
breakup pairs are kinematically distinct from the transfer-recoil pairs: the breakup
pairs have highest energy at smallest θ , and the reverse is true for transfer-recoil
pairs, as seen in Fig. 4.17b. This property allows breakup pairs to be separated from
transfer-recoil pairs where they overlap in Q-Erel. The resulting Q-Erel spectrum
for the neutron stripping triggered breakup of 8Be in interactions of 9Be with 12C is
shown in Fig. 4.18a, and is projected in Erel in Fig. 4.18b. A very strong population of
8Be in its ground state is evident, with a virtually flat distribution of events extending
to high Erel. There is a slight jump in the reconstructed Qα+α spectrum at Erel ∼3
MeV,which corresponds to breakup pairswith opening angles such that oneα falls on
the forward angle pair of detectors, and one on the backward angle pair of detectors.
This is an indication that the detector-target distance for one of the BALiN pairs
is slightly (∼1 mm) incorrect. It is, however, a small jump, and does not effect the
conclusions drawn in regards to the breakup mechanisms in reactions of 9Be with
12C, that is, neutron stripping triggered breakup forming α + α pairs is dominant. As
the other modes have large negative Qgg, this further demonstrates the importance
of reaction Q-value.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 4.19 Q-Erel spectra of a α + α and b α + p breakup pairs produced after interactions of 7Li
with 12C at Ebeam = 4.50 MeV. Corresponding Q spectra are shown in c and d for the α + α and
α + p pairs, respectively, along with their Erel spectra shown in e and f

4.7.2 7Li + 12C

In reactions of 7Li with 12C proton pickup forming 8Be and two-neutron stripping
forming 5Li have positive Q, and therefore both should be expected to occur. This is
indeed the case. Shown in Fig. 4.19a, b are the ToF gated Q-Erel spectra for α + α

and α + p pairs, respectively, detected in reactions of 7Li with 12C at Ebeam = 4.50
MeV. The yields of α + α and α + p pairs indicate that breakup producing α + p
pairs is the dominant breakup mode at this energy, comprising 76 ± 2% of the raw
yield (prior to efficiency correction). Proton pickup populating 8Be in its long-lived
92 keV ground state peak (with Erel < 0.2 MeV) comprises 73 ± 3% of the α + α

yield. The efficiency for detecting α + α pairs in the 92 keV peak is much higher
than the high Erel portion of the spectrum, especially in light systems, as will be
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Fig. 4.20 Erel spectrum for
α + α pairs detected in
coincidence in the breakup
of 8Be produced in
interactions of 7Li with 16O
at Ebeam = 4.50 MeV in data
taken during the LIAL
experimental run

discussed in Chap. 6, making definitive conclusions tenuous at this point. However,
the low beam energy and reaction Q-value leaves little energy available to excite 8Be
in its first 2+ state at E∗

p = 3.03 MeV (ECM + Qgg = 2.84 + 1.40 = 4.24 MeV).

4.7.3 7Li + 16O

The use of a 28SiO2 target to measure below-barrier breakup after interactions of 7Li
and 9Be with 28Si also enabled the examination of the interaction of 7Li with 16O.
By lowering the beam energy to below the fusion barrier for 7Li + 16O, (far below
the barrier for reactions with 28Si) no contamination due to breakup in interactions
with 28Si was observed. Only breakup resulting in α + α pairs, populating 15N in its
ground state was observed. The Erel spectrum for these events is shown in Fig. 4.20.
These data were taken in the LIAL run, where angles forward of 55◦ were blocked.
Based on kinematic expectations, most of the breakup flux from light targets should
be forward focussed. As a result, blocking forward angles significantly reduces the
efficiency of detecting breakup pairs after interactions with light nuclei. However,
KaitKin simulations indicate BALiN should be sensitive to α + p pairs in this
reaction. The low beam energy, coupled with the slightly negative transfer Q-value
may have suppressed this breakup mode.

4.8 Summary

In this chapter, the modes of breakup after interactions of 7Li and 9Be with targets
ranging in mass from 12C to 209Bi have been identified through kinematic recon-
struction of reaction Q-values as well as through direct identification of the masses
of fragments through ToF.
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In interactions of 9Be with the heavy target nuclei, 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb
and 209Bi, the dominant breakup mode is neutron stripping producing 8Be followed
by its decay into α + α fragments. The next most likely mode is direct breakup
into α + α + n fragments. On the lighter end of the periodic table, in interactions
of 9Be with 28Si, 27Al, and 12C, breakup triggered by neutron stripping remains the
dominant breakup mode. However, direct breakup through the 5

2
−
state of 9Be was

not observed in the Q against Erel spectra for these measurements. In addition, in
reactions of 9Be with 28Si and 27Al, an additional breakup mode with large positive
Qgg was observed, leading to α + p pairs. The presence of these pairs, even though
a large amount of mass transfer must occur, is indicative of the effect that Q-values
have in dictating whether or not a breakup mode will be present. In addition, p + p
pairs were observed, with Q-values consistent with population of the recoiling target-
like nucleus. The origin of these events is unclear, and may be a result of transfer or
two proton evaporation following fusion.

Measurements of breakup in interactions of 7Li with 58Ni, 28Si, 27Al, and 12C
yielded a variety of breakup modes. In interactions of 7Li with all targets, α + α

pairs were observed resulting from proton pickup forming 8Be, as well as α + p
pairs resulting from two-neutron stripping forming 5Li. In addition, in reactions of
7Li with 58Ni, α + d pairs resulting from one-neutron stripping into 6Li above its
breakup threshold were observed. Direct breakup 7Li → α + t was not observed in
any 7Li measurement reported in this thesis. Unlike reactions with 9Be, no single
breakup mode dominated in reactions of 7Li. Instead, the presence of one fewer
proton in 27Al compared to 28Si resulted in the dominant breakup mode switching
from that producing α + p pairs to α + α pairs. Clearly, target structure plays a
significant role in transfer-triggered breakup in reactions with 7Li.

The effect of projectile structure is evident in the Erel spectra. In 9Be a higher
proportion of the measured α + α pairs had Erel = 0.092 MeV than was seen in
reactionswith 7Li producingα + α pairs. This is important: at above-barrier energies,
only breakup that occurs prior to the nuclei reaching the fusion barrier can suppress
complete fusion. Below the barrier, this corresponds to breakup that occurs prior to
reaching the distance of closest approach. As has been discussed, α + α pairs with
Erel = 0.092 MeV correspond to breakup of the long-lived ground-state resonance
of 8Be. This breakup cannot suppress complete fusion as the breakup of 8Be will not
occur before passing inside the fusion barrier. In reactions with 9Be, a larger fraction
of the α + α pairs are therefore not able to suppress complete fusion compared to
the α + α pairs measured in reactions with 7Li. If the ability of breakup to suppress
complete fusion depends on the location of breakup, it is not only the mode of
breakup that is relevant to fusion suppression: it is also the timescale of breakup. In
the following chapter, kinematic signatures of near-target breakup will be discussed.
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Chapter 5
Examining Breakup Mechanisms

In the previous chapter, the mechanisms of breakup in interactions of 7Li and 9Be
with targets ranging in Z from 6 to 83 were identified. In this chapter the importance
of the structure of projectile-like nuclei in influencing reaction outcomes will be
explored. In particular, the nature of the states populated in the projectile-like nucleus
formed after transfer is a key factor in determining the extent to which transfer-
triggered breakup can suppress complete fusion. At below-barrier energies, breakup
that occurs prior to the nuclei reaching the distance of closest approach translates
above the barrier into breakup that occurs prior to the nuclei passing the fusion barrier,
reducing the probability of complete charge capture. Conversely, breakup that occurs
after the nuclei reach the distance of closest approach translates into capture of the
nuclei at above-barrier energies. This equivalence is shown schematically in Fig. 5.1.
Therefore, the locations of breakup are important. These locations are intimately
connected to the lifetime of resonance states. In general, broad resonances populated
in a reaction will quickly decay, resulting in breakup near to the target. This has the
capacity to suppress complete fusion if it occurs prior to passing inside the fusion
barrier radius. Transfer populating narrow resonances will break up asymptotically
far from the target nucleus, long after the distance of closest approach, so cannot
suppress complete fusion.

It is thus desirable to separate asymptotic breakup that cannot suppress complete
fusion from breakup near the target which may. This can be achieved by the use of
kinematic quantities that are sensitive to behaviour of fragments near the target. In
this chapter, the experimental results from breakup at sub-barrier energies will be
compared to simulations from Kookaburra to verify the ability of Kookaburra
to reproduce experimental results to a reasonable extent.With guidance fromKook-
aburra, the kinematic signatures of breakup that occurs on the incoming and on the
outgoing trajectory will be explored.
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Fig. 5.1 At below-barrier energies, breakup that occurs prior to the projectile-like nucleus passing
Rmin translates at above-barrier energies to breakup prior to the projectile-like nucleus reaching RB .
In this case, breakup can suppress complete fusion at above-barrier energies. Conversely, breakup at
below-barrier energies that occurs after the projectile-like nucleus passes Rmin translates to capture
of the projectile at above-barrier energies

As is apparent from Chap.4, the number of reactions measured in this thesis is
large. It is therefore not appropriate to discuss each system in detail. Instead, breakup
after interactions of 7Li with 58Ni will be discussed as a representative case. Where
there are significant differences between 7Li + 58Ni and other systems, other systems
will bementioned. 7Li + 58Ni was chosen for three reasons. Firstly, it is the projectile-
target combination with the largest variety of intense breakup modes; α + α, α + d
and α + p. Secondly, it lies in-between the reactions with very heavy target nuclei
(such as 208Pb) and those with very light target nuclei (such as 12C). Thirdly, due
to its intermediate Z , it is a sensitive test of the new physics incorporated in M-
Platypus and Kookaburra. In high Z targets, the acceleration experienced by
the breakup fragments due to the strong Coulomb field ‘washes out’ the nuances of
target-fragment interactions. In low Z targets, the efficiency of BALiN plays a larger
role in dictating the shape of spectra. In this way, 58Ni is neither too light nor too
heavy, it is ‘just right’. To distinguish between near-target and asymptotic breakup,
we begin with examining Erel distributions of breakup fragments produced in the
transfer-triggered breakup after interactions of 7Li with 58Ni.
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5.1 Separating Near-Target and Asymptotic Breakup Using
Relative Energy

The utility of Erel for the separation of near-target and asymptotic breakup was
introduced in Sect. 2.8.4. With the example of breakup after interactions of 7Li with
208Pb, it was shown that it is possible to separate breakup that occurs from long-lived
(narrow) resonances from that which occurs close to the target and/or from broad
resonances.

In previous work [1–5], the idea that the very short lifetimes of broad resonant
structures were relevant was not incorporated in the interpretation of Erel and further
analysis. Instead, all breakup that did not populate a narrow resonancewas designated
“prompt” and assumed to occur effectively instantly after transfer. As a result, it was
assumed that an equal amount of breakup occurred on the incoming trajectory and
on the outgoing trajectory. However, when lifetimes (even of broad resonances)
are taken into account transfer that occurs on the incoming trajectory can result in
breakup on the outgoing trajectory. As a result, more breakup will occur on the
outgoing trajectory than on the incoming trajectory when the projectile-like nucleus
has a finite lifetime. In the context of broad resonances, amore detailed understanding
of the physics behind Erel distributions is desirable.

Many Erel distributions have already been shown in Chap. 4, such as in Fig. 4.7g
through (i) (p. 103), which shows the Erel distribution for breakup after interactions
of 7Li with 58Ni producing α + α, α + p and α + d pairs, respectively. In the Erel

distribution for α + α pairs, there is a peak in intensity at 92 keV, corresponding
to breakup from the narrow ground-state resonance of 8Be, such that Erel = QBU +
E∗
p + �Eacc = 92 + 0 + 0 keV (as previously discussed in Sect. 2.8.4). Beyond this

peak, there is a broad band of events with Erel up to ∼19 MeV, with a broad peak
at ∼2MeV. These events may be due to (a) breakup from the high E∗

p tail of the 0+
resonance, (b) breakup from the broad 2+ resonance or (c) breakup from the broad
4+ resonance, all of which may experience distortion due the Coulomb field of the
target-like nucleus, contributing to Erel via the �Eacc term. Since for any given E∗

p ,
there is a non-zero probability of populating 8Be in any particular resonance, as seen
in Fig. 2.5, it is not possible to definitively identify a given Erel to a given resonance.
Therefore the high Erel band of events almost certainly arises from a mixture of (a),
(b) and (c).

In the Erel distribution for α + p fragments, shown in Fig. 4.7h, there is no sign
of a narrow resonance: this is unsurprising, as 5Li is unbound and has no narrow res-
onances. All breakup forming α + p pairs will be short-lived. This should predomi-
nantly be due to the low-lying 3

2
−
and 1

2
−
resonances of 5Li. However, contributions

from different partial waves are possible.
Finally, the Erel distribution for breakup after neutron stripping from 7Li producing

6Li which decays intoα + d pairs is shown in Fig. 4.7i. There is a narrow peak at Erel

∼ 0.7 MeV corresponding to breakup from the first 3+ resonance in 6Li, such that
Erel= QBU + E∗

p + �Eacc = −1.4743 + 2.186 + 0 = 0.712MeV.The origin of the
tail of events extending to ∼5MeV is unclear. There are no nearby broad resonances
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of 6Li. However, as has been discussed in detail in Sect. 2.5 all excitation energies
above a particle decay threshold have some probability of being populated in some
partial wave. The high Erel region will be a result of this probability, modulated by
�Eacc. The fact that the Erel distribution for α + d pairs extends to lower energies
than for α + α pairs is principally due to the fact that neutron transfer forming 6Li
has a low transfer Q-value Qgg = 0.274MeV, in contrast to Qgg ∼ 9MeV for α + p
and α + α pairs. Because of this, less energy is available for excitation.

From the above discussion it is clear that the reconstructed Erel distributions
arise from a complex interplay between the structure of the projectile-like nuclei,
the lifetimes of the resonant states populated, and the effects of the proximity of
breakup to the target-like nucleus. The extent of the role of �Eacc is difficult to
determine in Erel. Using Erel distributions, it is not possible to distinguish between
breakup that occurs from a broad resonance far from the target-like nucleus with
Erel = QBU + E∗

p and breakup that occurs close to the target-like nucleus (from a
broad or narrow resonance) with Erel = QBU + E∗

p + �Eacc. As broad resonances
are short-lived, usually, breakup that occurs after populating broad resonances will
occur close to the target.1 As discussed in Sects. 2.8.4 and 2.9.3, �Eacc depends on
a number of factors, including, but not limited to, target proximity and orientation
of the fragments.

5.2 Orientation of the Relative Momentum of Breakup
Fragments

To examine the effects of target proximity on the observed energy and angular distri-
bution of fragments in more detail, a new breakup observable was constructed, that
of the orientation β of relative momentum of the breakup fragments with respect
to the direction of the centre of mass of the nucleus undergoing breakup, recon-
structed assuming that the projectile-like nucleus decays far from the target [6, 7].
The relationship between β and the opening angle θ12 provides crucial insight into
the location of breakup. β can also be described as the breakup angle in the projectile-
like nucleus rest frame. The relationship between β and θ12 is shown schematically
in Fig. 5.2. β can be reconstructed frommeasured quantities by considering the labo-

ratory velocities of the breakup fragments |�v1| =
√

2E1
m1

, |�v2| =
√

2E2
m2

as well as their
scattering angles. A brief derivation follows.

Using the definition of Erel, shown in Eq.2.41, and conserving momentum, the
velocities of the breakup fragments in the rest frame of the projectile-like nucleus
are given by:

1Recall that the on-resonance width of states corresponds to an on-resonance mean-life τ , such that
the time taken from transfer to decay follows an exponential distribution following e−t/τ . Therefore,
a small fraction of transfer products populated in broad resonances will break up far from the target,
especially if E∗

p is small, as can be seen in Fig. 2.14.
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Fig. 5.2 Schematic demonstrating the velocity vectors used to determine Q, opening angle θ12,
relative energy and β angle. vlab, vp, vr , v1 and v2 are the laboratory velocities of the beam,
projectile-like nucleus, recoiling nucleus and breakup fragments, respectively. The masses of the
beam, recoiling nucleus and breakup fragments are given by mb, mr,m1 and m2. The velocities of
the breakup fragments in their centre of mass is given by u1 and u2 and their relative velocity is vrel.
The scattering angles of the projectile and breakup fragments are given by θp, θ1 and θ2. (Figure
reproduced from Chap.2)

|�u1| =
√

2m2Erel

m1(m1 + m2)

|�u2| =
√

2m1Erel

m2(m1 + m2)
. (5.1)

We can relate β and θ12 using geometry by considering the angles ψ1,2 between the
laboratory velocity of each fragment �v1,2 and the velocity of the projectile nucleus
�vp, shown in Fig. 5.2. Using geometry, ψi can be related to |�ui |, |�vi | and β, so that

sinψ1 = sin(π − β)
|�u1|
|�v1| (5.2)

cosψ1 = |�vp| + |�u1| cosβ

|�v1| (5.3)
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sinψ2 = sin β
|�u2|
|�v1| (5.4)

cosψ2 = |�vp| − |�u2| cosβ

|�v2| . (5.5)

Noting that ψ1,2 are related to θ12 via ψ1 + ψ2 = θ12, β can be written in terms of
θ12 using these expressions, giving

sin β = |�v1||�v2| sin θ12

|�vp|(|�u1| + |�u2|) . (5.6)

All that is not known in this expression is the reconstructed laboratory velocity of the
transfer product �vp. It has previously been defined in Eq.2.36, but it is convenient to
rewrite it in terms of θ12 and |�ui |, |�vi |. This can be done using the cosine law:

cosβ = |�v1|2 − |�u1|2 − |�vp|2
2|�u1||�vp| = |�vp|2 + |�u2|2 − |�v2|2

2|�u2||�vp| . (5.7)

Rearranging for |�vp| and multiplying by (|�u1| + |�u2|) gives the denominator to
Eq.5.6, which after some simplification can be expressed as:

|�vp|(|�u1| + |�u2|) =
√

|�v2|2|�u1|2 + |�v1|2|�u2|2 + |�u1||�u2|(|�v1|2 + |�v2|2 − (|�u1| + |�u2|)2).
(5.8)

Then, using the cosine law,

cos θ12 = |�v1|2 + |�v2|2 − (|�u1| + |�u2|)2
2|�v1||�v2| . (5.9)

Substituting this into Eq.5.8 gives β as a function of θ12 and the velocities of the
fragments in a fairly compact form:

sin β = |�v1||�v2| sin θ12

(|�v2|2|�u1|2 + |�v1|2|�u2|2 + 2|�u1||�u2||�v1||�v2| cos θ12)1/2
. (5.10)

Due to the sine term, this expression does not distinguish between β and (180 − β).
β may be disambiguated by noting that if |�v1| cosψ1 > |�v2| cosψ2, then β < 90◦.
Thus, writing ψ1,2 in terms of velocity vectors, we obtain the inequality

|�v1|2 − |�u1|2 > |�v2|2 − |�u2|2. (5.11)

If this inequality is satisfied, β < 90◦, otherwise β → 180◦ − β. This expression
enables β to be determined for each pair of breakup fragments.

β is reconstructed assuming that the breakup has occurred asymptotically far
from the target-like nucleus. If breakup occurs close to the target-like nucleus,
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post-breakup fragment-target interactions will distort the reconstructed values of
β. These distortions mean that β will not reflect the initial breakup angle in the rest
frameof the projectile-like nucleus. This fact enables us to examine the effects of post-
breakup acceleration in the energy and angular distribution of fragments: deviations
from asymptotic β distributions indicate the presence of post-breakup acceleration.
Therefore, it is useful to know what the expected asymptotic distributions are.

When breakup occurs asymptotically far from the target-like nucleus from a trans-
fer product in a long-lived resonant state with Erel = E∗

p + QBU, we can obtain β in
terms of E∗

p + QBU and the sum of the energies of the fragments, E0 = E1 + E2.
We can write

|�vp| =
√
2(E0 − E∗

p )

m1 + m2
. (5.12)

Then, since
�v1 = �vc + �u1, (5.13)

the cosine rule gives

|�v1| =
√

|�u1|2 + |�vp|2 + 2|�u1||�vp| cosβ

|�v2| =
√

|�u2|2 + |�vp|2 − 2|�u2||�vp| cosβ. (5.14)

Substituting Eqs. 5.1, 5.12 and 5.14 into Eq. 5.9 yields an expression for the rela-
tionship between β and θ12 in terms of Erel, E1 + E2, m1 and m2 only:

cos(θ12) =
(
E0 − 2Erel

[
m2

√
m2(E0 − Erel)Erel

m1(m1 + m2)2
− m1

√
m1(E0 − Erel)Erel

m2(m1 + m2)2

]
cosβ

)/

[
1

m1m2

(
m2E0 + (m1 − m2)Erel − 2

√
m1m2(E0 − Erel)Erel cosβ

)

(
m1E0 + (m2 − m1)Erel + 2

√
m1m2(E0 − Erel)Erel cosβ

) ]1/2
. (5.15)

This expression enables the comparison between reconstructed θ12 − β distribu-
tions and the asymptotic expectation for a given E∗

p , QBU and E1 + E2.
The experimental θ12 − β distributions for the three different modes of breakup

seen in reactions of 7Li with 58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70 MeV are shown in Fig. 5.3. One
thing is immediately clear: the three distributions are very different. We will dis-
cuss each in turn. The reconstructed θ12 − β distribution for proton pickup triggered
breakup formingα + α pairs, shown in Fig. 5.3a, extends across all θ12, with two sets
of intense bands of events below θ12 � 80◦, and a peak in intensity at β = 90◦. The
dip in intensity at β = 90◦ and θ12 ∼ 60◦ is due to the removal of elastically scat-
tered beam particles, which also removes some genuine α + α pairs in this region of
θ12 − β. This is taken into account in the efficiency correction discussed in Chap.6.
In the previous section, it was discussed that the Erel distribution of 8Be may arise
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Fig. 5.3 a θ12 − β distribution for α + α pairs produced in the proton-pickup triggered breakup
of 8Be in 7Li interactions with 58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70 MeV. Lines indicate the expected asymptotic
θ12 − β distribution corresponding to breakup of 8Be in its first 0+, 2+ and 4+ resonances with
on-resonant excitation E∗

p = 0, 3.03 and 11.70 MeV. The deficit of events around β = 90◦ and
θ12∼ 60◦ is due to the removal of elastically scattered beam particles, which also removes some
genuineα + α pairs in this region of θ12 − β. bThe same experiment, for neutron stripping forming
6Li produced above its breakup threshold, followed by the production of α + d pairs. The line
indicates the asymptotic prediction for 6Li populated in its first 3+ resonance at E∗

p = 2.19 MeV.

c The same experiment, for two neutron stripping forming 5Li which subsequently decays into
α + p pairs. Lines indicate asymptotic predictions for breakup of 5Li with E∗

p corresponding to the

on-resonance energies of its 3
2

−
ground-state resonance and first 1

2
−
resonance. Additional lines

have been drawn at E∗
p = 4.04 and 8.04 MeV, and will be discussed in the text
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through the 8Be 0+, 2+ and 4+ resonances. The black and white lines in Fig. 5.3a,
calculated using Eq.5.15, indicate the expected location of the bands in θ12 − β for
asymptotic breakup of 8Be from its 0+, 2+ and 4+ resonances with E∗

p = 0, 3.03
and 11.35 MeV, respectively. There is clear correspondence between the asymptotic
expectation for E∗

p = 0 and a band of experimental α + α events. These are the same
events that have Erel = 0.092 MeV. This confirms the interpretation that these events
experienced no post-breakup Coulomb acceleration by the target-like nucleus, since
the 0+ resonance of 8Be is narrow and has τ ∼ 10−16 s, and so breakup occurs far
from the target-like nucleus. The excellent match between asymptotic expectations
and measurement of breakup from a long-lived state where no post-breakup accel-
eration can occur furthers the validity of using θ12 − β as a probe of target nucleus
proximity effects.

Near-target effects in the angular correlation of α + α breakup fragments can
be seen at higher θ12 in Fig. 5.3a. The calculated band for asymptotic breakup from
E∗
p = 3.03MeVdoes not agreewellwith the shape of the experimental band of events

located nearby. The intensity of events near the calculated curve indicates that the 2+
resonance has indeed been populated, but the shape is not consistent with asymptotic
breakup.The on-resonancewidth of this state is 1.51MeV, corresponding to a lifetime
τ of τ = 0.44 × 10−21 s. This means that these distortions are expected to be due
to breakup near the target-like nucleus. As a result of post-breakup acceleration,
events are pushed into higher θ12, and β ∼ 90◦ compared to asymptotic breakup
expectations. This deviation from asymptotic expectations can be understood by
examining the role of the potential. For breakup close to the target, a large part of
the energy is stored in the fragment-target potential, and thus initial kinetic energy of
the fragments is small. Because of this, there is an increased probability for E1 ∼ E2

and thus of deduced values of β ∼ 90◦ for breakup into identical mass fragments, as
shown in projection in Fig. 5.4a for all α + α events with Erel > 0.3 MeV. Without
prior knowledge of the state that is populated, the concentration of events around
β ∼ 90◦ (when themass of the fragments are identical) indicates breakup close to the
target nucleus. Breakup far from the target-like nucleus will have a sin β distribution
of intensity consistent with an isotropic distribution. This can be seen in projection
in Fig. 5.4b for α + α events with Erel < 0.3 MeV. There is a deficit of events for
β � 45◦ and β � 135◦ relative to expectations from the sin β distribution drawn to
guide the eye. This is due to fact that there is an increased probability of both α
fragments landing in the same arc of BALiN at small θ12 (and thus small β). These
events are not recorded as a coincidence event and must be efficiency corrected, as
discussed inChap. 6. Finally, there is no increase in intensity of reconstructed θ12 − β
near to the line that indicates the asymptotic θ12 − β relationship for on-resonance
breakup from the 8Be 4+ state in the same way as was seen for the 2+ state. This
suggests that the 4+ resonance is not significantly populated in this reaction.

The reconstructed θ12 − β distribution of α + d particles detected in coincidence
in the same measurement is shown in Fig. 5.3b, along with a line indicating the
asymptotic prediction for breakup from the first 3+ resonance at E∗

p = 2.19 MeV,
which has an on-resonance lifetime of τ = 2.74 × 10−20 s. As expected from the
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Fig. 5.4 β distribution of α + α pairs produced in the proton-pickup triggered breakup of 8Be in
7Li interactions with 58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70 MeV where the Erel of the fragments is larger than
0.3 MeV, associated with near-target breakup (a), and smaller than 0.3 MeV and associated with
breakup from the 0+ state of 8Be (b). Curves of sin β have been drawn in both panels to guide
the eye. In panel a there is an enhancement of events around β ∼ 90◦ indicating the presence of
breakup close to the target-like nucleus (as discussed in the text). The events at β significantly away
from 90◦ follow a sin β distribution. In panel b the events around β ∼ 90◦ follow expectations
from a sin β distribution, but drop more rapidly around β � 45◦ and β � 135◦. The deficit can be
explained solely by the increased likelihood of both breakup fragments being incident on the same
pixel of BALiN and are thus not recorded as a coincidence event

(relatively) long lifetime of this state, there is once again excellent correspondence
between the asymptotic expectation and a band of measured points, confirming that
it is this resonance that is dominantly populated. There is also a long tail of events
extending to θ12 ∼ 100◦. As in the case the α + α distribution, these events corre-
spond to near-target breakup, though there is no nearby broad resonance to populate.
These events must therefore be due to either a short-lived tail of events from the 3+
resonance,2 or from non-resonant excitation of 6Li.

Turning now to the reconstructed θ12 − β distribution of α + p pairs, shown in
Fig. 5.3c, we see a fairly narrow diagonal band of events with θ12 + β ∼ 180◦. In the
figure, lines are shown corresponding to asymptotic breakup of 5Li with excitations
Ep∗ = 0, 1.49, 4.04 and 8.04 MeV (the on-resonance energy of the 3

2
−
ground state

and 1
2

−
resonances, and energies corresponding to 6 and 10 MeV above the breakup

threshold, respectively). The band of events follow the Ep∗ = 0 line fairly closely
up to θ12 ∼ 40◦ before deviating, perhaps indicating the longest-lived 5Li that was
produced. Otherwise, the asymptotic breakup lines are not representative of the data.
Unlike 6Li and 8Be there is no narrow resonance in 5Li to populate. As a result,
there is little correspondence between the experimental and predicted asymptotic
distributions as there is a great deal of post-breakup acceleration occurring. Thus,
much of the shape of the measured θ12 − β spectrum is due to �Eacc.

Since the θ12 − β distributions are distorted by post-breakup acceleration of the
breakup fragments, they will also be sensitive to the Z of the target-like nucleus. As

2Or from the presence of the target nucleus modifying the lifetime of the nucleus – this requires
further investigation.
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Fig. 5.5 Deduced experimental θ12 − β distribution for the direct breakup of 9Be and the breakup
of 8Be formed after neutron transfer from 9Be in interactions with 186W at Ebeam = 37.0 MeV.
Panel a shows Q > −3 MeV, highlighting transfer-triggered breakup, and b the same system, for

events with Q < −3 MeV, where the direct 9Be 5
2

−
curve is more clearly seen. Lines indicate

θ12 − β curves calculated for the asymptotic breakup of (left to right) 8Be 0+, 9Be 5
2

−
and 8Be

2+. Distributions that deviate from these curves are from breakup close to the target-like nucleus
where the final trajectories are perturbed by the Coulomb field. If particles fall into the same pixel of
BALiN, they do not register as coincidence events, resulting in a reduced number of events observed
near β = 0–180◦

Z decreases, the strength of post-breakup acceleration will decrease, and in the limit
of Z = 0, all breakup, regardless of projectile-target distance at the point of breakup,
will follow asymptotic expectations. This will be shown to be the case in the 7Li(d,
n)8Be reaction in Chap.8. On the other hand, as Z increases, the strength of the
post-breakup acceleration will also increase. To see this, the experimental θ12 − β
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Fig. 5.6 β distribution of α + α pairs produced in the proton-pickup triggered breakup of 8Be in
9Be interactions with 186W at Ebeam = 37.0 MeV where the Erel of the fragments is larger than
0.3 MeV, associated with near-target breakup (a), and smaller than 0.3 MeV and associated with
breakup from the 0+state of 8Be (b). Curves of sin β have been drawn in both panels to guide the
eye. In panel a there is an enhancement of events around β ∼ 90◦ indicating the presence of breakup
close to the target-like nucleus. In panel b the events around β ∼ 90◦ follow expectations from a
sin β distribution, but drop more rapidly around β � 45◦ and β � 135◦, due to events falling in the
same pixel of BALiN. When compared to the same quantities extracted for α + α pairs measured
in reactions of 7Li with 58Ni at 11.70 MeV, as shown in Fig. 5.4, there is a significantly sharper
peak around β ∼ 90◦ in reactions with 186W than with 58Ni, indicating the larger magnitude of
post-breakup acceleration due to higher target Z . On the other hand, the β distributions for events
with for Erel< 0.3 MeV are almost identical in reactions with 58Ni and with 186W, demonstrating
that no significant differential post-breakup acceleration is occurring

distributions for 9Be + 186W at Ebeam = 37 MeV are shown in Fig. 5.5 for Q > −3
MeV (panel a), where transfer-triggered breakup is dominant, and for Q < −3MeV
(panel b), where direct breakup is dominant (e.g. region (iii) in Fig. 4.15d). Kinematic
focusing of the α + α pairs restrict the extent of the θ12 distribution to θ12 � 120◦.
The lines overlaid on the data in Fig. 5.5 correspond to the expectations for asymptotic
breakup for E∗

p arising from (left to right) 8Be 0+E∗
p = 92 keV, 9Be 5

2
−
E∗
p = 600

keV (region (iii) in Fig. 4.15), and 8Be 2+E∗
p = 3.03MeV. As was previously seen in

the 7Li + 58Ni case, bands with excellent correspondence to the calculations for the
asymptotic breakup of 8Be 0+ (shown in projection in β in Fig. 5.6b) and 9Be 5

2
−
are

present in the experimental θ12 − β distribution, confirming the interpretation that
these events correspond to breakup asymptotically far from the target-like nucleus.
In the case of 7Li + 58Ni, the diagonal bands of events near the 2+ asymptotic curve
have the highest intensity, while in 9Be + 186W the highest intensity is at β ∼ 90◦
(shown in projection in β in Fig. 5.6a). As has been discussed, events around β ∼ 90◦
forα + α pairs correspond to events with E1 ∼ E2, and are attributable to near-target
breakup. Due to stronger near-target forces, the higher Z targets lead to an increase
of deviation from asymptotic expectations.

The fact that θ12 − β distributions clearly distinguish between near-target and
asymptotic breakup can be exploited to separate these two breakup types, particularly
when the amount of asymptotic breakup is very small. This is the case for the direct
breakup of 7Li in the 7Li + 209Bi reaction. The Q-Erel distribution for this reaction
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Fig. 5.7 The Erel
distribution of direct 7Li
breakup in reactions with
207,208Pb and 209Bi is
essentially featureless, with
only a small peak in intensity
at the Erel associated with
breakup from the 7Li 7

2
−

state (a). When the same
events are plotted as θ12 − β,
a clear band of events
associated with the 7

2
−
state

can be observed.
Reproduced from [8]

was shown in Fig. 2.11, where the Erel distribution of α + t pairs was essentially
featureless. This aspect of θ12 − β distributions was explored in Ref. [8] by Sunil
Kalkal in collaboration with E.C. Simpson, D.H. Luong and the author. In that work,
we explored the direct breakupof 6Li and 7Li in reactionswith heavy and intermediate
mass targets. It was found that using Erel, it is essentially impossible to identify any
evidence of direct breakup via the long-lived 7

2
−
resonance of 7Li at E∗

p = 4.652
MeV, shown in Fig. 5.7a. However, when the same events were plotted in the θ12 − β
representation, a clear band of events appearedwith a curve in θ12 − β corresponding
to the asymptotic direct breakup of 7Li from its 7

2
−
resonance as well as a far more

intense region of near-target breakup, shown in Fig. 5.7b.

5.3 Signatures of Breakup Before and After the Distance
of Closest Approach

Thus far, we have only distinguished between two breakup locations: that which
occurs “asymptotically far” from the target-like nucleus and cannot possibly suppress
complete fusion and that which occurs “near” to the target-like nucleus, which may.
Breakup can occur at all distances, and below the barrier, it will occur both before
and after the distance of closest approach. The extent to which breakup occurs before
the distance of closest approach is a crucial factor in determining the suppression of
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Fig. 5.8 Figure reproduced from [6] demonstrating the sensitivity of the θ12 − β distribution to
breakup locations and energetics. Data shows α + α pairs produced following interactions of 7Li
with 58Ni at Ebeam = 13.1MeVpopulating the 57Co2.981MeV 1

2
+
state,measuredwith theBALiN

array in the “lampshade” geometry, discussed in Sect. 3.3.1. Overlaid are Platypus simulations
(described in Sect. 2.9.2) exploring the factors that affect θ12 − β. a Curves for breakup that occurs
at small radial distances, �r fm before (negative values) or after (positive values) the distance
of closest approach. b Curves for breakup that occurs 1–1000 fm after the distance of closest
approach. c Curves showing the effect of changing the relative energies of the fragments at a fixed
radius of �r = 8 fm (a distance that best represents the data, as shown in b). Values correspond
to the on-resonance energy (Eres) for the 2+ state in 8Be at Ex = QBU + Eres = 3.122 MeV,
Ex = QBU + Eres − �/2 (2.366 MeV) and Ex = QBU + Eres + �/2 (3.879 MeV), where � is the
on-resonance width of the 2+ state. d Points representing the sensitivity to the projectile-target
angular momenta (see text) at �r = 8 fm

above-barrier complete fusion. Therefore, it is interesting to examine whether useful
information about breakup location can be extracted from experimental energy and
angular distributions of breakup fragments.
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This was explored in Ref. [6] by E.C. Simpson by performing classical trajec-
tory calculations at fixed projectile-target distances and fixed excitation energy. The
calculations were compared to experimental θ12 − β distributions of proton-pickup
triggered breakup 8Be in reactions of 7Li with 58Ni at Ebeam = 13.1 MeV analysed
by the author, and measured by the BALiN array in the lampshade configuration.3

The main results of that work are shown in Fig. 5.8. In all panels, the experimental
θ12 − β distribution of α + α pairs is shown, where the selected reaction has left
57Co in its 2.981 MeV 1

2
+
state. The data do not extend past θ12 ∼ 120◦ due to the

limited θ12 acceptance of BALiN when in the lampshade configuration. In panels
(a) and (b), the experimental distribution is compared to Platypus simulations at a
fixed radial distance from the distance of closest approach�r , where negative values
indicate breakup prior to the distance of closest approach (the incoming trajectory)
and positive values indicate breakup after the nuclei pass the distance of closest
approach (the outgoing trajectory). All breakup is assumed to occur from projectile-
like excitation corresponding to the on-resonance energy Eres of the first 8Be 2+
resonance, i.e. E∗

p = Eres = 3.03 MeV. In panel (a), breakup that occurs at 1.0 and
0.1 fm before and after the distance of closest approach is shown. Here we see that
in Platypus simulations, the breakup that occurs near to but before reaching the
distance of closest approach is kinematically distinct from breakup that occurs near
to but after the distance of closest approach. The former events lie close to β = 90◦
(and so E1 ≈ E2) and at smaller θ12 than the latter events, which have a large range
in β and fall at large θ12. In panel (b), Platypus simulations of breakup at distances
of 1, 2, 4, 8 and 1000 fm after the distance of closest approach are shown. The line
of θ12 − β is seen to evolve towards the asymptotic prediction shown in panel (a)
Fig. 5.3.

Whether or not breakup occurs on the incoming or outgoing trajectory has a large
impact on the measured θ12 of the fragments, to the extent that a change of breakup
location of just 0.2 fm around the distance of closest approach entirely changes where
the fragments go. The origin of this effect is the interplay between the initial velocity
of the fragments and the direction of the Coulomb field (radially outwards). In the
case of breakup on the incoming trajectory, illustrated schematically in Fig. 5.9a, the
initial velocity of the fragments is towards the target-like nucleus, and so against
the repulsive Coulomb field. This acts to “push” the fragments apart, resulting in
large θ12. On the other hand, as illustrated in Fig. 5.9b, when breakup occurs after
the distance of closest approach, the initial velocities of the fragments are away from
the target-like nucleus. This is in the same direction as the force on the fragments
from the Coulomb interaction, acting to narrow the opening angle of the fragments.

Naturally, the θ12 − β distribution is not just sensitive to the location of breakup.
Shown in panel (c) of Fig. 5.8 is Platypus calculations at �r = 8 fm with dif-
ferent excitations of 8Be: At the on-resonance energy of the first 2+ resonance
E∗
p = Eres = 3.03 MeV and at E∗

p = Eres ± �/2 = 3.03 ± 0.76 MeV. As was seen

3This particular measurement is not included in this thesis. Measurements of the same systemmade
with the array in the front-back configuration are included instead. However, these data, which were
taken in the lampshade configuration, are discussed in [9].
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Fig. 5.9 Illustration of the difference in θ12 for breakup that occurs a prior to the projectile reaching
Rmin and b that which occurs after passing Rmin. Red lines show the direction of the Coulomb field,
with circles of radii representing constant steps in potential

when considering the asymptotic prediction of θ12 − β, different excitation ener-
gies result in different θ12 − β distributions. A range of internal excitation of the
projectile-like nucleus will broaden the θ12 − β distribution at a given �r . In panel
(d), the effect of projectile-target angularmomentum (i.e. impact parameter) is shown
for �r = 8 fm and E∗

p = Eres = 3.03 MeV. Again, a range of angular momenta
results in the broadening of the θ12 − β distribution for a given �r , though the
qualitative distribution is the same.

From this discussion, it can be seen that the reconstructed θ12 − β distribution is
sensitive to the location of breakup and the excitation of the projectile-like nucleus.
Both of these quantities depend on the resonant structure of the projectile-like nuclei:
the projectile-like nuclei are more likely to be populated in resonant states. The res-
onant states have a characteristic width, and so a particular distribution of lifetimes.
This highlights the importance of realistic simulation of projectile-like nucleus exci-
tation and lifetime in Kookaburra and M-Platypus calculations. This is espe-
cially true for light to intermediate mass targets. In reactions with heavy targets,
the strength of Coulomb repulsion is such that all breakup fragments are pushed to
backward angles and relatively small θ12, masking the effects of breakup location.

With the above discussion in mind, it is illustrative to reconsider the measured
θ12 − β distribution for α + α fragments shown in Fig. 5.3a, where the detector con-
figuration was sensitive to all θ12 − β. There are indeed events with large θ12, where
incoming trajectory breakup is expected. These are the events that may contribute to
above-barrier complete fusion suppression. However, the bulk of the events appear at
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small θ12, which are associated with breakup on the outgoing trajectory. As discussed
earlier in this chapter, previous studies [1–5] operated on the assumption that half
of the near-target breakup occurred on the incoming trajectory and half occurred on
the outgoing trajectory. This assumption is not supported by the measured θ12 − β
distributions. The link between breakup location and lifetime becomes crucial: the
probability of transfer Ptr at a given projectile-target distance governs the proba-
bility of transfer that occurs on the incoming and outgoing trajectories. However,
the fact that the projectile-like nucleus formed after transfer has a finite lifetime
means that breakup occurs further along the trajectory than the triggering transfer
process. Thus, transfer that occurs on the incoming trajectory may result in breakup
on the outgoing trajectory. This explains the general features of Fig. 5.3a, where
apparently more breakup occurs on the outgoing trajectory than on the incoming,
and limits the extent to which transfer-triggered breakup can suppress above-barrier
complete fusion. However, quantitative conclusions require the coincidence data to
be corrected for the efficiency of the BALiN array.

5.4 Comparison of Experimental Results and Classical
Dynamical Simulations

Realistic simulations are required to determine the coincidence efficiency of BALiN
for each measurement, to produce breakup functions, and to predict the contribu-
tion of breakup to above-barrier complete fusion suppression using the extracted
breakup functions. In this work, the simulations are performed with a realistic dis-
tribution of projectile-target distances and angular momenta, and with a range of
projectile-like excitation energies and lifetimes, as well as a distribution of target-
like excitation energies. The final simulated distribution of fragments, and therefore
the extracted efficiency and predicted suppression of complete fusion, is sensitive to
all of these quantities. On one hand, this enables us to interpret experimental spectra
by varying different quantities, but on the other, reliable efficiencies require good
correspondence between simulation and experiment. In the following section, com-
parisons between simulated and experimental distributions of breakup fragmentswill
be made to verify the ability of Kookaburra andM-Platypus to provide accurate
efficiency determination in Chap.6.

5.4.1 Model Inputs

The same general simulation techniques were used throughout this thesis, and will
be described here. As mentioned in Chap.2, Kookaburra and M-Platypus were
developed over the course of this thesis. Because of this, while Kookaburra can
be regarded as a more realistic model than M-Platypus, both models are used in
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this work. M-Platypus was used for the analysis of 9Be + 144Sm, 168Er, 186W,
196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi reactions, as Kookaburra was being developed at that time.
Kookaburra was used for the systems that were studied later.

TheKookaburra andM-Platypus simulations were performed using the prob-
ability distributions of excitation energy ρ�(E) (and associated mean-life) associated
with a particular resonance, shown in Fig. 2.5. In all cases, more than one resonance
will contribute to the experimental distributions. The relative intensity of the distri-
butions were chosen to best reproduce efficiency corrected experimental data. The
determination of these intensities will be described in Chap.6 along with the input
breakup functions used for the simulations. The excitation energy distributions of
the target-like nuclei were taken from experimental results.

Theprojectile-target, fragment-target and fragment-fragment potentials areWood-
Saxon parameterisations of SPP potentials, which were introduced in Sect. 2.1. In
the case of the 9Be + 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi measurements, the
SPP potentials of Ref. [2] were used, to enable full comparisons between this work
and that of Ref. [2].

In Platypus and inM-Platypus, nucleon transfer is not simulated. Instead, the
trajectory of a pseudoprojectile, being the transfer product is simulated. In simu-
lations of breakup following neutron stripping reactions from 9Be, the “beam” in
Platypus andM-Platypus is 8Be. At the same Elab as the experiment, the pseudo-
projectile will not reach the same distance of closest approach as the true projectile.
Therefore, the beam energy used as input in M-Platypus (E ′

p) was calculated by
matching the distance of closest approach to that attained by the 9Be beam. This
matching energy can be derived using the same arguments as Qopt, and is given by

E ′
P = mT

m ′
T

Elab

(
ZPZT

Z ′
PZ

′
T

)
, (5.16)

where ZT,mT, ZP,mP and Z ′
T,m

′
T, Z

′
P,m

′
P is the charge and mass of the target and

projectile before and after transfer, respectively. In this case, where only neutron
transfer is occurring, the matching energy is very close to the experimental beam
energy. In cases such as proton pickup by 7Li forming 8Be, this factor becomes
more significant. As nucleon transfer is simulated in Kookaburra, the energy of
the projectiles in Kookaburra is taken to be the laboratory energy Elab corrected
for energy loss through half the target thickness.

Both Kookaburra and M-Platypus calculate the energy and scattering angles
of coincidence breakup fragments. These events are then filtered through the accep-
tance of BALiN using a post-processing program. This filtering process includes not
only the angular coverage of BALiN, but also the randomisation of the events within
each pixel (as done with the experimental data) and the inclusion of energy thresh-
olds and cuts in events due to elastic scattering and for the removal of cross-talk.
Further, events that are simulated to land in the same pixel of BALiN are removed,
as they cannot contribute to the experimental coincidence yield. The limit of angular
information to within one pixel of BALiN is a key factor limiting the resolution of
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kinematically reconstructed quantities such as Q, and is larger than any spread intro-
duced due to the intrinsic resolution of BALiN (∼0.1 MeV FWHM [1]). The energy
spread induced by energy loss of fragments (the central value of which is corrected in
the experimental data, as described in Sect. 3.4.3) in the array is not simulated. This
is likely to be the reason behind the narrower Q peaks observed in Kookaburra
simulations than seen in experimental data. For the purposes of efficiency calcula-
tions (as will be discussed in Chap.6), multiple Q are simulated in Kookaburra to
reproduce the experimental resolution in Q. After the randomisation of angles within
each pixel, kinematic quantities such as Erel, θ12, Q, and β are reconstructed in the
same manner as the experimental data. This process ensures that the experimental
and simulated distributions are directly comparable.

5.4.2 Comparison Between M-PLATYPUS and PLATYPUS
for Heavy Target Nuclei

The substantial extra physics included in M-Platypus and Kookaburra when
compared to Platypus, outlined in Sect. 2.9.2, was motivated due to the inability of
Platypus to reproduce quantities such as Erel in light systems.Due to the sensitivities
of θ12 − β to the excitation and lifetime of the projectile-like nucleus (quantities
that were not adequately modelled in Platypus) experimental θ12 − β distributions
cannot be reproduced using Platypus even for the heaviest targets. An example
of this can be seen in Fig. 5.10, where panel (a) shows the experimental θ12 − β
distribution for α + α pairs produced following neutron stripping, forming 8Be in
reactions of 9Be with 209Bi at Ebeam = 34 MeV. The corresponding M-Platypus
and Platypus4 simulations are shown in panels (b) and (c), respectively. The most
obvious missing feature in Platypus simulations is the absence of the 0+ ground
state resonance of 8Be seen in the intense purple band at small θ12 in Fig. 5.10a.
This is because Platypus does not explicitly incorporate lifetimes, and so cannot
simulate long-lived resonances. In previous work, this was remedied by running a
separate code to simulate long-lived resonances that break up asymptotically [2].
The Platypus simulation does not reproduce the experimental θ12 − β distribution,
even neglecting the 0+ resonance. The Platypus simulation has a much higher
intensity of events at β ∼ 90◦ corresponding to E1 ≈ E2. As previously discussed,
α + α pairs that reconstruct to E1 ≈ E2 are associated with near-target breakup.
Thus, in Platypus, there is an over-abundance of breakup occurring close to the
target, compared with the θ12 − β simulation. This is consistent with the fact that
Platypus does not correctly model the lifetimes of resonant states.

4In Platypus the internal excitation of the pseudoprojectile nucleus can be taken to be a flat or
as an exponentially decreasing distribution of energies between a minimum and maximum value.
In this simulation, the excitation of the pseudoprojectile was chosen to be a flat distribution of
0.95 ≤ E∗

p ≤ 4 MeV, approximating the 2+ resonance.
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Fig. 5.10 aMeasured θ12 − β distribution for the breakup of 8Be formed following neutron trans-
fer in interactions of 9Be with 209Bi at Ebeam = 34.0 MeV. b The corresponding M-Platypus
simulation, which includes contribution from 8Be 0+ and 2+ resonances. c The corresponding
unmodified Platypus simulation, with 0.95 ≤ E∗

p ≤ 4 MeV, approximating the 8Be 2+ resonance
only. The red diagonal line provides a reference to quantify the differences between the observables
for the 2+ resonance

On the other hand, the simulation usingM-Platypuswell reproduces the 0+ peak,
and reproduces the high θ12 component rather better than the unmodified Platypus.
In the M-Platypus simulation, both 0+ and 2+ resonances have been simulated in
the same ratio of breakup events that populate the Erel = 92 keV 0+ peak to the
total number of events as seen in the experimental data. Some differences between
the simulation and experimental data do persist, most noticeably, the simulation
contains a higher intensity of events with θ12 � 60◦ and β ∼ 90◦ than the experi-
ment. This means that too many breakup events result in coincident fragments with
similar energies and large opening angles, but to a much smaller extent than seen
in Platypus. This will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 5.4.5. Nevertheless, it is
clear that the additional physics incorporated inM-Platypus, which is also included
in Kookaburra, markedly improves the correspondence between experiment and
simulation.

5.4.3 Comparison Between KOOKABURRA and Experiment

To verify the ability of Kookaburra and M-Platypus to adequately model
breakup, it is useful to re-visit breakup in the 7Li + 58Ni reaction. A good measure
of how well Kookaburra performs are θ12 − β distributions, due to their sensi-
tivity to projectile-like excitation as well as near-target effects. However, if detailed
kinematic quantities such as θ12 − β are to be reproduced, the experimental distribu-
tions of basic observables such as energy and scattering angle should be reasonably
well reproduced in Kookaburra. In addition, the determination of efficiency relies
on these quantities, and a check on the reproducibility of these variables is essen-
tial. Comparisons between the experimental measurements and simulation forα + α
pairs formed in proton pickup during interactions of 7Li with 58Ni at Ebeam = 11.70
MeV for energies and angles of the two fragments are shown in Fig. 5.11 where the
Kookaburra simulation has been filtered by the detector acceptance. In addition,
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(b)(a)

(d)(c)

(e) (f)

(h)(g)

Fig. 5.11 Comparison between experiment (left column) and Kookaburra (right column) for the
distributions of α + α pairs produced in 7Li + 58Ni reactions at Ebeam = 11.70 MeV. (a), (b) θ1
versus E1, (c), (d) E1 versus E2, (e), (f) θ1 versus θ2 and (g), (h) φ1 versus φ2. The Kookaburra
simulation has been filtered by the acceptance of BALiN and has the same cuts placed on it as the
experimental data. The number of α + α pairs in the experimental and simulated distributions is
approximately equal. Dotted lines in panel (h) indicate φ1 = φ2 + 180◦ and φ2 = φ1 + 180◦
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the same cuts that remove elastic-X and cross-talk coincidences from the experi-
mental data (and inevitably also some valid α + α pairs) have been placed on the
Kookaburra simulation. In general, the correspondence between Kookaburra
and experiment is very good. Shown in panels (a) and (b) are the experimental and
simulated distributions of the energy of the firstα fragment E1 and its scattering angle
θ1. The gap in events at E1 ∼ 10MeV is due to the cut that removes full-energy elas-
tically scattered 7Li, and the gap between ∼80◦ and 100◦ is a gap in the coverage of
BALiN when placed in the front-back configuration. Kookaburra seems to repro-
duce the experiment reasonablywell in terms of the spread and slope of E1. However,
Kookaburra simulates too many events at angles forward of 90◦ relative to exper-
iment, and the intensity of the highest and lowest energy alpha particles drops off
slightly too quickly. This lack of events with extreme E1 in Kookaburra is also
evident in panels (c) and (d) where the energy of the two fragments are shown plotted
against each other. In the experimental E1 versus E2 distribution, there are slightly
more events extending into the largest differences between E1 and E2, though the
reproduction is fairly good. The distribution of θ1 against θ2 is shown in panels (e)
and (f). The bright diagonal bands of events at θ1 ≈ θ2 correspond to breakup of 8Be
in its narrow 0+ resonance. Since this resonance is only 92 keV above the breakup
threshold, the relative energy and θ12 of these fragments is small, thus θ1 ≈ θ2. There
is a deficit of events at exactly θ1 = θ2. Where both breakup fragments are incident
on the same pixel or on the same arc, no coincidence trigger is generated by the
amplifiers, and so the event is lost. This loss of events is considered in the efficiency
correction. As was seen in panels (a) and (b), too many events are simulated at
forward angles in panels (e) and (f) as well.

Panels (g) and (h) show φ1 against φ2. Each square in φ1 against φ2 represents a
coincidencebetweendifferentDSSDsofBALiN (hence16 (4 × 4) squares). Thevery
different intensities of the squares is due to the fact that the different pairs of DSSDs
have different θ coverages, as shown in Fig. 3.8c. It is much more likely to have both
fragments fall in the backward pair of detectors, and so the intensity of events with
both φ1 > 180 and φ2 > 180 is highest. This general pattern of intensity is seen in
both Kookaburra and the experimental results. However, the distribution of events
in Kookaburra is more uneven than seen in experiment. Away from the φ1 ≈ φ2

line (which once again corresponds to 8Be ground-state breakup), the experimental
distribution is fairly flat. In the simulation, there is a deficit of events atφ1 = φ2 + 180
(and φ2 = φ1 + 180), indicated by the dotted lines in panel (h). These simulations
were performed under the assumption that the direction of relative motion of the
nuclei is conserved at the point of breakup. Test simulations that instead conserve L
largely ameliorated this deficit. Therefore, the φ1 against φ2 distribution is sensitive
to the model assumptions made at the point of breakup. In a classical simulation,
some assumption has to bemade as towhat occurs to the nuclei at the point of transfer
and at breakup. Conserving L results in large jumps in the trajectories of the nuclei,
which have a significant effect on above-barrier ICF and CF. On the other hand,
conserving direction results in more physical trajectories, but a deficit of events at
φ1 = φ2 + 180. This is a limitation of a classical model. While this discussion has
focused on where Kookaburra does not reproduce the experimental distributions,
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Fig. 5.12 Simulated θ12 − β and Erel distributions for breakup in interactions of 7Li with 58Ni
at Ebeam = 11.70 MeV. The simulated θ12 − β distributions shown on the left can be compared
directly to the experimental θ12 − β distributions shown in Fig. 5.3. The simulated Erel distributions
are shown on the right in blue, with the experimental distributions shown in red

it is important to note that these are (minor) details that do not significantly affect
the conclusions.

Breakup triggered by proton pickup is not the only breakup mode occurring in
reactions of 7Li with 58Ni. Shown in Fig. 5.12 are the filtered simulated θ12 − β
distributions (left) and the simulated and experimental Erel distributions (right) for
α + α, α + d and α + p pairs detected in coincidence. The simulated θ12 − β sim-
ulations can be compared to the experimental distributions presented in Fig. 5.3. The
broad features of the θ12 − β and Erel distributions are reproduced very well by the
simulations. However, for the α + α case (panel (a)) more simulated events appear
at β = 90◦ (and so E1 ≈ E2) than at lower θ12 and larger β, in the band of the 2+
resonance. Experimentally, (Fig. 5.3a) there is a paucity of events at β = 90◦. This
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phenomenon was also seen for α + α fragments produced in reactions of 9Be with
209Bi at Ebeam = 34.0 MeV (Fig. 5.10). Conspicuously, there is also a “hole” in the
simulated θ12 − β distribution at θ12 > 100◦ and β ≈ 90◦. This region in θ12 − β
corresponds to fragments that have similar energies but very large opening angles,
and so large Erel. Such events are produced in the total Kookaburra simulation,
but do not fall within the detector acceptance. Further work is required to address
this discrepancy. In reactions producing α + d pairs, the Kookaburra simulation
reproduces the θ12 − β and Erel distributions extremely well, as seen in panels (c)
(compared with Fig. 5.3b) and (d). The θ12 − β and Erel distributions for α + p are
shown in panels (e) and (f) respectively. As with the α + α events, there is a deficit
of α + p events at large θ12 (and thus large Erel) compared to experiment, though
the general features of the distributions are reproduced.

The small (but systematic) deviations between experiment and simulation may
be due to the fact that whilst the excitation energies and lifetimes of the projectile-
like nuclei are modelled realistically, they are calculated fairly simplistically with
the one-state one-channel limit of R-matrix theory. As a result, there is uncertainty
in the estimates of ρ�(E) and the associated lifetimes τ , especially for nuclei with
very broad resonances where the experimental structure information is poor. Thus,
while these estimates are certainly reasonable, it is interesting to examine how the
experimental distributions change when τ is varied. This tests the sensitivity of the
energy and angular distributions of breakup fragments to lifetime, and by comparison
to experiment, constrains τ . To that end, shown in Fig. 5.13a is the experimental θ12 −
β distribution of events for α + α fragments produced in 7Li + 58Ni →8Be + 57Co
reactions at Ebeam =11.70 MeV, as previously seen in Fig. 5.3a. Shown in (b) is the
“baseline” θ12 − β simulation, as seen in 5.12a,with the distribution of τ as calculated
by Eq.2.20, using the one-state, one-decay-channel limit of R-matrix theory. Shown
in panels (c)–(f) areKookaburra simulations, filtered by the acceptance of BALiN,
where the calculated excitation energy dependent τ has been scaled by 0.1, 0.5, 2,
and 10. The black line has been drawn to guide the eye: it is located at the edge
of the band of events associated with the 2+ resonance in the experimental data,
and is shown in all panels. The baseline simulation shown in panel (b) follows the
black line well. If τ is reduced, it can be seen that the band associated with the 2+
resonance becomes concave, and events move towards β ∼ 90◦ and larger θ12. This
can be understood since for lower τ , breakup will occur closer to the target-like
nucleus on average. As has already been discussed in this chapter, a signature of
near-target breakup is that the fragments have similar energies, and so β ∼ 90◦. On
the other hand, when τ is increased, as shown in (e), the band associated with the 2+
resonance becomes convex, and in the extreme case of 10τ (panel (f)), approaches
the asymptotic prediction shown in Fig. 5.3a.When τ is large, breakup occurs further
away from the target-like nucleus on average, and therefore the effect of post-breakup
acceleration on the final energies and angles of the fragments is smaller. Therefore,
fewer events are focused towards β ∼ 90◦.

In all cases, the band of events at small θ12 associated with the 0+ resonance
remains unaffected by scaling τ by as much as a factor of ten in either direction.
The lifetime of this state (τ ∼ 10−16 s) is long enough compared to the reaction
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Fig. 5.13 θ12 − β simulations are sensitive to the lifetime of the projectile-like nucleus populated
after transfer. To explore this, the experimental θ12 − β distribution ofα + α fragments produced in
7Li + 58Ni →8Be + 57Co reactions at Ebeam =11.70 MeV is shown in (a). The θ12 − β distribution
of α + α fragments produced in a Kookaburra simulation of the same reaction is shown in (b).
This simulation uses the mean life of 8Be that was calculated using Eq.2.20. Panels (c)–(f) show
the same simulation, but with τ scaled by 0.1, 0.5, 2, and 10, respectively. The black line is drawn
as a reference to aid comparison between the different distributions

timescale (τ ∼ 10−21 s) that a factor of ten in the lifetime cannot affect the energy
and angles of the breakup fragments. The fact that the 2+ resonance has a lifetime
on the same timescale as the reaction makes it particularly sensitive to changes in τ .
From this figure, it is apparent that the τ estimated from Eq.2.20 is quite reasonable.
An error in the determination of τ by a factor of ten either way is precluded by
these calculations since the experimental θ12 − β distribution is not reproduced. A
change in τ by as much as a factor of two in either direction is reasonable, based
on the distributions shown in Fig. 5.13. However, it is not obvious whether τ should
be increased or decreased – a decrease in τ by a factor of two places more events at
large θ12, which is desirable, but a increase in τ by a factor of two produces a more
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even distribution of events in the 2+ band, which is also desirable. A change in τ
cannot wholly alleviate the discrepancies between Kookaburra or M-Platypus
and experiment that have been identified in this section. Therefore, the values of τ
given by Eq.2.20 are adopted throughout the rest of this thesis.

5.4.4 Revisiting Kinematic Signatures of Breakup
on the Incoming Trajectory

In Sect. 5.3, it was noted that breakup on the incoming and outgoing trajectories
populate distinct regions in θ12 − β for reactions with light to intermediate mass
target nuclei. This can be explored further with the full Kookaburra simulations
described above. Beyond experimentally accessible quantities such as E1,2, θ1,2 and
φ1,2, Kookaburra allows interrogation of quantities such as the radial distance
between the nuclei and time of transfer and breakup. Distributions of the transfer
radius Rtr and time Ttr relative to Rmin are shown in Fig. 5.14a for 7Li + 58Ni →8Be
+ 57Co reactions at Ebeam =11.70 MeV. The corresponding distributions of breakup
radius RBU and time TBU are shown in Fig. 5.14b. Here, the effect of lifetime can be
seen: while the probability of transfer peaks at Rmin (the dashed vertical line), the
probability of breakup is pushed to larger distances, beyond the dashed vertical line.
In total 16% of all α + α events break up in the incoming trajectory and 84% on the
outgoing in this particular simulation, which models contributions from the 0+ and
2+ resonances in proportion to the experimental data.

Selecting those events that experience both transfer and breakup on the incoming
trajectory, filtered by the acceptance of BALiN, results in the θ12 − β distribution
shown in Fig. 5.15a. Conversely, the θ12 − β distribution of events where breakup
occurs on the outgoing trajectory is shown in Fig. 5.15b. These distributions are
kinematically distinct, and thus experimental signatures of breakup that occurs on
incoming trajectories – that which can suppress above-barrier complete fusion – can
be identified.

5.4.5 Signatures of Orientation Effects

The discrepancies between experiment and simulations using Kookaburra and
M-Platypus raises the question: is there some essential physics not being captured
in Kookaburra and M-Platypus? The obvious answer is yes: these are classical
models, and classical models are limited in the extent to which they can model quan-
tum mechanical processes. Looking through this lens, the correspondence between
model calculations and experiment is remarkably good.

In a classical model, all key physics has to be included “by hand”, either clas-
sically or phenomenologically. This has the advantage of being able to interrogate
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Fig. 5.14 Kookaburra simulations of the location and time of a transfer and b breakup for 7Li
+ 58Ni →8Be + 57Co reactions at Ebeam =11.70 MeV. Times are relative to the time at which the
nuclei reach the distance of closest approach. Negative times indicate reactions prior to reaching
the distance of closest approach, while positive times indicate reactions after reaching the distance
of closest approach. The probability of transfer is peaked at Ttr = 0 and Rtr = Rmin, and reflect the
exponential form of the local breakup function (Eq.2.64), which is peaked at the distance of closest
approach. After transfer, the projectile-like nucleus propagates according to the lifetime associated
with its excitation energy. As a result, while transfer is peaked at Ttr = 0 and Rtr = Rmin, breakup
is peaked at somewhat larger TBU and RBU. Due to the long lifetime of the 0+ resonance and the
fact that the length of time that the 8Be remains intact is distributed exponentially, there is a long
tail of events extending to very large TBU and RBU

the sensitivities of measured variables to the underlying physics, but it also means
that it is essential to consider all aspects of the physics. A candidate for physics
that has not been included in M-Platypus or Kookaburra that may influence the
energy and angular distribution of the breakup fragments is the initial orientation of
the projectile-like nucleus. In Kookaburra and M-Platypus, all breakup occurs
isotropically in the rest frame of the projectile-like nucleus. This does not neces-
sarily reflect reality: the projectile-like nuclei may have a preferential orientation
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Fig. 5.15 Simulated θ12 − β
distribution of α + α pairs
produced in 7Li + 58Ni
→ 8Be + 57Co reactions at
Ebeam =11.70 MeV, filtered
by the acceptance of BALiN,
showing only breakup that a
occurs on the incoming
trajectory and b occurs on
the outgoing trajectory

with respect to the target due to the effect of the projectile-target potential and the
cluster structure of the projectile nucleus. That is, the projectile nucleus should be
treated as a non-spherical extended object that has a certain distribution of charge.
After transfer, this will translate into a preferential orientation of the projectile-like
transfer product, and so the breakup fragments. This has been previously explored
for direct breakup of 7Li [10], where it was found that the initial orientation of the
7Li had a large effect on the measured Erel.

The concept of orientation dependent Erel distributions (via the �Eacc) term was
introduced in Fig. 2.10. If the fragments are oriented perpendicular to the field at the
point of breakup, Erel will increase, whereas if they are oriented parallel to the field,
Erel will decrease. Preferential orientation of the fragments will result in a different
Erel distribution to that where the fragments are isotropically distributed. However,
without a satisfactory method for reliably parameterising orientation effects, these
effects have until now been neglected in Kookaburra and M-Platypus. To work
towards an understanding of orientation effects in breakup reactions, we can recon-
struct the azimuthal orientation of the breakup fragments with respect to the reaction
plane.
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5.5 Azimuthal Orientation of Breakup Fragments

A complementary quantity to β is the azimuthal orientation of the breakup fragments
with respect to the reaction plane, γ, shown schematically in Fig. 5.16. β is analogous
to θCM for two body reactions, and γ is analogous to φ. In the absence of any orien-
tation effects, γ should give an isotropic distribution. If there are orientation effects,
or if post-breakup acceleration perturbs the fragments, then the γ distribution will
not be isotropic. Therefore, the differences between simulated γ distributions, where
the initial orientation of the fragments is isotropic, and experimental γ distributions
which reflect reality, may provide useful insight into any orientation effects present
in breakup.

To reconstruct γ we first define the reaction plane, given by the vector normal to
the plane

�nreaction = �rbeam × �rp. (5.17)

Where �rbeam = {0, 0,−1} is the vector defining the beam direction, and �rp =
{sin(θp) cos(270 − φp), sin(θp) sin(270 − φp),− cos(θp)} is the positionvector defin-
ing the direction of the transfer product prior to breakup. Similarly, the plane join-
ing �rp and the position vector of the breakup fragment �rα = {sin(θα) cos(270 −
φα), sin(θα) sin(270 − φα),− cos(θα)} is given by

�np−α = �rα × �rp. (5.18)

The azimuthal orientation of the breakup fragment with position vector �rα is the
angle between the reaction plane and the plane joining the transfer product and the
breakup fragment:

cos γ = �np−α.�nreaction
|�np−α||�nreaction| . (5.19)

The orientation of the other breakup fragment with respect to the beam axis is simply
π − γ. Like β, determining γ with respect to the first breakup fragment is sufficient
to define the orientation of each breakup event.

If there is no preferential orientation of the projectile-like nucleus prior to breakup,
β − γ distributions for breakup fragments of equal mass should be isotropic in γ and
have a sin β dependence5 in β, modulated by the efficiency of BALiN. This should be
the case for asymptotic breakup, where projectile-target interactions can have little
influence on the orientation of the projectile-like nucleus at the point of breakup.
The simulated and experimental β − γ distributions for α + α fragments are shown
in Fig 5.17 for the 7Li + 58Ni →8Be + 57Co reaction at Ebeam =11.70 MeV. This is
indeed what is seen in the simulation when breakup occurs asymptotically far from
the target from the long-lived 0+ ground-state of 8Be, which is shown in Fig. 5.17a.
The experimental distribution of fragments with Erel < 0.5 MeV, shown in panel

5This is equivalent to a set of points evenly distributed on a sphere.
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Fig. 5.16 Schematic illustration of the orientation of the breakup fragment relative to the reaction
plane γ. The reaction plane is defined by the direction of the beam �rbeam and the direction of the
transfer product �rp, and γ is the angle between the reaction plane and the plane joining the breakup
fragment and transfer product

(c) matches very well with the simulated distribution following filtering through the
detector acceptance as shown in panel (e).

On the other hand, the simulated (panel (b) of Fig. 5.17) β − γ distribution for
Erel > 0.5 MeV does not show similar isotropy. In fact, in both experimental (panel
(d)) and the simulated distribution filtered by the detector geometry (panel (f)), have
a peak in β when γ = 90◦. That is, it is more probable for the fragments to have equal
energies E1 ≈ E2 when breakup occurs out of plane. While all breakup in Kook-
aburra is isotropic, the reconstructed β − γ distribution is not. This is an indication
of post-breakup acceleration modifying the energy and angle of the breakup frag-
ments, and so β and γ. However, the experimental γ distribution is significantly
broader and more flat-topped than the filtered simulated distribution. This is, per-
haps, an indication of preferential orientation of the fragments in the reaction plane in
near target breakup. Inclusion of this effect in Kookaburra will result in a broader
distribution of γ and β, and larger values of E1 − E2. This is encouraging – inclu-
sion of orientation effects in Kookaburra may ameliorate discrepancies identified
in Sect. 5.4 between experimental and simulated distributions of breakup fragments.

5.6 Summary

This thesis ultimately aims to understand the extent to which breakup in reactions
of light weakly bound nuclei may suppress complete fusion. To achieve this, the
breakup modes as well the location of breakup needs to be identified. In this chapter,
the observables that give insight into the location of breakup were explored. In
Sect. 5.1, the utility of Erel in separating near-target from asymptotic breakup was
shown using breakup resulting from reactions of 7Li with 58Ni. It was then shown that
the reconstructed orientation of the relative momenta of the fragments β compared
to their opening angle θ12, when combined with classical trajectory simulations
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Fig. 5.17 Correlations betweenβ and γ yield insight into the relationship between the orientation of
the projectile-like nucleus prior to breakup and target proximity. The simulated reconstructed β − γ
distributions for α + α fragments produced in 7Li + 58Ni →8Be + 57Co reactions at Ebeam =11.70
MeV for a for Erel < 0.5 MeV, where breakup only occurs asymptotically through the 0+ ground
state resonance of 8Be and b for Erel > 0.5 MeV where breakup occurs near to the target. Panels c
and d show the associated experimentalβ − γ simulations for the same system,which aremodulated
by the coincidence efficiency of BALiN. These experimental distributions can be compared to the
simulated distributions after filtering by the acceptance of BALiN, which are shown in panels e and
f for Erel < 0.5 MeV and Erel > 0.5 MeV, respectively. The number of events in the experimental
and filtered simulated distributions is equal, as is the colour scale

enables the distinction between near-target breakup on the incoming trajectory and
near-target breakup on the outgoing trajectory. These distributions show that more
near-target breakup occurs after the distance of closest approach than before, which
is a result of the finite lifetime of the projectile-like nucleus. This result indicates that
the extent to which near-target breakup can suppress complete fusion is much more
limited than was identified in previous work, where it was assumed that breakup is
equally likely on the incoming and outgoing trajectories.
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Due to the reliance on classical trajectory simulations to interpret measured spec-
tra, to extract below-barrier breakup functions and to predict above-barrier complete
fusion suppression, it is critical that these simulations reproduce experimental data
reasonably well. In this chapter, comparisons between experimental data, Kook-
aburra, M-Platypus and Platypus were made. It was shown that Platypus
cannot reproduce θ12 − β distributions even in a heavy system such as 9Be + 209Bi,
where the θ12 − β distributions are less sensitive to the details of the excitation
and lifetime of the projectile-like nucleus. It was then shown that M-Platypus
and Kookaburra reproduce experimental distributions fairly well, with some dis-
crepancies that may be resolved by considering a preferential orientation of the
projectile-like nucleus.

The next step is to move beyond the qualitative discussions of this chapter and
of Chap.4 to make quantitative predictions of the contribution of breakup to above-
barrier complete fusion. This is the subject of Chaps. 6 and 7.
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Chapter 6
Extraction of Below-Barrier Breakup
Probabilities

Science doesn’t always go forwards. It’s a bit like doing a
Rubik’s cube. You sometimes have to make more of a mess with a
Rubik’s cube before you can get it to go right. You build up this
picture of what there is and you believe it to be true and you
work with this picture and you refine it but sometimes you have
to abandon the picture. Sometimes you discover the picture you
thought you had, that everybody thought we had, actually turns
out to be wrong

Jocelyn Bell Burnell 1943–

In Chap.4, it was shown that breakup in interactions of 9Be and 7Li with the targets
studied in this work is dominated by transfer-triggered breakup, producing nuclei
in both long- and short-lived resonant states. It has also been shown in Chap. 5 that
a small portion of the breakup fragments from short-lived resonances have angular
correlations that are consistent with breakup on the incoming trajectory. It is this
breakup that may influence complete fusion. This raises the question: what is the
quantitative contribution of breakup from short lived states to the suppression of
complete fusion cross-sections?

In this chapter, the process of taking breakup yields YBU determined from the anal-
ysis procedure described in Chap. 4 and extracting breakup probabilities is described.
This chapter is arranged as follows: (1) the process of normalising to Rutherford
scattering is described, which requires (2) the extraction of the Rutherford yield in a
monitor as well as (3) the determination of the solid angles of monitors. (4) breakup
cross-sections and probabilities are then defined and (5) the process for determining
the coincidence efficiency of BALiN shown. (6) Finally, the breakup pseudoangle
is mapped to the Rutherford scattering angle of the projectile nucleus. The result-
ing breakup probability functions are presented in Chap. 7, and are used as input
into classical trajectory models to predict the effect on above-barrier complete and
incomplete fusion cross-sections.
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6.1 Normalising to Rutherford Scattering

The task at hand is to find the breakup probabilities P(θCM) for these reactions,
defined as the ratio of breakup dσBU/d� to Rutherford cross-sections, dσRuth/d�

as a function of θCM, such that

P(θCM) =
dσBU
d�

dσRuth
d�

(θCM) (6.1)

Mapping θCM to distance of closest approach Rmin, assuming a Rutherford trajectory
(θC M ∼ θRuth), via

Rmin = Z P ZT e2

2ECM

(
1 + 1

sin θCM
2

)
, (6.2)

yields breakup probabilities as a function of closest approach P(Rmin).
Differential cross-sections for any process dσ/d�(θlab) (defined in Sect. 2.3) at

a given energy can be related to the total yield of the reaction Y in a detector of solid
angle �� placed at an angle of θlab via the expression

Y = I Nε
dσ

d�
(θlab)��, (6.3)

where I is the total number of beam particles incident on a target which has a number
density of N , and ε is the efficiency of the detector. The coincidence efficiency
of breakup in BALiN depends on the beam energy, the breakup reaction, and the
distribution of fragments. This term also includes data acquisition deadtimes. Finding
coincidence efficiencies is the subject of Sect. 6.5.

Since BALiN is large and position sensitive, cross-sections as a function of θbin
can be found by partitioning the yield into bins of constant width �θbin, �φbin = 2π
centred around θbin, and

Y (θbin) = I Nε(θbin)
dσ

d�
(θbin)��(θbin). (6.4)

As will be discussed in Sect. 6.5, the coincidence efficiencies ε(θbin) consider events
at all azimuthal angles φ, and so the solid angle of each bin is ��bin(θbin) =∫∫

bin sin θbindθdφ = 2π�θbin sin θbin.
In general, the number of beam particles I and the number density of a target

N are not well known. Firstly, both are difficult to measure precisely. Further, the
target may thin over time, and the beam current may fluctuate. It is thus advantageous
to take the ratio of yield of the reaction mode of interest – here breakup – and the
yield expected from Rutherford scattering YRuth, where the associated cross-section
is known exactly (see Sect. 2.3.1), giving
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YBU(θbin)

YRuth(θbin)
=

dσBU
d�

(θbin)
dσRuth

d�
(θbin)

εBU(θbin)

εRuth(θbin)
. (6.5)

The Rutherford yield YRuth at all θbin is needed in Eq.6.5. As evidenced by the
fact that other nuclear reactions are occurring, the elastic yield will deviate strongly
from theRutherford cross-section at backward angles. However, since theRutherford
cross-section can be calculated exactly, a monitor detector can be placed at a forward
angle θM, where the yield YM is expected to be purely Rutherford at all energies of
interest. This detector can be a part of the BALiN array that is at sufficiently forward
angles, or can be a separate detector. The yield in this detector can be used to find
the expected Rutherford yield at any angle, through the relation

YRuth(θbin) = YM

dσRuth
d�

(θbin)
dσRuth

d�
(θM)

[
��bin(θbin)

��M

]
. (6.6)

This expression requires the determination of the solid angle of the monitor detector,
��M, as well as the number of Rutherford scattered beam particles in the monitor
detector YM. We begin with determination of YM.

6.2 Rutherford Yield

Together with the solid angle of the monitor, the yield of Rutherford scattering from
the target nucleus in the monitor YM must be determined for Eq.6.6. In principle,
finding the Rutherford yield should be fairly straightforward:

1. Place the monitor at a scattering angle where the elastic yield is expected to
correspond to Rutherford scattering.

2. In the monitor, do a singles measurement – that is, require no coincidences.
3. Count the number of events in a peak that corresponds to the energy of elastic

scattering of the beam from the target.

In practice, each set of measurements used to extract breakup probabilities in this
work has a complicating factor. Namely:

• In the BEX run, a forward section of BALiN had to be used as a monitor region.
Since this measurement was made in the lampshade configuration, the monitor
region is between 124◦ and 127◦. At this angle, the elastic yield deviated from
Rutherford expectations by at most 11% in the energies studied here. This can be
corrected by evaluation of existing elastic scattering data.

• In the LIAL and RDUX runs, again, a forward section of BALiN had to be used as
a monitor region. This was due to a probable fault in the monitor CFD resulting in
an unreliable number ofmonitor time signals. This was not foreseen, somanymea-
surements were made in the hardware coincidence mode (as previously described
in Sect. 3.3.3). In the hardware coincidence mode, the only elastically scattered
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particles that are detected are those that are detected in random coincidence with
another particle or hit an arc-sector boundary. Since the probability of an elasti-
cally scattered particle being incident on an arc-sector boundary is governed by
the geometry of the detector, the yield of these elastic events can be exploited to
determine the Rutherford yield.

These factors make the determination of YM challenging, and each required a
different strategy for an accurate determination. These will be discussed briefly in
turn. As the same systems were measured in LIAL and RDUX, which have different
normalisation factors, finding consistent breakup functions will give confidence in
the final results.

6.2.1 BEX: Monitor Bin at Backward Angles

In the BEX run, elastic events for normalisation were extracted from a bin of the
BALiN array in θ from 124° to 127°, where the elastic yield is pure Rutherford for
deep sub-barrier measurements. At higher energies, the elastic yield deviates from
pure Rutherford scattering, as other reaction channels open. Where measurements
were made near to the barrier, the expected Rutherford yield (YM) is calculated from
the measured elastic yield (Y elas

M ) by taking the ratio of the elastic cross-sections
determined from optical model fits of existing elastic scattering data [1–4] to that of
the Rutherford cross section:

YM = Y elas
M

dσelas
d�

(θM)

dσRuth
d�

(θM)
. (6.7)

There are no elastic scattering data for 9Be + 168Er, 186W and 196Pt available. In these
cases, the real part of the potentials were the São Paulo Potential, and the imaginary
parts were taken from experimental data for the closest mass nucleus (208Pb for 196Pt
and 186W, 144Sm for 168Er). The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 6.1.
This correction was largest for 9Be + 208Pb and 209Bi at Ebeam = 37.0 MeV, where
dσelas
dσRuth

(θnorm) = 0.89.
The results for the BEX run are a re-analysis of the work in Ref. [5], a comparison

to the YM in that work yields an average 9 ± 1% decrease in the number of elastic
particles assigned to the 124°–127° bin for each measurement in this analysis as
compared to that of Ref. [5]. This is due to the corrected measurement of the spatial
position of the BALiN array, as described in Sect. 3.4.2.
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Fig. 6.1 Ratio of elastic and Rutherford cross-sections as a function of energy relative to the barrier
at the monitor angle θM = 125.5◦

6.2.2 LIAL and RDUX: Data Taken with Hardware
Multiplicity Two Requirement

As in the BEX run, the breakup data for LIAL and RDUX is normalised to the
Rutherford yield in a forward part of BALiN. Two forward arcs were used. For
LIAL, arcs 10 and 11 of detectors A and B are used, and for RDUX, arcs 11 and
12 of the same detectors were used. Unlike the BEX run, this was not as originally
planned. Instead, some measurements were taken with a hardware multiplicity two
requirement, in order to reject the bulk of particles originating from reactions that do
not produce two particles in coincidence. Elastically scattered beam particles that are
recorded are as a result of events that produce a multiplicity two trigger in BALiN,
such as those resulting from elastically scattered beam hitting an arc boundary. The
ratio between the expected Rutherford yield in the two arcs to those that cross the
boundary between the arcs can be characterised using the measurements that were
performed with no multiplicity requirement, as described below.

From geometry, the ratio between the number of elastic events that hit an arc
boundary and the total number of elastic events in adjacent arcs is related only to
the width of the boundary region and how the elastic cross-section changes over

the arcs. This results in a constant value
Y ideal
boundary

YM
for any measurement. However, as

discussed earlier, BALiN has an effective energy threshold Ethr due to the energy
loss of fragments in the target and array prior to arriving at the active volume of
the detector. Particles of initial energy E < Ethr will lose energy and be below
the amplifier threshold when they are detected. When an elastic event hits an arc
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boundary, the energy of the fragment Eelas is shared between the two arcs, such that
Eelas = E1 + E2, with a uniform distribution of energy given to each arc, such that
the energy of each fragment is evenly distributed in 0 < Ei < Eelas. This can be seen
in Fig. 4.1. As a result, the measured ratio of elastic events that hit an arc boundary
to the total is given by the function

Ymeasured
boundary

YM
= Y ideal

boundary

YM

(
Eelas − 2Ethreshold

Eelas

)
. (6.8)

The measured
Ymeasured
boundary

YM
values for data taken in the RDUX and LIAL runs with no

hardware multiplicity requirement are shown as a function of Eelas in Fig. 6.2, and

has been fitted with Eq.6.8. In the fit,
Y ideal
boundary

YM
and Ethreshold has been treated as free

parameters. The fit goes to zero at Eelas = 2Ethreshold. At this energy, all elastically
scattered particles will be below threshold. Therefore, this fit also allows the deter-
mination of the energy threshold for elastically scattered particles in BALiN. With
the fitted functions, YM in data taken with a hardware multiplicity two requirement
can be found using the measured Ymeasured

boundary and the energy of the elastic peak at θM,
Eelas, giving

YM = Ymeasured
boundary

Y ideal
boundary

YM

(
Eelas−2Ethreshold

Eelas

) . (6.9)

6.3 Monitor Solid Angle

The normalisation detector used to determine the Rutherford yield can be either one
or more forward arcs of BALiN or a separate, smaller, surface barrier detector. In
either case, its solid angle must be determined.

If a separate detector is used, its solid angle coverage either has to be measured
physically, which is prone to error, or the expression for the Rutherford cross-section
can be used (Eq.2.13) to relate the relative yields in the monitor detector and in
BALiN to the relative solid angle coverage of the detectors at a beam energy Ecal

where the elastic yields do not deviate from Rutherford scattering (in this work,
generally around Ecal ∼ 0.7 × VB). That is, using Eq.6.4 in the laboratory frame,
the ratio of the yields in the monitor and the yields in BALiN at each θbin may be
written as

YRuth(θM, Ecal)

YRuth(θbin, Ecal)
=

dσRuth
d�

(θM, Ecal)

dσRuth
d�

(θbin, Ecal)

��M

��BALiN(θbin)

DM

DBALiN
, (6.10)
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Fig. 6.2 Measured
Ymeasured
boundary

YM
ratios for data taken with no multiplicity requirement, for the a RDUX

and b LIAL runs. A fit with Eq.6.8 has been performed, allowing for determination of YM in data
taken with a multiplicity two requirement. The fit goes to zero at 2Ethreshold, which is at a value
consistent with what is observed in the experimental data

where ��BALiN(θbin) is the solid angle of BALiN at each θbin, DM is the fractional
data acquisition deadtime in the monitor, and DBALiN is the data acquisition deadtime
for Rutherford scattering in BALiN.When the arcs in BALiN are used as amonitor as
in the measurements under discussion here, this method for determining the monitor
solid angle is still useful: it provides a cross-check of the geometry of BALiN. Since
themonitor solid angle is independent of the region ofBALiNused for normalisation,
the ��M(θbin) deduced must be constant. In the instance where forward arcs of
BALiN are used as the beam monitor, DM = DBALiN. Re-arranging Eq.6.10 for
��M, we obtain
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��M = YRuth(θM, Ecal)

YRuth(θbin, Ecal)

dσRuth
d�

(θbin, Ecal)

dσRuth
d�

(θM, Ecal)
��BALiN(θbin)

DBALiN

DM
. (6.11)

This expression depends on the angle of the monitor θM being accurately known
in the calculation of the Rutherford cross-section dσRuth/d�(θM, Ecal). However,
when substituted into Eq.6.6, the angular dependence in dσRuth/d�(θM, Ecal) can-
cels out, removing this uncertainty. However, the quantities ��BALiN(θbin) and
YRuth(θbin, Ecal)must be found. A description of the determination of��BALiN(θbin)
appears in Appendix E.

6.3.1 YRuth(θbin)

To determine the Rutherford yield in BALiN, normalisation measurements were
made at far below-barrier energies, where the elastic yield follows Rutherford expec-
tations across the entire array. For the LIAL run, this was 7Li + 58Ni at Ebeam = 7.50
MeV. For RDUX, this was 7Li + 144Sm at Ebeam = 9.70 MeV. The energy of 7Li
(corrected for energy loss) as a function of scattering angle is shown in Fig. 6.3a. In
the RDUX run, the 144Sm target had irregular target thickness. As a result, the elastic
peak has a large tail of events extending below the energy of the elastic peak, seen
in the projection of the energy of particles scattered in 68−72◦, shown in Fig. 6.3b.
As such, it is difficult to obtain a consistent Rutherford yield from drawing a two
dimensional gate – small changes in cursor position can change the values signifi-
cantly. Instead, for consistency, the position of the elastic peak in each 4◦ bin is found
using a peak search routine, and a Gaussian fit made around the peak. The ratio of
Rutherford events are what is important here, rather than the absolute number of
events. Since the forward arcs of BALiN were used as the monitor detector there is
no issue with different detectors having different responses. This method enables a
more consistent determination of ��M, even if the shape of the peak is somewhat
non-Gaussian.

6.3.2 Resulting ��M Values

The resulting��M for the RDUX run is shown in Fig. 6.4. As required,��M shows
no dependence on θbin, indicating that the measured geometry of BALiN matches
the true position of BALiN, aside from the first and last bins on each set of detectors,
where the value of ��M deviates somewhat. Since ��BALiN changes rapidly at the
edges of the BALiN array, as seen in Fig.E.1c, slight (�1mm) differences between
the measured and true position of BALiN can result in such discrepancies.

If the geometry were not correctly determined to a larger extent, there would
be a mismatch between the measured YRuth(θM)/YRuth(θbin) and the calculated
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(a)(b)

Fig. 6.3 a Energy-loss corrected 7Li energy as a function of laboratory scattering angle for the
7Li + 144Sm normalisation measurement at Ebeam = 9.70 MeV. The elastic peak can be seen at ∼9
MeV, with a large tail extending below the elastic peak. b Energy spectrum of the particles that
were detected between 68−72◦, showing the elastic peak with its energy degraded tail

Fig. 6.4 The monitor solid angle ��M for the RDUX run, where two forward arcs of BALiN
were used for normalisation, determined from the scattering of 7Li from 144Sm at Ebeam = 9.70
MeV. The large value of ��M reflects the large size of the DSSDs. Deviations are seen at the
edges of the distribution. Since ��BALiN changes rapidly at the edges, this is suggestive of a slight
difference (� 1 mm) between the measured and true position of BALiN. Outside these edge effects,
the fact that ��M is constant with changing θbin indicates that the geometry of BALiN is correctly
determined

dσRuth
d�

(θbin)/
dσRuth

d�
(θM) across the entire array, and ��M would vary with θbin. An

example of this is seen in Fig. 6.5, where the assumed detector-target distance of
detectors C and D in the backward hemisphere are moved in 2 mm increments from
121 to 115 mm, keeping detectors A and B fixed at 112 mm. As the detectors move
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Fig. 6.5 The monitor solid angle ��M for the LIAL run, where two forward arcs of BALiN are
used for normalisation, determined from the scattering of 7Li + 58Ni at 7.50 MeV. The sensitivity
of the measured ��M is demonstrated by varying the assumed location of detectors C and D of
BALiN between 115 and 121 mm. The constant value of ��M at a detector-target distance of 121
mm demonstrates that this is the correct detector-target distance

towards the target,��M increases for these values, and gains a slope as a function of
θlab, which increases with distance towards the target, demonstrating that the correct
detector-target distance is 121 mm. As such evaluation of ��M as a function of θbin
provides a useful check of the assumed detector geometry.

Once ��M(θbin) has been obtained the next task is to average it over θbin. For
LIAL, the average ��M is 0.29 ± 0.01 sr and for RDUX it is 0.28 ± 0.01 sr. These
values differ due to the slightly different detector-target distances in the two runs.

6.4 Breakup Cross-Sections

Given the solid angle of the monitor ��M and the Rutherford yield in the monitor
YM(θM), the Rutherford yield across the array YRuth(θbin) is determined via Eq.6.6.
Re-arranging Eq.6.5, an expression for the breakup cross-section is obtained,

dσBU

d�
(θbin) = YBU(θbin)

YRuth(θM)

dσRuth

d�
(θM)

εRuth(θM)

εBU(θbin)

��bin

��M
. (6.12)

The efficiency for detectingRutherford scattering in themonitor is givenby εRuth(θM).
Since the detector solid angle is taken into account in Eq.6.12, εRuth is the frac-
tional data acquisition deadtime DM, the determination of which was discussed
in Sect. 3.4.7. Similarly, εBU(θbin) is the efficiency for detecting breakup events in
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BALiN. As with the efficiency for detecting elastically scattered particles, εBU has
a term due to the data acquisition deadtime DBU = DADC × DTDC, discussed in
Sect. 3.4.7, as well as the efficiency for detecting both fragments in coincidence (as
will be discussed in Sect. 6.5), giving εBU(θbin) = DBU × εCoin(θbin).

The yield of breakup YBU within the bin located θbin is defined as the number of
events with reconstructed breakup pseudoangle θp (as defined in Sect. 2.8.6) within
the bin. The desired breakup probabilities as a function of Rmin require the evaluation
of the differential breakup cross-section in the centre of mass frame. The standard
approach of evaluating differential cross-sections in the laboratory frame and subse-
quent transformation into the centre of mass frame (e.g. [6]) requires that the kinetic
energy of relative motion in the centre of mass frame and the Q-value of the reaction
to be the same for all events. Since the breakup fragments are produced through reac-
tions with a large range of Q-values, the standard method for laboratory to centre of
mass frame conversion is not appropriate in this context. However, the energy, pseu-
doangle and Q-value for every breakup event is known. Therefore, converting from
laboratory to centre of mass frame is done event by event and Eq.6.12 is evaluated
in the centre of mass frame. Since the centre of mass breakup pseudoangle of each
fragment is known, the breakup yield is binned as a function of θp in bins of constant
width centred around θbin in the centre of mass frame. The solid angle of each bin is
given by

��bin = 2π�θbin sin(θbin), (6.13)

and the coincidence efficiencies are calculated as a function of θp and θ12, which
will be described in Sect. 6.5.

Finally, ��M (denoted ��lab
M ) is transformed from the laboratory frame to the

centre of mass frame ��CM
M for every measurement. Following Ref. [6], since the

solid angle is given by d� = dθdφ sin θ, and φ remains unchanged in a transforma-
tion between laboratory and centre of mass frames, the relationship between solid
angles is given by:

d�lab
M

d�CM
M

= dθlabM sin θlabM

dθCMM sin θCMM
= d cos θlabM

d cos θCMM
. (6.14)

For elastically scattered projectiles m p from a target mt , the relationship between
θlabM and θCMM is given by

cos θlabM =
m p

mt
+ cos θCMM√

1 + (
m p

mt
)2 + 2m p

mt
cos θCMM

. (6.15)

Differentiating this gives

d cos θlabM

d cos θCMM
= 1 + m p

mt
cos θCMM

(1 + (
m p

mt
)2 + 2m p

mt
cos θCMM )3/2

. (6.16)
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And so, after re-arranging for θlabM , the desired transformation:

d�CM
M = d�lab

M
d cos θlabM

d cos θCMM
= d�lab

M

(1 − m p

mt

2
sin2 θlabM )1/2

[m p

mt
cos θlabM + (1 − m p

mt

2
sin2 θlabM )1/2]2

, (6.17)

is obtained. The transformed quantity ��CM
M is used in Eq.6.12.

The breakup probability P is defined as the ratio between the breakup cross-
section, determined from the yield of breakup fragments with the reconstructed angle
of the unbroken projectile falling in the bin centred around θp, and the Rutherford
scattering cross-section for each θp in the centre of mass frame,

P(θp) =
dσ
d�BU

(θp)

dσ
d�Ruth

(θp)
. (6.18)

The desired breakup functions must be as a function of Rmin, which, as defined in
Eq.6.2, depends on the scattering angle for particles on a Rutherford trajectory, θCM.
The mapping of the reconstructed scattering angle θp to the scattering angle for
a Rutherford trajectory θCM is presented in Sect. 6.9. This mapping gives breakup
functions P(Rmin) which may be fitted with the functional form

P(Rmin) = AeμRmin (6.19)

or
P(Rmin) = eμRmin+ν (6.20)

for input intoKookaburra orM-Platypus, respectively. In this work, μ is referred
to as the “slope parameter” and A,ν are the “strength parameters”.

6.5 Coincidence Efficiency Determination

The final term in Eq.6.12 that remains to be determined is the efficiency of detecting
both breakup fragments in coincidence, εBU, which is called the “coincidence effi-
ciency”. The determination of the coincidence efficiencymakes use of Kookaburra
and M-Platypus simulations to predict the total energy and angular distribution of
breakup fragments, which are then filtered through the acceptance of BALiN. How-
ever, the total energy and angular distribution of the breakup fragments depends on
the input breakup function, which must be determined from experiment. Therefore,
the process of determining the coincidence efficiency and so the breakup functions
is iterative. An initial estimate of the breakup function is used as the first input into
Kookaburra or M-Platypus, fragment detection efficiencies are extracted, and
then a new breakup function determined. The new breakup function is then input into
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Fig. 6.6 Flow chart illustrating the process of extraction of breakup probabilities

Kookaburra or M-Platypus and the process repeated until the breakup proba-
bilities converge. This is shown schematically in Fig. 6.6. In addition to the exper-
imentally determined breakup function, Kookaburra and M-Platypus also take
the distribution of target-like and projectile-like excitation energies as input. These
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must also be found from experiment in an iterative fashion, and will be discussed in
Sects. 6.7 and 6.6, respectively.

In previous work [5, 7, 8], coincidence efficiencies were determined as a function
of breakup pseudoangle θp only. Since breakup cross-sections are determined as
a function of θp, this is a not unreasonable approach. However, the coincidence
efficiency of the detection of a breakup process in BALiN depends critically on the
opening angle of the fragments. For example, due to the small θ12 of the fragments,
the coincidence efficiency for detecting α + α fragments from breakup of 8Be in
its 0+ ground-state resonance will be large: if one fragment is detected, the other
one is likely to be also. On the other hand, the coincidence efficiency for α + α
fragments arising from the 2+ resonance of 8Be will be smaller, due to the larger
θ12 of the fragments – there is smaller probability of both fragments being within
the acceptance of BALiN. Therefore, in this thesis, breakup yields are efficiency
corrected two-dimensionally, on the basis of both θ12 and θp, giving an efficiency
as a function of both θ12 and θp εBU(θ12, θp). The breakup yields are then efficiency
corrected as a function of θ12 and θp

YBU (θ12, θp)

εBU (θ12, θp)
. (6.21)

After efficiency correction, the yields are then projected into θp for evaluation of
the differential breakup cross-section. The (θ12,θp) distribution for α + α fragments
measured the 7Li + 27Al→8Be + 26Mg reaction at Elab =7.50 MeV is shown in
Fig. 6.7. The shape of this distribution depends on both θ12 and θp and arises from the
underlying distribution of breakup fragments, filtered by the acceptance of BALiN.
For example, breakup events with θp � 90◦ will be detected only if θ12 � 120◦, that
is, if their opening angle is sufficiently small so that both fragments fall on DSSD
A or B. If you assume that the efficiency of BALiN is constant as a function of θ12,
this fact will not be taken into account.

After adopting this two-dimensional approach, determining the coincidence effi-
ciency is a two-step process. The first step is to calculate the coincidence efficiency
of the BALiN array as a function of θ12 and breakup pseudoangle θp. If the angular
acceptance of BALiN were the only relevant factor, any Monte-Carlo simulation
could be used to obtain the coincidence efficiencies by simulating all θ12 at a given
θp, and then determining what fraction register as a coincidence event in BALiN
taking into account both the angular coverage and pixelization of BALiN. If breakup
occurs isotropically in the rest frame of the projectile-like nucleus, these efficiencies
are geometric and model-independent.

However, it is not only the angular acceptance that effects the coincidence effi-
ciency. In Chap.4 a number of cuts had to be placed on the measured yield of
coincidence fragments to remove spurious coincidence events that were a result of
elastic-X coincidences or cross-talk (Sect. 4.1). In addition, with lighter targets (27Al,
28Si, 58Ni) breakup arising from interactions of the weakly bound nuclei with C, O
and N target impurities was removed by reconstructing all breakup fragments as if
the target were composed of the impurity in question, and removing those events
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Fig. 6.7 Measured θ12 versus θp distribution of α + α fragments produced in reactions of 7Li
with 27Al at Ebeam = 7.5 MeV with BALiN in the front-back configuration. This demonstrates the
effects of the angular acceptance of BALiN on the measured distribution of coincidence breakup
fragments. Eventswith θp � 90◦ and θ12 � 120◦ occurwhen both fragments are detected in the front
DSSDs (A and B). Similarly, events with θp � 110◦ and θ12 � 120◦ occur when both fragments
are detected in the back DSSDs (C and D). When one fragment is incident on the front detector,
and one on the back detector, the resulting θ12 extends from ∼50◦ to 180◦ for 60◦ � θp � 180◦

that reconstructed to the expected Q, as described in Sect. 4.3. These cuts inevitably
result in a removal of some valid breakup fragments, which must be accounted in the
efficiency determination. Further, with light targets, the energy threshold of BALiN
is relevant: breakup that produces a fragment with energy lower than the threshold
will not be captured. Having to take into account these cuts is particular to light- to
medium-mass systems.

A key advantage of simulating the coincidence efficiency using a Monte-Carlo
model is that the cuts placed on the experimental data can be accounted for when
evaluating the efficiency of the array for a given measurement. The required cuts are:

• Energy thresholds. The threshold placed on the amplifiers is ∼100keV. How-
ever, this is the energy threshold for particles that have experienced energy loss
through the target, PET foil, aluminium layer and detector deadlayer. The ∼100
keV threshold then corresponds to a ∼1.2 MeV effective threshold for breakup
fragments prior to energy loss; fragments with energy �1.2 MeV will be below
threshold after energy loss. The effective threshold depends on the breakup frag-
ment identity, detector deadlayer, and the target thickness. Higher Z fragmentswill
experience more energy loss and so have a higher effective threshold. A thicker
target or detector deadlayer will result in greater energy loss through the target and
also a higher effective threshold. Therefore, the effective energy threshold must be
found for each fragment species and for every target in eachDSSD.The appropriate
effective thresholds were then also applied to the Kookaburra simulations.
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• Removal of elastic-X coincidences In reactions of 9Be and 7Li with light- and
medium-mass targets, the full-energy elastics detected in coincidence with another
particle overlapwith the energy of breakup particles.An example of thiswas shown
in Fig. 4.1. The removal of the elastic-X coincidences by a narrow gate in E versus
θwill remove the genuine breakup fragments which fall within the E versus θ cuts.
To account for the decrease in efficiency due to removing these events, the same E
versus θ cuts were placed on the Kookaburra simulations. The E versus θ cuts
were placed on events that were energy-loss corrected as if they were the relevant
breakup fragment in order to ensure that the E versus θ gate was compatible with
both the experimental and Kookaburra data. Due to the fact that the energy
loss correction was applied as if the particles were breakup fragments, rather than
elastically scattered beam, the energy loss reconstruction of the beam particles
was not complete. To account for this, the E versus θ cuts were placed on each
DSSD separately due to their different deadlayers.

• Removal of cross-talk. In the experimental data, cross-talk events were identified
and removedbyexamining those events that landedonadjacent pixels. This process
also removed genuine some breakup events with small θ12. The conditions were
applied to the Kookaburra simulations.

• Cuts due to light impurities. In the experimental data, intense bands of breakup
fragments due to interactions with light target impurities (12C, 16O and 14N) were
seen. Their presence was first identified by their characteristic curve in (Q, Erel)

when breakup was reconstructed assuming their origin was a reaction with the
heavy target nucleus of interest. These events were removed by reconstructing the
breakup events as if they were due to interactions with the light impurity. Breakup
that reconstructed to narrow straight bands in (Q, Erel) with the expected Q is
then inferred to arise from interactions with that light impurity, and were removed
via a narrow gate in (Q, θp). The Q and θp reconstructed assuming the target of
interest will not be the same as that reconstructed assuming the target is a light
impurity. Thus, a number of genuine breakup events from the target of interest
will be removed in this process. To account for the loss of efficiency due to these
cuts, the Kookaburra data, generated for a particular target, was reconstructed
as if it were from 12C, 16O and 14N, and exactly the same (Q, θp) cuts applied to
the simulation as in the experimental data.

After placing the cuts on the simulated events, the coincidence efficiency is given
by the ratio of simulated breakup events where both fragments would have landed
in BALiN, subject to the cuts, to all simulated events at each θp and θ12. As an
example, the simulated (θp,θ12) distribution of α + α fragments produced in the
7Li + 27Al→ 8Be + 26Mg reaction at Elab =7.50MeV is shown in Fig. 6.8a. Breakup
has been simulated arising through the 0+ and 2+ resonances. The narrow band at
all θp but with θ12 � 20◦ corresponds to breakup through the narrow 0+ ground-
state resonance, while events arising through the 2+ resonance have a very broad
distribution in (θp,θ12). The simulated events, subject to the angular acceptance of
BALiN in the front-back configuration used in the RDUX run is shown in panel
(b). Energy thresholds as well as the cuts that remove the elastic-X coincidences,
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Fig. 6.8 a Simulated θ12 − θp distribution for 7Li + 27Al → α + α+26Mg at Elab = 7.48 MeV.
b The same events filtered by the acceptance of the BALiN array, with energy thresholds, and cuts
applied as to the experimental data, seen in Fig. 6.7. c The associated coincidence efficiency of the
BALiN array for as a function of θ12 and θp before the application of energy thresholds and cuts.
d The coincidence efficiency after application of cuts and thresholds relevant to the experimental
data

cross-talk, and light target impurities have been applied as described above. This
simulation reproduces remarkably well the experimentally measured distribution of
fragments for the same system, shown in Fig. 6.7. The coincidence efficiencies are
generated by dividing the distribution shown in (b) by the parent distribution shown
in (a). Panel (c) shows the efficiency matrix where the events have been filtered by
the geometrical acceptance of BALiN but not had additional cuts placed on them.
Panel (d) includes the complete set of cuts. The efficiency distributions are complex.
Some major features are:

1. The efficiency peaks at small θ12 and at large θ12. In the former case, the opening
angle between the fragments is small enough that both will fall on the same
DSSD.1 In the latter, the opening angle is almost back-to-back in the laboratory
frame. In this case, one fragment can fall on a front DSSD and one on a back
DSSD, provided that θp is not to large or small.

2. The efficiency falls at θ12 ∼ 90◦. Here, if one fragments hits a DSSD, the other
fragment is often too far away to hit the same DSSD pair, but not far enough away
to hit the other DSSD pair.

1However, if the opening angle is too small, both fragments will land in the same pixel, and be
recorded as a coincidence event. Therefore, at the very smallest θ12, the efficiency falls again.
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3. The gap in efficiency for 95◦ � θp � 115◦ and 0◦ < θ12 � 40◦ is due to the gap in
θ coverage between the forward hemisphereDSSDs and the backward hemisphere
DSSDs. Breakup that has a reconstructed scattering angle in this region can only
be detected if their opening angle is large enough so that one fragment is incident
on the front pair, and one on the back pair.

4. In these efficiency distributions, the (θ12,θp) bins on the outside of the acceptance
of BALiN have a very small number of counts after filtering. These bins have a
large uncertainty in efficiency. The uncertainty in the efficiency calculation have
been propagated into the final breakup probabilities.

5. Comparing panels (c) and (d), it can be seen that the cuts and thresholds signifi-
cantly reduce the efficiency, particularly at backward θp. It is therefore essential
that these cuts and thresholds are applied to the simulated efficiencies in light and
medium mass targets.

These efficiencies are quite dependent on the reaction and configuration of BALiN.
As a further example, the geometric coincidence efficiency matrix determined
for α + α fragments with Erel > 0.3 MeV produced in 9Be + 208Pb reactions at
Elab = 34.0 MeV, taken in the lampshade configuration, is shown in Fig. 6.9c. These
efficiencies were determined from the fraction of events within the acceptance of
BALiN, Fig. 6.9b to the total number of events, Fig. 6.9a, in each (θp, θ12). The
experimentally determined (θp, θ12) distribution for the same system is shown in
Fig. 6.9d. In this system, the coincidence efficiency shows two triangular regions of
high detector efficiency – at small θ12 ∼ 10° with θp ∼ 135° corresponding to the
centre of the BALiN array, and at θ12 ∼ 80° at backward θp ∼ 180°. The former is
due to events with sufficiently small opening angle so that both fragments land on the
same DSSD, while the latter is due to events that strike two different DSSDs. Com-
pared to the 7Li + 27Al system, the total distribution shown in panel (a) is focused
at smaller θ12 and larger θp, making the lampshade configuration the appropriate
choice for this system.

6.5.1 Events with Opening Angle Outside Detector
Acceptance

In both examples, there are values of θp within the acceptance2 of BALiN where
the efficiency is zero for some θ12. The two-dimensional coincidence efficiencies
described above do not account for the events that fall outside of the detector accep-
tance in (θp, θ12). The second step in the efficiency determination is to use M-
Platypus or Kookaburra to simulate the total distribution of fragments in (θp,
θ12) and correct for those events with θ12 that fall outside the detector acceptance as
a function of θp. This was done for each θp bin by taking the ratio of the number of

2Since differential cross-sections are determined as a function of θp , values of θp outside the
acceptance of BALiN are not of interest.
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Fig. 6.9 a Simulated θ12 − θp distribution using M-Platypus for 8Be2+ + 208Pb → α + α at
E9Be = 34.0MeV.bThe same events filtered by the acceptance of theBALiN array. cThe associated
geometric coincidence efficiency of the BALiN array as a function of θ12 and θp . d Experimental
θ12 − θp distribution for near-target breakup events (region (ii) of Fig. 4.15) for 8Be2+ + 208Pb
→ α + α at E9Be = 34.0 MeV

events produced outside the θ12 acceptance of BALiN Nmissed and the total number
of events Ntotal produced in that θp, such that

fmissed(θp) = Nmissed(θp)

Ntotal(θp)
. (6.22)

Then, the fraction of breakup fragments that could have been captured for each
θp, fcaptured(θp) = 1 − fmissed(θp) constitutes a second efficiency correction. The
efficiency term in Eq.6.12 is the product of the first and second stage efficiency
corrections. This factor depends on the full angular distribution of fragments as
well as the known (θ12, θp) acceptance of BALiN. Simulations with experimentally
determined breakup functions P(Rmin) show that the average correction is small in
all instances seen in this thesis.

Two extremes of fmissed distributions can be seen in the 7Li + 27Al and 9Be +
208Pb cases, shown in Fig. 6.10a, b, respectively. The grey boxes indicate θp outside
the acceptance of BALiN where breakup functions are not evaluated (i.e. where the
efficiency is zero for all θ12). In the 7Li + 27Al case, fmissed is zero for 116◦ < θp <

156◦, where there is complete θ12 coverage, as can be seen in Fig. 6.8d. Between
θp = 64◦ and 156◦, fmissed is small. However, the correction becomes very large at
the most backward and forward θp, where BALiN is sensitive to a very limited range
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Fig. 6.10 Simulated fmissed for α + α fragments produced in reactions of a 7Li + 27Al at Elab =
7.48 MeV in the front-back configuration and b 9Be + 208Pb at Elab = 34.0 MeV in the lampshade
configuration. θp outside the acceptance of BALiN are shown with the light grey shading. Away
from the edge of the θp acceptance, the correction due to fmissed is small in both cases. In panel a,
fmissed goes to zero for 116◦ < θp < 156◦, where BALiN is sensitive to all θ12

of θ12. In the 9Be + 208Pb case, shown in panel (b), the θp coverage of BALiN is much
more limited, but fmissed is small except for the first and last θp bins. θp bins where
the correction due to fmissed is larger than 15% are not included in the final breakup
functions. Therefore, while this second-step of the efficiency correction relies on an
accurate simulation of breakup, its effects on the breakup functions are modest.

The coincidence efficiencies determined in this work for 9Be + 144Sm, 168Er,
186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi differ significantly from those found in the work by
Rafiei et al. [5]. In the previous analysis, efficiencies were calculated as a function
only of θp. However, as seen in Fig. 6.9c, for events with (θ12, θp) distribution shown
in Fig. 6.9a, the efficiency varies strongly as a function of θ12 for fixed θp. Efficiency
correction as a function of θp alone results in an average over correction in the
number of breakup pairs for each θp by a factor of∼1.1 in the systems studied in this
work (depending on θp, target mass and beam energy), compared to the new two-
dimensional efficiency correction performed here. The efficiencies further change
as the original version Platypus used in Ref. [5] did not have a fully isotropic
distribution of initial fragment directions over the breakup sphere: there was an over-
abundance of events with similar scattering angles, θ1 ∼ θ2, leading to an artificially
high efficiency. This was corrected in 2011 [9], and the version of Platypus that
was modified for use in this work does distribute points uniformly across the breakup
sphere. In addition, the modifications of Platypus performed for this work resulted
in a different angular distribution of fragments (and predictions for FICF) and so
changed the model-dependent step of the efficiency corrections.

Kookaburra and M-Platypus take the experimentally determined breakup
functions as input. Therefore, the efficiency determination described here is iterative.
Successive simulations were performed with breakup functions determined from
the experimental data and Kookaburra and M-Platypus simulations, until the
breakup functions converged. In addition to the experimentally determined breakup
function, theKookaburra distributions depend on other input parameters that have
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to be determined from experiment. Namely, the relative portion of different states
in the projectile-like nucleus ρJπ

� (E), and the distribution of target-like excitation.
However, these quantities depend on the coincidence efficiency, which in turn depend
on the simulated Kookaburra distributions. These quantities were also determined
iteratively, and will be described below.

6.6 Excitation Energy of the Projectile-Like Nucleus

In this thesis, the excitation energy distribution of the projectile-like nucleus above its
breakup threshold is modelled as a sum of contributions from different resonances.
Using R-matrix theory, the excitation energy probability distributions ρJπ

� (E) were
shown in Sect. 2.5.2. The projectile-like excitation energy distribution Pp(E) for
a given unbound nucleus p is then a weighted sum of all contributing ρJπ

� (E). In
Chap.5, comparisons between Kookaburra and experiment showed that satisfac-
tory agreement was achieved by the following combinations of ρJπ

� (E):

P8Be(E) = W0ρ
0+
0 (E) + W1ρ

2+
2 (E) (6.23)

P6Li (E) = W0ρ
3+
2 (E) + W1ρ

continuum
0 (E) (6.24)

P5Li (E) = W0ρ
3
2

−

1 (E) + W1ρ
1
2

−

1 (E). (6.25)

W0 and W1 are weighting factors such that W0 + W1 = A, where A is the strength
parameter of Eq.6.19.

This form makes the assumption that the slope μ of the breakup function is the
same for different components of Pp(E). In reactions that populate a nucleus with a
narrow resonance, such as 8Be and 6Li, P(Rmin) will be determined for the narrow
resonance separately, giving breakup functions for each ρJπ

� (E). Thus, no assumption
about the slope needs to be made. We will see in Chap.7 that indeed, the breakup
function for these narrow resonances have a different slope to that of the near-target
breakup.

However, in the case of reactions forming 5Li, where no narrow resonance is
populated, W0 and W1 must be determined by finding the values of W0 and W1 such
that the simulation best matches the experiment. Due to its sensitivity to projectile-
like excitation, the comparison between simulation and experiment has been done
on the basis of Erel. In Chap.5, a comparison between experimental and simulated
Erel distributions of α + p fragments measured in reactions of 7Li with 58Ni at
Ebeam = 11.70 MeV were shown in Fig. 5.12f. In order to determine the weighting
factors W0 and W1 of the 3

2
−
and 1

2
−
resonances, Erel distributions for each resonance

F Jπ
(Erel) were generated after filtering by the acceptance of BALiN and applying

cuts and thresholds. Then, there exist some numbers R0 and R1 such that

Fcombined(Erel) = R0F
3
2

−
(Erel) + R1F

1
2

−
(Erel) (6.26)
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has the smallestχ2 fit with respect to the experimentally determined Erel distribution.
The ROOT minimisation routineMINUIT was used to minimise χ2 and find R0 and
R1. R0 and R1 depends on the number of events in the simulated F Jπ

(Erel) spectra
N Jπ

detected and the efficiency of detecting breakup from that resonance.
The total number of events detected is related to the efficiency and the total number

of events that were simulated by N Jπ

totalε
Jπ = N Jπ

detected. Making the approximation of
a constant distribution of efficiency εJπ

for a particular E Jπ

rel , R0,1 can be related to
W0,1 by

W0 = R0N
3
2

−

total

R0N
3
2

−

total + R1N
1
2

−

total

A (6.27)

W1 = R1N
1
2

−

total

R0N
3
2

−

total + R1N
1
2

−

total

A. (6.28)

As these quantities depend on the input breakup function as well as the coincidence
efficiencies (which themselves depend on the input breakup function), the determi-
nation of the relative intensities of the different broad resonances contributing to the
5Li excitation is an iterative process. The comparison between Kookaburra and
experiment shown in Fig. 5.12f uses weighting factors determined using this method.
The weighting factors for the states of 5Li were determined in every system at each
energy. The population of the higher energy 1

2
−
state was found to increase with

increasing Elab, as well as with increasing ZT . For consistency when propagating to
above-barrier energies, the weighting factors from the higher energy fit were adopted
in every case.

6.7 Excitation Energy of the Target-Like Nucleus

The target-like recoil excitation energy E∗
r distributions used as input for Kook-

aburra andM-Platypuswere extracted from the experimental Q distributions, by
subtracting the reconstructed Q from Qgg such that,

E∗
r = Qgg − Q (6.29)

The distributions were then binned into∼200 keV bins,3 and converted to probability
distributions P(E∗

r ) for input into Kookaburra andM-Platypus. In doing so, the

3In principle, the target-like excitation distribution is a series of (near) delta functions corresponding
to levels in the target-like nucleus. However the choice to bin the experimental data was taken for
two reasons: firstly, at high target-like excitations, the level density is too high to clearly identify
states. Secondly, while the filtering process incorporates broadening due to the pixel size of BALiN,
it does not consider the broadening due to energy loss of particles in the target and deadlayers of
BALiN. If a single value of E∗

r is used, the simulated Q peak is narrower than experiment. To
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extent and relative intensity of the excitation energies in the target-like nucleus is
realistically modelled in Kookaburra and M-Platypus. The measured E∗

r distri-
bution is modified by the coincidence efficiency of BALiN, which is not constant as
a function of E∗

r . As the energy carried by the target-like recoiling nucleus increases,
the energies of the fragments decrease, and θp peaks at more backward angles. As
was shown in Sect. 6.5, the efficiency of detecting the fragments depends strongly
on θp. For example, the efficiency of α + α pairs produced in reactions of 9Be +
27Al at Elab = 7.48 MeV increases by a factor of three between E∗

r = 0 MeV and
E∗
r = 5 MeV. Further, energy thresholds and the cuts placed on the simulations to

match experiment remove different E∗
r preferentially.

To simulate the same distribution of E∗
r seen in experiment after filtering through

the array, the experimentally determined Pexp(E∗
r ) distribution must be efficiency

corrected to reflect the underlying distribution of E∗
r . This efficiency corrected dis-

tribution is then used as input into Kookaburra and M-Platypus. To determine
the input P input(E∗

r ) distribution, the experimental distribution is compared to the
simulated distribution after filtering (as described in Sect. 5.4.1) Pfiltered(E∗

r ), and a
‘E∗

r discrepancy function’ εE∗
r
is constructed:

εE∗
r

= Pfiltered(E∗
r )

Pexp(E∗
r )

. (6.30)

This function is then applied as a correction factor to the input P input(E∗
r ) distribution

to give a new Pcorrected(E∗
r ) distribution

Pcorrected(E∗
r ) = P input(E∗

r )

εE∗
r

, (6.31)

which is then used in the next iteration of the Kookaburra simulation. As the
corrected distribution depends on the input distribution, this process is once again
iterative, and is repeated until the filtered simulated E∗

r distribution corresponds to
the experimental E∗

r distribution.

6.8 Punchthrough Correction

A final factor modifying the measured energy distribution of proton fragments com-
pared to their true distribution is that of punchthrough. In BALiN, protons of energy
greater than 7.5 MeV do not deposit their entire energy in the array before exiting
the DSSD. As a result, the energy recorded for this particle is lower than reality. This
in turn changes the reconstructed quantities such as Erel, θp, β, and Q. However, the
protons that do punch through are identified as protons by their ToF, so contribute

mock up the removal of events in Kookaburra due to the removal of light target impurities in
experiment, a Q peak of width that better reproduces experiment is used.
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Fig. 6.11 Filtered simulated
Erel distribution before and
after punchthrough
correction for α + p
fragments produced in
reactions of 7Li with 58Ni at
Elab = 13.07 MeV
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to the total yield. Without a way to recover the energy of these protons event-by-
event (such as with a �E telescope, used in Ref. [7]), the effect of punchthrough
on the reconstructed kinematic quantities is estimated when filtering Kookaburra
and M-Platypus simulations.

The energy deposited �E by a proton of energy E in the DSSD is estimated by
relating the range and energy of the protons, using the method of Ref. [10]. The
thickness of the DSSD t is subtracted from the full range of the incident proton in Si
(R1), giving R2 = R1 − t . The resulting distance, R2, corresponds to the range of the
protons that have energy E2 = E − �E exiting the DSSD. An energy-range table
for protons in Si was generated in SRIM [11], and �E in the DSSD was mapped
to the incident energy of the protons. The E − �E curve was then fit with a poly-
nomial of order four, and implemented into the filtering of Kookaburra prior to
the kinematic reconstruction of breakup observables. This method is approximate:
all breakup fragments are assumed to enter the DSSDs at an angle normal to the sur-
face (underestimating the energy loss experienced by the fragments), and it does not
consider the energy loss of fragments through the inactive layers of BALiN (over-
estimating the energy loss experienced by the fragments). Nevertheless, as these
factors will cancel each other out to some degree, it provides a good estimate of the
behaviour of the kinematic observables due to punchthrough. The most important
effect is seen in the reconstructed Erel distributions. The filtered simulated Erel dis-
tribution of α + p fragments produced in reactions of 7Li with 58Ni at Elab = 13.07
MeV before and after simulation of punchthrough is shown in Fig. 6.11. It is readily
apparent that the high Erel tail of the distribution is pushed to smaller Erel when
punchthrough is simulated. Including punchthrough effects improve the correspon-
dence between simulation and experiment necessary for fitting the contribution of
different resonances described in Sect. 6.6.
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6.9 Mapping Breakup Pseudoangle to Rutherford
Scattering Angle

The final task in extracting breakup functions is to determine the distance of clos-
est approach Rmin, which was defined in Eq.6.2 assuming a Rutherford trajectory
as a function of Z P , ZT , ECM and Rutherford scattering angle θRuth. θp and θRuth
will differ due to the presence of nuclear reactions as well as the fact that θp is a
reconstructed quantity that will experience distortion from post-breakup accelera-
tion of the fragments. It is therefore necessary to map the reconstructed scattering
angle of the unbroken projectile θp to the Rutherford angle θRuth of the incoming
projectile θp → θRuth. This can be achieved with M-Platypus and Kookaburra
simulations. Shown in Fig. 6.12 are examples of the Rutherford scattering angle of
the pseudoprojectile derived from the incident trajectory, θRuth, plotted against the
reconstructed breakup pseudoangle, for (a) M-Platypus simulations of 8Be(2+) +
207Pb→ α + α+207Pb at Elab = 34MeV, (b) at the other extreme in target mass, for
Kookaburra simulations of 7Li + 27Al → α + α+26Mg at Elab = 7.48 MeV and
(c) Kookaburra simulations of 7Li + 27Al → α + p+29Al at Elab = 7.48 MeV. A
line of θp = θRuth has been drawn to guide the eye. The width of the distribution is
much broader for the 27Al target for both breakup modes, and the deviations from
θp = θRuth are larger.

In the determination of the breakup functions, the deviations of θp from θRuth were
treated as a correction to θp. For each θp bin, the median value of the discrepancy
between the Rutherford and reconstructed angles was added to θp. This correction
was larger for breakup that occurs close to the target-like nucleus, and depended
on ZT , projectile and transfer mode. In reactions of 9Be with 144Sm, 168Er, 186W,
196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi producing α + α pairs, the correction varied from −6◦ on
average for Bi, to −2◦ for Sm. In reactions of 9Be with 28Si and 27Al producing
α + α pairs, the average correction was 3◦ for 28Si, and 0◦ for 27Al. Reactions of
7Li with 58Ni, 28Si and 27Al producing α + α pairs gave larger corrections than
those for 9Be, and had a stronger θp dependence, varying from ∼10◦ at θp = 70◦
to 1◦ at θp = 160◦. In reactions with both 9Be and 7Li, the correction for reactions
producing α + p pairs were larger and had a stronger θp dependence than reactions
producing α + α pairs, and ranged from up to 33◦ at θp =70–5◦ at θp = 160◦. As
a result, while the correction for α + α breakup modes is relatively modest in all
targets, the slope of the extracted α + p breakup distributions experience a larger
shift. With these corrections determined, all quantities required for the extraction of
breakup functions have been found. In the following chapter, the resulting breakup
probability functions are presented, and the influence of breakup on above-barrier
complete fusion suppression is explored.
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Fig. 6.12 (a) M-Platypus simulation for 8Be 2+ + 208Pb → α + α at Elab = 34 MeV, demon-
strating the relatively small difference between the Rutherford scattering angle of the 8Be pseudo-
projectile θRuth and the angle θp that is reconstructed from the captured α particles. (b) At the other
extreme in target mass, Kookaburra simulations of 7Li + 27Al → α + α+26Mg at Elab = 7.48
MeV and (c) Kookaburra simulations of 7Li + 27Al → α + p+29Al at Elab = 7.48 MeV where
the deviation of the distribution from θp = θRuth is larger. In these lighter targets, the distribution
of θRuth at a given θp is much larger. A line of θp = θRuth has been drawn to guide the eye
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Chapter 7
Mapping Below-Barrier Breakup
Probabilities to Above-Barrier Complete
Fusion Suppression

Science makes people reach selflessly for truth and objectivity; it
teaches people to accept reality, with wonder and admiration,
not to mention the deep awe and joy that the natural order of
things brings to the true scientist

Lise Meitner 1878–1968

Breakup functions for below-barrier reactions of 9Be with 27Al, 28Si, 144Sm, 168Er,
186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi and 7Li with 27Al, 28Si, and 58Ni were extracted using
the methods described in the previous chapter. Separate breakup functions for each
transfer process in each beam-target combination will be presented and systematic
trends will be investigated. These below-barrier breakup functions will be used as
input to Kookaburra and M- Platypus to predict the contribution of breakup to
above-barrier complete fusion suppression. Breakup functions were not extracted for
reactions with the 16O, 12C, and d targets, due to concerns about the reliability of the
classical dynamical models in these light systems.

7.1 Erel and Q Dependence of Breakup Functions

In Chap.4, kinematic reconstruction of breakup modes demonstrated that a large
range of target- and projectile-like excitations were populated in transfer-triggered
breakup. The question is then: is the use of a single, “total” breakup slope for a
given breakup mode appropriate, or does the slope vary with target- and projectile-
like excitation energy? It may be expected that due to the different binding energies
associated with different excitation energies, the transfer probability and therefore
the breakup probability may vary. This question may be addressed by extracting
breakup functions for individual target-like states in Q, and for different Erel as a
proxy for different projectile-like excitations. For long-lived resonances, it is clear
that a gate on Erel selects a distinct state in the projectile-like nucleus. For short-lived
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states, by choosing a light target, the post-breakup acceleration is minimised, and
Erel remains closer to E∗

p. The extracted P(Rmin) breakup functions, with associated
least-squares fits (to Eq.6.19) are shown in Fig. 7.1a, for different Q bands of α + α
fragments with Erel > 0.4 MeV measured in neutron-pickup triggered breakup in
reactions of 9Be with 27Al at Ebeam = 10 and 8.9 MeV. The Q-Erel spectra for these
reactions are shown in Fig. 4.13 and in Appendix C.8. These data were collected with
BALiN in the front-back configuration and binned into 9◦ bins in θp and θ12. The
breakup probabilities have been offset from each other for clarity, although they do
not have the same overall “strength” due to the different population probabilities of
the states. It is the slope parameter μ we wish to investigate; if the slope is constant,
the breakup strengths can simply be summed. The resulting fitted slope parameters
as a function of Q are shown in Fig. 7.1b. Except for the 5.9 < Q < 6.8 MeV slice,
corresponding to the ground-state of 28Al, the slopes are identical within error. The
interpretation of this result is not clear. It may be expected that breakup that populates
different target-like states at different excitation energy will have different slopes.
However, the fact that the breakup slopes are constant across 5 MeV of excitation
energy suggests otherwise. This requires further investigation across a variety of
targets. From this result, in this thesis, breakup functions are integrated across all
excited states in the target-like nuclei.

To examine the effect of excitation energy in the projectile-like nuclei, Fig. 7.1c
shows P(Rmin) extracted for different Erel of α + α pairs measured in reactions of
9Be with 27Al 3.4 < Q < 4.7 MeV. The associated slope parameters are shown in
panel (d). The number of counts is relatively low, but the slopes are consistent within
error and are consistent with the slopes across all Q shown in panel (b), with the
exception of 0 < Erel < 0.5 MeV, where the slope is significantly shallower. α + α
pairs with this Erel correspond to asymptotic breakup through the long-lived 0+
ground state of 8Be. The higher Erel events arise through the broad 2+ resonance or
the short-lived high excitation energy tail of the 0+ state. Given this result, where
narrow resonances exist (in the breakup of 8Be and 6Li), breakup functions will be
extracted for asymptotic and near-target breakup separately.1

In the case of the 9Be + 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi data, breakup
functions were extracted in a re-analysis of Ref. [1] with a view of using the new
methods of efficiency correction alongside the essential physics modifications made
in M- Platypus to investigate the role of sub-zeptosecond lifetimes in the suppres-
sion of complete fusion compared to previous work. Therefore, to provide a valid
comparison to Ref. [1], breakup functions were extracted for near-target breakup

1Kookaburra andM- Platypus take breakup functions for different resonancesρ�(E∗
p ) (Eq.2.18)

as input. Breakup functions for particular resonances are not necessarily the same as those found
by gating on particular narrow peaks. As seen in Fig. 2.5a, b, distributions containing narrow
resonances have a “tail” of probability extending to high E∗

p . By producing breakup functions based
on a gate on a narrow resonance, and assigning it to the whole excitation distribution containing the
narrow resonance, contributions from the high E∗

p tail of that resonance are assigned to the broad
resonances. This results in a slightly lower breakup strength for the narrow resonance and a slightly
higher breakup strength for the broad resonance. However, given that the high E∗

p tail of events is
weakly populated compared to the peak this is a fair approximation.
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Fig. 7.1 Q (a) and Erel (c) sliced P(Rmin) for α + α fragments measured in neutron-pickup
triggered breakup in reactions of 9Be with 27Al at Ebeam = 10 and 8.9MeV. Grey points have been
excluded from the fit, and are discussed in the text. The associated slope parameters are shown in
panels b and d

only, excluding the 8Be ground-state decay. In the 58Ni, 28Si and 27Al systems, total
breakup functions will be presented, as well as separate breakup functions for narrow
resonances (asymptotic breakup) and broad resonances (near-target breakup).

7.2 9Be + 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi

Near-target breakup probabilities for breakup triggered by neutron-stripping in
reactions of 9Be with 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi are shown in
Fig. 7.2a. The breakup functions have been offset in P from each other for clarity.
Each group of points in Rmin represent measurements with different Ebeam, which
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Fig. 7.2 Measured
near-target [region (ii) of
Fig. 4.15] breakup
probabilities for the breakup
of 8Be formed following
neutron transfer in reactions
of 9Be with 144Sm, 168Er,
186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi
at energies below the barrier
a as a function of the
separation of the centres of
the nuclei, where values have
been offset for clarity
(indicated in the key), and b
as a function of distance
from the projectile-target
barrier. Lines represent
least-square fits with
Eq.2.58. Errors in P are
statistical, and for the most
part, are smaller than the
symbol size
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have been binned in 5◦ θp and θ12 bins. A least-squares fit using Eq.6.20 to the
experimental data was performed for each system, indicated by the solid lines in
Fig. 7.2. These breakup functions enable comparison to Ref. [1] and are used as in-
put toM- Platypus. However, a perhapsmore intuitive way to parameterise breakup
probabilities is as a function of the distance of closest approach relative to the barrier
radius RB, such that

P(Rmin) = P(RB)eμ(Rmin−RB), (7.1)

where P(RB) is the probability of breakup along a trajectory that reaches RB, and
μ is the same slope parameter as in Eq.6.20. Unlike the functional forms used as
input in Kookaburra and Platypus (Eqs. 6.19 and 6.20), this form gives clear
physical meaning to the strength parameter P(RB). The barrier radii used here are
the RB of the calculated São Paulo potentials between the 8Be pseudoprojectile and
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the target-like nucleus.2 The values of RB for each system where breakup functions
were extracted are listed in Appendix F. The resulting breakup probabilities when
cast as a function of barrier separation are shown in Fig. 7.2b. From this, it is apparent
that the dependence of breakup probability on the targets is small for reactions of
9Be with 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi. Instead, near-target 8Be breakup
triggered by neutron stripping is dominantly driven by how close the trajectory comes
to RB. This agrees with what was found in Ref. [1] for surface separation. The fitted
breakup function parameters using both parameterisations are given in Table 7.1.
The reported uncertainties in the parameters come from each least-squares fit.

7.3 9Be + 27Al and 28Si

The breakup probabilities for reactions of 9Be with 28Si and 27Al are shown in
Fig. 7.3 as a function of Rmin (bottom scale) and Rmin − RB (top scale). The data were
extracted from data taken at two energies in the RDUX experimental run, where the
BALiN array was placed in the front-back configuration. Bins of width 9◦ in θp and
θ12 were used.Due to the extended θ coverage of the array compared to the lampshade
array, points from the two beam energies overlap and cover a larger range in Rmin

than seen in the 9Be + 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi data above. The
errors in the breakup probabilities are statistical, with an additional 5% systematic
error added, to account for additional uncertainty due to the normalisation process
described in Chap.6. Fits to the breakup probabilities using Eq.6.19 are shown, and
the associated slope and strength parameters are listed in Table 7.1. In some reactions,
the breakup probabilities deviated significantly from a global exponential. In the total
and near-target α + α probabilities, the probability with the smallest Rmin at each
energy (shown in grey) jumps sharply – this may likely be attributed to an under
estimation of the efficiency for events at the edge of the detector. The cause of this is
not known – since it is not seen (to the same extent) for α + α breakup (or in α + d
breakup, as we will see) – it is likely due to the simulated distribution of fragments
in M- Platypus and Kookaburra, rather than an incorrect determination of the
geometry of BALiN. These points have been excluded from the fit and are shown in
grey in Fig. 7.3. Of more concern is the deviation of points from the exponential at
large Rmin seen in asymptotic α + α breakup for 9Be + 28Si [panel (a)] and in α + p
breakup for 9Be + 27Al [panel (d)]. The cause of this fall-off is not immediately clear,
but they are associated with the most forward-angle events. It may be expected that
breakup functions should not follow a global exponential curve, but instead level off
at small Rmin, when competition between reaction modes increases. This flattening
at small Rmin has been previously observed, for example for 16,18O,19F + 208Pb [2]
and 32S + 64Ni and 28Si + 68Zn [3] transfer reactions. However, that this flattening

2For reactions of 9Be with 144Sm to 209Bi targets, a useful parameterisation of RB is RB =
1.44(A1/3

T + A1/3
P ), which reproduces the SPP calculation of RB to within 0.1 fm.
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Fig. 7.3 Measured breakup probabilities for reactions induced in collisions of 9Be with 28Si at
below-barrier energies of Ebeam = 11.0 and 10.0 MeV. Probabilities are shown as a function of
distance of closest approach (bottom scale) and distance from the projectile-target barrier (RB = 8.5
fm and RB = 8.48 fm for 28Si and 27Al, respectively) (top scale). Lines represent least-squares fit
to the data with Eq.6.19, and the fit parameters are given in Table 7.1. Errors in P are statistical
with an additional estimated 5% systematic error, and for the most part, are smaller than the symbol
size. Points that have been excluded from the fit are shown in grey. Their origin is discussed in the
text. Neutron stripping forming 8Be is shown in a and three-neutron one-proton stripping forming
5Li in b. Breakup probabilities for collisions of 9Be with 27Al at energies of Ebeam = 10.0 and 8.9
MeV for the same reaction modes are shown in panels c and d. In reactions forming 8Be, the total
breakup probability (filled circles) is shown, along with the probabilities for asymptotic breakup
(open squares) and near-target breakup (open circles). In reactions forming 5Li, all breakup occurs
close to the target, and thus only the total breakup probability is shown

is not universally seen in these breakup functions casts doubt on the validity of this
conclusion for these data, and an unknown factor influencing the efficiency cannot
be excluded. As the probability at small Rmin is the quantity of relevance to above-
barrier complete fusion suppression, when the probabilities deviated from a global
exponential, the fit was made to small Rmin.

The near-target and asymptotic breakup probabilities for neutron stripping trig-
gered breakup of 8Be after reactions of 9Be with 28Si and with 27Al, shown in Fig.
7.3a, c, respectively, are very similar. As noted in Chap. 4, the reconstructed Q for
this mode are very similar in the two systems, due to the fact that the transferred
neutron fills the same n levels in 29Si and 28Al. It was also observed in Chap.4 that
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the yield from asymptotic breakup from the 0+ ground-state of 8Be wasmuch greater
than that from near-target breakup. This is reflected in the breakup probabilities, but
the slopes are very different. While asymptotic breakup has a fairly shallow fall-off
with Rmin, the fall-off of near-target breakup is much steeper, and the measured prob-
abilities overlap at Rmin ≈ 10 fm. As a result, while asymptotic breakup is the most
significant contribution to the totalα + α yield at below-barrier energies (large Rmin),
near-target breakup becomes the dominant breakup mode at above-barrier energies
(small Rmin). This highlights the importance of extracting quantitative measures of
breakup probabilities: this cannot be seen in the below-barrier Q-Erel spectra shown
in Chap.4.

The breakup probabilities for α + p pairs produced in reactions of 9Be with 28Si
and 27Al, shown in panels (b) and (d) of Fig. 7.3 are also fairly similar. This is
not as easily explained as the α + α case. While the three transferred neutrons fill
the same levels, the transferred proton does not. In addition, the Q-values for these
reactions are rather different, as are the density of states in the target-like nuclei at
low excitation energies. These factors are reflected in the different Q spectra for
these events, shown in Appendix D. While the probability for α + p production is
weak compared to α + α production, the breakup functions are very steep, and so
will contribute to above-barrier ICF cross-sections.

7.4 7Li + 27Al, 28Si and 58Ni

Breakup probabilities for reactions of 7Li with 58Ni at energies of Ebeam = 13.10
MeV and 11.70 MeV are shown in Fig. 7.4 for (a) proton pickup forming 8Be,
(b) neutron stripping forming 6Li and (c) two neutron stripping forming 5Li. The
extracted breakup functions for reactions of 7Li with 28Si and 27Al are shown in Fig.
7.5 for (a) proton pickup forming 8Be and (b) two neutron stripping forming 5Li.
Fits to the breakup probabilities using Eq.6.19 are shown, and the slope and strength
parameters listed in Table 7.1. In these measurements, the higher energy data set was
taken in the 2014 LIAL run, and the lower energy in the 2015 RDUX run. The fact
that these breakup probabilities fall on one exponential curve gives confidence in the
different normalisation factors for these two experiments, described in Chap.6.

Unlike the reactions with 9Be, near-target breakup of 8Be is by far the dominant
mode of α + α breakup for all Rmin in 7Li induced reactions. For both projectiles,
and for all targets, we see that the asymptotic α + α breakup functions are shallower
than near-target α + α breakup. This is also seen in α + d breakup induced by 7Li +
58Ni collisions, shown in Fig. 7.4, where breakup occurring through the long-lived
3+ state of 6Li has a shallower slope than the (weak) near-target component. As with
reactions induced by 9Be, the breakup function associated with α + p pairs is the
steepest of all the breakup modes.
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Fig. 7.4 Measured breakup probabilities for reactions induced in collisions of 7Li and 58Ni at
below-barrier energies of Ebeam = 13.10 and 11.70MeV. Probabilities are shown as a function of
distance of closest approach (bottom scale) and distance from the projectile-target barrier (RB = 9.2
fm) (top scale). Where long-lived resonances are populated, such as in proton pickup forming 8Be
(a) or in neutron stripping forming 6Li (b), breakup probabilities have been determined for the total
yield (filled circles), the breakup populating the narrow resonance (open squares) and the near-target
breakup (open circles). In two neutron stripping reactions forming 5Li (c), no narrow resonances
are populated, so the total breakup function is presented. Lines represent least-squares fit to the
data with Eq.6.19, and the fit parameters are shown in Table 7.1. Errors in P are statistical with an
additional estimated 5% systematic error, and for the most part, are smaller than the symbol size.
Points that have been excluded from the fit are shown in grey. Their origin is discussed in the text

The shallower slope of asymptotic breakup compared to prompt breakup may be
explained in a classical picture by the lower excitation energy required to populate
the long-lived 8Be 0+ and 6Li 3+ states compared to the short-lived states at higher
excitation energies that result in near-target breakup. The lower excitation energy
means that the statemay be populated at larger projectile-target separations, resulting
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Fig. 7.5 Measured breakup probabilities for reactions induced in collisions of 7Li with 28Si at
below-barrier energies of Ebeam = 7.50 and 6.75MeV for neutron stripping forming 8Be (a) and
three-neutron one-proton stripping forming 5Li (b). Breakup probabilities for collisions of 9Be
with 27Al at energies of Ebeam = 7.50 and 6.75 MeV for the same reaction modes are shown in
panels c and d. In reactions forming 8Be, the total breakup probability (filled circles) is shown,
along with the probabilities for asymptotic breakup (open squares) and near-target breakup (open
circles). In reactions forming 5Li, all breakup occurs close to the target, and thus the total breakup
probability is shown. Probabilities are shown as a function of distance of closest approach (bottom
scale) and distance from the projectile-target barrier (RB = 8.44 fm and RB = 8.46 fm for 28Si
and 27Al, respectively) (top scale). Lines represent least-squares fit to the data with Eq.6.19, and
the fit parameters are shown in Table 7.1. Errors in P are statistical with an additional estimated
5% systematic error, and for the most part, are smaller than the symbol size. Points that have been
excluded from the fit are shown in grey. Their origin is discussed in the text

in a shallower fall-off in breakup probability. In addition, effects of optimal Q-value
and binding energies may be expected to influence the slope of the breakup function
for different states of projectile-like nuclei, but the magnitude and direction of these
effects will change with the transfer mode. It would be interesting to investigate the
change in slope with excitation energy for a nucleus that is populated in multiple
narrow resonances.
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Table 7.1 Total, near-target and prompt breakup function parameters determined through least-
squares fits to the experimental data shown in Figs. 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5 for the systems studied in
this work. For convenience, all breakup strength parameters, ν, A and P(RB) have been provided.
Errors represent statistical uncertainty in each least-squares fit

μ (fm−1) ν A P(RB)

9Be 209Bi α + α NT −0.83 ± 0.01 8.4 ± 0.1 4600 ± 600 0.33± 0.01
208Pb α + α NT −0.83 ± 0.01 8.3 ± 0.2 3900 ± 500 0.31 ± 0.01
196Pt α + α NT −0.84 ± 0.01 8.3 ± 0.2 4000 ± 700 0.32 ± 0.02
186W α + α NT −0.89 ± 0.01 9.0 ± 0.2 8300 ± 1600 0.42 ± 0.02
168Er α + α NT −0.94 ± 0.02 9.6 ± 0.3 15000 ± 3400 0.56 ± 0.03
144Sm α + α NT −0.92 ± 0.02 9.0 ± 0.3 7700 ± 2500 0.54 ± 0.05
28Si α + α T −0.72 ± 0.03 5.6 ± 0.4 270 ± 90 0.59 ± 0.06

NT −0.91 ± 0.03 6.7 ± 0.3 800 ± 300 0.37 ± 0.03

A −0.36 ± 0.05 1.3 ± 0.5 4 ± 2 0.16 ± 0.01

α + p T −1.30 ± 0.05 8.9 ± 0.5 7000 ± 4000 0.12 ± 0.01
27Al α + α T −0.67 ± 0.02 4.9 ± 0.2 140 ± 30 0.47 ± 0.03

NT −0.93 ± 0.02 6.8 ± 0.2 900 ± 200 0.35 ± 0.02

A −0.52 ± 0.03 2.7 ± 0.4 15.6 ± 0.5 0.18 ± 0.02

α + p T −1.21 ± 0.06 7.9 ± 0.6 3000 ± 2000 0.11 ± 0.01
7Li 58Ni α + α T −1.04 ± 0.03 7.4 ± 0.4 1600 ± 600 0.10 ± 0.1

NT −1.05 ± 0.03 7.3 ± 0.4 1500 ± 600 0.097 ± 0.009

A −0.77 ± 0.03 1.8 ± 0.3 6 ± 2 0.0049 ± 0.0004

α + d T −1.06 ± 0.03 7.1 ± 0.3 1200 ± 400 0.073 ± 0.004

NT −1.42 ± 0.05 9.2 ± 0.6 10000 ± 6000 0.022 ± 0.003

A −1.01 ± 0.02 6.4 ± 0.2 600 ± 200 0.057 ± 0.003

α + p T −1.14 ± 0.02 8.8 ± 0.3 7000 ±2000 0.19 ± 0.01
28Si α + α T −1.07 ± 0.04 7.3 ± 0.5 1600 ± 700 0.19 ± 0.02

NT −1.09 ± 0.04 7.5 ± 0.4 1800 ± 800 0.18 ± 0.02

A −0.69 ± 0.04 0.1 ± 0.5 1.10 ± 0.70 0.003 ± 0.0005

α + p T −1.06 ± 0.03 7.5 ± 0.3 1800 ± 600 0.23 ± 0.02
27Al α + α T −1.04 ± 0.03 6.2 ± 0.4 500 ± 200 0.072 ± 0.007

NT −1.05 ± 0.04 6.2 ± 0.4 500 ± 200 0.070 ± 0.006

A −0.81 ± 0.04 0.9 ± 0.5 2 ± 1 0.0026 ± 0.0003

α + p T −1.48 ± 0.03 10.1 ±
0.3

25000 ± 8000 0.095 ± 0.007
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7.5 Trends of Below-Barrier Breakup

By examining the fitted probabilities of breakup at the barrier P(RB) and the breakup
slope μ, trends in the breakup functions can be examined. The total probability of
near-target breakup at the barrier for 9Be reactions, shown in Fig 7.6a, shows no clear
trend. In general, the prompt α + α P(RB) is fairly constant, except for reactions
with 168Er and 144Sm, where P(RB) ∼ 0.55 is very large. In reactions of 9Be with
28Si and 27Al, 5Li→α + p breakup contributes significantly to the probability of
prompt breakup at the barrier. As expected from the breakup functions, the near-
target P(RB) for reactions of 9Be with 27Al and 28Si are very similar. The prompt
breakup probabilities for reactions of 7Li with 58Ni, 28Si and 27Al, shown in panel
(b) of Fig. 7.6 vary significantly from target to target, and is very large for reactions
with 28Si.

It is not clear that in either the case of 9Be or 7Li that there should be any clear
trend of P(RB)with ZT . Since these breakup processes are triggered by transfer, they
should be consistent with the probabilities of transfer, which will be complicated by
factors such as the transfer Q, Qopt , and the structure of both the projectile and target.

Fig. 7.6 Probabilities of
near-target breakup at RB
determined using
extrapolations of the
exponential fits to the
breakup probabilities
tabulated in Table 7.1 for a
reactions of 9Be with 144Sm
to 209Bi, 28Si and 27Al and
for b reactions of 7Li with
58Ni, 28Si and 27Al.
Uncertainties in P(RB) arise
from the statistical
uncertainty in the fitted
breakup functions
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Fig. 7.7 Fitted slope
parameters for near-target
α + α breakup (a),
asymptotic α + α breakup
(b) and α + p breakup (c).
Reactions of 9Be with targets
of 144Sm to 209Bi are shown
by red asterisks, and
reactions of 9Be with 28Si
and 27Al are shown with
open blue circles. Reactions
of 7Li are shown with open
green squares. Error bars
represent the statistical
uncertainty in the fit

Breakup probabilities for intermediate mass targets (and heavy targets in the case of
7Li) will be useful to elucidate any trends due to ZT or transfer Q-value present.

The slopes of the breakup functions as a function of ZP ZT are shown in Fig. 7.7. In
general, no clear trend with ZP ZT is evident. Near-target α + α breakup is shown in
panel (a). In reactionswith 9Be, all slopes lie between−0.83 and−0.94 fm−1, and are
fairly flat below ZT = 68. In reactions of 9Bewith 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and
209Bi alone, there is a slight negative slope (line of best fit μ = 0.005ZT − 1.272,
shown in Fig. 7.8). It is evident that this trend does not continue to small ZP ZT .
Once again, data for intermediate mass targets will prove useful. For reactions with
7Li, once again there is no clear trend in ZP ZT in the range of ZT studied here.
The asymptotic α + α breakup slope parameters, shown in panel (b), are uniformly
shallower than their near-target counterparts, as discussed above. The slopes for
reactions with 9Be are steeper than those with 7Li and show more scatter. This
may be partly due to the relatively large scatter in breakup probability seen for
asymptotic α + α breakup compared to other breakup modes. On the other hand,
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Fig. 7.8 Filled circles: Slope parametersμ (fm−1) derived from least-squares fits to the experimen-
tal data shown in Fig. 7.2b, fit with P(Rmin) = P(RB)eμ(Rmin−RB), There is a slight ZT dependence
on the slope, indicated by the line of best fit μ = 0.005ZT − 1.272. Open circles show results from
Ref. [1], which have mean slope μ̄ = −0.884 ± 0.011 (red line). The reasons for the discrepancies
between the present and previous work are discussed in the text

the slope parameters for α + p pairs produced in 7Li or 9Be induced reactions show
no clear dependence on the projectile. This is perhaps unexpected, considering the
rather different reactions that produce 5Li in reactions with 7Li compared to with
9Be.

The breakup functions found for near-target α + α breakup include a re-analysis
of the work of Ref. [1], and so a brief comparison is appropriate. The parameters
μ and P(RB) of the breakup functions are shown as a function of ZT in Fig. 7.8.
Unlike those found in Ref. [1], there is a fairly weak ZT dependence on the fitted
slope parameters – a line of best fit yields α = 0.005ZT − 1.272. However, as we
have seen, this slope does not continue to lower ZT .

While the breakup functions derived in this work are comparable to those found by
Rafiei et al. [1], there is an average increase in the probability of breakup by a factor of
1.14 ± 0.09 at Rmin − RB = 4 fm.These differences result from the combined effects
of several factors that have been discussed previously, but are summarised here: (i)
the Rutherford scattering yield in the normalisation bin for every measurement is a
factor of 0.921 ± 0.009 lower due to slight refinement in the actual position of the
BALiN array, (ii) the coincidence efficiency of these α − α pairs calculated using
Platypus with respect to θ12 is different to that deduced in the previous work,
and has a different ZT and Ebeam dependence, and (iii) correcting for coincidence
efficiency produces an efficiency corrected yield over all azimuthal angles, and the
calculation of the Rutherford yield must reflect this, as discussed above. As seen in
Fig. 7.8, the slope, μ, of the breakup function becomes shallower with increasing
ZT . The difference in average slope from the previous work is primarily driven by
the two-dimensional coincidence efficiency correction used in this work.

Given these new breakup functions, the next step is then to determine the im-
pact of breakup on complete and incomplete fusion cross-sections (σCF and σICF,
respectively) with M- Platypus and Kookaburra.
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7.6 Characterising Fusion Suppression

There have been two major approaches towards characterising fusion suppression
in collisions with weakly-bound nuclei. The first is through comparing measured
above-barrier complete fusion cross-sections to coupled-channels predictions of fu-
sion cross-sections σ

expt.
CF /σcalc.

fus. (e.g. [4–8]). This approach relies on accurate deter-
mination of the average barrier energy [5] and is somewhat model dependent [9]. The
second approach equates fusion suppression to the ratio of incomplete fusion to total
fusion FICF = σICF

σICF+σCF
. Incomplete fusion is defined experimentally as capture of

only part of the charge of the projectile. Measurements have found similar values for
(1-σexpt.

CF /σcalc.
fus. ) and FICF [4]. As such, FICF is thought to provide an indirect measure

of fusion suppression that is model independent.
When trying to understand the role of breakup in the observed suppressions of

complete fusion, it has been conjectured that σICF (and thus FICF) is entirely due to
breakup of the weakly-bound nucleus followed by capture of one of the fragments.
However, it is very difficult to separate breakup followed by capture of one of the
fragments from a transfer process forming the same nucleus. This is a particular
problem for light projectiles, where it is far from clear that transfer and ICF are
distinguishable at all. If transfer comprises a large fraction of σICF, FICF cannot be
attributed solely to breakup. Further, σICF+σCF can no longer be interpreted as the
total fusion cross-section for these light projectiles. In the case of 7Li + 165Ho, ex-
clusive measurements of γ-rays and charged fragments favour the interpretation that
σICF is predominantly due to breakup [10]. While the interpretation of σICF is am-
biguous experimentally, it is clear within a classical model. By usingM- Platypus
or Kookaburra, the contribution of breakup to FICF can be estimated.

7.7 Calculating Above-Barrier Fusion Cross-Sections

M- Platypus and Kookaburra are designed to provide predictions of σCF and
σICF at energies above the barrier, through the use of the experimentally determined
breakup functions, applied at above-barrier energies. In the models, ICF is assumed
to occur when a breakup fragment passes inside a critical radius, while CF occurs
when either the unbroken projectile or both breakup fragments pass that same radius.
In M- Platypus, that radius is taken to be the barrier radius RB [11], while in
Kookaburra, fusion only occurs after nuclei pass 1.1r0, where r0 is the radius
parameter of the Woods-Saxon potential [12]. Calculations were performed using
the near-target breakup functions determined from the least-squares fit to the below-
barrier experimental data, which have parameters as shown in Table 7.1. Nuclear
potentials were calculated using the São Paulo potential [13].
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Kookaburra allows multiple breakup modes to be simulated simultaneously.
This allowed “one-shot” simulations of breakup arising through both the 0+ and 2+

states of 8Be as well as through the 1
2

−
and 3

2
−
states of 5Li, and the 3+ and continuum

states of 6Li, calculated in Sect. 2.5.2. In order to determine the relative strengths of
the 0+ and 2+ states for 8Be breakup, an approximation that the long-lived 0+ peak
comprises the entire strength of the 0+ resonance was made. In fact, according to the
calculations made in Sect. 2.5.2, it comprises∼85% of the total strength, making this
assumption fairly reasonable. Likewise, the near-target yield was attributed to the 2+
state in 8Be. Similarly, in α + d breakup, the assumption was made that the long-
lived 3+ resonance comprised the entirety of the 3+ contribution, and the short-lived
tail was attributed to continuum breakup in other partial waves. The relative strengths
of the 1

2
−
and 3

2
−
states in 5Li were those found by the χ2 fit to the Erel distribution,

described in Sect. 6.6 at the highest measured energy. In reactions of 9Be + 28Si,
27Al and 7Li + 58Ni, 28Si, 27Al,Kookaburrawas used to predict above-barrier ICF
and CF. Simulations were performed for impact parameters up to b = 18 fm, with
2 × 106 breakup events simulated in total.

Calculations were made for 9Be + 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi
reactions using M- Platypus, and were performed for partial waves up to up to
100�, with 2 × 105 breakup events simulated in total. In these cases, the yield of
near-target transfer-triggered breakup was attributed exclusively to breakup of the
2+ resonance in 8Be, and thus the modelled excitation energies and lifetimes of the
8Be projectile were that of the 2+ state, as shown in Fig. 2.5. Near-target breakup
of 8Be, in addition to arising from the 2+ state, should have some contribution from
the high excitation energy tail of the 0+ state. Test calculations suggest that this
contribution should be expected to decrease the overall suppression of complete
fusion arising from near-target transfer-triggered breakup, as the average excitation
energy of the high-energy tail of the 0+ state is lower than that of the 2+ state, and
so the lifetimes longer, as can be seen in Fig. 2.5.

The reaction channels simulated in the Kookaburra andM- Platypus simula-
tions are shown in Table 7.2. To ensure that the two models give equivalent results,
Kookaburra and M- Platypus calculations were performed for reactions of 9Be
+ 208Pb under the same conditions. The resulting FICF differ by less than 0.4%.

Energies were chosen in 0.05VB steps from 1.05−1.30VB, consistent with pre-
vious work [1]. Over the energy range of 1.05−1.30VB, FICF is energy dependent.
The results from each energy step have been averaged to give an FICF value for each
system, to compare to previous work, and to experimental measures. The energy
dependence of FICF was not consistent across the systems studied in this thesis.
The most extreme changes were seen in the 9Be + 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb
and 209Bi systems, where FICF varies by a factor of two for each reaction, from
FICF = 0.16 at 1.05VB to 0.08 at 1.30VB on average. Further study is required to
understand these trends.
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Table 7.2 List of reaction channels processed usingM- Platypus and Kookaburra, labelled by
their reaction outcomes. CF indicates complete fusion, SCF indicates complete fusion following
sequential capture of both breakup fragments, ICF indicates incomplete fusion, andNCBU indicates
no capture breakup

Beam + Target Primary reaction Reaction Product(s) Outcome
9Be + 209Bi§ 8Be + 210Bi → 218Fr CF

→ 218Fr SCF

→ 214At + α ICF

→ 210Bi+ α + α NCBU
9Be + 208Pb§ 8Be + 209Pb → 217Rn CF

→ 217Rn SCF

→ 213Po + α ICF

→ 209Pb + α + α NCBU
9Be + 196Pt§ 8Be + 197Pt → 205Pb CF

→ 205Pb SCF

→ 201Hg + α ICF

→ 197Pt + α + α NCBU
9Be + 186W§ 8Be + 187W → 195Pt CF

→ 195Pt SCF

→ 191Os + α ICF

→ 187W + α + α NCBU
9Be + 168Er§ 8Be + 169Er → 177Hf CF

→ 177Hf SCF

→ 173Yb + α ICF

→ 169Er + α + α NCBU
9Be + 144Sm§ 8Be + 145Sm → 153Dy CF

→ 153Dy SCF

→ 149Gd + α ICF

→ 145Sm + α + α NCBU
9Be + 28Si Complete fusion 37Ar CF

28Si(9Be,8Be)29Si → 37Ar CF

→ 37Ar SCF

→ 33S + α ICF

→ 29Si + α + α NCBU
28Si(9Be,5Li)32P → 37Ar CF

→ 37Ar SCF

→ 33S + α ICF

→ 36Cl + p ICF

→ 32P + α + p NCBU
9Be + 27Al Complete fusion 36Cl CF

27Al(9Be,8Be)28Al → 36Cl CF

→ 36Cl SCF

→ 32P + α ICF

→ 28Al + α + α NCBU
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Table 7.2 (continued)

Beam + Target Transfer reaction Final reaction Outcome
28Si(9Be,5Li)31Si → 36Cl CF

→ 36Cl SCF

→ 32P + α ICF

→ 35S + p ICF

→ 31S + α + p NCBU
7Li + 58Ni Complete fusion 65Ga CF

58Ni(7Li,8Be)57Co → 65Ga CF

→ 65Ga SCF

→ 61Cu + α ICF

→ 57Co + α + α NCBU
58Ni(7Li,6Li)59Ni → 65Ga CF

→ 65Ga SCF

→ 61Cu + α ICF

→ 63Zn + d ICF

→ 59Ni NCBU
58Ni(7Li,5Li)60Ni → 65Ga CF

→ 65Ga SCF

→ 61Cu + α ICF

→ 64Zn + p ICF

→ 60Ni + α + p NCBU
7Li + 28Si Complete fusion 35Cl CF

28Si(7Li,8Be)27Al → 35Cl CF

→ 35Cl SCF

→ 31P + α ICF

→ 27Al + α + α NCBU
28Si(7Li,5Li)30Si → 35Cl CF

→ 35Cl SCF

→ 31P + α ICF

→ 34S + p ICF

→ 30Si +α + p NCBU
7Li + 27Al Complete fusion 34P CF

27Al(7Li,8Be)26Mg → 26Mg(8Be,γ)34P CF

→ 34P SCF

→ 30Si + α ICF

→ 26Mg + α + α NCBU
28Si(7Li,5Li)30Si → 34P CF

→ 34P SCF

→ 30Si + α ICF

→ 33P + p ICF

→ 30Si + α + p NCBU

§As M- Platypus does not simulate transfer, a pseudoprojectile of 8Be is used
†Transfer-triggered breakup followed by capture of both fragments is indistinguishable from com-
plete fusion
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7.8 ICF and CF in 9Be + 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb
and 209Bi

We begin with a discussion of the results of theM- Platypus predictions for above-
barrierσCF andσICF in reactions of 9Bewith 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi,
before examining the results for lower ZT . The reasons for this are twofold: firstly,
the effect of the bug fixes to the model and key physics included in M- Platypus,
namely the effect of lifetime on σCF and σICF, can be compared to previous work [1]
that did not include these effects. Secondly, it is in this region that σCF and σICF can
be independently measured without the use of statistical model codes because only
neutrons are evaporated following fusion, making the distinction between ICF and
CF unambiguous.

The predicted above-barrier σCF and σICF are presented as FICF shown by the filled
circles (blue) in Fig. 7.9. In contrast expectations from the empirical prediction of
Ref. [14], these new predictions show no significant dependence on ZT in the range
studied in this work, and have a mean value of 0.11 ± 0.02, which is indicated by the
solid line Fig. 7.9. For comparison, the FICF predictions from Ref. [1] are shown by
open circles. These new values are significantly smaller than those of the previous
work. Here the effect of the essential physics input to M- Platypus can be seen.
While several changes were made to the determination of coincidence efficiencies

Fig. 7.9 Experimental values of FICF [6, 15] (filled squares), and 1 − σ
expt.
CF /σcalc.

fus [5, 16] (filled
diamonds), shown as a function of ZT . Predictions of FICF (filled circles) and complete fusion
suppression (filled triangles) using the new breakup functions and the modified version of platypus.
Error bars (determined from the uncertainty in the least-squares fit) are smaller than the points. The
FICF and complete fusion suppression predictions show no clear trend with ZT . The FICF prediction
has a mean value of 0.11 ± 0.02 shown as the solid line, and the shaded bar indicates ±1σ. The
fusion suppression factor 1 − σWith BU

CF /σNo BU
fus has a mean value of 0.09 ± 0.02. FICF predictions

made using the lifetime of the 2+ state ten times smaller than expected are shown with pentagons.
FICF predictions from Ref. [1] are shown with open circles
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and extraction of breakup probabilities, as detailed in Chap. 6, the total change in the
breakup functions used as input for calculations of above-barrier FICF was relatively
modest, as already discussed. Therefore, the changes included in M- Platypus to
model breakup of 8Be through the 2+ resonance are the major drivers towards the
observed reduction of FICF by a factor of 2–3 relative to Ref. [1].

Experimentally, complete fusion suppression has been deduced, independently
of σICF, through comparison with reactions forming the same compound nucleus
involving only well bound nuclei [5, 17]. Within the classical dynamical model
followed inM- Platypus, FICF and complete fusion suppression are directly related,
except for any trajectories that are either (a) outside the grazing trajectory and can
only contribute to σICF but not to σCF or (b) those that lead to no-capture breakup that
would have otherwise undergone fusion had the projectile not undergone breakup,
decreasing σICF and σCF.

To examine the role of such trajectories in these reactions, calculations with
M- Platypus switching off breakup were performed. The resulting fusion cross-
section σNo BU

fus is compared with σwith BU
CF obtained with Platypus. The quantity

(1 − σwith BU
CF /σNo BU

fus ), shown by purple triangles in Fig. 7.9, is very close to FICF,
with an average value of 0.09 ± 0.02. This demonstrates that contributions to σICF

from trajectories outside the grazing trajectory is small, and that fusion suppression
due to no capture breakup is minimal in these reactions.

To understand the specific role of lifetime in FICF predictions, the lifetime of the
2+ state was changed to be a factor of ten smaller. The results are shown by the
blue pentagons in Fig. 7.9, and are typically a factor of two larger than previously
(blue circles). This result makes the importance of explicit handling of lifetimes
very clear. Indeed, it was shown in Chap.5 that the experimentally measured θ12 −
β distributions compared to M- Platypus and Platypus simulations, shown in
Fig. 5.10, indicates that at below-barrier energies, the explicit inclusion of lifetimes
change the breakup observables.

Experimental measurements of FICF (which include any contributions from trans-
fer) are shown in Fig. 7.9 as solid squares for 9Be + 208Pb [5] and 144Sm [6]. For
FICF measurements to be made, both CF and ICF cross-sections must be measured.
However, in the case of 9Be + 209Bi [15] and 186W [16], complete ICF cross-sections
are unavailable, so fusion suppression factors 1 − σ

expt.
CF /σcalc.

fus. are shown for as dia-
monds in Fig. 7.9. As both FICF and the fusion suppression factor are available for
9Be + 208Pb [5], both are shown, demonstrating the agreement between both mea-
sures in this system. The measured FICF and fusion suppressions for 9Be + 209Bi and
208Pb are a factor of three times larger than the predicted contribution from neutron
stripping triggered breakup, and the experimental fusion suppression determined for
9Be + 186W is a factor of four times larger. The FICF determined for 9Be + 144Sm
is consistent with the prediction. However, the measured ICF cross-section in this
experiment represents a lower limit, as cross-sections for 146Gd and 148Gd were not
included [6]. As indicated in Fig. 7.9, even with lifetimes that are a factor of ten
smaller than those estimated from the width of the 2+ resonance in 8Be, the pre-
dicted FICF cannot be reconciled with experiment. As shown in Fig. 5.13, when the
lifetimes used as input toKookaburra are changed by a factor of ten, the predicted
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θ12 − β distribution is also altered in such a way that it no longer well reproduces the
experimentally measured distribution. A variation by a factor of ten can therefore be
considered to be outside the uncertainty in the calculation of τ .

7.9 ICF and CF in 58Ni, 28Si and 27Al

The predicted above-barrier σCF and σICF for each system studied in this work are
presented as FICF in Fig. 7.10a. The values of FICF for reactions with 58Ni, 27Al and
28Si are significantly larger than those for reactions with heavy targets. Reactions
of 9Be with 28Si and 27Al show FICF of 0.27

+0.01
−0.05 and 0.22

+0.04
−0.03, respectively,

3 while
reactions of 7Li with 58Ni, 28Si and 27Al have FICF that vary between 0.16+0.01

−0.03

for 58Ni and 0.28+0.01
−0.03 for

28Si. The fact that FICF does not decrease towards zero is
contrary towhatwould be expected fromdirect breakup that depended on the gradient
of Coulomb potential [14] and is therefore a consequence of the predominance of
transfer-triggered breakup, which has been measured for the first time for these
systems in this thesis. Although it is not immediately obvious why FICF should
increase with decreasing ZT , reasons that may explain this behaviour are discussed
below.

Partially, FICF is driven by the strength and slope of the near-target breakup func-
tions. In particular, the variation seen in FICF for reactions of 7Li with 58Ni, 28Si and
27Al (open green squares) correlates well with the variation in near-target P(RB)

shown in Fig. 7.6b. On the other hand, even though the total near-target P(RB) for
reactions of 9Be with 168Er, 144Sm, 28Si and 27Al, shown in Fig. 7.6a are compara-
ble, the resulting FICF are larger for 9Be + 27Al and 28Si than they are for 168Er and
144Sm. Clearly, some other factors are at play. By scaling FICF by the total near-target
P(RB), the effect of the total strength of the breakup function is removed. The scaled
FICF/P(RB) values, shown as a function of ZP ZT in panel (b) of Fig. 7.10 show
much less scatter than FICF alone, except for the 7Li + 27Al case, which lies far outside
the systematics. Arguably, there is also some dependence of FICF/P(RB) on ZP ZT

[panel (b)] and the average slope of near-target breakup, weighted by the probability
of breakup at the barrier [panel (c)]. A possible explanation of the effect of ZP ZT lies
in the relevance of timescales to these processes. In systems with higher ZP ZT , the
gradient of the Coulomb potential is higher for the same E/VB as for systems with
smaller ZP ZT . Therefore, in a classical trajectory model, the velocity of projectile-
like nuclei are higher in heavier systems than for light systems. As a result, the time
taken for projectile-like nuclei that were produced on the incoming trajectory to pass
beyond the capture radius is smaller. The effect of this is that for the same τ , more

3The errors in FICF arise from the statistical error in the least squares fit to the breakup probabilities.
The input breakupprobabilitywhen calculating FICF was varied by±1 sigma in both slope parameter
and strength parameter, and the resulting FICF calculated. The asymmetry in the error bars therefore
arise from a nonlinear response of Kookaburra to variation in the breakup function. The model
sensitivities of Kookaburra must be investigated further.
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Fig. 7.10 M- Platypus and
Kookaburra predictions of
FICF for the systems studied
in this work (a). FICF divided
by the total probability of
near-target breakup as a
function of ZP ZT (b) and
average near-target breakup
slope parameter (c). Errors in
FICF correspond to errors in
the fit to the below-barrier
breakup probabilities

breakup will occur on the incoming trajectory for light systems than for heavy sys-
tems. A more quantitative analysis will be possible with further understanding of the
sensitivities of Kookaburra to ZP ZT and to the slope parameter.

While FICF and fusion suppression factors 1 − σWith BU
CF /σNo BU

fus. were observed to
correspond in reactions of 9Be with 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi, the
same cannot be said of reactions with 58Ni, 28Si and 27Al, as shown in Fig. 7.11a. In
this figure, 1 − σWith BU

CF /σNo BU
fus. against FICF is shown for all of the systems studied

in this work. As was shown in Fig. 7.9, 1 − σWith BU
CF /σNo BU

fus. and FICF are very similar
for reactions of 9Be + 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi, though the fusion
suppression is consistently lower than FICF. 9Be + 208Pb is the only system in which
experimental values of both FICF and 1 − σ

expt.
CF /σcalc.

fus. are available. Coincidentally,
this is also the system in which the two quantities are the most similar in the cal-
culations. In the reactions with 58Ni, 28Si and 27Al, FICF is significantly lower than
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Fig. 7.11 a Comparison
between FICF and fusion
suppression factor
1 − σCF/σfus. in the systems
studied in this thesis. A line
of FICF= 1 − σCF/σfus. has
been drawn for reference.
b Ratio of total fusion
(σT F = σCF + σICF) to the
classical fusion cross-section
σ f us . A line of
σT F/σ f us = 1 has been
drawn for reference

1 − σWith BU
CF /σno BU

fus. . This is the opposite behaviour to what was seen for the heavy
systems. This is an indication that there are trajectories that are leading to no-capture
breakup that would have otherwise undergone fusion had the projectile not under-
gone breakup, decreasing σCF but not contributing to σICF. It is not clear why these
trajectories play a larger role in light systems than in heavy systems, although the
geometrical size of the nuclei may play a role.

If there are a large number of trajectories that are leading to no-capture breakup,
then one might expect that total fusion σTF = σCF + σICF is suppressed relative to
that with no breakup. Shown in Fig. 7.11b is the ratio of σTF to the classical fusion
cross-section calculated using:

σNo BU
fus = πR2

B

(
1 − VB

ECM

)
. (7.2)

This expression reproduces the value of σNo BU
fus calculated usingKookaburrawith

breakup turned off to within 2%. The departure of FICF from 1 − σCF/σfus. is seen in
an effect on total fusion. Total fusion is (slightly) enhanced for reactions of 9Be with
144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi, due to trajectories that contribute to σICF
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but could not contribute to σCF, even though in the same systems, complete fusion is
hindered.

On the other hand, these calculations indicate that both total fusion and complete
fusion should be hindered in reactions of 7Li and 9Be with 58Ni, 28Si and 27Al. While
complete fusionhas not beenmeasured in these systems,measurements of total fusion
have been performed, but rely on statistical model calculations. It is not clear from
experimental measurements whether or not above-barrier total fusion is hindered:
Refs. [18–23] find a total fusion hindrance due to breakup by relating the fusion
cross-section to the reaction cross-section, and comparing to well-bound nuclei. The
measurements of [24–29] show agreement with BPM or coupled-channels calcula-
tions. However, it should be noted that the hindrance of total fusion that is predicted
here is relatively modest, and within the uncertainty of many of the cross-sections
reported in those works.

7.10 Summary

In this chapter, below-barrier transfer-triggered breakup functions for reactions of
9Be + 27Al, 28Si, 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb, 209Bi and 7Li + 27Al, 28Si, 58Ni
were extracted from coincidence measurements of breakup fragments using an im-
proved two-dimensional method of efficiency correction. In general, below-barrier
breakup functions were found to be steeper for near-target breakup than for asymp-
totic breakup, though no clear trend with ZT was identified. The below-barrier
breakup functions were then used to predict the contribution of breakup to above-
barrier suppression. In reactions of 9Be + 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi,
the experimentally observed suppression of complete fusion is a factor of three larger
than what can be explained by breakup. The predicted fusion cross-sections for re-
actions of 9Be with 27Al and 28Si, and 7Li with 27Al, 28Si and 58Ni indicate that
complete fusion should be suppressed by breakup to between 15 and 35% in these
light systems. They further indicate that total fusion should be suppressed by approx-
imately 15% in light systems. The implications of these results on our understanding
of the mechanisms of above-barrier complete fusion suppression are discussed in
Chap.9.

It should be emphasised that this is the first use of Kookaburra for above-barrier
predictions of σCF and σICF. Further work is required to establish the sensitivities
of the model. It would also be interesting to re-examine the breakup functions and
above-barrier suppression predictions of the 6,7Li + 207,208Pb,209Bi measurements of
Ref. [30] with the improved methods of efficiency correction as well as improved
classical trajectory calculations that include realistic resonant state excitation and
lifetimes. Furthermeasurementswith intermediatemass targetswill also be beneficial
to understand the trends of breakup with decreasing ZT .
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Chapter 8
Towards Measurements of 7Be(d,p)8Be

The nucleus is so small, and has so few parts, and still shows a
tremendous variety of phenomena. What a marvellous invention!
It is worth devoting a lifetime to it

Victor Weisskopf 1908–2002

The capability of the BALiN array for detection of charged particles in coincidence
has been robustly demonstrated for a wide range of reactions. In this chapter, the
feasibility of using this experimental capability to study the astrophysically relevant
reaction 7Be(d,p)8Be is explored. There are two experimental considerations for
measurements of 7Be(d,p)8Be that will be discussed in this chapter. The first centres
around the need to understand the efficiency of BALiN for detection of coincidence
fragments following reactions with light targets performed in inverse kinematics. To
address this, test measurements with stable nuclei were performed, and are discussed
in Sect. 8.1. The second task is to investigate the production of the 7Be radioactive
ion beam at the ANU with the 10B (6Li,7Be)9Be reaction. This will be discussed in
Sects. 8.2 and 8.3.

8.1 Test Measurements with Stable Nuclei

A goal of this work is to investigate the feasibility of investigating the nuclear reac-
tion relevant to Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), 7Be(d,p)8Be with the facilities
at the ANU. As discussed in Chap. 1, this reaction may play an important role in
the destruction of 7Be during BBN. If the reaction rate is larger than previously esti-
mated [1], it is capable of reducing the amount of 7Li in the early universe, alleviating
the cosmological lithium problem [2]. A previous measurement [3] found a smaller
reaction rate than originally estimated, but was not sensitive to highly excited states
in 8Be, motivating a re-examination of the 7Be(d,p)8Be reaction rate.
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Fig. 8.1 Structure of 7Li and 7Be showing the charge independence of the nuclear force (see text).
Reproduced from [4]

Since 7Be is unstable (t1/2 = 53.2 days) producing a beam of 7Be is challenging.
To investigate the kinematics of the transfer andbreakupprocess, and the suitability of
BALiN to measurements of this system, it is useful to first perform a measurement
with the mirror nucleus 7Li. Mirror nuclei are pairs of nuclei with interchanged
numbers of protons and neutrons Z ↔ N , that is, 7

3Li
4 ↔7

4Be
3. Since the nuclear

force is almost charge independent (see [5] and Refs. therein), the nuclear structure
of 7Li and 7Be should only differ by the difference in the Coulomb potential due to the
difference in the number of protons. Indeed, the low-lying structure of 7Li and 7Be
presented in Fig. 8.1 show that the ordering and spacing of the levels in these nuclei
are very similar. Further, the binding energies of the nuclei are close to each other, as
reflected by the similarity of their mass excesses�, where� = 14.9070MeV for 7Li
and� = 15.7689MeV for 7Be [6].Because of this, the reactions 7Li(d,n)8Be(α + α)

and 7Be(d,p)8Be(α + α) have very similar Q-values of 15.121 and 16.766 MeV,
respectively. This makes the stable beam reaction 7Li(d,n)8Be(α + α) an excellent
test-bed for 7Be(d,p)8Be(α + α) in terms of both reaction outcomes and reaction
kinematics. As such, we begin by making measurements of d(7Li,8Be(α + α))n;
using inverse kinematics. However, this reaction results in a neutron in the final
state whereas 7Be(d,p)8Be produces a proton. The difference is significant since
BALiN is sensitive to protons, but not neutrons. One might expect to measure not
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only α + α pairs, but also coincidences with the proton. To understand this aspect
of kinematic reconstruction, the reaction d(9Be,8Be)t, which produces three charged
fragments in the final state, was also measured. Both of these measurements required
the production of deuterium targets, which will be discussed in Sect. 8.3.1.

8.1.1 Measurements of d(7Li,8Be)n

Measurements of the d(7Li,8Be)n reaction were performed using a 7Li beam of
Ebeam = 2.80 MeV. After traversing half the target thickness, the energy of the 7Li
was Elab = 2.51 MeV, corresponding to a centre of mass energy of 0.558 MeV,
which is 9% above the fusion barrier energy predicted by the SPP. This is the only
above-barrier measurement performed in this thesis. A beam energy of 2.80 MeV
required a terminal potential of 1.314 MV, the lowest potential used at the 14UD to
deliver beam. As discussed in Chap.1, the interest in the 7Be(d,p)8Be reaction is that
it is a key candidate for the destruction of 7Be during the Big Bang. BBN begins
at an energy of approximately 0.1 MeV, after the photo-dissociation of deuterium
ceases and stops when the temperature of the universe drops below 0.03 MeV [7].
Therefore, the centre of mass energy of 0.558 MeV for the measurements performed
here is well above the energies of astrophysical interest. The production of lower
energy beams at the ANU will require further experimental development.1 The most
recent measurement of 7Be(d,p)8Be described in Ref. [3] was at centre of mass
energies between 0.13 and 0.38 MeV, and between 1.0 and 1.23 MeV, on either side
of the present measurement. Therefore, we can relate the present measurements to
those of Ref. [3]. In addition, the 15.121 MeV Q-value of the d(7Li,8Be)n reaction
means that the difference in beam energy between this measurement and that of
experimental interest will have little difference in the kinematic observables in this
reaction. Further, the high Q-value (compared with Elab) also means that this, rather
than Elab, will dictate the internal states of 8Be that are likely to be populated. We
can therefore expect that the inferences that can be drawn from a measurement of
d(7Li,8Be)n at Ebeam = 2.80 MeV will not change significantly at a lower energy.
Since the (natC2D4)n target contains a significant amount of 12C, it is pertinent to
note that a 7Be beam of 2.80 MeV is well below the barrier at ECM/Vb = 0.34.
As such, contributions to the coincidence yield from breakup in interactions of 7Li
with 12C are expected to be low. To confirm this, an additional measurement was
performed at Ebeam = 2.80 MeV with a 12C target to examine any contributions of
7Li + 12C reactions to the coincidence yield. No coincidence pairs were seen in this

1One way to achieve lower energies may be by removing the primary stripper, and instead using
the secondary stripping foil, located one third of the way between the terminal and the bottom of
the accelerator. The beam will decelerate between the terminal and the second stripper. Then, in
this configuration, for a terminal potential of VT , initial acceleration Vi and a post-stripping charge
state q, the beam energy will be Ebeam = 2/3VT (1 + q) + Vi , compared to the usual Ebeam =
VT (1 + q) + Vi (Eq.3.1).
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Fig. 8.2 Measured Qα+α

(a) and Erel (b) distributions
of α + α fragments detected
in coincidence for the
reaction of 7Li with d at
Ebeam = 2.8 MeV. The line
in panel a corresponds to the
calculated Q-value for the
7Li(d,n)8Be reaction, while
the lines in panel b indicate
the expected Erel due to
on-resonance excitation of
8Be in its first 0+, 2+ and 4+
resonances

(a)

(b)

measurement, giving confidence that all α + α pairs measured in reactions of 7Li
with (natC2D4)n at this energy correspond to reactions with deuterium.

The separation of valid coincidence pairs from spurious coincidences proceeded
in the same manner as described in Chap.4. Only one peak in Qα+α is produced,
corresponding to the expected Q-value of 15.121 MeV, as can be seen in Fig. 8.2a.
The large width of this peak (2.4 MeV FWHM) is attributable to the large fraction
of energy that is carried by the recoiling neutron. Any error in BALiN location,
pixelisation effect, or uncertainty in energy loss is much more significant in this
measurement than in measurements seen earlier in this thesis with much heavier
targets. The Erel distribution is more interesting. Shown in Fig. 8.2b is the resulting
Erel distribution for theα + α pairsmeasured in reactions of 7Liwith d at Ebeam = 2.8
MeV. The sharp cut at 16MeV is due to limit of the energy available to the fragments.
The on-resonance excitation of 8Be in its ground state 0+ resonance, as well as its
2+ and 4+ resonances are indicated by the dashed lines in the figure. As with all
measurements of α + α fragments in this thesis, there is a peak in Erel at 92 keV,
associated with breakup from the ground-state resonance of 8Be. In general, (as
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discussed in Sect. 2.8.4 and shown in Eq.2.40) the measured Erel results from the
sum of three components: the breakup Q-value of the transfer product, the excitation
energy of the transfer product above its ground state, and the post-acceleration of the
fragments due to the fragment-recoil Coulomb field. However, in this measurement,
the recoiling nucleus is a neutron. Therefore, the breakup fragments experience
essentially no post-breakup acceleration. The resulting relative energy distribution
will therefore represent the distribution of the internal excitation energy of 8Be, E∗

p
filtered by the detector efficiency, so that

Erel = E∗
p + QBU. (8.1)

As seen in Fig. 8.2b, there is a peak in Erel corresponding to the ground-state and
first 2+ state of 8Be, as we would expect. However, the peak in high Erel does not lie
at the position of the 4+ peak at E∗

p = 11.35 MeV. This is very likely due to a strong
dependence on the opening angle θ12 of the coincidence efficiency of BALiN for
each state, which was discussed in detail in Chap. 6. An additional factor affecting
the efficiency of the array is the energy threshold of BALiN. In themeasurements, the
energy threshold of the amplifierswas set at approximately 900keV.This corresponds
to an energy of the α particles prior to energy loss through the target, PET foil, Al
layer and Si deadlayer of approximately 2 MeV.

The effect of the energy threshold and coincidence efficiency of the BALiN array
can be seen most starkly in a plot of θ12 − β, shown in Fig. 8.3. The asymptotic
expectations of the θ12 − β relationship for the on-resonance excitation of 8Be in its
ground and first two resonances are shown by the white-bordered black lines. Areas
where all events have at least one particle below the detection threshold are shown
(approximately) by the shaded regions, determined byKookaburra simulations.As
the recoiling nucleus is uncharged, all breakup should follow the asymptotic expec-

Fig. 8.3 Reconstructed θ12 − β distribution of α + α fragments produced in the 7Li(d,n)8Be reac-
tion at Ebeam = 2.8 MeV. Lines indicate the asymptotic θ12 − β relationship expected for breakup
of 8Be with on-resonance excitation energy of the (from left to right) 0+, 2+ and 4+ states. Shaded
areas indicate regions where every event is below the ∼2 MeV energy threshold of BALiN
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tations. The 0+ band of events follow asymptotic expectations well. The opening
angle between the fragments is smallest for these events. Therefore, if one fragment
hits the array, the probability of measuring the other fragment is high. This results
in a high efficiency for measuring breakup from the 0+ state. As expected from
the Erel distribution, there is a group of events in θ12 − β that correspond to the 2+
E∗
p = 3.03 MeV state. The opening angle of the 2+ events that are above the energy

threshold is approximately 80◦. This opening angle means that, on average, particles
are too far apart to land on the same pair of detectors, but not far enough apart to
have one fragment fall on the forward pair of detectors and one on the backward pair
of detectors. This leads to a minimum of efficiency in intermediate opening angles
(40 � θ12 � 130). As a result, the probability of detecting events corresponding to
the 2+ resonance is small. As the opening angle of the particles increase, the like-
lihood of detecting one particle in the forward pair of detectors and the other in the
backward increases, and the efficiency increases rapidly at the largest opening angles
θ12 � 130◦. This may explain the distribution of events associated with high E∗

p . The
asymptotic expectation for the on-resonance excitation of the 4+ resonance is shown
in Fig. 8.3. The observed region of highest intensity in Erel and θ12 − β occurs at
higher values of Erel and θ12 than would be expected. Since the efficiency rapidly
increases for θ12 � 130◦, the distribution will be skewed to higher Erel and θ12, as is
observed.

The goal of this measurement was to understand the experimental conditions
required for measuring coincidence fragments produced in the 7Li(d,n)8Be reac-
tion, as guidance for the 7Be(d,p)8Be reaction. We have seen that the kinematic
reconstruction techniques developed for studies of breakup remain useful in these
measurements, and that it is possible to use the Erel and θ12 − β distributions to
identify the excitation energy of 8Be prior to decay. As discussed in Chap.1, a key
issue in previous measurements of 7Be(d,p)8Be [3] was that by only measuring the
recoiling protons, the measurements were insensitive to high excitations of 8Be, as
the energy of the protons were then below the measurement threshold at BBN ener-
gies. By measuring both α particles, high excitations of 8Be can be measured. A
key experimental goal of measurements of 7Be(d,p)8Be with BALiN would be to
measure the full distribution of excitation energies in 8Be, and therefore obtain a
robust cross-section.

The efficiency of detecting pairs of particles in BALiN depends strongly on the
opening angle, and therefore the Erel, of the fragments. Due to this strong depen-
dence of detector efficiency and energy threshold on the observed Erel = QBU + E∗

p
distribution, it is not possible to say anything quantitative about the relative popu-
lation of the 0+, 2+ and 4+ resonances without first characterising the efficiency of
BALiN. This was done in detail for themeasurements with heavier targets in Chap. 6.
Here we simply give the results for efficiency calculations usingKookaburra. The
population of different resonances of 8Be can be estimated by matching the exper-
imentally measured and the simulated (filtered through the acceptance of BALiN)
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(c)

(a)

(d)

(b)

Fig. 8.4 aThe total (red line) andfiltered (blue line) Erel distribution for aKookaburra simulation
of α + α pairs produced in 7Li(d,n)8Be reactions at Elab = 2.51 MeV. The filtered simulation
is compared to the experimental Erel distribution (b) and shows remarkably good agreement of
the shape of the Erel spectrum. The simulated θ12 − β distribution (c) when compared to the
experimental θ12 − β distribution d also shows good agreement. The total number of events in the
simulation after filtering is the same as in the experimental distribution

distributions of events.2 The caveats are that Kookaburra is a classical model, the
slope of the transfer probability is not known, and that the angular distribution of
events depends strongly on the input excitation energy probability distribution.

The total and filtered simulated Erel distribution using Kookaburra for
7Li(d,n)8Be at Elab = 2.51 MeV, is shown in Fig. 8.4a. The energy of the 7Li pro-
jectile corresponds to the energy of the beam in the experimental measurement after
traversing half of the target thickness, and filtering has been done on the basis of
the angular acceptance and energy threshold of the BALiN array. The filtered Erel

simulation compared to the experimental distribution (for the same total number of
α + α pairs) in Fig. 8.4b, and the simulated and experimental θ12 − β distributions

2Reference [3] discusses the excitation of 8Be in terms of populations of the 0+, 2+ and 4+ states.
However, the 2+ and 4+ states are quite broad, and as can be seen in Fig. 2.5, different resonances
can populate the same excitation energy. It is not clear how this issue was addressed in Ref. [3].
It is more natural to correct for the efficiency of BALiN on the basis of opening angle (and thus
Erel) and not assign a particular resonance to a particular excitation energy when the resonances
are broad. This removes the sensitivity to the input resonance shape, the determination of which
is especially problematic for broad resonances. However, to make a comparison with Ref. [3], the
population of resonances will be estimated.
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are shown in panels (c) and (d), respectively. The slope of the transfer function has
been assumed to be the same for each resonance, and has been estimated as 1.2
fm−1, as this value reproduces the data well, although varying the slope between 1
and 1.4 does not change the Erel distribution in any significant way. The strength
of each resonance has been chosen so to reproduce the relative fraction of events in
θ12 < 30◦, 30◦ < θ12 < 110◦ and 110◦ < θ12 < 180◦, where the strength of the 0+,
2+ and 4+ states, respectively, are strongest.

The simulated Erel and θ12 − β distributions correspond fairly favourably with the
experimental distributions. Thus, the total Erel spectrum of the simulation (unfiltered
by BALiN), shown in Fig. 8.4a is taken to represent the genuine distribution of
fragments. In this total simulation, 9% of events arise through the 0+ resonance, 22%
of events arise through the 2+ resonance, and 69% through the 4+ resonance. The
resonant structures of these states overlap. Experimentally only the relative energy
is measured – an event with excitation of 8 MeV cannot be definitively assigned to
either the 2+ or the 4+ resonance.3 However, gating the simulation around the peak
of each resonance in Erel gives a close correspondence to the input to the simulation:
8% of events correspond to the 0+ peak, 22% to the 2+ peak, and 70% to the 4+
peak. Regardless of the assignment of the resonance, it is clear that a large fraction
of events are through highly excited 8Be.

To the extent that 7Li(d,n)8Be is a good analogue for 7Be(d,p)8Be, this mea-
surement indicates that 8Be should be expected to be populated strongly in its 4+
resonance in the 7Be(d,p)8Be reaction. Reference [3] puts an upper limit of 36% for
the population of the 4+ resonance in 7Be(d,p)8Be reactions at astrophysical energies.
The result of 70% in the present measurement is in tension with that result, although
for the mirror reaction. This experiment demonstrates the utility of measuring par-
ticles in coincidence with large solid angle detectors for reactions of astrophysical
interest. More detailed information on the kinematics of the reaction is available,
and there is a high sensitivity to the population of highly excited states of 8Be, which
were previously experimentally inaccessible and represent a significant fraction of
the cross-section of this reaction. The cost of measuring particles in coincidence is
that reliable efficiency determination becomes more challenging.

It is not immediately obvious how the population of 8Be in its 0+, 2+and 4+ ground
state bandwill change if it is populated byproton pickupwith 7Li or by neutron pickup
with 7Be. Measurements have not established the detail of the reaction mechanism
for these reactions. 7Be(d,p)8Be and 7Li(d,n)8Be may proceed via a direct transfer
of a nucleon or via fusion to form 9B or 9Be followed by emission of a proton or
neutron. It is not clear that the mechanism will be identical in the two cases. As a
result, the energy dependence of 7Be(d,p)8Be and 7Li(d,n)8Be may not be the same.
In addition, the larger Q-value for 7Be(d,p)8Be of 16.67 MeV as opposed to 15.03
MeV in 7Li(d,n)8Be may result in population of the 16.626 MeV 2+ state in 8Be in
the former reaction. However, this state has been interpreted as a single proton state,
and so the population of this state via neutron pickup should be weak [8]. At slightly
higher beam energies, but still in the astrophysically relevant region, the 16.922MeV

3Indeed, there is a small probability that it arises through the tail of the 0+ resonance.
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state in 8Be is likely to be strongly populated as it is known to be a single neutron
state [8]. As demonstrated in this thesis, these aspects can be thoroughly investigated
in the future through measurements of α + α pairs in coincidence.

8.1.2 Measurements of d(9Be,8Be)t

A measurement of d(9Be,8Be)t was performed at Ebeam = 2.20 MeV (Elab = 1.87
MeV, E/Vb = 0.50) to investigate the experimental considerations required when
there are three charged particles of similar mass and energy in the exit channel. In
this measurement, 27881 coincidence level two events were measured, while there
were 898 coincidence three events, representing just 3% of all events. Therefore,
examining coincidence two events will prove more fruitful.

Time of flight information was not recorded in this measurement. However, kine-
matic considerations allow particles to be identified. The (θ1, AE1) distribution, after
removal of spurious events, is shown in Fig. 8.5. The expected broad distribution of
energy due to three body reactions can be seen, along with a relatively sharp band
of events at θ1 ∼ 20◦ and θ1 ∼ 120◦ starting at AE1 ∼ 5 MeV. Like in the mea-
surements with 12C targets described in Chap.4, these events are consistent with
the two-body d(9Be,7Li)α reaction. After removing transfer reactions that result in
two nuclei in the exit channel, the reconstructed coincidence events are shown in
Fig. 8.6a assuming α + α fragments and in Fig. 8.6b assuming α + t fragments.
Under each assumption, a different subset of the data reconstructs to Q near the
expected value of 4.68 MeV. By selecting those events that reconstruct as expected
in each case, the identity of each particle identified in coincidence is assigned. Shown

Fig. 8.5 (θ1, AE1) distribution for particles detected in coincidence in reactions of 9Be with d at
Ebeam = 2.20 MeV. A broad distribution of events was measured, consistent with breakup leading
to three particles in the exit channel, as well as a sharp distribution of events indicating a reaction
producing two particles in the exit channel. The energy of these particles is consistent with the
d(9Be,7Li)α reaction
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(b)(a)

Fig. 8.6 Q-Erel distribution of α + α and α + t pairs measured in the reaction of 9Be with d at
Ebeam = 2.20 MeV. a Q-Erel distribution reconstructed assuming α + α pairs were detected. An
Erel= 92 keV peak near the expected Q for this reaction indicates that these are α + α events. At
higher Erel there are bands of events with strong slopes in Qα+α, indicating that the assumption of
α + α for Q-Erel reconstruction was incorrect. If Q-Erel is reconstructed under the assumption that
the events areα + t pairs, the distribution in b is seen. The straight bands of events near the expected
Q indicate that they are indeed α + t pairs. The α + α pairs that previously reconstructed to the
correct Q are now at 3 MeV. An additional band of events with a strong band in Qα+t corresponds
to α + t pairs with reversed identity, that is, t + α pairs

in Fig. 8.7a is the Erel distribution of the correctly identified fragments. This distri-
bution is the combination of the Erel for the α + α pairs, and that for the α + t pairs.
As expected, there is a sharp peak of events at 92 keV, corresponding to breakup
through the 8Be ground-state resonance. To understand the origin of the other peaks,
Kookaburra simulations were performed, and the events were filtered through the
geometry of BALiN. The broad peak centred around Erel∼ 1.5MeV is likely to have
two origins, a weak peak due to 8Be breakup where both α fragments were detected
from the 8Be 2+ state (Fig. 8.7b), and a slightly lower Erel peak due to α + t pairs
produced after 8Be was populated the same 2+ state, where one α fragment was
detected in coincidence with the recoiling t (Fig. 8.7c). The peak at Erel∼ 4.5 MeV
represents the relative energy between an α from the decay of 8Be in its ground
state and the recoiling t . This identification has been made assuming the particles
have been produced in the d(9Be,8Be)t reaction. It is possible to produce α + α and
a triton in the exit channel via the d(9Be,7Li)α reaction, if 7Li is populated above
its direct breakup (7Li→ α + t) breakup threshold. As the same final state is pro-
duced, the Q for either reaction is identical, though the Erel of the fragments should
differ. Kookaburra simulations are consistent with reactions proceeding through
d(9Be,8Be(→ α + α))t, though simulations of d(9Be,7Li(→ α + t))α should also
be performed.

The number of α + α pairs detected in this d(9Be,8Be)t measurement is 1238,
while the number of α + t pairs is 10 882. This suggests that the efficiency for
detection of α + t pairs is much larger than α + α pairs, which is supported by
Kookaburra calculations. The fact that different pairs of events can be detected
from the same reaction mechanism with very different efficiencies adds a level of
complication to the data analysis for reactions such as d(9Be,8Be)t and 7Be(d,p)8Be.
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Fig. 8.7 Experimental Erel
distribution for reactions
producing three particles in
the reaction of 9Be with d at
Ebeam = 2.20 MeV (a).
Simulated filtered Erel
distribution of α + α (a) and
α + t (b) pairs within the
acceptance of BALiN in the
same reaction. By relating
the simulated and
experimental distributions, it
is possible to identify the
origins of the peaks in the
experimental Erel
distribution. The sharp peak
of events at 92 keV
corresponds to the relative
energy between α + α pairs
produced after the decay of
8Be in its 0+ ground state.
The peak at ∼4.5 MeV
corresponds to the relative
energy between α + t pairs,
where the α has been
produced in the decay of 8Be
in its 0+ ground state. The
broad peak of events between
0.1 and 3 MeV corresponds
to α + t and α + α pairs
produced through the
population and decay of 8Be
in its first 2+ resonance

(c)

(b)

(a)

However, the kinematic reconstruction of Q and Erel provides a tool to distinguish
these events, and further, simulations such as those done with Kookaburra can
provide insight into the population of the projectile-like nucleus in this case.
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8.2 7Be Beam Production Through 10B(7Li,7Be)10Be

After establishing the suitability of BALiN for measuring reactions such as
7Be(d,p)8Be, the second task is to produce the 7Be beam. As has been mentioned,
7Be is radioactive, with a half life of 53.2 days. As such, production of a 7Be beam
is not as straightforward as the production of the stable 7Li and 9Be beams used in
the rest of this work.

For radioactive isotopewith a fairly long half-life such as 7Be, there are essentially
two beam production techniques: on- and off-line. In off-line production, 7Be is
produced via the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction using intense beams of protons incident on
a 7Li metallic target [9–11]. The resulting 7Be is then chemically separated from
7Li. This method enables relatively high intensity, high quality beams of 7Be to be
produced. However, there are some complications that make off-line production of
7Be beams at the ANU impractical. Firstly, very high beam currents of protons (∼20
µA) are required for a long period of time (two weeks). Secondly, the resulting
sample has an activity of 20 GBq, and ANU lacks the appropriate radiochemistry
facility. Thirdly, the use of a radioactive sample in the SNICS II ion source will
contaminate it.

Therefore, 7Be is better produced at the ANU using an online in-flight separation
method, where beams of 7Be are produced in a nuclear reaction, separated from
other reaction products while in flight, then impinged on a secondary target. At other
facilities, beams of 7Be have been produced using this scheme, though the reaction
mechanism differs. At high energies (800 MeV/nucleon), fragmentation of 11B has
been used to produce 99.9% pure 7Be beams at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory [12].
For lower energy beams, production via transfer reactions is preferable. At the Inter-
University Accelerator Centre (IUAC), NewDelhi, 7Be beamswere produced via the
p(7Li,7Be)n inverse kinematics reaction, using a polypropylene foil target and 7Li
beam. The HIRA recoil mass separator was then used to separate the 7Be beam from
the 7Li, resulting in beams of 104 pps have been produced with 99% purity [13–15].
Similarly, at the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro (LNL, Italy), the EXOTIC facility
has been used to produce 3 × 105 pps beams of 7Be via the p(7Li,7Be)n reaction,
using a cryogenic H2 gas target [16]. Also using a gas target, 104 − 105 pps 7Be
beams have been produced at the RIBRAS facility [17, 18] at the University of São
Paulo with the 3He(6Li,7Be)d reaction [19, 20]. At the University of Notre Dame,
the Radioactive Nuclear Beam (RNB) facility4 [23] was used to produce 7Be beams
through the 1H(10B,7Be)4He, 12C(3He,7Be)8Be and 10B(6Li,7Be)9Be reactions [24,
25], which had yields ranging between 3.3 × 103 to 1.6 × 104 pps.

At the ANU, the 10B(6Li,7Be)9Be reaction was chosen to be investigated initially.
This is for several reasons: no cryogenic gas target is available at the ANU, which
is needed for the p(7Li,7Be)n reaction. 3He beams are not available at the ANU for
use in the 12C(3He,7Be)8Be reaction. The experience using (natC2D4)n targets, which
will be discussed below, and the resulting rapid thinning of the target with the use of a
low 7Li beam current led to reservations about using a polypropylene (C2H6)n target,

4A precursor to TwinSol, the current RIB facility at the University of Notre Dame [21, 22].
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as used in Refs. [13–15] for the p(7Li,7Be)n reaction. Using a TiH2 target was also
ruled out as Ref. [25] reported migration of H2 out of their TiH2 target due to local
target heating. On the other hand, 10B is a much more robust target. Plentiful beams
of 6Li are available at the ANU HIAF, and so beam availability is not an issue in this
reaction. Further, in Ref. [24], the authors propose that 10B(6Li,7Be)9Be should have
the largest achievable beam currents out of those that they studied. Therefore, test
measurements for the production of 7Be through the 10B(6Li,7Be)9Be reaction were
undertaken for this thesis work using the SOLEROO RIB facility at the ANU.

8.2.1 SOLEROO

SOLEROO (SOLenoidal Exotic Rare IsOtOpe separator) is a radioactive beam capa-
bility based on a 6.5 T superconducting solenoidal separator. SOLEROO is shown
schematically in Fig. 8.8, and is described in detail in Refs. [26–28]. Radioactive ions
of interest are produced through transfer reactions of an intense primary beam inci-
dent on a thick production target located near to the entry of the solenoid. Ions that
have a scattering angle between 2◦ and 6◦ enter the solenoid, where they experience
the strong axial magnetic field of the solenoid. The field is chosen such that the ions
of interest are focused onto a secondary target located on-axis after the exit of the
solenoid. The angular acceptance of the solenoid is restricted to 2–6◦ to reduce the
secondary beam spot size and angular divergence to less than ±5◦. An axial rod and
adjustable blocking disks are used to block scattered particles with smaller magnetic
rigidity than the beam of interest. With this single stage solenoidal separator, purities
of up to 40% can be achieved [28]. This is not sufficient for reaction studies. At
the RIBRAS and TwinSol facilities, an additional superconducting solenoid is used
for further purification. At the ANU, beam identification and tagging is performed
offline using a pair of Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters (PPACs) placed after the

Fig. 8.8 Cross-sectional view of the SOLEROORIB facility, described in text. Adapted from [27]
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exit of the solenoid, with 150 mm spacing. The PPACs were developed by I.P. Carter
in his PhDwork [29]. Particles exiting the solenoid deposit energy in each PPAC that
is proportional to mZ2

E , and the ToF between each PPAC is ToF = d
√

m
2E . Increased

separation by ToF can be achieved, if required, by the use of a pulsed beam from
the 14UD. In this scheme, the ToF of each ion is measured between the target and
one PPAC, increasing the flight path d to 1700 mm, and so the separation in ToF.
However, this is at the expense of a lower primary beam intensity.

The combination of deposited energy and ToF allows the species of each ion to be
identified in offline analysis. Further, the PPACs are position sensitive in both the x
and y planes, with position resolution of ≤1 mm FWHM. Measuring the position of
every ion in each PPACenables the trajectory of each ion to be reconstructed,which is
crucial for reaction studies, where the angle between the beam and scattered particle
is relevant. We will also see that the position spectra can be used for further beam
purification. The PPACs can operate at rates of ∼106 Hz, allowing measurements
with virtually pure RIBs of good intensity to be made. The SOLEROO facility
has been used for the production of 6He and 8Li beams of intensity 7.38 × 104

cts/s/mg/cm2/µeA and 5.14 × 105 cts/s/mg/cm2/µeA respectively. The purity of the
electronically identified 6He and 8Li beams is >95%. The BALiN array has been
placed around the secondary target, and the first measurements of elastic scattering
and breakup of 8Li at the facility were performed as a part of I.P. Carter’s PhD project
[29].

For beam diagnostics, a�E − E telescope of ion implanted silicon detectors can
be moved to just behind the secondary target position. The thickness of the �E and
the E detector are 59.6 and 300 µm thick, respectively. This telescope, along with
the PPACs, was used to examine the rate and purity of 7Be beams produced through
the 10B(6Li,7Be)9Be reaction at SOLEROO in a series of experiments in April and
May of 2015.

In these experiments, a beam of 45 MeV 6Li was delivered by the 14UD and
impinged on a 145µg/cm2 production target of 10B thatwas available from a different
experiment. The thickness of the target is lower than what is required for useful
RIB intensities, but it does allow for a study of the production of 7Be. The beam
intensity was lowered to 10 nA to prevent excessive rate in the �E − E telescope.
The experimental considerations for production of a thick 10B target that is required
for a RIB measurement will be discussed at the end of this chapter. A test of the
6Li beam showed that intensities of greater than 1 µA could be achieved on the
production target. The beam energy of 45 MeV was chosen to ensure that particles
were not stopped in the �E detector.

A sample �E − E spectrum is shown in Fig. 8.9 for a field strength of 2.7 T. The
7Be ions are seen at a well defined peak in �E − E , as indicated in the figure. A
large amount of energy degraded elastically scattered 6Li is seen, along with some
7Li, presumably formed in the 10B(6Li,7Li)9B neutron stripping reaction. In addition,
a large number of low energy α particles are transmitted through the solenoid. 7Be
represents 1% of the �E − E spectrum. The energy degraded elastic particles are
not a problem in the production of the 6He and 8Li beams. This is because, unlike
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Fig. 8.9 �E − E spectrum for particles transmitted through the solenoid and focussed on the
secondary target position for the 10B(6Li,7Be)9Be at a magnetic field of 2.7 T. The unique�E − E
relationship for each species allows identification of each ion. A tightly grouped peak of 7Be
particles are focused on the detector, along with a large amount of elastically scattered 6Li, 7Li
produced via neutron pickup, and 4He produced in various reactions with the primary target. The
amplifier threshold for the �E detector was set above the �E for p, d, t , and so none are seen in
this spectrum

the 6He and 8Li secondary beams, the elastically scattered 6Li has a larger magnetic
rigidity than the 7Be beam, and upstream scattering of 6Li poses a more significant
issue.

A field scan from 2.0 to 2.9 T was performed to determine the optimal magnetic
field in the solenoid. 7Be was identified in the �E − E spectrum, and successive
measurementsweremade for a fixed integrated charge of 10−6 Coulombs. The result-
ing rate curve is shown in Fig. 8.10, where the 7Be rate is normalised for the beam
current and target thickness to units of cts/s/mg/cm−2/µeA. The shape of this curve
is due to the fact that the 9Be is populated in discrete states. The total rate is larger
than the sum of the rates for individual states at low magnetic fields. At these low
fields, a low energy tail of 7Be ions are transmitted through the solenoid that did not
belong to an easily identifiable state. These ions contribute to the total 7Be rate, but
not to the rate curve of a specific state. A field of 2.7 T was chosen as the optimum
field as only one state is transmitted through SOLEROO, allowing for good energy
definition of the beam. However, since the field can be chosen to best transmit any of
the states, this allows multiple secondary beam energies to be selected. A field of 2.3
T transmits 7Be at an energy 10 MeV lower than the 7Be beam at 2.7 T, a property
that may become useful for the low energy beams required for astrophysical interest.
The data were taken during the first 7Be test run, where the Hevimet collimator that
limits the angular acceptance of the solenoid to 2◦ ≤ θ ≤ 6◦ [26] was displaced from
its nominal location, reducing the angular acceptance of the solenoid and so reducing
the beam intensity. This was rectified before the second 7Be test run, increasing the
beam intensities by a factor of 4.6 at 2.7 T. The rate curve has been normalised to
the latter measurement, correcting for the effect of the Hevimet collimator.
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Fig. 8.10 Normalised production rate for 7Be ions measured in the�E − E telescope for solenoid
magnetic fields varying from 2 to 2.9 T, shown by the points. The lines guide the eye. The total 7Be
production rate is shown, along with the rates for the distinct groups of 7Be ions seen in �E − E

Of course, in a real measurement, beams cannot be purified with the �E − E
telescope. The typical approach for beam purification is to gate on the energy
deposited in one PPACagainst the ToF between the PPACs. This spectrum is shown in
Fig. 8.11a, for all events, and Fig. 8.11b for 7Be identified in the�E − E . An ellipse
is shown in the same location on each spectrum to guide the eye. It is clear that a gate
on Fig. 8.11a will not allow clear beam identification to be made – approximately 7%
of the events in the ellipse can be identified as 7Be in �E − E . Plotting the energy
deposited in one PPAC against the ToF between the PPAC and the primary target
when a pulsed beam was used yields the spectrum shown in Fig. 8.11c. The 7Be ions
are indicated in the figure and shown in Fig. 8.11d. The increased flight path improves
the separation, giving a beam purity of ∼84%. The remaining impurities are due to
energy degraded 6Li particles. It may be possible to improve the suppression of 6Li
by considering sources of scattering of 6Li upstream from the solenoid, as well as
any scattering inside the solenoid, from the warm bore, for example.

The beam purity can be further improved by using the position spectra of the
PPAC closest to the secondary target. This can be done by first selecting ions with
ToF less than 207 ns in the spectrum shown in Fig. 8.11c. This removes the bulk of the
4He and 6Li. The position spectrum for these ions is shown in Fig. 8.12. The central
peak of events corresponds to 7Be being focussed on the secondary target, and the
less focussed events correspond to energy degraded 6Li. The fact these events are so
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8.11 For beam purification in an RIB experiment, the energy deposited in the PPACs and the
ToF of particles is used. Shown in a is the energy deposited in the PPAC closest to the solenoid
against the time of flight of each ion between the two PPACs. The position of the 7Be ions, elastically
scattered 6Li and the 4He ions produced in reactions are indicated. In b, the same quantities with
a gate on the �E − E telescope shows the 7Be ions cleanly. It is readily apparent that a gate on a
will not cleanly identify the 7Be ions. Shown in c is the energy deposited the PPAC closest to the
solenoid against the time of flight of the ions between the target and the PPAC. b shows the same
quantities, with a gate on �E − E . The increased flight path improves the separation

distinctly grouped allows the PPAC position spectra to be used not only for trajectory
reconstruction, but also for beam purification. Further, no tight gate is required in
the ToF - PPAC �E spectrum shown in Fig. 8.11c. Gating on these events gives
a beam purity of ∼96%, consistent with the beam purities found for 6He and 8Li
beams, and a total 7Be production rate of 3.22 × 104 cts/s/mg/cm2/µeA at a field of
2.7 T. Such production rates are reasonable for a measurement to be made using a
bunched primary beam of sufficient energy and a sufficiently thick target. However,
this production rate is for a 45MeV 6Li beam, which gives 7Be at an energy that is far
too high for measurements at BBN energies. Further work is required to investigate
the production rate at lower energies.
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Fig. 8.12 Position spectrum in the PPAC closest to the secondary target of the events that have a
measured ToF between PPAC1 and the target, shown in Fig. 8.11c of less than 207 ns. The central
tight group of events corresponds to 7Be. A gate on this spectrum allows for additional beam
purification, and does not require the restrictive gate shown in Fig. 8.11c to be applied

8.3 Target Considerations

8.3.1 Deuterium Targets

In order to make measurements of 7Li and 9Be interactions with deuterium it was
necessary to produce deuterium targets. As ANU does not currently have a gas target
capability, the next best option was a thin deuterated polyethylene target (C2D4)n .
As reactions were performed near to or below the fusion barriers of 7Li, 9Be + d and
thus far below the barrier for 7Li, 9Be + 12C, reactions with carbon are not expected
to contaminate the results. While polyethylene targets are not uncommon in nuclear
physics experiments, no sufficiently thin commercial film was available. Literature
exists concerning the production of thin film deuterated polyethylene targets [30,
31], but it was not possible to produce satisfactory films using the methods outlined
without some modification.

Methods were initially tested using non-enriched high-density polyethylene
(C2H4)n . However it was found that it was not a good analogue to the behaviour
of the deuterated polyethylene. To produce the deuterium targets, 20 mg of (C2D4)n

pellets5 were mixed with 5 g of Xylene in a small Erlenmeyer flask, and heated using
a hot plate until all of the polyethylene was dissolved. The solution was mixed by
swirling the flask occasionally during this time. The solution was then heated for a
further thirty minutes. The flask was removed from the heat, and left to sit for ninety
seconds. The solution was then poured on to room temperature new glass slides, and
left to evaporate for twenty-four hours, leaving a film of polyethylene. Whilst the
consistency of the films varied, there were sufficient areas of continuous film from
which to produce targets. The film was then scored with a small scalpel blade, and

5Produced by Oak Ridge National Lab, 98.3% enriched.
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Fig. 8.13 Deuterated polyethylene targets. a Target before use. b Target after irradiation with 1
enA 9Be beam for four hours, thinning and scorch marks are evident

floated off the glass substrate in distilled water. The films were then placed onto
target frames with diameter 1/4” or 3/8”. This method produced films between 80
and 200 µg/cm2, the thicknesses of which were determined by measuring energy
loss with the mixed α source described in Chap.3. An example of a (C2D4)n target
produced for the BELICK run is shown in Fig. 8.13a.

A key concern during measurements on polyethylene targets was the robustness
of the targets under heavy ion irradiation, due to the low thermal and electrical
conductivity of polyethylene. The degradation of the targets over the course of the
runwasmonitored using the data acquisition system event rate as a proxy. The targets
did degrade over time, and it was necessary to use multiple targets over the course of
the experiment. Shown in Fig. 8.13b is a target after irradiation with a 9Be beam of
∼1 enA for approximately four hours. As can be seen, the target has visibly thinned,
and has a scorch mark. Over the course of the experiment, it was seen that targets
placed on target frames with 1/4” diameter holes showed a slower rate of thinning
compared to those on larger target frames, suggesting that the target frame acts as a
heat-sink for the target, increasing the longevity.

8.3.2 Target Heating

Due to the large current required to be incident on the primary target for an acceptable
production rate of 7Be, the risk of damage to the primary 10B target due to melting
or oxidation was investigated. Boron has a very high melting point of 2349 K, whilst
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oxides6 begin to form at 600 K, peaking at 1000 K, though the reactivity is low
[32]. The possible degradation of the target due to oxidation with any remaining air
in the production chamber was of concern. Whilst SOLEROO has a rotating target
capability in order to minimise local target heating [33], it was useful to first examine
whether it will be required in this case. It would be advantageous if use of the rotating
target wheel could be avoided, as the primary target could be made much smaller if
it could be kept stationary.

To estimate the degree of target heating, consider a 1 eµA 23 MeV 6Li3+ beam
incident on a 2 mg/cm2 10B target. According to SRIM [34] calculations, the energy
loss of the beam through the target is 1.49 MeV. This corresponds to an incident
power of 0.498 W. With a typical beam spot of radius r = 0.5 mm, the flux is 0.63
W/mm2. If heat dissipates only via radiation, one can simply derive the equilibrium
temperature of the target, as described by the Stefan–Boltzmann equation:

P = 2Aεσb(T
4 − T 4

0 ), (8.2)

where P is the incident power, A is the area of the beam-spot (here, we take the
radius of the beam spot rbs = 0.5 mm), ε the emissivity of boron (ε = 0.6), σb is
the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, T the target temperature, and T0 room temperature.
The factor of two accounts for radiation from both sides of the target. Solving for
T , one obtains an equilibrium temperature of 1747 K. Certainly low enough that
melting of the target due to heating by the beam is not of concern, but well above
the temperature at which boron begins to oxidise.

It is not sufficient to only consider heat loss due to radiation. Due to the good
thermal conductivity of boron, conduction of the heat from the beam-spot to the
rest of the target and into the target frame will be a significant fraction of the heat
loss. The equilibrium temperature in this case can be found in the solution to the
time-dependent heat equation [35]

P = mCv

dT

dt
+ λ

A

d
(T (t) − To) + 2εσb A(T (t)4 − T 4

0 ). (8.3)

The left hand side represents heat brought into the target by the beam – the beam
power P , while the right hand side represents the dissipation of energy. This equation
is a consequence of energy conservation. The first term on the right hand side gives
heat dissipation away from the beam-spot into the mass of the target, where Cv =
1030 J Kg−1K−1 is the heat capacity, and m the mass of the target. It is this term
that dictates how quickly the target temperature equilibrates. The second term is
the conduction term, and is simply Fourier’s law, where T0 is the temperature of
the heat-sink, λ the thermal conductivity of boron (27.4 W m−1k−1), A the area of
the beam-spot (1 mm in diameter) and d the distance from the beam-spot to the
heat-sink. Here, the target frame is in thermal contact with the environment, so we
take a conservative beam-target frame distance of 1 cm as the distance to the heat

6The burning reaction is 4B + 3O2 → 2B2O3.
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Fig. 8.14 Solution to
Eq.8.3. Calculated
temperature of a 2 mg/cm−2

boron target as a function of
time after the beam is
incident. The temperature of
the target at the beam spot
equilibrates after ∼40 s at a
temperature of 522 K

sink. The third term is the Stefan–Boltzmann law for radiative cooling, as shown in
Eq.8.2. Solving this expression for T (t) gives the temperature of the boron target
at the beam-spot as a function of time, and is shown in Fig. 8.14. Including cooling
via conduction results in a lower equilibrium temperature that is on the order of 522
K, which is much lower than the melting point of boron. It is approaching the point
at which boron begins to oxidise, but the rate is very low at this temperature [32].
This means that a rotating target is not required allowing smaller, simpler to produce,
targets to be fabricated

In addition, this predominance of the effects of heat loss through conduction rather
than radiation furthers the hypothesis in Sect. 8.3.1 that the size of the target frame
had an impact on target longevity – the proximity of the heat-sink to the beam spot
decreased the equilibrium temperature of the deuterated target.

8.3.3 Proposed Methods for the Production of Thick 10B and
(natC2D4)n Targets

In RIB measurements, the secondary beam is much less intense and much larger
in diameter than a stable beam. As a result, the secondary target must be thicker
and larger than would be used for a corresponding stable beam experiment. In addi-
tion, to obtain the best beam intensity, the 10B production target must be thick.
Before measuring the 7Be(d,p)8Be reaction with SOLEROO and BALiN using the
10B (6Li,7Be)9Be production reaction, thick targets of 10B and (natC2D4)n will have
to be made. Here proposed methods for the production of both will be discussed
briefly.

8.3.3.1 10B

A production 10B target should have an areal density on the order of 1mg/cm−1.
Boron is a metalloid, and therefore isn’t sufficiently ductile for a target produced
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by rolling. Electron beam vapour deposition is appropriate for thin targets, but is
very slow for the thick targets required for this work. The high melting point of
boron, discussed above, makes target production via evaporation challenging, as
very high temperatures are required. Thin boron targets have been previously made
via evaporation [36–38]. In Refs. [36, 38], the boron was heated in a carbon “boat”
with molybdenum auxiliary components that ensure low resistance except for in the
centre of the boat. It has been argued that carbon boats are superior to other boats
made of highmelting pointmaterials such as tungsten (used in Ref. [37]), as reactions
with boron form a thin film of boron carbide around the boat, which has a higher
melting point than elemental boron, protecting the boat. This method may be used
for the production of thick boron targets at the ANU.

8.3.3.2 (natC2D4)n

The method for (natC2D4)n target production, described at the beginning of this
section, was optimised for the production of targets with areal density between 90
and 200µg/cm2. The surface tension between the xylene and (natC2D4)n solution and
the glass microscope slide limits the amount of solution poured on the slide, resulting
in the desired thin films. For thicker targets, on the order of 1 mg/cm−1, a slightly
different method will have to be used. The method of Ref. [39] seems promising. A
level mould, in the desired shape and size of the final target, with a tantalum substrate
is placed in a heated oil bath at 120◦. A xylene and (natC2D4)n solution, prepared
as discussed above, is poured into the mould and the xylene allowed to evaporate.
The mould enables a thick target to be produced, and the oil bath results in target
uniformity by preventing the polyethylene from dropping out of solution too quickly.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Outlook

Coming back to where you started is not the same as never
leaving

Sir Terry Pratchett 1948–2015

The work in this thesis was centred around four key aims: (1) to identify the modes
of breakup seen in interactions of 7Li and 9Be with light targets of 6 ≤ Z ≤ 28;
(2) to investigate the kinematic signatures of breakup through short-lived resonant
states; (3) to quantitatively predict the effect of breakup from short-lived resonant
states on incomplete fusion at above-barrier energies; and (4) to explore the use
of coincidence measurement and reconstruction techniques developed for the study
of breakup to measure the astrophysically relevant 7Be(d, p)8Be reaction. Progress
towards addressing these goals is summarised here, and future directions discussed.

9.1 Suppression of Complete Fusion by Breakup

9.1.1 Breakup Mechanisms

To interrogate the mechanisms and timescales of breakup in reactions of 9Be and
7Li, coincidencemeasurements of charged particles produced in reactions of 9Be and
7Li with low (6 ≤ Z ≤ 28) Z targets were performed at below-barrier energies. The
measurements were performed with the large solid angle, highly pixelated BALiN
array allowing key kinematic quantities to be reconstructed. Time-of-flight analysis
techniques were implemented for the first time using the BALiN array, allowing clear
of separation breakup modes that are not kinematically distinct, which is important
in reactions with some medium mass targets.

Furthering the work of Refs. [1–4], it was shown that transfer-triggered breakup
dominates over direct breakup over all ZT from 2H to 209Bi. Indeed, while direct
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breakup (9Be→ α + α + n, 7Li→ α + t) has been observed in below-barrier reac-
tions of 9Be and 7Li with high Z targets [1–4], it vanishes in reactions with
1 ≤ Z ≤ 28 targets.

Consistent with the breakup modes observed in reactions of 9Be with nuclei from
144Sm to 209Bi, the dominant breakup mode in reactions of 9Be with 12C, 27Al and
28Si is neutron stripping (8Be → α + α). In addition, in reactions with 27Al and
28Si, small yields of α + p pairs were measured, populating distinct peaks in 31S
and 32P. The transfer Q-value for the production of α + p pairs is highly positive
in these reactions, unlike for reactions with 12C and 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb
and 209Bi, where the Q-values are highly negative. The presence of α + p pairs, even
though a large number of nucleons must be transferred is a demonstration that highly
positive transfer Q-values drive transfer triggered breakup probabilities.

In reactions of 7Li with 58Ni, the dominant breakup mode is two neutron strip-
ping forming unbound 5Li→ α + p, followed by proton pickup (8Be → α + α) and
neutron stripping forming 6Li above its breakup threshold (6Li → α + d). On the
other hand, for reactions of 7Li with 28Si two neutron stripping and proton pickup are
found in almost equal amounts, while in reactions of 7Li with 27Al, proton pickup
dominates by a factor of two over two neutron stripping. The only breakup mode
observed for reactions of 7Liwith 16Owas proton pickup formingα + α pairs. Strong
α + p breakup was seen in reactions of 7Li with 12C, followed by a smaller yield of
α + α pairs. The variation between these results is again indicative of the key role
of target structure and transfer Q-value in breakup mechanisms.

It would be interesting to examine the trends of breakup in intermediate Z targets
to “fill in the gaps” between the previouswork on high Z targets and the present work.
In particular, direct breakup was seen to be present in reactions with high Z targets,
it is not seen with low Z targets. Further, transfer-triggered breakup probabilities
depend on the transfer Q-value, as well as the structure of the target and projectile
nuclei. In addition to intermediate Z targets, a re-analysis of the work of Refs. [1–
3] where breakup was studied in reactions of 6,7Li with 144Sm, 207,208Pb and 209Bi,
with the improved efficiency correction method described in this work may provide
insight into the role of transfer Q-value and target structure in the dominant mode of
transfer-triggered breakup.

9.1.2 Prompt and Asymptotic Breakup

To determine the effect of breakup on complete and incomplete fusion it is not suffi-
cient to simply know the probability of any given breakup mode: the lifetime of the
state populated in breakup is also important. It has been well established that transfer
populating (long-lived) narrow resonances cannot suppress complete fusion. It was
shown in this thesis that attentionmust also be given to the (sub-zeptosecond) lifetime
of broad resonances. At below-barrier energies, these timescales are experimentally
accessible by comparison of experimental θ12 − β distributions with model calcula-
tions. Explicit inclusion of excitation energies and lifetimes of unbound resonances
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are crucial to model breakup and fusion. In the absence of a quantum mechanical
model of transfer-triggered breakup, they have been included by modifying the clas-
sical dynamical code Platypus (resulting in M- Platypus), and by the creation
of a new model Kookaburra which simulates the transfer step. Explicit inclu-
sion of resonant state lifetimes in M- Platypus and Kookaburra resulted in a
significant improvement over Platypus in the correspondence of simulated energy
and angular correlations to those from experiment. Further, it was also shown that
variation of the lifetime of the 2+ state of 8Be by as little as a factor of two was
apparent in the simulated θ12 − β simulations. While comparison of Kookaburra
and M- Platypus simulations with experiment were generally favourable, there is
scope for improvement via the inclusion of additional physical effects. For example,
the role of the target nucleus in inducing a preferential orientation in the projectile-
like nucleus may be investigated through the reconstructed azimuthal orientation of
breakup fragments with respect to the reaction plane γ . In addition the role of the
target in modifying the mean lifetime of resonant states should be examined.

9.1.3 Breakup Functions and ICF

Using these new models that explicitly include the lifetime and excitation energies
of unbound states, together with an improved (and intricate) coincidence efficiency
correction procedure, below-barrier breakup probability functions were extracted
for reactions of 9Be with 27Al, 28Si, 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb, 209Bi and 7Li
with 27Al, 28Si, and 58Ni. It was shown that near-target breakup probability functions
have a steeper slope than asymptotic breakup associated with the long-lived states
of 8Be and 6Li. To make quantitative predictions of complete fusion suppression at
above-barrier energies, the breakup functions were used as input intoM- Platypus
and Kookaburra.

Above the barrier, the inclusion of sub-zeptosecond lifetimes significantly reduce
the predicted above-barrier complete fusion suppression. This occurs because a larger
fraction of nuclei remain intact until reaching the barrier. As a result, predicted
complete fusion cross-sections are not suppressed to the extent expected from earlier
calculations that do not explicitly include lifetimes. This result is expected to apply
to weakly-bound nuclei in general.

In reactions of 9Be with 144Sm, 168Er, 186W, 196Pt, 208Pb and 209Bi, calcula-
tions with M- Platypus that explicitly include sub-zeptosecond lifetimes resulted
in incomplete fusion to total fusion fractions FICF = σICF/(σCF + σICF) of ∼11% at
above-barrier energies. The related complete fusion suppression of ∼9% is much
less than the experimentally measured FICF and complete fusion suppressions of
30−40% [5–7]. In reactions of both 7Li and 9Be with light mass targets, the pre-
dicted FICF were much higher, varying from 16% for reactions of 7Li + 58Ni to 28%
for reactions of 7Li + 28Si. As no experimental measures of FICF exist for these
systems, it is difficult to evaluate these results in the context of the role of breakup
in complete fusion suppression. These results may indicate another role of lifetime:
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the reaction timescale may be significantly longer for, say, 9Be + 27Al as compared
to 9Be + 209Bi due to the weaker gradient of the interaction potential. As a result,
unbound states with the same mean life will have greater opportunity to break up
prior to capture for 9Be + 27Al reactions than for 9Be + 209Bi reactions.

The above-barrier fusion cross-sections for reactions with light target nuclei also
bring into question the use of FICF as an empirical measure of complete fusion sup-
pression. It was seen that FICF was reduced compared to 1 − σWith BU

CF /σNo BU
fus in reac-

tions with 27Al, 28Si and 58Ni, with an associated reduction of total fusion. This con-
trasts to what was seen in reactions of 9Be with 144Sm to 209Bi, where FICF was very
similar to 1 − σWith BU

CF /σNo BU
fus . This “uncoupling” of FICF and 1 − σWith BU

CF /σNo BU
fus

in light systems is likely due to trajectories that lead to no capture breakup that would
have otherwise fused, and is consistent with the observed increase of the reaction
cross-section observed in reactions of 9Be with 27Al [8], although no clear suppres-
sion of total fusion has been observed. This is the first use of Kookaburra for
above-barrier fusion cross-sections for reactions with light targets, and the role of
model sensitivities in ICF and CF should be investigated.

The key consequence of the inclusion of the lifetime of broad resonant states
is a reduction of the predicted FICF and reduced suppression of complete fusion
due to breakup to a level that is well below that observed in experiment wherever
experimental results are available. Three key conclusions are drawn from this result:

(1) As the calculated FICF is much less than measured, the cross-sections that are
attributed experimentally to ICF may include a significant contribution from transfer
directly producing the same heavy nucleus.

(2) If σICF contains contributions from both ICF and transfer, it is not clear that
defining an empirical complete fusion suppression FICF in terms of σICF is valid.

(3) The observed reduction of complete fusion at above-barrier energies has been
measured independently of σICF in several reactions through direct comparison with
reactions of well bound nuclei [6, 9]. Since the results from this study shows that
breakup cannot explain this, then other processes must contribute. Experimental
values of FICF and 1 − σ

expt.
CF /σ calc.

fus. have been found to be similar [6] in reactions
of 9Be with 208Pb, thus it is reasonable to suspect that the two quantities are linked.
If transfer is shown to make a large contribution to products previously attributed
to ICF, then a mechanism by which transfer may suppress complete fusion needs
to be considered. In a classical picture, if transfer removes energy from the relative
motion, it will reduce fusion. However in a coupled-channels approach, it is not clear
whether above-barrier fusion can be suppressed by transfer. These questions require
further investigation.

9.2 Towards Measurements of 7Be(d, p)8Be

The experimental groundwork was laid for making a measurement of the astrophys-
ically relevant 7Be(d, p)8Be reaction at the ANU. Deuterium targets were produced,
and the efficacy of using a large solid angle coverage array and kinematic reconstruc-
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tion techniques for measuring pairs of α particles produced in the mirror reaction
7Li(d,n)8Be was demonstrated. In the 7Li(d,n)8Be reaction, a high population of the
broad 4+ resonance was observed, totalling 87% of all observed α + α pairs. Using
Kookaburra to relate the measured angular distribution of the observed α + α

pairs to the total distribution yielded a population of 69% in the 4+ state. This result
indicates that high population of this resonance should also be expected in the 7Be(d,
p)8Be reaction.

A reliable determination of the coincidence efficiency of the BALiN array in
the 7Be(d, p)8Be and 7Li(d,n)8Be reactions will be crucial for extraction of cross-
sections. Regardless of the target mass, the coincidence efficiency relies on a good
determination of the angular distribution of the fragments. In this thesis, the angular
distribution of fragments has been simulated with Kookaburra andM- Platypus.
In very light systems, the applicability of these classical simulations is questionable.
Since there is little [in the case of 7Be(d, p)8Be] or no [in the case of 7Li(d,n)8Be]
post-breakup acceleration of the fragments, it may be more reliable to use DWBA to
predict the angular distribution of the transfer product, and perform a Monte-Carlo
simulation of fragment opening angles θ12 at each projectile-like nucleus scattering
angle.

The 7Li(d,n)8Be reaction has larger relevance to this thesis work beyond its astro-
physical interest. A major theme of this work was the role of post-breakup accelera-
tion in influencing the energy and angular distribution of breakup fragments. The lack
of this influence in the 7Li(d,n)8Be reaction can be used as a test for our interpretation
of quantities such as Erel and θ12 − β. The fact that peaks in the data corresponding to
asymptotic expectations of Erel and θ12 − β were seen quite clearly in the experimen-
tal results indicates that our interpretation of Erel and θ12 − β as indications of the
projectile-like excitation is essentially correct. However, Kookaburra simulations
do not quite reproduce experimental Erel and θ12 − β distributions totally satisfac-
torily. A culprit may be the input excitation energy probability distribution for each
resonance. It may be possible to use the measured Erel distributions in 7Li(d,n)8Be
to infer information on the underlying resonance structure of 8Be populated after
neutron pickup with 7Li, and so improve the input distributions for Kookaburra
calculations.

Given the success of using the BALiN array for measurements of the 7Li(d,n)8Be
reaction, investigations were made into producing a 7Be beam at the ANU. Test
measurements of 7Be production via the 10B(6Li,7Be)9Be reaction were made using
the SOLEROO RIB capability. Normalised secondary beam intensities above 104

cts/s/mg/cm2/μeA were achieved with beam purity of ∼96%, and good energy res-
olution of the beam at a magnetic field of 2.7 T. This beam purity was achieved by
pulsing the primary 6Li beam at the cost of reducing the primary beam intensity by a
factor of two, and by gating on the position spectra in the PPAC. The most significant
beam impurity is energy degraded 6Li beam particles. Higher beam intensities can be
extracted at lower fields, at the cost of increasing the variation of energy of the 7Be
secondary beam. The fact that the kinematic reconstruction of reactions depends on
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the mass of the projectile and target nuclei, as well as the number of nuclei in the exit
channel, will enable the separation of α + α pairs produced with 7Be and with 6Li
beam impurities. The encouraging production rate and puritymotivated investigation
into the methods for the production of thick 10B and (natC2D4)n targets. Future work
will involve the fabrication of these targets, and measurements with a 7Be beam.

9.3 Outlook

Transfer-triggered breakup is the dominant process by which near-target breakup
occurs across the nuclear chart for reactions of 7Li and 9Be. If breakup is the mech-
anism that suppresses above-barrier complete fusion, it must be through transfer-
triggered breakup.

It may be interesting in the context of the study of the fusion of neutron rich RIBs
to investigate the role of neutron richness along a chain of weakly bound Li isotopes
(i.e. 6Li, 7Li, 8Li) in terms of their breakup modes and the probability of breakup. In
addition, extending the study of transfer-triggered breakup to above-barrier energies
will be useful. While such measurements will be complicated by the presence of
absorption, the evolution of breakup mechanisms at above-barrier energies may shed
light on the role of breakup in complete fusion suppression. In addition, detailed
comparisons of coincidence and singles breakup fragment distributions in reactions
at above-barrier energies will help to validate classical trajectory models.

While the detailed measurements of this thesis provide unprecedented insight
into the dynamics of breakup, a complete understanding of the impact of breakup on
ICF is yet to emerge. Classical trajectory models show that when sub-zeptosecond
lifetimes are taken into account, sufficient breakup does not occur in reactions of 9Be
with high Z targets to explain the observed suppression of complete fusion. There is a
need to understand themagnitude of the contribution from transfer directly producing
the same heavy nucleus as breakup followed by capture. If transfer proves to be a
large portion of σICF, the mechanism by which transfer can suppress complete fusion
should be investigated. It is not clear whether the two processes can be distinguished.
Theremay be scope to do so by examining the kinematics of the remaining projectile-
like fragment after ICF in using coincidences with decay α from ICF products with
sub-microsecond lifetimes. Clearly, there is a need for a fully quantum mechanical
model of transfer-triggered breakup to accurately model these processes.

Classical trajectorymodels have enabled a detailed examination of breakup. How-
ever, a systematic understanding of the sensitivities of themodels in regards to above-
barrier complete and incomplete fusion cross-sections is warranted.
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Appendix A
Si Detector Deadlayer Measurement

The deadlayers of the DSSDs were determined using two methods. In the first, by
varying the distance between the detector and the hub, the angle of incidence β of
a mixed (239Pu, 241Am, 244Cm) α was varied. As outlined in Refs. [1, 2], energy
loss through the deadlayer for particles with energy E0 at a given incidence angle is
given by

�E(β) = dE0

dx
t

1

cosβ
. (A.1)

Thus, the measured difference between the energies of α particles at different inci-
dence angles is

E(β1) − E(β2) = (E0 − �E(β1)) − (E0 − �E(β2))

= dE0

dx
t

(
1

cosβ2
− 1

cosβ1

)
. (A.2)

Therefore by plotting the difference of pulse heights at different β as a function of(
1

cosβ2
− 1

cosβ1

)
, the slope gives dE0

dx t . As the coverage of BALiN is large, β changes

across the array. Since any α particle must pass through first the PET and aluminium
layers, E0 also depends on β, and Eq.A.2 becomes:

E(β1) − E(β2) = (E0(β1) − �E(β1)) − (E0(β2) − �E(β2)). (A.3)

Since dE0
dx is slowly varying for ∼5 MeV α particles, we can write

(E(β1) − E(β2)) − (E0(β1) − E0(β2)) = dE0

dx
t

(
1

cosβ2
− 1

cosβ1

)
. (A.4)

Plotting (E(β1) − E(β2)) − (E0(β1) − E0(β2)) as a function of ( 1
cosβ2

− 1
cosβ1

) still
yields the deadlayers, however this method relies heavily on the energy calibration
of the array, which in turn relies on the correct determination of the deadlayers. As
such, this method becomes iterative.
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Fig. A.1 Relationship between pulse height and calculated incident energy of α particles and
elastically scattered 7Li. Shown

However, this dependence of the energy calibration on the deadlayers allows us
to skip a step, and use the energy calibration to determine the deadlayers. This is
still iterative, but somewhat more sensitive approach was developed to make use of
the zi dependence of the Bethe-Bloch equation (Eq.3.3). Assuming that the pulse
height response of the detector is independent of Z for the light nuclei relevant here,
the relationship between the energy loss of an incident particle and pulse height (in
channels) should not differentiate between α particles from a mixed α source and
from elastically scattered 7Li. As the incident energy of particles on the active area
of the DSSD follows energy loss through the deadlayer, Al and PET layers, it is only
when the deadlayers are determined correctly (and so the incident energy determined
correctly) that the relationship between energy and pulse height does not depend
on Z .

Therefore the pulse height as a function of expected incident energy for the afore-
mentioned mixed α source and for elastically scattered 7Li from 196Pt at 6, 6.75 and
7.5 MeV were compared. The thickness of the Si deadlayers were varied for each
detector until the relationship between energy and pulse height for theα particles and
the elastically scattered 7Li converged, indicating that the deadlayers were correctly
determined. Shown in Fig. A.1 are the pulse height against energy relationships after
using the angle method (left) and after using the zi dependence of the Bethe-Bloch
equation (right). If the deadlayers are overestimated, as in the left hand side of Fig.
A.1, the total energy loss of 7Li is overestimated to a greater extent than that of the
α particles. This process was performed on every arc of each DSSD, and the final
deadlayers, together with the thicknesses of the PET andAl layers are shown in Table
A.1, providing a summary of the layers of BALiN where particles experience energy
loss.
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Table A.1 Summary of the thicknesses of the deadlayers for each detector, along with the thick-
nesses of the PET foils and Al layers through which particles must pass

DSSD Deadlayer
manufacturer
specification (µm)

Deadlayer (µm)
(remeasured)

Al layer (µm) PET foil (µm)

A 0.5 2.00 0.2 0.7

B 0.5 2.05 0.2 0.7

C 0.5 0.95 0.2 0.7

D 0.5 2.10 0.2 0.7

In the BEX run, the array was not fully biased, so the depletion region of each
DSSD was smaller, and the corresponding deadlayer larger. In the re-analysis of the
BEX run, the deadlayers found in [3] were used.
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Appendix B
Characterising ToF Spectra

The ToF spectra shown in Fig. 3.14 have restricted y-axes, to show only those ToF
that are valid for time calibration. Shown in Fig.B.1 is the full ToF spectrum for
7Li + 58Ni at 11.7 MeV, for the RDUX run. Data are shown from the RDUX run,
as the RF subtraction was performed offline, as discussed in Sect. 3.4.6. As such
interpretation of ToF spectra in this instance is more easily performed. The offset is
different to that of the LIBEX run, described above. Here, valid ToFs fall at ∼100
ns. There are groups of events ∼107 and ∼214 ns below the valid ToFs – these are
events arising from different beam bunches which are separated by 106.6 ns.

There are a large number of events above 480 ns. These correspond to events
where the energy of the particlewas recorded, but not the ToF. In taking the difference
between the RF reference and the measured ToF, shown in Eq.3.26, 4550 channels
(445.9 ns)were added to ensureToFswere positive.When the timing signal ismissing
Eq.3.26 becomes ToFmeasured = RF + 4550, pushing these events up by 445.9 ns.
The offset of this group from 445.9 ns is due to the recorded time of the RF signal
of ∼20 ns. The width of this group is 25 ns - the jitter from the 40 MHz clock in the
TDC. There is a further group at ∼450 ns: these events correspond to energy signals
in the first arc of detector D. Timing signals from this arc were sacrificed to record the
RF reference signal. Therefore, Eq. 3.26 becomes ToFmeasured = RF − RF + 4550,
putting the events at ∼450 ns.

When particles are detected in coincidence, two valid ToFs as well as the presence
of the RF reference signal are required. Shown in Fig.B.2 are the ToFs for two
particles detected in coincidence, for the samemeasurement shown in Fig.B.1. There
are a number of possible combinations ofwhether or not a timing signalwas recorded,
whether or not both particles are in the same beam bunch, and whether or not the RF
reference was recorded. These are enumerated in TableB.1, and labelled in Fig.B.2.
We will revisit this spectrum when finding the deadtime of the array due to the TDC.
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Fig. B.1 Full Arc Energy versus ToF spectrum for 7Li+ 58Ni at 11.7MeV in the RDUX run. Valid
ToFs fall around ∼100 ns. The cause of invalid ToFs is discussed in text

Fig. B.2 ToF1 versus ToF2 spectrum for 7Li+ 58Ni at Ebeam = 11.7MeV, labelled with the reason
behind the particular ToF1 versus ToF2 location of each group of events, based on enumeration of
possible signal and zero-signal combinations, shown in Table B.1
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Table B.1 Enumeration of
possible combinations of
present and missing time
signals and RF references for
coincidence events.
Combinations identical under
reversal of the Time 1 and
Time 2 labels have been
omitted

Time 1 Time 2 RF ToF1
(ch)

ToF2
(ch)

✗ ✓ ✓ 5050 500

✗ ✗ ✓ 5050 5050

✗ ✗ ✗ 4550 4550

✓ ✓ ✗ 0 0

✓ ✓ ✓ 500 500

= RF ✓ ✓ 4550 500

= RF ✗ ✓ 4550 5050



Appendix C
Breakup at Additional Energies

In Chap.4, results were shown for each beam-target combination at one energy and
detector configuration. Here, for completeness, the Q-Erel Q, and Erel spectra for
measurements of the same systems at different energies and detector configurations
are shown (Figs.C.1, C.2, C.3, C.4, C.5, C.6, C.7, C.8 and C.9).
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Fig. C.2 Reconstructed Q-Erel, Q and Erel spectra for α + α (left) and α + p (right) pairs pro-
duced after interactions of 7Li with 28Si at Ebeam = 7.50 MeV
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Fig. C.3 Reconstructed Q-Erel, Q and Erel spectra for α + α (left) and α + p (right) pairs pro-
duced after interactions of 7Li with 27Al at Ebeam = 7.50 MeV
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Fig. C.4 Reconstructed Q-Erel, Q and Erel spectra for α + α (left) and α + p (right) pairs pro-
duced after interactions of 7Li with 27Al at Ebeam = 7.50 MeV, with the BALiN array in the
lampshade configuration
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Fig. C.5 Reconstructed Q-Erel, Q and Erel spectra for α + α (left) and α + p (right) pairs pro-
duced after interactions of 7Li with 27Al at Ebeam = 6.75 MeV, with the BALiN array in the
lampshade configuration
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Fig. C.6 Reconstructed Q-Erel, Q and Erel spectra for α + α (left) and α + p (right) pairs pro-
duced after interactions of 7Li with 28Si at Ebeam = 7.50 MeV, with the BALiN array in the
lampshade configuration
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Fig. C.7 Reconstructed Q-Erel, Q and Erel spectra for α + α (left) and α + p (right) pairs pro-
duced after interactions of 7Li with 28Si at Ebeam = 6.75 MeV, with the BALiN array in the
lampshade configuration
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Appendix D
Rare Breakup Modes in Reactions with 9Be

As with the study of breakup after interactions of 7Li with 58Ni, 28Si and 27Al, ToF
identification can be used to find rare coincidence two reaction modes in interactions
of 9Be with 28Si and 27Al. In reactions with heavy targets, the only positive or small
negative Q breakup modes are those that produce two α particles: either triggered
by neutron stripping or direct breakup. However, in reactions of 9Be with 28Si and
27Al, the Q-value for producing an α + p pair is large and positive: 4.447 and 7.386
MeV, respectively. Therefore, it may be expected that α + p pairs will be produced
in these reactions.

By gating on α + p pairs in ToF, it is readily apparent that this is the case. Shown
in Fig. D.1 are the Q-Erel, Q and Erel spectra for ToF identified α + p pairs detected
in reactions of 9Be with (a), (c), (e) 28Si and (b), (d), (f) 27Al. Clear bands of events
are produced at the ground-state Q and at lower Q, corresponding to excitation of
the target-like recoiling nuclei 32P and 31Si, respectively.

Due to the peaks in Q that correspond to the excited states of 32P and 31Si, shown
in Fig.D.1c, d, it is clear that the α + p pairs detected in BALiN do arise from
reactions with the target and are not spurious coincidences. However, the reaction
mechanism producing these pairs is not clear – for transfer to be responsible, three
neutrons and one protonmust be transferred; one step cluster transfer of “4H” doesn’t
seem likely. However, the Erel distribution of these fragments, shown in Fig.D.1e, f
bears resemblance to the Erel distribution of α + p fragments detected in reactions
of 7Li with 27Al and 28Si, shown in Figs. 4.9f and 4.11f. In the case of 7Li, it seems
clear that α + p pairs must be produced through two-neutron transfer populating 5Li
which subsequently decays into α + p pairs. To the extent that the Erel distribution
can be used to examine the structure of very1 short lived nuclei such as 5Li, the
correspondence of the Erel spectra of α + p pairs produced with a 7Li or 9Be
projectile suggests a common origin.

As might be expected from the extreme amount of mass transfer necessary for
α + p pairs to be produced with a 9Be projectile, α + p pairs represent a small
fraction of the (un-efficiency corrected) total genuine coincidence yield: 3.7 ± 0.06%

1τ ∼ 10−22s.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. D.1 Reconstructed Q-Erel, Q and erel spectra for α + p pairs produced after interactions of
9Be with 27Al and 28Si. In a, c and e the spectra for 9Be + 28Si at Ebeam = 11.0 MeV is shown,
and in b, d and f the spectra for 9Be + 27Al at Ebeam = 10.0 MeV is shown

for the measurement with 28Si shown here at Ebeam = 11.0 MeV and 2.65 ± 0.05%
for the measurement with 27Al. The fact that this reaction mode appears in the data
at all is a demonstration of the way that large positive Q-values [4.447 MeV (28Si)
and 7.386 MeV (27Al)] drive transfer probabilities in these measurements.

It is of course also possible to examine the possibility of p + p pairs being pro-
duced in this reaction. The ground-state Q-value for 9Be + 28Si → p + p+35S is
Qgg = 4.123 MeV, and for 9Be + 27Al → p + p+34P it is Qgg = 4.122 MeV. The
large, positive Q-value would suggest that these reactions should be expected to be
seen, though as with p + p produced in reactions of 7Li, the reaction mechanism
producing these coincident protons is not immediately clear. The ToF gated Qp+p

shown in Fig.D.2a is the ToF gated Qp+p spectrum for p + p pairs produced in
reactions of 9Be with 28Si at Ebeam = 11 MeV. The p + p pairs identified in this
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Fig. D.2 a Reconstructed
Qp+p for pairs of protons
identified using ToF gating
in reactions of 9Be with 28Si.
Peaks in the reconstructed
Qp+p spectrum are easily
seen in a, and their spacing
corresponds to excited states
in 35S. b Reconstructed
Qp+p for pairs of protons
identified using ToF gating
in reactions of 9Be with
27Al. 131 events are present
in this spectrum, and the
presence of any peaks is
somewhat dubious

reaction comprised 0.56 ± 0.02% of the total valid coincidence yield. Clear peaks
are present in this spectrum, indicating transfer populating 35S in its ground and
excited states.

The reconstructed Qp+p spectrum for p + p pairs produced in reactions of 9Be
with 27Al at Ebeam = 10 MeV is shown in Fig.D.2b. Only 131 p + p pairs were
identified here, comprising 0.12 ± 0.01% of the total valid coincidence yield. Given
the small number of counts, there is no obvious peak structure in this spectrum,
barring perhaps one at Qp+p = 1.78 MeV, which may correspond with the 2.3 MeV
doublet of (3(−),4(−)) states arising from the πs1/2ν f7/2 configuration in 34P [1]. The
existing nuclear structure data for 34P is somewhat sparse. With greater statistics, it
may be possible to use this reaction mode producing p + p pairs after 2 proton 5
neutron transfer to examine the excited states and structure of neutron-rich isotopes.

Reference
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Appendix E
BALiN Solid Angle ��BALiN(θbin)

Since the geometry of BALiN is well known, Eq.6.11 enables the evaluation of
the solid angle coverage of the monitor, but relies on knowledge of the solid angle
coverage of BALiN.

The solid angle coverage of BALiN within a bin of width �θbin located at θbin is
given by

��BALiN(θbin) =
∫∫

BALiN
sin θbindθdφ. (E.1)

The coverage of BALiN in both θ and φ change with θbin, and depend on the exact
location ofBALiN in space.Rather than calculate these quantities analytically,we can
instead use a Monte Carlo simulation that distributes events evenly on the surface
of a sphere, and filter these events through the existing event filtering methods.
Briefly, simulated coincidence events are tagged as either beingwithin the acceptance
of BALiN or outside it, then these events are randomised in (θ,φ) to match the
pixelization of BALiN, then the simulated data are kinematically reconstructed as
if it were experimental data. This program allows us to identify which events will
have hit the detectors, and which will not. The events were simulated in (θ,φ) by
choosing random variables A and B in the range (0 − 1), then

θ = cos−1(2A − 1)

φ = 2πB.
(E.2)

This produces a set of events isotropically distributed over the surface of a sphere
[1]. This distribution is shown in Fig.E.1a. The uniform distribution in d� results in
a sin θ distribution in (θ,φ). The events are then filtered by the detector acceptance,
as shown in Fig.E.1b. The grey dotted lines indicate 4◦ bins, and the grey rectangles
indicate the “edge bins” of the detector, where the solid angle coverage of BALiN
changes rapidly. Determining ��BALiN with this method is especially advantageous
for these bins. The ratio of the events that fall within the detector acceptance NBALiN

to the total number of events Nbin in each bin of width �θbin gives the ratio of the
solid angle of the detector to the total solid angle of the bin, and solving for��BALiN
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. E.1 In order to determine the solid angle coverage of the BALiN array, a Monte Carlo simula-
tion with points evenly distributed on a sphere is performed. Shown in a is the simulated distribution
of events in (θ,φ), which is then filtered through the detector acceptance, shown in b. Here, the
acceptance of the array for the RDUX run is shown. The resulting

∫∫
BALiN dθdφ of each bin is

shown in c. When multiplied by sin θ, this gives the detector solid angle ��BALiN. The grey dotted
lines indicate 4◦ bins. Grey rectangles show the edge bins where the solid angle changes rapidly
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��BALiN(θbin) = NBALiN

Nbin
��bin (E.3)

∫∫
BALiN

sin θbindθdφ = NBALiN

Nbin

∫∫
bin

sin θbindθdφ. (E.4)

Assuming that sin θ varies slowly across the bin width, we can take out the sin θbin
term which is the same on both sides,

∫∫
BALiN

dθdφ = NBALiN

Nbin

∫∫
bin

dθdφ (E.5)

= NBALiN

Nbin
2π�θbin. (E.6)

This is shown in Fig.E.1c. When the sin θ term is removed, the slow change in dφ
with scattering angle due to the offset of the BALiN detector from the beam axis as
discussed in Sect. 3.4.2 is apparent. The solid angle of BALiN determined in Eq.E.4
is then used in Eq.6.11.
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Appendix F
Adopted Barrier Radius Parameters

The adopted barrier radii RB found from Woods-Saxon fits to SPP calculations are
shown in TableF.1.

Table F.1 Barrier radii RB
found from Woods-Saxon fits
to SPP calculations for each
system where breakup
probabilities were extracted

Beam + Target RB (fm)
9Be + 209Bi 11.54
9Be + 208Pb 11.53
9Be + 196Pt 11.36
9Be + 186W 11.22
9Be + 168Er 10.94
9Be + 144Sm 10.54
9Be + 28Si 8.50
9Be + 27Al 8.48
7Li + 58Ni 9.20
7Li + 28Si 8.44
7Li + 27Al 8.46
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